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FOREWORD 

by MAX MALLOWAN 

The Nimrud wine lists, to which J. V. Kinnier Wilson has devoted many years of 
assiduous study, were compiled in the course of the first quarter ofthe eighth century 
B.C., during the last years of Adad-nirari III and the first four years of his successor 
Shalmaneser IV, at a time when Assyria was about to be eclipsed for three decades 
by the growing power of the northern kingdom of Urartu. 

This collection of tablets, not more than thirty in all, is unique of its kind, and has 
yielded invaluable information, all the more remarkable because it is but the pitiful 
remnant of a once vast Palace archive concerned with the administration of the 
wine-ration to the royal household. This household, estimated at a strength of some 
6,000 persons, included employees who ranged from the highest to the lowest in the 
land-nobles, and the humblest of menials such-as shepherd boys and assistant cooks, 
in addition to the king and queen. The author has drawn not only on this particular 
collection but on other administrative documents, from Calah,l Nineveh and Assur 
in order to present a picture of Assyrian methods of administration and the complex 
nature of its bureaucracy, and has thus played a notable part in reanimating for us 
the archaeological evidence which had already been presented in successive numbers 
of the Journal Iraq, and in 1966 in the two volumes entitled Nimrud and its Remains 
which were supplemented by a compendium of maps and plans of the buildings in 
which these documents were discovered. It is hoped that the reader will consult this 
recent addition to the evidence in conjunction with those other publications which 
combine to form a comprehensive picture of Calah-Nimrud and its place as a princi
pal component of the neo-Assyrian empire. Kinnier Wilson has wisely warned the 
reader that his interpretations of the evidence are sometimes provisional, often an 
improvement on previous conclusions, hut sometimes also resting on ground which 
is still subject to debate. However that may be, our gratitude is due to one who has 
had the courage to terminate for the time being an arduous task which has entailed 
an excursus into topics which go far beyond the scope of the wine lists and include 
discussions geographical, historical and on the subject of iron that provoke recon
sideration of many problems. In this introduction I have attempted briefly to 
point to a few signposts provided by the archaeology and have ventured to discuss 
a few of the problems which deserve debate. 

Before embarking on the text we may advise the reader to consult the volume of 
Folding Maps, Plans and Sections which accompany Nimrud and its Remains, par
ticularly Plan III showing the Northern Administrative Extensions and Chancery, 
ZT. 4-5 and other offices of the sa pan ekalli, keeper of the archives of the N.W. 
Palace, wherein chamber ZT.30 is also clearly marked with its range of great wine 
jars near to which some wine tablets were found. Magazines such as ZT.30 were 
invariably situated with direct access to the great, open courtyards from which the 

1 Notably the important archive from the Governor's Palace. 
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wine, oil or flour could conveniently be distributed to the various quarters of the 
Palace in which they were required: 2 chamber EB illustrated on the same map, 
(outside Gate E), which also contained the remnants of measured jars, was corre
spondingly well situated for access to the State Apartments. Plan VIII in the same 
folder illustrates the lay-out of Fort Shalmaneser, the ekal mcisarti, including chamber 
SW.6 a wine-cellar stacked with the remnants of great wine jars ranged in orderly 
rows and separated by gangways: here a small but important collection of wine
tablets was found in the debris, in association with the wine. I have estimated that 
originally this magazine may have contained not less than 4,000 gallons, thus 
capable of providing a daily ration for many thousands of persons at 0 . I qu per head. 3 

There can be little doubt that this magazine was in fact a cellar and that the tablets 
associated with it had fallen from a collapsed upper floor, together with part of the 
ivory leg of a Palace chair which must once have been an item in the furniture of the 
overlying apartments. It is interesting that this wine-magazine was situated in close 
proximity to the corner suite of the rab ekalli a master of the king's household
chambers SE.I-I2.4 Other wine magazines in the same building were NW.I8-19,5 
roughly similar to SW.6 in dimensions and layout; in another wine or grain store, 
SW. I., an inscribed ostracon was found bearing the names of workers, including 
foreigners, on the ration strength; 6 NE.48-50 were chambers under the jurisdiction 
of the barakku 7 the royal treasurer, who held stocks of copper and distributed various 
'dues' in kind: unequivocal evidence for the nature of that office is for the first time 
presented by this archive. 

In general it appears that the tablets discovered at Nimrud, although usually lying 
in a secondary context were discovered either in or near the rooms in which they had 
originally been stored: such rooms were as a rule relatively small offices, approxi
mately square such as NE.49, or situated in a corner-the archive chamber, in the 
Governor's Palace; 8 well paved and placed immediately opposite:: the god's 
sanctuary in Ezida, the Temple of Nabu,-NT.I2 on Folding Plan VI. These 
archive chambers were never built on the vast scale of the great magazine-halls: 
all of them had one feature in common, namely direct access to the open courtyards 
where the scribe could consult his reading matter in the light. 

We thus have much practical information concerning the clerkly offices and are 
left in no doubt about the importance ofthe tupsarekalli; "the scribe of the Palace " 
perhaps the keeper of the Palace archives-indeed in the highest echelons of the 
State, as the author informs us, the chief scribe came third in the administrative order 
of precedence after the king himself and the commander-in-chief. This triangular 
pattern is a curious feature of the Assyrian administration, even" the third man" 

2 Note however an exception, magazines 1 I, 13 
for the storage of oil in the Temple of Ninurta. 
In room 1 1 there were three rows of oil jars and 
two stone storage tanks. See Mallowan, N & R 
I plan on p . 84. 

3 Mallowan, N & R II 408. 
4 Mallowan, op. cit. II, 420 and references to 

the texts on 421. 
sOp. cit. 405: note that NW.lo thereon is a 

misprint and should read 19. 

6 Op. cit. 407. 
7 Op. cit. 397-401. 
8 Mallowan, op. cit. I pI. 140 opposite p. 205 

illustrates the plan of the Governor's Palace : 
the archive chamber is the square room on the 
west side of the building, approached from a long 
hall through a narrow doorway which is marked 
on the plan; see also 38-51. 
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in the chariot team conforms with it, and appears to have drawn his rations in the 
company of other " third men" . This triarchy is no unusual feature of ancient 
administration, and takes its place alongside an occasional diarchy wherein the 
interests of the state were both checked and safeguarded by a dual spy-control system 
such as was notorious in Achaemenian Iran. 

The method of rendering ancient terminology into modern or comparatively 
modern parlance is not without its difficulties, and the author has frequently opted 
for the title Minister and Emir, in spite of their political and medieval overtones 
which may to some critics appear not to be strictly justifiable. But it is fair to stress 
the extraordinary continuity of certain Oriental practices from the earliest, even 
the Sumerian periods through the Babylonian and Assyrian into the world of 
Byzantium and Islam, and herein perhaps lies the merit of this terminology. The 
fact is, however, that it is not possible to provide satisfactory translations of obsolete 
offices from one age to another, for sometimes where, we may find an equivalent 
grade in the hierarchy between one bureaucracy and another the nature of the 
respective function is different. As an example we may quote the office of the rab 

. cilcini for which in Nimrud and its Remains I offered a rendering of mudir nahiya 9 where 
the author prefers kaimakam on grounds of seniority. The mudir nahiya appeared 
preferable to me because of the direct nature of the executive which appeared to 
correspond with the responsibility of officials of a relatively low grade in Arab 
administration for the levying of taxes in the countryside. But it is obvious that 
neither rendering is satisfactory and the problem of finding exact equivalences is 
insuperable.10 What matters is that this collection of texts has added to the evidence 
for arriving at a more precise definition of the various offices of State from the top 
to the bottom of the hierarchy. 

Within this hierarchy at various levels we find a class of man, now fortunately rare 
or non-existent,-the eunuch, sa resi, who played an important part in the functions 
of State in many capacities. Kinnier Wilson has well demonstrated the nature of 
these services, which were often of a high order as well as menial, and has ex
plained how closely the rabdni, the nobles and the sa resi, the eunuchs, marched 
together. In this connection the two most interesting of the high officers are the 
saknu, the provincial governor and the bel pibati the court eunuch, or eunuch governor, 
perhaps only slightly inferior in rank to the former who was also a military man, but 
the holder of one of the highest offices in the land. Our appreciation of the latter 
character inclines us to speculate on the style of carving which represents one named 
BeI-tar~i-iluma who in 798 B.C. dedicated a pair of statues to the temple of Nabu and 
faced across the courtyard in Ezida.H These limestone statues were, as the inscription 
records, presented to the god for the life of the king, Adad-nirari III, for the queen 
mother Sammuramat and for the life of the governor himself. It is true that the 
donor was apparently in this case a saknu, but one wonders if in the rendering of this 
unusual, mdeed abnormal carving we may discern the character of the established 
court favourites of the time-a rotund figure with fleshy flabby cheeks and hands, 

9 Op. cit. 46 . 
10 For example the office of a high-ranking 

magistrate- the aazannu who, as Kinnier Wilson 
has stated, among his many duties was responsible 

for recording arrivals and departures and in 
some capacities acted as a kind of town-major. 

11 ASBM (1938) pis. III, IV. 
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and beard which we may guess concealed a heavy jowl, the kind of figure which 
within living memory still played a prominent part at the marriage ceremonies in 
the royal house at Baghdad. 

Within the same sanctuary at Calah there were other figures of the god and his 
servitors who stood elsewhere within the precincts and carried the tablets of 
destiny ( ?). The very model of a eunuch disguised as a god is represented in a 
dr;awing by Boutcher.12 

However that may be, it is interesting in this connection that on the inscribed 
statue of the saknu representing Bel-tar~i-iluma we find among the provinces subject to 
his jurisdiction laluna,13 a district known to be one of the sources of wine imported 
to Calah. The vines doubtless grew on more than one hillside including Ba'shiqa, 
not far distant from Nineveh, where there were vineyards in recent times, as well 
as in the district of Zamua (Sulaimaniya) named in the texts. The identification of 
laluna is still, unfortunately, uncertain. 

Among the Assyrian eunuchs we may also recall another high officer, the rab 
saqi the king's cupbearer, familiar from the Old Testament in Sennacherib's army at 
the siege of Jerusalem, as well as the little eunuchs, the boy servants of the king. 
These castrated gentlemen thus formed part of the intimate royal entourage and 
enjoyed positions of proximity and authority which persisted for 2,000 years in the 
courts of Byzantium, in the Sultan's house and in that of the Shahs of Persia. This 
strange sociological phenomenon is only to be understood by reference to the jealous 
segregation of the women folk in the royal harems, whose honour had to be safe
guarded in this way during the absence of the man, especially the king, so often 
obliged to be abroad on military campaigns. It is difficult for the occidental mind to 
appreciate the extent to which this concept affected the organization and stratifica
tion of ancient Assyria and more modern Oriental societies. 

Thus the eunuchs, in their various capacities as officers of state drew heavily on 
the wine ration as well as other food supplies-the bread ration for example, and 
inevitably the author of this book has had to consider how and where such rations 
were allocated and has concluded that the various different categories of society, 
minutely and in detail classified in the ration list, fed in messes according to profession 
or calling. This arrangement would obviously have been a practical convenience in a 
society where money was not yet current and the issue of foodstuffs had to be in kind, 
and that perhaps was one of the reasons which induced an elaborate stratification 
for every form of office; but common sense suggests that feeding in messes cannot 
have been an invariable practice, for men employed in similar avocations must often 
have been widely scattered, nor would it have been a practical proposition, for 
example, for the shepherds to be fed in a mess, ranging as they did far and wide over 
the countryside. But as a practical convenience there must have been many distribu
tion posts for the issue of rations to the various classes of persons entitled to them and it 
is probable that the great Assyrian courtyards, for the most part open, but frequently 
sheltered by awnings in the immediate proximity of the walls, served precisely that 
purpose. 

12 C. J. Gadd, The Stones qf As.ryria, opp. p. 30 
and op. cit. 150-151. 

13 Inscription in L.A.R. I para 745. See also 
Mallowan, op. cit. 260. 
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Where the various messes fed is another matter for consideration. It is often 
alleged that the concept of a dining-room is occidental and alien to the Oriental who 
allocates no particular room for the purpose offeeding, and in the Assyrian texts does 
not name one. I am not altogether in agreement with this view which does not allow 
for the fact that kitchen apparatus when housed in a building is likely to discard its 
nomadic habits- particularly the bread-oven, and indeed we found evidence of a 
kitchen in the great hall ZZ in the domestic wing of the NW Palace, H which at one 
time was obviously used as a dining room, like the adjacent room MM which was 
perhaps a dual purpose room allocated to the harem. It was also my opinion that the 
great hall G 15 o~ the s~a~e apartm~nts, at one end of which the king was apparently 
represented as If presldmg at a ntual-feast, might well have been used as a cere
monial banqueting hall. In passing it may be remembered that the well-known relief 
of th~ courtiers at K~o~sabad cele~r~ting at a victory banquet 16 commemorating 
the tnumph at Mu~a~Ir m 714 B.C. IS mterpreted by Kipnier Wilson as evidence of 
the King's mess. No doubt only the privileged were admitted, but I am inclined to 
se~ in this relie~ the .traditional manner of celebrating the king's military 
tnumphs-a practIce whIch was of a hoary antiquity and was represented in third 
millennium B.C. in the so called" Royal Standard" of Ur. 
~nother feature viv~dly illustrated by the wine lists at Calah is the large and 

vaned element of foreIgners ~ho ever ~ince the new foundation by Ashurnasirpal 
formed a preponderant part m the SOCIety of the city which was built and main
tai~ed by displaced p~rsons from distant parts ofthe Assyrian empire. It is generally 
b~l~eved t~at these alIens must eventually have been one of the prime causes of the 
~hsmtegratlOn of ~he Assyrian empire however much they may have contributed to 
Its urban. and. agncultural development. The author has done well to compile from 
these :atlOn lIsts a co~nt of no less than twenty-six such groups which range from 
Palestme, through Syna, Anatolia and Iran: Gutians, Elamites Arameans men of 
~amaria, Egyp.ti.ans and Ku.shite~, Medes and Mannaeans figure' among the:n and it 
I~ hardly surprISmg that amId thIS babel of tongues we find the presence, in the wine 
hst of a man whose office is interpreter,-targumanu. 

Among the avocations pursued by foreigners it is also of particular interest to find 
the nam~s of ~hose who were concerned with the king's music, in five different 
groups, .mcludmg f~n:ales who played their part in an orchestra composed of 
B~bylomans, Neo-HlttItes, and Arameans in addition to Assyrian musicians: their 
wm~ ration, doubtles.s sufficien.t, was on a modest scale. The picture of the royal 
musIC has been amplIfied at Nlmrud by the discovery of ivory pyxides, or ointment 
boxes, whereon both sexes are represented; one of these illustrates a musical feast 
perha~s'presidedl~ver by ~ queen, some of the musicians appear to be dressed in the 
Phoemclan style. In general the tablets show that skilled craftsmen and professionals 

1< Mallowan, N & R I, 120 and folding Plan 
III. On the analogy of modern practice in 
Oriental society it seems probable that a 
reception-hall would also be used as a dining
room: conversation and social intercourse 
p:ecedes the feast and thereafter the guests 
disperse as soon as possible. 

1 5 ap. cit. I, 102. 

1 6 Botta and Flandin, M onument de Ninive, pI. 64, 
76. 
.17 Mallowan, N & R I pI. 168 on p. 218, found 
III the Burnt Palace illustrates a procession of 
musicians playing lyre, drum and flute: date 
probably last quarter of the ninth century B.C. 
R. D. Barnett, C.N.!. pIs XVI-XVII. 
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were drawn from distant fields: augurs for example from Kummuh (Commagene) 
and diviners from Babylonia; Philistines for cutting bricks with the mattock,-the 
latter mentioned in seventh century documents, . but not in the wine-lists. Some 
Phoenicians were doubtless employed for glass-making, for building, as well as for 
ivory carving, but there can be little doubt that both Syrians and Assyrians were 
also engaged on the latter task, and mention of a Phoenician craftsman does not 
necessarily refer to an ivory-worker. 

Some foreigners were also no doubt engaged in the task of metal working and in 
this connection we must consider a possible reference to iron-smiths seen by the 
author under the name selap(p)iiJu, which he equates with Chalybes-iron-smiths 
originating in the Pontus-a bold suggestion, for even the proposed etymological 
connection between the two words depends on medieval Arab and Syriac equations. 
So distant a connection seems unlikely: there was a nearer repository, if not a source 
of iron, in the Rurrian province of Kizzuwatna,18 a kingdom coterminal with Cilicia 
and N.W. Syria. This problem has been well discussed by the late A. Goetze, and it 
is by no means improbable that Iranian sources of iron were also used.1 9 

Moreover it seems to have been forgotten by most authorities that A. R. Layard 
observed iron mines, doubtless used in antiquity, on the very threshold of ancient 
Assyria, at Berwari, in the mountains of Kurdistan. I take leave to quote Layard 
again.20 "In the Tiyari mountains, particularly in the heights above Lizan, and in 
the valley of Berwari, mines of iron, lead, copper and other materials abound." It 
is remarkable that Berwari can with little doubt be considered to be an ancient 
Rurrian name and may well reflect the one time presence of ancient Rurrian smiths. 
Rurrians it may be recalled were an important element of the population in the iron 
producing province of Kizzuwatna and may well have played a part as iron-workers 
in the Taurus and Anti-Taurus where iron is also found. 21 Layard was convinced 
that the mines at Rurrian (?) Berwari in Kurdistan had been worked in antiquity 
and that they were also the source of the" Egyptian blue" so extensively used for 
the incrustation of the Nimrud ivories. A sufficiency of iron-masters and iron
workers was therefore no doubt available from the confines of Assyria itself. We may 
recall a magnificent specimen of an iron or steel (?) sword found by us in Fort 
Shalmaneser.22 

1 8 Although this province came within the 
Hittite orbit, it was at times an independent 
kingdom and its boundaries varied considerably. 
For its importance as a centre for the production 
of iron see A. Goetze, "Kizzuwatna and the 
Problem of Hittite Geography" in Tale Oriental 
Series and Researches, Vol. XXII (1940) p. 2 7f and 
especially p. 33. The evidence and arguments 
there marshalled prove that this province was 
located in Cilicia, in S.E. Asia Minor, and was in 
close touch with Carchemish in N. Syria. 
Goetze has thus decisively refuted the older 
theories of Winckler and Forrer who believed 
that Kizzuwatna was to be sought in Pontus. 

19 Iran X (1972) R. M . Savory, "British and 
French Diplomacy in Persia 1800- 18ro" refers 
to iron-ore from the mines at Amul and Nur, 
140 kms from Tehran. There were also Anatolian 

sources near Marash: F. R. Chesney, The 
Euphrates Expedition (1868) p. 135 with Appendix 
by W. F. Ainsworth. 

.0 Mallowan, N & R II. 560 quoting from 
Layard, Nineveh and Its Remains I. p. 223. See map 
at end of volume : the mines now lie in Turkey, 
a few miles north of the frontier with Iraq. 

21 Gowland J.A.!. (1912) 281 according to 
R. Cambell-Thompson, A Dictionary of AS.lJlrian 
Chemistry and Geology O.V.P. (1936) which 
contains a useful summary of the ancient sources 
of iron on pp. 80, 8 I, including various islands 
in the Persian Gulf. Note also W. F. Ainsworth, 
Travels and Researches in Asia Minor 2 I 5 for 
reference to iron in the Tiyari mountains and 
notes 19, 20, above. 

" Mallowan, op. cit. II, p. 441 with illustration 
from Chamber S.67. 
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Another controversial issue which has arisen incidentally out of the general 
discussion concerns the identification of the Ziggurat on the grounds that in two 
inscriptions Ashurnasirpal II refers to the temple complex of Enlil and Ninurta-an 
area thus dedicated to both of these gods. The author while admitting that the 
Ninurta temple was, as we have demonstrated through our excavations, the largest 
temple at Nimrud, believes that it is appropriate to associate the Ziggurat with the 
senior god, partly because there are grounds for so doing in a tablet from Nineveh 
K.252, and also because at Assur a ziggurat was dedicated to Enlil: moreover 
Ninurta's although the largest was not the oldest of the temples at Calah and it is 
indeed possible that the Ziggurat is older than Ashurnasirpal. The solution to this 
problem depends on further excavation which, as I reckoned in Nimrud and its 
Remains would be a very arduous and expensive undertaking, but one well worth the 
effort. But it also has to be said that we discovered in the area of the temple inscribed 
bricks of Shalmaneser III who refers to the construrtional work on the casing, 
ri1iptu ofthe Ziggurat, and expressly mentions Ninurta in this context.23 It is moreover 
abundantly clear that this god was paramount in Nimrud, as we may see from the 
extensive remains of the temple at the foot of the Ziggurat and the martial character 
of a city primarily concerned with hunting and war. I am therefore disposed to 
believe that the great temple at the base of the Ziggurat, as well as the Ziggurat itself 
was, at all events in the time of Shalmaneser III who completed the whole under
taking, dedicated not to Enlil but to Ninurta, and that tower and principal temple 
at the foot of it were the property of one and the same god, as had been the case for 
example in the Sumerian city of Vr where Nanna, the Moon, claimed the over
lordship of both buildings. · The problem is an interesting one, and should be capable 
of solution. Perhaps excavation will one day substantiate Enlil's claim to the 
Ziggurat either in the time of Ashurnasirpal II or earlier, perhaps not. 

Many other topics of interest abound from a study of all this documentary 
evidence-the continuity of ancient Assyrian practice continues to exercise an 
endless fascination, for example the granting of robes of honour for the rabani would 
be well understood in many Islamic societies, as would the several activities per- , 
formed at the gate known as the bab ekalli, now identified by the author as the 
chancery. 

The ration lists also give us an insight into the postal stations, kalliu, under the 
command of arab kallie, the post station commander. Kinnier ·Wilson has also 
adduced much important evidence concerning escort riders recruited from the 
Corps of eunuchs and retainers, and the kalliipiini or troop-carriers operating with the 
postal wagons, as well as the organization of the chariot teams. The Assyrians 
developed these services, which must have been very ancient, in accordance with 
the needs of their expanding empire, and we may recall that arrangements for postal 
statlOns were elaborated and brought to a high degree of efficiency by their successors, 
the Achaemenians, who achieved an express post over a far greater mileage between 
terminals that extended from the seaboard of western Asia-Minor to the Oxus and 
Jaxartes. The Assyrian achievement lies behind yet another notable stage in the 

23 Brick inscription ND 1128 in Iraq XIV, 
p. 67,-other bricks refer to the casing. Modifica
tion of plan by Shalmaneser III and orientation 

of the Ziggurat appropriate to Ninurta, is 
discussed by Mallowan, in op. cit. 86-87. 
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history of the Post Office which under the Siihib al-barid became one of the most 
important functions of the Abbasid regime. In this way the Nimrud wine lists have 
provided cogent evidence in the progressive development of the postal services in 
which the raksuti escort riders played the part of the modern Securicor. The topo
graphy of the caravan tracks from Assyrian through to Roman times has been 
discussed by David Oat~s in his Studies in the Ancient History if Northern Iraq.24 

On the subject of topography Kinnier Wilson has discussed two interesting 
probl~ms of identification, namely the location of the ancient cities named Kasappa 
and Ubasie. It is certain that Kasappa is represented by the mound of Tell Keshaf 
which on a clear day can be seen standing up boldly from the top of the mound of 
Nimrud, on the sky-line, on the mouth of the upper Zab at the point where it joins 
its waters with the Tigris. An Assyrian tablet implies that anyone falling into the 
river while filling water jars downstream from Nineveh would eventually be washed 
up there. Anyone who cares to dig into that flat topped table and into the strata 
underlying what once appears to have been a police post of the Ottoman Empire will 
find an identifiable Assyrian city. The location of ancient Dbasie proposed by David 
Oates who has good arguments for identifying it with Huwaish is no less interesting. 

We conclude where we began-with the wine tablets themselves and we may 
usefully ask what information the archaeological evidence can provide about the 
measures of the wine ration. In Nimrud and its Remains we noted the presence in the 
magazines of large jars, marked in homers, often capable of holding over 300 litres 
of wine; but it is more interesting to discover how much was drunk by one person 
at a sitting. As we have already remarked, the ordinary ration was a modest one. 
Kinnier Wilson has briefly examined the evidence and concluded that normally I qu, 
the equivalent of I ·84 litres was the ration for 10 men, for the skilled the same 
measure was allotted to 6 men; the nobility was understandably entitled to a 
considerable amount more, perhaps the equivalent of what was distributed to 
5 men. In terms of the old English measures I reckon that one man was entitled to 
about one-third of a pint of wine, or 0.184 of a litre, the equivalent of two small claret 
glass or one big one, a very modest ration in terms of beer, but reasonably generous 
in terms of wine, which however was doubtless immature and light. There would 
seem to have been little opportunity for drunkenness on this ration which no doubt 
compensated for a sugar deficiency in a society to which sugar cane and sugar beet 
were unknown. I would suggest that the cup measures provided for this purpose 
were the goblets or cups of palace-ware of the type found in a niche in the administra
tive wing of the Chancery, in a cupboard found in a recess in room ZT.12: possibly 
two of these cups made one measure; a better equivalent might be seen in the fine 
goblets of the type found in the Governor's Palace and elsewhere which when 
filled to the bottom of the neck would have comfortably contained about one-third 
of a pint.25 A striking illustration in Nimrud and its Remains illustrates a table stacked 

2. Published for the British Academy by the 
O.V.P. (1968) 

•• Mallowan, N & R I, 178, 179 with illustra
tions of the goblets thereon, and pI. 14. PI. 100 
shows the position of the niched room 12. See 
also P. S. Rawson in Iraq XVI, 168 "Palace 
wares from Nimrud ": goblets of a rather larger 

capacity which appear capable of containing an 
individual unit for one person based on the qu 
measure are illustrated thereon on pI. XL opposite 
page 168 and see also pI. XLII No. I. Other 
palace ware goblets perhaps associated with the 
qu ration were found in the Governor's Palace, see 
N & R I pIs. 13-17. 
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with the Governor's dinner service; some of these pots undoubtedly contained the 
measures for the wine ration. More doubtful is the identification of the sappu jar 
which appears to have been a measure of 5 qu, 9.2 litres or about 2 gallons, 
vessels should be easily identifiable in the Nimrud pottery series; but there may be 
more difficulty for the present in identifying the kiisu cup measure to which the 
author makes reference. 

It is thus evident that much interesting work remains to be done by any student 
of ceramics who is prepqred to go through the extensive Nimrud pot series, most 
easily available in Baghdad, and make the attempt to relate certain types with 
known capacity measures. Indeed the purpose of this introduction has been to show 
how Kinnier Wilson's work on the wine lists and related documents has helped to 
amplify the picture presented by the archaeological evidence obtained from Nimrud. 
An examination of the Assyrian bureaucracy begins to be fully intelligible when seen 
against the setting of the city and its buildings. This ~eld of study, to which J. N. 
Postgate's 26 consideration of land tenure and Assyrian taxation makes a welcome 
supplement, provides us with the basis for an understanding of Assyrian sociology. 
The first halting steps have now been taken towards this larger enquiry and we 
owe a debt of gratitude to J. V. Kinnier Wilson not only for making a positive 
advance in these studies, but for proposing solutions, often inevitably tentative, to 
problems on which many other scholars will now readily apply themselves, thanks to 
new evidence and to the discussions which appear on the ensuing pages. 

20 J. N . Postgate-Land tenure-the Middle 
Assyrian Period: a reconstruction-in 
B.S.O.A.S. XXXIV Pt. 3 (197 1), pp. 496-520 

and Neo-Assyrian Royal Grants and Decrees, in 
Studia Pohl: Vol. I Rome: Pontifical Biblical 
Institute (1969). 
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THE TABLETS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 

CHAPTER I 

In 1957, when work on the ekal masarti at Calah first began, there was discovered 
in the wine magazine SW 6 a small group of tablets, actually eleven in number, 
which were seen to be concerned with the issue of wine to persons and professional 
groups on the ration strength of the city.1 Four years later, in 1961 , when the focus 
of excavation had moved to the north-east courtyard, the clearing of rooms NE 48-49 
revealed " at various levels in the packed debris between the original and later 
floors" a further and much larger group of tablets, the vast majority of which were 
also concerned with issues of wine to city personnel.2 These wine lists, here published 
as a virtually complete set (PIs. 5 to 43) will provide the material for the greater 
part of the discussion to be found in the following pages. A few other texts, mainly 
discovered during the 1961 excavations and presented in copy in PIs. 44 to 54, will 
be introduced into the argument where either expediency or opportunity permits. 

The wine lists are a new type of document for the history of Neo-Assyrian times. 
Their like has not yet been discovered at Nineveh (for the probable reason that the 
ekal masarti of that city lies undug beneath the mound of Nebi Yunus) and nothing 
equivalent was found duriQg the excavations at Assur or Khorsabad. Indeed, our 
ignorance has been such that not hitherto have we had any concept at all of the 
numerous bodies of men and women entitled by virtue of their employment in the 
king's service to receive wine as a daily ration from the central magazines. There 
is now, however, almost an embarrassment of evidence to support this theme, and 
although the full presentation of it will inevitably mean that one must be prepared 
to accept a certain element of repetition in many of the entries, there are no exact 
duplicates anywhere in the collection and almost every piece has something of its 
own to add to the total of information. What in particular may be learnt from an 
examination of the texts is that, in the medieval sense of the term, their concern 
is exclusively with the king's "household" (an analysis first suggested by Oates, 
Iraq 24, 2 I) , and much of the study which follows is devoted to the proper develop
ment of this idea. According to a calculation explained in Chapter III such members 
of the household as were normally resident at Calah may be estimated to have been 
in the order of 6,000 men' strong. 

The two groups of tablets are readily distinguishable by the different numbering, 
those of the 1957 excavation being assigned numbers in the 6200'S, and the larger 
group found in 1961 bearing numbers higher than 10001. That they belong together 
as the records of a single administrative department under the rab karani or his 
deputy, both of whom are mentioned in the texts, will be clear from a first glance 
at the end plates. Their concern with wine may be seen from the first line of 
ND 6218 (PI. 9) which reads GESTIN.MES r KU' r[ik]-su sa u4-me. A variant on this 
initial line is provided by ND 6212 (PI. II) and ND 10031 (PI. 27) which may be 
mutually restored to read GESTIN.MES rik-su pi4 u4-mi, and in either case the translation 

1 For a brief report on the find see M. E. L. 
Mallowan, Iraq 20, 107 ; Nimrud and its Remains 

(hereafter cited as Nimrud), II, 384 and 386. 
• Cf. David Oates, Iraq 24, 20 ff. 
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is probably" the wine ration-daily schedule". It may be noticed here that the 
word riksu can only otherwise be supported in the meaning" schedule", " table", 
from ADD 10 I 4, 6,3 but a reason may be sought in the fact that no exact parallel 
to our documents, which are not records of issue, has yet been found . Other technical 
terms employed by the wine department are discussed in Chapter III . Two 
independent tablets- ND 2371 and ND 2489-which were found at Nimrud in 
earlier years 4 and which may now be seen to be concerned with the daily bread 
ration, are similar in type if of somewhat later date, and have been added to the 
transliterations in Chapter IV for comparative purposes. They are referred to in 
discussions as the " (Sargon) bread lists ". 

The date of the new wine lists can be established with near precision. Two clear 
limmu-dates are carried by the headings of ND 62 I 8 (PI. 9) and 62 I 4 (PI. 13) from 
the 1957 collection, the names being respectively Marduk-sar-u~ur (784 B.C.) and 
Bel-liSir (779 B.C. ). Two further names are provided by tablets of the second 
collection, the more certain being that of Nabu-rsar-u~ur" on ND 10048 (PI. 19) 
who was eponym in 786.5 The second is given by the first line of PI. 17 and ends 
in -a-ni. Accordingly the name of Marduk-remanni (780) has been considered, 
but the traces rather favour the reading [mEN-] r BA-fd"-a-ni or Bel-iqisani, eponym 
in 79 I, and certain intrinsic arguments also suggest that the earlier date should be 
preferred. It will thus be seen that the tablets form a compact and largely con
temporaneous group. As far as the dated evidence goes they span the last nine 
years of the reign of Adad-nirari III and the first four of Shalmaneser IV, a total 
?f thirteen years (791-779 B.C.).6 Of interest, although of only general relevance, 
III the matter of date is ND 62 I 2 (PI. I I) . This tablet is not itself dated but carries 
as recipients of wine the names of $illi-Ishtar (obv. 12), Adad-uballi~ (rev. 7), 
Mannu-ki-Adad (rev. 10) and Ninurta-mukin-nisi (rev. II). Men with these names 
were eponyms in the years 787, 785, 773 and 765 respectively, and certainly the 
first three are likely to have been identical with those mentioned on the new text. 
Similarly the Ishtar-diiri mentioned in line 18 of ND 6219 (PI. 14) was doubtless 
the man of this name who became eponym for the year 774. 

A rather exceptional entry having at least a general bearing on date is ND 62 I 2 
(PI. II), obv. 16, which records the ration issue of I fappu-jar (of wine) to the 
harem of Arpadajiite or "women from Arpad" (SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES kurAr-pa-da
aj[a-t]e). Reference to the eponym lists shows that Adad-nirari III made Arpad 
the chief military objective for the campaign of 806 B.C.,7 and, unless there is a 
reason why some other date should be considered, one might reasonably conclude 
that the women concerned had been in Calah since that time. 8 

3 Cf. also J. N. Postgate, Neo-Assyrian Royal 
Grants and Decrees, 97. 

• They are published by Barbara Parker in 
Iraq 23, pp. 21 and 32-33 with Pis. XII and XVI. 

5 On the problems of the 786-783 eponym 
names cf. particularly O. R. Gurney, AS 3, 21 , 
and W. W. Hallo, Bib. Arch. 23, 40. 

6 It should be mentioned that this statement 
supersedes that given in Iraq 24, 21 , which was 
based on suggestions made by me in the Field 
Catalogue for 1961 and before tablets of the 

1957 excavations had become available for 
comparative study. 

, Cf. A. Ungnad in RLA II, 429 (under the 
year 805), together with A. Poebel, ]NES II, 78, 
for the need to increase dates of the period by 
one year. 

S On the location of Arpad as modern Tell 
Rifa'at, 35 km. north of Aleppo, see V. Seton 
Williams, Iraq 23, 68 if. For a later example of 
Arpadajate in a Harem list, cf. B. Landsberger, 
Baumgartner Festschrift, 202. 
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As to the months indicated on the new lists, these, where a date is given at all, 
are not well preserved. Three month names-Addar, intercalary Addar and Nisan
are to be found in the dates given on PIs. 17, 9, and 8 and 13 respectively, but in 
that there does not seem to be a sufficient reason why tablets of the collection should 
derive only, or even mainly, from the last and first months of the Assyrian year the 
sample is probably to be regarded as too small for purposes of accurate interpretation. 
There are, however, two tablets in the collection which bear if for different reasons , , 
on the question of date and these may be briefly noticed here. 

The first is ND 6229 (PIs. 5-7). This is a large two-column tablet unfortunately 
broken down the left side, and it has lost all but the day (12th or [2]2nd) of the 
date it once carried in obv. i, I. But the text in what is preserved contains a number 
of entries not found in the single-column texts, and the conclusion is justified that 
it bears witness to some special occasion at Calah. Thus professional groups who 
appear on this text and not elsewhere include leather-workers from Assur 
(I1lafkappiini uruLibbi-iil-aju, iii, 22), a similar group 'under " Abda, the Aramean 
leather-worker" (mA b-da-ra" lllafkiipu kurAra-ma-aj[u],9 ii, 1-2, cf. iii, 14), Suhian 
and Aramean faknus (iii, 20-21), a Chaldean faknu and a Chaldean "cook" 
(iii, 11-12), two kinds of fowler (UJ.MUSEN.DU = (u)f/sandu, iii, 24-25), a group of 
weavers under" Musallim-Marduk, the weaver" (ii, 6, and edge, below col. iii), 
and one or two others. This is a curious assemblage of persons to be found issued 
with wine-rations at Calah, and it is reasonable to think that they were members 
of the king's household who normally worked away from Calah. Moreover, if we 
correctly identify the occasion which brought them together as that of the reappoint
ment ceremonies at the New Year, so accordingly are we informed as to the date 
of the tablet. 

By contrast the second of the two tablets is considerably smaller in size. In reality 
it consists of two separate pieces of which I copied one (PI. 41) in Baghdad and 
the other (PI. 42) in London before realizing that they must, in fact, join.lo When 
reconstructed-and for the full text the transliteration given on p . 154 may be 
consulted-it is quickly seen that the total number of entries is far less than on the 
other wine lists of the collection. Correspondingly one notices also that the summary 
line gives the total expenditure of wine for the day as only 2 homers, 1 siitu and 8 qu, 
which, to obtain the actual issue to personnel, must even be further reduced by 
the 1 homer and 2 siiti of obv. ii, 2, assigned a-na nap-te-ni, or approximately, " for 
the royal family ".11 Such data could not have been confidently interpreted without 
other help, but by good fortune the date of the record, the 22nd of Ab, is preserved 
on its second line. Since at that time, corresponding to about late August in the 
Western calendar, the annual campaign would have been in progress it will follow 
that groups entered on the tablet must have belonged to the garrison staff left behind 
in Calah. 

" On the value ara for the sign AR in the 
writing of ara-ma-aju see K . Deller, Or. NS 31, 
pp. 187- 188. 

10 The two pieces, fi'om the 1957 collection, 
~ave not been brought together at the present 
tIme. 

lI On naptallu in household rationing schemes 
with the special meaning of "the master's 
table" or the like, see further below in Chap
ter II, p. 33. 
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We shall need to return to this tablet at a later time (p. I 12) in connection with 
the ending sa pa-[n]i nis pu-bi of its first line. For the present, however, discussion 
may return to the main body of the collection and to some further general 
considerations. 

The first question which we may take up concerns the affinities of the new 
documents with administrative records coming from other periods and places in 
Mesopotamia. It is quite certain that the collection provides the first examples of 
Akkadian texts dealing exclusively with wine as a daily ration (not that these would 
in any case be expected from Babylonia) and the receivers of the wine must represent 
the largest group of persons which we have yet seen in any early rationing scheme . 
But the texts stand in the tradition of ration accounting none the less, and so belong 
in the company of such other ration texts as those ofUr, Uruk, Larsa, Tello, Umma, 
Lagaba, Sippar, Mari, Nuzi, Chagar Bazar and Alalakh, from various periods. 
The nearest direct parallels, however, are not Mesopotamian but Elamite and 
U garitic, and are thus firstly to be found in 2 I texts from the Persepolis treasury 
published by Cameron and in 54 others from the fortification published by 
Hallock.1 2 In these texts the rations are exclusively of wine, although they differ 
from the Nimrud texts in that the amount distributed is to a much smaller total 
group and is calculated on a monthly and not a daily basis. The dates for the 
treasury tablets run from the 16th year of Xerxes to the 7th year of Artaxerxes I ; 
those from the fortification are dated between the 15th and 27th years of Darius 1. 
For the Ugaritic material reference may be made to wine-ration texts published,in 
Virolleaud's PRU II and C. H. Gordon's Ugaritic Textbook, particularly the four 
texts Virolleaud 8g- g2 = Gordon, 108g- lOg2. These texts have a particular 
relevance for the present study in that they mention the queen (mlkt, go, 15, and 
g2, 3), craftsmen (~r[Sm], gI, 2), maryannu-charioteers (mrynm, 8g, I, etc.), and 
certain foreign groups such as Egyptians (~rym, 8g, 7 and 10) and perhaps Assyrians 
(atr[y]m, ibid., 3), and would thus seem concerned with part of the royal household. 13 

The texts are not, however, records of issue. Since each tablet carries only a few 
entries and is not dated, it would be appropriate to suggest that they represent 
periodic amendments to the household's permanent ration schedule. 

Another point that may be mentioned has to do with the actual amounts of wine 
placed in the left-hand column of the tablets against the corresponding name or 
professional group. Amid the mass of such entries this amount stands in only a few 
instances at a lower figure than I qu, and from more than one line of argument it 
may be determined that I qu was the daily ration of wine for a unit of ten men at 
basic rates (as suggested in Chapter III some senior groups seem to have been 
allotted higher rates) . It is quite revealing to see from the texts the extent to which 
the unit of ten ran through the whole structure of Assyrian administration; and 
our information is also important in that, where the measure of the ration is 
preserved, we are permitted to visualize many of the Household units in terms of 
their probable or approximate size. 

12 See G. Cameron, Persepolis Treasury Tablets 
(Chicago, 1948), with ]NES 17, 172-176, and 
24, 170- 182, and R . T . Hallock, Persepolis 
Fortification Tablets, OJP No. 92. 

13 The mention in four other texts of the 
collection of bnf mlk or " personnel of the king" 
discussed in Gordon's Glossary, pp. 373-374) 
would appear to point in the same direction. 
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We now turn to the concept of messes at Calah. Thus far archaeology has not 
been able to throw any strong light on eating arrangements in a large rationing 
establishment, and indeed it is difficult to think what specifically might be dis
covered. But the new texts, as also certain other sources, bear witness in unmistakable 
terms to the idea that men of a given calling, and even of a small sub-unit such as 
a section of ten men, ate together in some place reserved for them, and it will be 
worth while to examine the suggestion in some detail. 

In the first place it seems clear that the factor which determined where a man of 
the royal household should go for his evening meal was his profession. Ifit may have 
been thought reasonable to assume that chariot teams, for instance, will often have 
messed together, the wine lists declare that this was not so. From the separate 
allocations of wine it must have been that the drivers or charioteers went to one 
place, the bowmen to a second, the " third men" to yet another. Again, and for 
the same reason, it is likely that decurions ate with tqeir men, but captains-of-fifty 
did not. It will already have been noticed that we have spoken of the" evening 
meal", and it cannot be proved that normally this alone would have provided 
the occasion for eating together. But in many parts of Iraq even to-day, the morning 
meal is only a light repast taken as opportunity permits and wherever one should 
happen to be. Equally in antiquity it is not likely to have been a formal occasion 
in any sense. 

As to the premises which one might expect to have been in use as messes, it may 
be stressed that there is no obvious term for this either in Assyrian or in Akkadian 
as a whole, and in fact the concept of a room serving no other purpose than a place 
of eating is probably erroneous for Mesopotamian antiquity at any level. It may 
therefore be suggested that, at least below a certain seniority, places of eating were 
normally indistinguishable from places of work or sleep. Thus the rab usurte and his 
men at the city gates 14 will reasonably have eaten in their own guard rooms, 
much as their modern equivalents. Similarly, personnel in charge of animals will 
probably have lived and messed somewhere close at hand, the sa bit kudini 15 near 
their mules, the sa kalbi 16 near their dogs, the shepherd I? near his sheep. The 
outer wall of the ekal masarti, unexcavated but" obviously covering a considerable 
range of buildings" (Oates, Iraq 24, 2 I, note 28) may well have provided combined 
sleeping and eating quarters for units whose activities lay in this area. 

By comparison senior members of staff such as the qurubuti (emirs) or the sa risi 
(court eunuchs),18 both of whom are well documented in the new lists, are not 
difficult to fit into the general picture. They will have quartered in and around 
the palace itself, not infrequently in residences such as surely stood on the qabiisi 
(Bab. qabalti ) ali or " citadel" (cf. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, I 15) and which 

14 Cf. in Chapter II, p. 90. 
15 PI. 10, i, 24; 14, II; and passim. 
16 PI. 23, ND 10050/ 2, 6 and 34, 6. 
" PI. 36, 13, cf. also Chapter II, p. 87. 
18 For the reading of LU.SAG.MES in NA 

cf. B. Landsberger, Baumgartner Festschrift, 199, 
and the revealing sequence of city names in 
Parpola, Topony ms, 332 : 

URU LU.SAG.MES 
UR U fa-ra-df-fu 
URU fa-ri-fu 
URU fa-rif 

On the form, and meaning, of refani / rafani as a 
reading of LU.SAG.MES, cf. J . A. Brinkman, 
A political history qf post-Kassite Babylonia, 265 , 
note 1,705. 
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may even be seen at Calah in area S of the ekal mriJarti.1 9 For the general idea it , 
may be noted that at U garit wine rations were issued lmrynm bytb mlk, "to the 
maryannil in the royal residence", 20 and point to the comparison is provided by 
the fact that the maryannu-charioteers are likely to have been household personnel ; 
they were certainly of senior status. A Sumerian reference to an e sagi sa e-gal(a) 21 

reveals that cupbearers also" were housed in a special part of the palace" (W. F. 
Leemans, ]CS 20, 42). 

The king's mess will have known the best of accommodation; and since it is 
recorded in the sixth Tablet of the Epic of Creation that the king of the gods himself, 
after the building of Esagila, dined his family and the father-gods in his own 
paramaaau, so some at least of the several" throne-room" suites discovered at Calah 
will reasonably have found a partial use as messes. 22 The king, however, does not 
feature in the wine lists, the obvious reason being that he and his table were served 
from a royal cellar situated in another part of the city (see further in Chapter III) . 
It is thus the queen, entered as SAL E.GAL or sa ekalli, 23 who is the first to be mentioned 
in the lists (see PIs. I I, 7; 13, 3; 14,4; etc. )-and the point is interesting because 
it proves that the queen did not normally dine with the king. Exceptions to this 
rule in contemporary times obviously include the victory banquet celebrated by 
Ashurbanipal and his queen after the final defeat of Elam, and the splendid occasion 
described in the Old Testament when Ahasuerus and Esther dined together 
(Est. vii, I ff.). These, however, were but the exceptions of festivity; and if, in 
the everyday event, the queen did not eat with the king, so also is it likely that 
wives of the household personnel did not eat with their husbands. With this finding 
we in fact return to the concept of messes as the only workable alternative. 24 

In the above pages we may hope to have introduced in some way, and as it 
existed at Calah, that organization, hitherto known only from the tentative recon
structions of Johns in ADD II, § 238, which we believe it is correct to describe as 
the king's household. The full parade of its many individual groups is presented 
in the transliterations of Chapter IV. It will be discussed in the following chapter, 
but in association with other groups of the urban community and not as an in
dependent unit. Our point in this connection is that information supplied by the 
new texts not only throws light on the organization of the king's household: it also, 
in its way, illuminates the several other organizations within the city as a whole. 
These may usefully be first examined; indeed, the household will be seen the more 
clearly if one is first sure of its limitations . 

19 Cf. generally Loud and Altman, Khorsabad 
II, pI. 70-although there is perhaps some 
doubt as to which of the buildings shown might 
specifically apply-and for the "area S" 
residency at Calah Oates, Iraq 23, 5 ff. , and 
Mallowan, Nimrud II, 378 ff. 

20 Gordon, UT 90, IO- 12, cf. A. F. Rainey in 
]NES 24,19. 

21 BIN IX, 360, 3 (cf. 398, 1 I) . 
2 2 The relevant lines (VI, 70- 71 ) read: 

be-lum i-na paramaMi sa ib-nu-u su-bat-slt 
iliinu abbU-su qi -re-ta-su us-te-fib. 

2 3 For this reading cf. CAD E 61 and AHw 193, 

also B. Landsberger, Briif des Bischofs von Esagila 
an Konig Asarhaddon (hereafter cited as Ist[ anbuler] 
Briif), 47, note 78. 

24 Attention may also be drawn to a standard 
phrase of the Chagar Bazar texts, concerning 
the issue of rations to DAM.A.NI IR LUGAL 
DUMU-su-nu it DUMU.SAL-fu-nu, "wives of 
the king's servants, their sons and daughters" 
(cf. C. J. Gadd, Iraq 7, 47 ff. , under Nos. 982, 
987 and 993, also for the last two texts O. Loretz, 
AOAT I, 199 ff. , Nos. 4 1, 75 and 44, 76- 77) . 
Clearly only one conclusion can be drawn from 
the fact that there is no mention of the husbands. 

THE BUREAUCRACY OF AN ASSYRIAN CAPITAL CITY 

CHAPTER II 

In the present chapter an attempt is made to place the men of the wine lists 
into a wider setting. The bureaucracy at Calah embraced several individual bodies, 
and we may in fact propose a fivefold division consisting of the king's mess, the 
king's household, the municipal authority, the provincial authority, and the priest
hood. That the king's household which forms our principal interest may legitimately 
take its place within a " bureaucracy" is to be admitted because, as in the equivalent 
medieval organization, it included officials' of the central government. With our 
fivefold scheme of division for a capital city in the Neo.Assyrian period it is profitable 
to compare the scheme of four authorities-military, municipal, religious and the 
civil service-proposed by Landsberger for a small village organization in the 
Old Babylonian period. 1 

There follows a brief account of each of the suggested groups. They are presented 
in a slightly different order to that given in the previous paragraph and to keep the 
subject within proper bounds references are essentially selective. The experimental 
nature of some of the arguments should also be recognized. 

THE MUNICIPAL AUTHORITY 

We begin with the group of town officials which will have known a long tradition 
at Calah, extending back to the first foundation of the city. For the eighth century 
it seems likely that it consisted principally of the magistrates (aazannate) , the 
traditional council of elders or aldermen (Jibilti) , the sa muMi ali or rab ali, the 
!upJar ali, the daJali, and the official gate-keepers of the gates and law courts 
(petiilte ?) 2 

With regard, firstly, to the aazannate, much relevant information will be found 
in the dictionaries, CAD H 163 ff. and AHw 338-339. Like his sometime counterpart 
the rabianum, the aazannu normally had single-handed charge of a city, but it would 
seem that in the Assyrian capitals and certain provincial capitals the number was 
usually three, as was also the case in Rome in the days of the triumviri. The best 
evidence for this statement comes from a text from Assur 3 which refers to aazannus 
of the Ashur Gate, the Shamash Gate and the Tigris Gate. At the same time it is 
to be realized that this form of designation for city magistrates is not found outside 
of Assur, and elsewhere texts speak of the (aazannu) saniu and (aazannu) salSu. If 
there should be doubt as to whether it is correct to see an ellipse of aazannu in these 
terms attention may be directed to ADD 160, 8-9, where one reads of a case which 
was brought for trial before mdNabU-zer-kitti-lisir lUaa-za-nu lusani-u sa Ninua kl . It is in 

1 In]CS 9, 122. 
2 In the difficult problem of the reading of 

LU.NI.DUH.MES in NA, the lUrab piti-u-te of 
ABL 1042, ~bv. 7, is clearly relevant. 

7 

3 Ebeling, Parjiimrezepte, pI. 30, rev. 27 f., and 
Stiftungen und Vorschriften for assyrische Tempel, 5, 
quoted below, p. 9. 
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fact independently known from ADD 1261, rev. 5-6, that at least two bazannus might 
hold office contemporaneously at Nineveh. Indeed, the salsu(m-su) sa uruNi-nu-a 
of rev. 12 of the same text would seem to speak again for a probable total of three. 
The salSu, not to be confused with the taslisu who was a member of the king's 
household, is attested also in NA texts for Lahiru, Kar-Nergal, Assur and 
Maganuba. 4 

There will be no need to mention here the magistrate's familiar work in courts 
of law of which information may be found in many places. Outside of the courts, 
and following arguments adduced by H. Lewy for the Nuzi period,5 it seems likely 
that the bazannu had a major responsibility to record any arrival or departure that 
occurred among members of his community, and to witness relevant documents 
accordingly. 

The sibilti, or " (council of) elders ", at Calah are not directly attested; a pre
sumed witness" Imari(?) of the elders" (Iraq 13, I 14, under ND 474) is suspect 
for more than one reason and the text stands in need of collation. Nevertheless, 
comparative evidence is strong, and from the Harper letters one learns that, in 
nearly equivalent periods, there were elders at Babylon,6 Nippur(?),7 Uruk,8 and 
Assur,9 and also among the Bit-Amukanu ; 10 to these names may be added Guzana 
on the basis of Weidner, Tell HalaJ, No. 20. 11 Apart from the eleven persons named 
in the latter text the numbers and composition of city elders in Neo-Assyrian times 
is not known, but they are likely to have been heads of upper-class families and this 
was certainly the case with the Hebrew zeqenim. 12 The qaqqadati sa urulibbi ali of 
Assur (ABL 1238, obv. 3-4), and the qaqqadati (sc. sa Ninua) of Nineveh (ABL 2, 

rev. 8), may also be mentioned in this connection. They appear to have been a 
city's "most important persons" 13 and will consequently have been closely 
associated with the elders in some way. 

It may be emphasized that the above paragraph refers only to city elders. They 
should not be confused with such larger bodies as the elders of Assyria, Elam, the 
Sealands, and the like, whose membership was evidently secured from many cities 
and who do not fall within the purview of the present account. 

As to the sa mubbi ali (for references see CAD A, 390) the place of this official as 
second, and junior in rank, to the bazannu will become abundantly clear from the 
comparative tables given on p. 95. Thus the suggestion promoted by Saggs who 
would see the office as " deliberately created by the kings of Assyria in the hope 
that the appointee would counterbalance the bazannu and be able to safeguard the 
royal interests within the city" 14 is not easily acceptable. In fact the essential 
relationship of the two offices is clear from the letter ABL 150, which was sent to 
the king by Sin-na'id, luba-za-nu sa urulibbi ali sd sarru be-li ip-qid-u-ni, " bazannu of 
Assur whom the king, my lord, has appointed", and is concerned with the 

• For references see Johns, ADD II, pp. I 14-
115· 

• In Or. NS 33, pp. 185 ff. 
• ABL 202, rev. 15. 
7 ABL 287, obv. 12. 
• ABL 753, obv. 6. 
• ABL 91, obv. 13. 

10 ABL 517, obv. 8. 

11 AIO, Beiheft 6, 23. 
1. See J. L. McKenzie, "The Elders in the 

Old Testament ", in Biblica XL, 522-550 
(= Biblica et Orientalia I, 388-406) ; also R. de 
Vaux, RA 58, 171. 

13 A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 112. 

U The Greatness that was Babylon, 253. 
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reappointment of a certain Nabu-ahhe-sallim as sa mubbi ali in the city. We read 
(rev. 9 ff.): (9) sa-ru-te sa ru'[x X ni] (10) ina pa-ni-Ja ffidNabu-abM-sallim (11-12) 
u-~ab-bit an-ni-u sd-ni-um-ma su-u (13-14) ffidNabu-abbe-sallim lil-li-ka (15-16) li-is-al 
uruAs-*sur pd-su ~abit(KA.NI DIB) <lib>-*bu i-bap-pi-u (17) lusd mubbi ali sarru be-Ii 
lip-qidi, " (Moreover) sarrilte 15 who ... (in court) before me Nabu-ahhe-sallim 
has even arrested-even this man, a saniu, if you please !-so ifhe comes here (again) 
the city of Assur will become (increasingly) apprehensive, and apathetic and 
neurotic. 16 I hope, therefore, that my lord, the king, will appoint a(nother) sa mubbi 
ali." Like the bazannu the sa mubbi ali might hold his own court, as appears from 
ND 3433 (Wiseman, Iraq 15, 142) reading * I Usa mubbi ali sa dinu emidilni, " the s. who 
imposed the penalty", and a further association with municipal affairs is provided 
by ND 2437, 31-33 (Saggs, Iraq 17, 139), reading la-a lusd mubbi ali la-a lupetiilte 
rkur'ASJur-aJa ina uru$u-pi-te <u-si-ri-bu>, " Neither the sa mubbi ali nor the gatekeepers 
are allowing Assyrians to enter $iipatu ($6ba)." In. the second of these passages 
we restore a suitable main verb probably lost by homoioteleuton (te/bu). What may 
further be said of the office will appear from the comparative tables just mentioned, 
and the argument that the place of a sa mubbi ali in the city was equivalent to that 
of the majordomo (Sa mu&lji biti, rab bili) in other organizations. 

We turn next to the !upsar ali, or " city scribe", third official of the city and a 
man who would have enjoyed the full confidence of the bazannu in the conduct of 
his affairs. His close association with the magistrates is clear from ABL 530, 13 f., 
where there is mention as a group of a !upsar ali, sa mubbi ali and bazan[ nu]. The 
association is clear equally from rev. 26*-29* of VAT 9656 (references as in note 3, 
above) where witnesses to the Sennacherib bequest of temple servants to the 
Bit akiti sa ~eri at Assur are given in order as : 

Abi-ramu, lusd mubbi a[li] 
[ .... ]-etiranni, IU!upsar bit ili 
Samas-ilaja, lubazanu (sic) bab ASJur 
[] luk - b -b d lI' v 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, vazanu a oJamas 
Mannu-ki-Btar, MIN( = IUbazanu) bab idIdiglat 
Nabu-mudammiq, IU!upsar ali. 

The senior status of a !upsar ali is also beyond doubt. Impressive evidence for this 
assertion comes froin ND 1120 (copy Wiseman, Iraq 14, PI. XXIII), although an 
edition by van Driel, The Cult of ASJur, 198 ff., we find difficult to accept in many 
particulars. In personal belief it was part of an invitation with elaborate instructions 
for an important dinner to be held at Assur, and attended by Sargon, during the 
month of Tebet(?), 713 B.C. Rev. 16-21, here tabulated for greater clarity read 
as follows: 

16 " Busschuldner" in the translation of 
K. Deller, Or. NS 30, 255 ff., that is to say, 
persons upon whom a magistrate's or higher 
court has imposed the compensatory indemnity 
payment of sartu. 

16 In defence of this translation it may be 

observed that the verbs liral, pa-fu $abit and 
libbu i!;appiu (lines 15-16) all belong, in their 
more serious applications, to the language of 
the ancient psychiatry, cf. my study in AS 16, 

289 ff., under respectively fa'iilu / mafdltu, fibit pC 
and !;epi libbi. 
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16a [m ] IU!upSar ali 
b mar mdBa'u-ab-iddina KIMIN 
C mar m Esra-aju 17 KIMIN 
d mar mlSdi_dNabu KIMIN 

17a [mar KIMIN] 
b [mar ] KIMIN 
C mar mdNabU-be-el-ili KIMIN 
d mar mAbi(?)-ri-ba l(J!upSar ali KIMIN 

18a [mar KIMIN] 
b [mar ] A-sur KIMIN 
c mar mdAja-sar-ki-ba-ni KIMIN 
d mar mdSin-apal-iddina KIMIN 

I9a [mar KIMIN] 
b [mar mdX (x)] -sa-kin-su-mi KIMIN 
c mar mdMES-*kab-tu-abM-su KIMIN 
d *mar mAs-sur-bel-ilani KIMIN 

20a [mar KIMIN] 
b [mar [ x KIMIN 
c mar mdA-sur-id-na-ni Iil.!upSar ali KIMIN 

21a [mar ] 
b [SA.BAL.B]AL sa mE-tel-pi-Mar-duk 
c Iil.!upSar bit !up-pa-a-ti 

Thus presented, the above text permits of only one interpretation. It is a broken but 
once proud genealogy, most probably that of the host whos.e n~~e w.oul? have 
been given in line 16a. On the supposition that a final na~e IS mIss~ng m lIne 2 I a 
the reconstruction allows for a total of twenty-one generatIOns covermg some seven 
centuries of time; the name of the Babylonian founder of the line, Etel-pi-Marduk, 
who will surely have been the same as the famous scribe of Cassite tim~s best ~nown 
from Lambert's researches on " ancestors" (cf. ]CS I I, 12, AppendIX 4, lme 6), 
brings interesting support to the suggestion. In association with such a name. t~e 
three !upsar alis of lines I6a, I7d and 20C stand in honoured company, and .It IS 
only a pity that the reading of KIMIN throughout the list is not known. It mIght, 
however, be added that the birth of a male heir to the youngest of the descendants 
and our presumed host would explain both the point of the genealogy-and the 
celebration. 

By comparison much uncertainty attends the difficult dajalu and rab d~j~li/u 
whose duties appear to be nowhere defined in relevant documents. In mIlItary 
contexts a meaning "scout", "Kundschafter" (thus Klauber, Beamtentum, 39, 
note 5; CAD D 27 f.; AHw 150) seems assured-exceptionally' (Iraq . I8~, 45-46) 
such a scout appears to have been entrusted with the regular securIty report 
to the king from a snowbound frontier outpost-but the" inspector" which CAD 
advance as a meaning for dqjalu in other contexts should be regarded as 'no more 

17 Written mUD.20.KAM-aju (" Born on the 
20th day"). On the analogy ofUD+KAM-aju 

and Ri-ba-aju (see APN 186) the UD has not 
been separately represented. 
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than provisional as a translation. Some of the examples supporting this conclusion 
belong in any case under etinnu (see K. Deller and S. Parpola in RA 60, 59 ff.). 

Two things may perhaps be said. The first is that there are several reasons why 
the dajalu officials may confidently be placed in the municipal authority. On the 
one hand the \il.dajalu sa uruKalba of ABL 52, rev. 6, and the Iurab dajalu sa uruKalba 
of ADD 612, rev. 7-8, look very much like municipal appointments. Secondly, 
arab dqjali is closely associated with a baz;annu sa ali in ABL 573, obv. 9. And thirdly, 
it would be attractive if the series dajalu, rab dajalu, !upSar ali, sa mubbi ali and 
baz;an[nu] of ABL 530, 12- 14, already partly alluded to above in the discussion of 
IUpSar ali, could be thought to represent a homogeneous group of town officials 
placed in ascending order of seniority. 

The second point returns to ABL 52 . This letter from a certain Nabu-nadin-sumi, 
tisipu to Esarhaddon(?), appears alone, at the present time, to show the city-based 
dajalu in action . We read (obv. 6 ff. ) : (6) ina "luMi tak-pi-ir-ti (7) sa !e-e-mu 
sak-na-ku-ni (8) at-ta-lak tak-pi-ir-tu (9) da-at-t[ u] r u' -sa-a~-bit (10) issu uruNi-nu-a 
(II) bu-lu sa uruZi-[ ] (12) uk-te-li (Rev. I) a-du uruSa-si-qa-rni' (2) at-ta-lak 
te-e-mu (3) a-na ll'da-aja-li (4) sa issu uruNinuakl (5) is-si-ja u-~a-an-ni (6) u a-na 
hida-aja-li (7) sa uruKal-ba a-sa-kan-su-nu (8) mu-uk tu-ba-la (9) ina lib-bi uruKa-sap-pa 
( 10) tu-sa-* ba-a. 

In this passage I should first like to identify the uruKa-sap-pa of rev. 9 with Tell 
Keshaf (see most easily Felix Jones' third map of Assyria, ]RAS, 1855, Supplement, 
and Billerbeck and Jeremias, BA III, facing page 188), which lies 12 km. south of 
Calah on the south bank of the Upper Zab at its junction with the Tigris; two 
villages, Kishf al-Fouqani and Kishf at-Tahtani, lie close by to the east. In such 
a position one might expect that Kasappa belonged to the Kalzu province, and this 
situation, as already recognized by S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Topol1),ms, 203, would 
seem to be confirmed by ND 2640, 34 (copy B. Parker, Iraq 23, PI. XXI), reading 
uruKa_rsap'_pi bel pibati Kal-z;i. We may then translate : "With regard to the 
lustration on which I am engaged, I went off. . . . From Nineveh I took the road via 
Zi[ .. . . J. I went on to Sasiqani [ (probably on the Upper Zab)]. The dajalu who 
came out with me from Nineveh, and the dajalu of Calah, I then put to work (on 
filling the jars) to cries of' You will be carried away by the stream! Do you want 
to live in Kasappa ? ' " 

The last remark is taken to be the writer's way of telling the king that the lustral 
water was taken from a point as far out in the river as a man might reach without 
being swept away by the strong current: such water doubtless had a reputation for 
especial purity. But the scene as a whole, although it tells something of the distances 
that might have to be covered, will hardly be thought to typify the life of a dajalu, 
and this is still to seek. 

In conclusion we return to the gates, and specifically to the gate-keepers, or 
petiute (?). Men of this title were employed by a number of different organizations 
in the city, palace and temple included. Nevertheless, those of the municipal 
authority were perhaps as important as any. The association of petiute with a 
sa mubbi ali in a passage already mentioned (ND 2437, 31, see above, p . 9) is 
good evidence for the high seniority of the position. It may be noted also that texts 
from Dur-Kurigalzu edited by O. R. Gurney include a contract of some kind in 
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which the two parties were respectively an atu (the Babylonian word) and a 
bazannu.18 However, the main importance of these associations is that, although 
we must allow that the niigiru (later niigir ekalli) of the king's mess had a military 
association with the gates as city defence officer-for such may be thought to have 
been at least one of his functions-it would seem that at all other times the gates 
would have been under municipal control. From Calah in the seventh century 
one hears also of arab abulliite (ABL 493, rev. 17), or some kind of" Gates officer", 
which mayor may not have been a municipal appointment. The title is not, how
ever, found elsewhere, and, if not a late development, may possibly have been 
specially created to meet some local need. 

What the town officials may have levied in the way of tolls is not, I think, at present 
known. The collecting of what we must properly call taxes belongs in large measure 
to the following section. 

THE PROVINCIAL AUTHORITY 

From the point of view of the recovery of Assyrian administration in its more 
material aspects, one may think that second in importance only to the excavation 
of the ekal miisarti was the discovery on the tell ofNimrud of the Governor's Palace. 19 

This was the headquarters of the provincial authority. 
The importance of the building lies in the tablets that were found there, the 

officials mentioned upon them, and the fact that they were lifted in days of con
trolled excavation-for it is impossible to know which, if any, of the Kuyunjik 
tablets belong to the provincial archives of Nineveh. Discounting the smaller 
fragments, 156 tablets appear to have been discovered in the offices of the building, 
76 during the 1949 season and 80(?) in the year following. 20 Catalogues of the 
two groups were published by D. J. Wiseman in Part 2 of issues of Iraq for 1950 
and 1951 (the latter including also some personal contributions), and K. Deller 
subsequently incorporated the texts within the scheme of his useful section on " NA 
texts from Nimrud: provisional arrangement by contents". 21 In the matter of 
date it may be recalled that the documents, which do not form a connected archive, 
belong to various periods between 808 and 7 I 0 B.C. 

In the following account of the provincial authority the" GP " collection serves 
as an important control. Nevertheless many problems beset the path of enquiry, 
and even the governorship, which may be discussed first, cannot properly be 
declared free of obscurity. 

The main difficulty lies in the fact that at Calah, as elsewhere, there was both a 
bil pibati (or pabati) 22 and a saknu in charge of provincial affairs. When the G P 
texts first appeared these titles were translated "district governor" and "town 

18 See Iraq II, 133, text NO.3. 
1. For the full account see Mallowan, Nimrud, 

Chapter II. 
20 No official figures for the tablets found in 

1950 have been given out, and the number 
stated is a calculation based on catalogue entries 
for the year. 

21 In "The Neo-Assyrian epigraphical remains 
of Nimrud ", Or. NS 35, 179-194. 

22 Because of some uncertainty the vowels of 
this word are not indicated as to their possible or 
probable length; see further B. Landsberger, 
ana ittisu, 126, and J. A. Brinkman, A Political 
History rif post-Kassite Babylonia, 296, note 1,940. 
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governor" respectively 23; but while one may sympathize with this attempt to 
simplify the problem, it is virtually certain that the title saknu was originally sakin 
miiti,24 so that justice must somehow be done to the element miitu = " province". 
How close is the meaning of the two terms was in fact already seen by C. H. W. 
Johns, who pointed out that, on certainly two occasions in his texts, an eponym 
might be called in one place a bil pibati and in another a saknu. 25 The essentially 
provincial character of the two offices was clear to Meissner: "Nicht Zentral-, 
sondern Provinzialbeamte waren die « Statthalter» der Provinzen (Saknu; bil 
p£btJ,ti) . ... " ; 26 relevant also is Manitius, ZA 24, 109. 

To explain the Johns' evidence which we have just alluded to, it seems necessary 
to assume that only in distant parts of the empire might one and the same person 
be both bil pibati and saknu. Generally the two offices were kept distinct, and this 
was certainly the case in Calah while it was the royal capital. The evidence for 
this statement are the two letters ND 417 and 436 frpm the GP collection; these 
were written by the saknu who was evidently absent at the time on some mission, 
and are addressed by name to Sarru-diiri who is several times mentioned in the 
texts (although a4mittedly not in the two letters) as the bil pibati. The saknu's 
greeting of lil sulmu ana abija, " I hope it is well with my brother ", would suggest 
that their relationship was at least that of close colleagues. The two officials also 
occur together some centuries earlier in Babylonia, where, following a careful study 
by Brinkman, 27 it would seem that the saknu was then the senior in rank; by contrast 
" the bil pibati in this period never figures actively in an important action of the 
provincial government". 28 We in fact believe that this essential relationship 
remained constant throughout the Neo-Assyrian period, and that the saknu whom 
we accordingly elevate to first position should properly be regarded as a military 
governor of the class of emirs. 

This conclusion will not be immediately obvious. But the point is that, in Assyria, 
all governors were appointed by the king from one or other of two orders of men, 
the rabani and the sa risi. The first of these words we translate as " emirs" (cf. fully 
below on pp. 38 ff.), although for the moment " princes" will serve; the sa risi 
(Bab. silt risi) were" court eunuchs". That it was the order of rabani who provided 
the saknus is an assertion that can be made in the light of a new text (pp. 39 ff.) 
which gives the names of 22 provincial or military centres under the command of 
rabani, and the argument is completed by the eponym lists which indicate that the 
governor in these same centres had the title of saknu. The opposite conclusion, 
namely that the bil pibati was commonly a sa risi, has the support of the standard 
phrase of the royal annals: lUsilt risiJa bel pibati elisunu askun. 29 A useful translation 
is therefore " eunuch governor" (Diakonoff, Landsberger Festschriji, 347 and 349). 

23 D. J. Wiseman, Iraq 13, 103. 
24 See, for example, J. A. Brinkman, ]ESHO 

VI, 235, note 6, and History of post-Kassite 
Babylonia, notes 1,945 and 1,965; R. Borger, 
AfO 23, 9 f. 

25 ADD II, 137 f. (cf. E. G. Klauber, Beam
tentum, 100), referring to the governors of Lahira 
and Kullania in the seventh century. 

26 Babylonien und As.ryrien I, 132 . 

c 

21 "Provincial administration in Babylonia 
under the Second Dynasty of Isin ", ]ESHO 
VI, 233-242. 

28 Ibid. 237, note 2. 
29 An apparent exception is (sa~ lUsu-ut resi-su 

llisak-nu-ti eli-su-nu is-tak-ka-nu-ma, Sargon, Cylin
der Inscription, line 16, where the meaning 
may not be entirely similar. 
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On the philology of the two terms it may be noted firstly that saknu had a long 
history in Mesopotamia,30 while pibatu may have changed its meaning. For the 
earlier periods and the meaning" officium (Dienst) ", " Haftung ", reference may 
be made to Landsberger, MSL I, pp. 127 ff.; whereas following Brinkman 
(]ESHO VI, 236), who interprets the Bab. ana pibati turru as "to restore (land 
privately held) to the public domain", we find it attractive to explain the bel pibati 
of later times as properly the "owner of the public domain". This included 
waterways (ABL 89), grazing land (Saggs, Iraq 28, 182), and foreign territory 
annexed after a campaign (Wiseman, Iraq 26, 12 I, lines 13 and 16). 

For a moment we may look at the northern provinces of Assyria. Here, firstly, 
was the province of the turtanu, or "commander-in-chief", whose traditional ' 
capital was in the Til-Barsip or Harran areas of the north-west. Further to the 
east lay the provincial capital of the rab saqi, probably to be identified with the 
city of Sa-biresu. 31 As we learn from new texts of Tiglath-pileser III 32 eastwards 
again lay the province of the (a)barakku, and lines 5-7 of the security report 
ND 2798,33 a-na mati sa ltibarakki sul-mu ina mat Jilrab saqi sUl-mu, " It is well with 
the province of the (a) barakku: all is well in the province of the rab saqi ", further 
suggest that these two territories are adjacent. Perhaps also in the north was the 
mat llinagir ekalli, or " province of the nagir ekalli ",34 while in two closely related texts 
Abi-ramu, eponym for the fifth year of the reign of Esarhaddon, is described on the 
one hand as sukallu raM 35 and on the other as sakin mat lfax(IJAL)-ni-gal-bat, 
" governor of the province of Hanigalbat ".36 This list may suggest two things, 
firstly, that saknu was not a title commonly used of the top-ranking military officers, 37 

and, secondly, that Assyria at this time had no mean respect for the military strength 
ofUrar!u. 

At this point we should not neglect to mention the evidence of the ninth century 
stela: found at Assur which bear such titles as those of Bel-lii-balit who was turtanu, 
nagiru rabu, satam ekurrate, rab ummani rapsu, and sakin mati of six places in the Harran 
area. 38 The example may serve to show that the senior military officers were 
saknus and not bel pibatis of their provinces, and of course the first of saknus was the 
king himself who appears in the texts as sakin Enlil, sakkanak ilani rabuti, or the like. 39 

Here is thus a further argument for regarding the saknu, " emirate governor", as 
senior to the bel pibati, "eunuch governor", and indeed the latter office was 

30 Cf. into al., A. Falkenstein, An. Or. XXVIII, 
19, and note 3; Die neusumerischen Gerichtsurkun
den, 160; W . W. Hallo, Early Mesopotamian Royal 
Titles, Chapter V; A. Goetze, ]CS 17, 7 ff.; 
E. Sollberger, TCS I, 172 f.; A. Alt, Pedersen 
Festschrift, I-I I; M.-J. Seux, Epithetes royales 
akkadiennes et sumeriennes, 447 f.; J. A. Brinkman, 
A Political History qf post-Kassite Babylonia (see 
Index). 

31 Cf. E. Forrer, Provin.<;.einteilung, 107; D. 
Opitz, RLA I, 460; and for the etymology, 
A. L. Oppenheim, ANET 278, note 8. 

32 D. J. Wiseman, Iraq 18, 117 ff., and 26, 12I. 
33 Edited by H. W. F. Saggs in Iraq 21, 165 f. 
3. Cf. E. Forrer, Provin.<;.einteilung, I I 7, also 

ND 2335, 10 (ed. B. Parker, Iraq 16, 44). 
3. On this official see further below, p. 36. 
3. See particularly R. Borger, Einleitung in die 

assyrischen Konigsinschriften I, 2 I. For the 
suggested value /)a. in the reading of the city 
name, cr. uru/)a . (ljAL)-al-$i, STT II, 372, 3. 

31 We stress the word" commonly": that 
Iaknu was indeed their title as governors is 
argued in the following paragraph. 

38 W. Andrae, Die Stelenreihen in Assur, No. 44, 
cr. A. Ungnad, RLA II, 439. 

3& Cf. especially J.-R. Kupper, "Rois et 
Iakkanakku ", ]CS 21, 123-125; and J. A. Brink
man, op. cit., 301 , note 1,976. 
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probably subservient in any case to the rab resi (p. 47). The earliest datable reference 
to a bel pibati appears at the present time to be provided by a kudurru belonging to 
the fifth year of Nazimaruttas (cf. Taha Baqir, Iraq, Supplement, 1944, PI. XVIII, 
right column, 7, and]. A. Brinkman, A Political History of post-Kassite Babylonia, 304). 
On the MA basiblu (ex balzublu), who at least in the Tell Billa documents appears 
as a military governor comparable to the later saknu, reference may be made to 
Finkelstein, ]CS 7, 116 f.40 

Although other details might be mentioned we may take our leave of the governor 
with a brief reference to the grain tax and the distribution of rations. So far as 
rationing was concerned the governor, in this case the bel pibati, had two major 
responsibilities: to supply his own household (several clues suggest that this may 
often have been sizeable), and to make available the supply to the king's household. 
The first of these duties is obvious; the second follows indirectly from a familiar 
passage (line 53) of Sargon's eighth campaign : ki-m~ llisu-ut resimes-ja ](lbel pibatimes 
sa mat AHurkl qemU(ZID.DA.MES) karanu ( GESTIN.MES) a-na ta-kul-ti um-ma-ni-ja ka-ri-e 
is-pu-uk-ma, "As my officers, the governors of Assyria, would have done, he 
(Ullusunu) had laid up stores ofBour and wine for the feeding of my army." From 
this line it is seen that the provision of food supplies along the route of the Assyrian 
army on its annual campaign was a recognized commitment on the part of the 
provincial (eunuch)-governor; that he should have the same responsibility for 
household personnel of the capital city may be seen as no more than an extension 
of this practice. As is well known the grain tax levied yearly at harvest time was 
called nusabil, NA nusaoe, evidently a plural word as Postgate points out in Royal 
Grants, p. 14. And if one would be sure of the bel pibati's concern with it this may 
be seen in lines 8-10 of ND 413 (catalogue entry in Iraq 13, 107) which read: 
senu-sa-bemes sa IUbel pibati sa uruKal-bi u-su-bu. These words are said to have been 
spoken by a certain Bani and they look very much like the statutory order which 
was sent out each year to the responsible officials: "Collect in the grain tax for 
the governor of Calah! "41 

A provincial second-in-command, or vice-governor, is mentioned only rarely in 
NA texts (e.g. ADD 59, 15; 1141, 55), but several examples may lie behind the 
simple term saniu, which commonly stands without qualification especially in the 
Harper letters. This use is seen most clearly in connection with vice-governors of 
foreign territories (as Hamban, ABL 884, I I, and [a province of] Urartu, ABL 1295, 
rev. 6). In the latter text, however, as also in ADD 59 just mentioned, governor, 
vice-governor and rab alani occur together, and it is now important that this third 
official should be given his proper place in the provincial hierarchy. 

The close association of the office of rab alani with the governorship has been 
known for some time (cf. CAD A 389- 390) . Weidner 42 argued convincingly that 
a certain Ilima-Ie'u, described in a document (KAV 94, obv. 8) from the time of 
Adad-nirari III as a rab alani, was doubtless identical with a man of the same name 
who became governor of Nisibin. In AiO 16,42, Weidner also edited a NB contract 

40 Cf. also CAD H 57, and P. Garelli, Semitica 
XVII, 16. 

41 cr. further AHw 805. 

4 2 Tell Halaf (AfO Beiheft 6) , 10, note 32, 
cf. also 4[0 10, 15 and 2 I, 35. 
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copied by Pinches where one of the witnesses, Sa-Nabu-sii, has the title lilrab 
alanimes sa lilsakin mati, that is, " rab alani to the (Assyrian) governor". Documents 
discovered at Nimrud fully bear out this relationship. Thus several tablets which 
concern a rab alani in one way or another were found in various rooms of the 
Governor's Palace; they include ND 264, 427, 430, 495-and perhaps 474, for 
the reason that it mentions the name of Bel-ittiya who is known to have been a 
rab alani of the period. On ND 427 (see Iraq 13, I09) two governors are specifically 
mentioned in the text, and it is consequently necessary to read as a minimum 
[PN 1] PN 2 lllrab alani-su-nu in order to explain the final suffix. 

With regard to the duties of the office it is clear from the name that the rab iilani 
had charge of certain townships within the province. Mallowan 43 in fact suggests 
that his post may have been the equivalent to that of the mudir nahiJa in the country 
districts of modern Iraq (although, as Oates informs me, it is the qaimaqam, or 
" district commissioner" who follows next after the mutesarrif), and Saggs 44 would 
assign one rab alani to each of the sub-districts within a province known as qannus. 
This proposal has the support of ADD 612, obv. I, and also of ABL 252, 7 ff., 
which mentions a certain Yata', lilrab alanimeLsu sa qa-ni ta-bu-me sa mati Urarta-aja, 
" the rab alani of a qannu on the boundary of Urartian territory"; an indication 
of the land unit involved is furnished by such a phrase as ND 2728, obv. 7: napbar 
7 alanimes .ni sa qa-an-ni uruArba-il, " total of 7 towns / villages in the qannu of Arba'il " 
(B. Parker, Iraq 23, 46, and PI. XXIV). In fact, however, there does not appear 
to be any direct information as to the number of rab alanis- or more correctly rab 
alanate 45-that might be appointed to a province. ABL 767, obv. IO ff., names 
two from the province of Ra~apa, two from the province of Bar-hal~a, three from 
the city of Tille and three others, but from the context one is not encouraged to 
think that the text is necessarily concerned with total numbers. A reference in 
ABL 506, rev. 5, to lilrab alanimes gab-bu, " all the rab alanis (of the province?) ", 
should be taken in conjunction with the new reading for the passage proposed by 
Saggs in Iraq 21, 167. 

As the governor was concerned with taxes so also were his rab alani, and it is 
likely that one of their essential functions was the actual collecting and forwarding 
of taxes in kind "to the depot of the central government". 46 As we have seen, 
the" central government" means the responsible officials of the king's household 
(in this instance probably including the (a)barakku who appears to have belonged 
to the king's mess), and transfers of taxable items will consequently have taken 
place between the provincial and government authorities at appointed times. 
Concerning the whole of this procedure there is as yet much uncertainty as to 
details on the government side; much basic material may in fact have been lost 
owing to the use by accounts of writing boards. But one may be reasonably certain 
of the rab alani's responsibility in the matter from the single letter ND 2452 (edited 
by Saggs, Iraq 18, 50 f.) which was written to the Assyrian king-possibly Sargon
from the Sippar area. We read (obv. 3- 9): (3) 6 lim SE.KUR 6·MES (4) sa m$illi-Bel 

43 Nimrud I , 46. 
.. Iraq ,8, 50, cf. The Greatness that was 

Babylon, 248. 

45 For this plural cf. references in CAD A 390, 
and subsequently ND 2437, obv. 4 (Iraq '7, '39)· 

4. Cf. Saggs, op. cit., p. 248. 
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(5) lilrab alanimes.ni (6) [t]a-ba-at ri-ib-ti (7) SE.KUR6·MES la u-du- r uk "-ku-( u) (8) 2 l~m 
70 GUR etir(KAR-ir) (9) 3 lim SE.KUR6·MES ina uruSi-par, "the. 6,000 gu~ of .gram 
provided by $illi-Bel, the rab alani, is .al~ correc~; 47 3,000 gur IS alre~dy m Slppar, 
2,070 gur has been taken away (and IS m tranSIt), the rest of the gram has not yet 
been taken away". It is of interest in this passage to see the figure of 6,000 gur 
associated with arab alani. It should represent the total of tax required for the 
year from his sector of the Sippar province. . ., 

We may now turn to consider another offiCIal much concerned wIth gram, 
namely, the rab karmani. A first indication of the rab karmiini's control over g~ain 
supplies, as also of his senior status, is provided by ABL 43, obv. 18, where a lurab 
kar-mana (MAN) mDajjan-dAdad is included among certain governors, who, at the 
time of the letter, have failed to send the regular ginu-dues of grain to the city of 
Assur. To this information two Nimrud texts bring additional support. Firstly, 
ND 3469, 14-15 (text Wiseman, Iraq IS, PI. XIII) reGords an entry of 4,000 homers 
of grain against the name of Esaggil-sar-u~ur, lllrab kar-ma-ni; and secondly, 
ND 2791, 15-18 (text Parker, Iraq 23, PI. XXVIII) carries as a summary statement 
the phrase, napbar 48 12,800 SE.KUR6.MES na-kam-tu lilrab kar-me kur/jal-zu, "Total 
of 12,800 (homers) of grain (being) stores of the rab karmani of Halzu ".49 (In 
passing, it may be noted that line 7 of this latter text is far more likely to read 
URU.SE d[ x] than the suggested uruArba-il, particularly since only 80 homers are 
contributed from this source; in this case the towns and villages listed will all 
have belonged to the province of" Halzu ".) 

From such evidence one may suppose that the rab karmani was primarily a 
governor's official concerned with grain supplies, and particularly since th~re 
appears to be no other claimant for the po~ition we are encouraged to name lum 
as the" granary officer" of the province. With regard to the phrase lurab karmana 
mDajjan-dAdad of the cited letter ABL 43, an at least possible way to take this-and 
despite the different translations of Waterman, Pfeiffer and Tallqvist (A P N 68)-is 
as a genitive relationship, " the granary officer of Dayyan-Adad ", the latter being 
probably either turtanu, rab saqi, (a)barakku or nagir ekalli of the day since apparently 
only these might have their provinces referred to in terms of their own names or 
titles (cf. eponym lists and p. 39, below). A further indication of the rab karmani's 
association with governors may be seen in VAT 9635, rev. 12 (cf. now Postgate, 
Royal Grants, 98, rev. 27 ff. ) where lurab kar-ma-ni sa uruNinua appears to be in some 
sense parallel to the It'bel pibati sa kurSi-'-me-e of the following line. For karmani as 
" (Getreide-)Haufen", and despite the difficulty of finding the correct point of 
association with karmu as " ruined mound ", reference may be made to Weidner, 
Melanges Dussaud, 924, note 5, and AfO 21, 41. 

We conclude this statement with a note on the word makisu, "tax-collector". 
It is firstly of interest to find that the same root exists also in Arabic (cf. AHw 588 

., It may be noted that the reading [!]a-ba-at 
is thought to improve upon the [f]a-na-at of the 
original edition, and that, in the translation, the 
order of the following lines 6 to 9 has been 
rearranged to accord with modern usage. 

4. Written PAP, for which napl.Jar may be 

. provisionally adopted in the absence of direct 
evidence. 

49 Possibly an abbreviation for Halziatbar, 
the whole sentence being itself written in an 
abbreviated style in which even the unit of 
measure is omitted. 
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and 652), and Oates draws my attention to the remarkable survival of Ar. makis, 
still as tax-collector, into the life of the present day. But the fact is that the makisu 
is an altogether elusive figure in Neo-Assyrian times. Indeed F. R. Kraus, to whom 
is owed a long study of both the verb (as" eine ofrentliche Abgabe erheben ") 
and its derivatives makisu and miksu,50 could quote only one example of this occupa
tion occurring in texts of the NA period, namely, in the passage ND 2715, 10-13 
(edited Saggs, Iraq 17, 127). This reads: (10) sa PA.MES 51 u-se-ra-da-a-ni 
( II) mi-ik-si-su a-ma-kis IUma-ki-sa-nimes (12) ina muMi ka-ra-a-ni mes sa mat Lab-na-na 
gab-bi (13) up-ta-q[i] -d[i(?)], "On the felled trees which they send downstream I am 
exacting a percentage tax,52 having appointed tax-collectors at all the quaysides 
in Lebanon." 

The makisu is mentioned on two other occasions in the letter (lines 14 and 2 I), 
and with the exception of ADD 993, iii, 2 I, PN ma-ki-su sa pabat Q,u-e, it does seem 
to appear that they are not further represented in first millennium documents. 
Kraus, however, has occasion in his study to speak of" der Berufs- (oder Funktions-) 
Titel makisum ",53 and it may be that we should accept the words in brackets and 
conceive of the post as one that might be held, perhaps for a limited tenure, by any 
official with the necessary qualifications. In the Nimrud text the makisani were 
clearly the servants of the governor in Lebanon who wrote the letter, and as such 
are to be regarded as officers of the provincial authority. In the Johns text the 
reference to a " tax-collector of the province (' public domain ') of Cilicia " is quite 
explicit. 

THE PRIESTHOOD AND TEMPLE PERSONNEL 

As the municipal authority at Calah was situated at the city gates, and the 
provincial authority in offices of the Governor's Palace, so principal seats of the 
priestly community in the city will have been senior temples situated on the citadel. 
Before proceeding it may be useful to set the scene. 

It will be recalled that the chief temples of the citadel were the Ninurta-temple 
at the foot of the ziggurat, the Ishtar-temple Bit kidimuri, and the great Nabu-temple 
Ezida. The massive structure of the ziggurat itself I feel inclined to associate with 
the name of Enlil, for although the temple of Ninurta lay close enough to suggest 
that the ziggurat might (exceptionally) have been Ninurta's also, Ashurnasirpal 
refers in two inscriptions to bit dEnlil(dBAD) u dNinurta, "the temple-complex of 
Enlil and Ninurta ",54 and if the area was thus dedicated to both of them it would 
obviously be appropriate to give the ziggurat to the senior god. The same con
clusion follows from K.252, col. vi, I I fr. (cf. Frankena, Takultu, p. 7) where the 
list of the gods of Calah attending the takultu festival reads initially: AHur-AHur 

.0 In Ein Edikt des Konigs Ammi-$aduqa, 133 ff. 
51 On the difficult), here see Saggs, ibid., p. 129, 

but read probably SIG-MES = mab~i1ti, " felled 
(trees) " . 

52 For the justification or this translation 

cf. especially M. Birot, ]ESHO V, 91, note 4, 
and 92, note I. 

53 Op. cit. , p. 139. 
50 Lion inscription, ed. Budge and King, 

AKA I, 208, note 2, line 7; and the new stela, 
ed. D. ]. Wiseman, Iraq 14, 24 ff. , line 54. 
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AHur-dEnlil dNinurta . Ziggurats were associated with Enlil both at Nippur and in 
the great Enlil / Ashur ziggurat at Assur 55; a secondary connection with Ashur 
would have existed also at Calah. 56 

The name of the Ninurta temple is not known and none is given on Ashurnasirpal's 
dedicatory inscription (A KA I, 209 fr.) or on the Shamshi-Adad V obelisk (IR 29; 
Luckenbill, Ancient Records I, 253) which was found by Rassam out of position in 
the inner gate-chamber (NT I ) of Ezida. In the ninth century the Ninurta temple 
may have been the largest in Calah (for the archaeological account see Mallowan, 
Nimrud I, Chapter VI ), but it was not the oldest for Ashurnasirpal restored the 
Bit lStar (belat) kidmuri, also called Bit lStar and Bit kid(i)muri, " which had existed 
in former days under the kings, my fathers" (AKA I, 164, 20). The word kidmuri 
or kidimuri is as yet unexplained, but from several allusions in the Harper letters 57 
one may certainly think that both the site and its goddess had some reputation, not 
of the highest order, in the religious world. It should be mentioned that a second 
Ishtar temple, Bit belat mati, is known and has been identified from the Lion inscrip
tion, AKA I, 206 fr., which in fact begins with the words ana belat mati. The twin 
lion, found at Nimrud during the recent excavations, was reburied in situ (Mallowan, 
Nimrud 1,92). 

Finally, a few brief remarks may serve to recall something of Ezida, whose 
archaeological story has been fully presented by Mallowan in Iraq 19, 5 fr., and 
Nimrud I, Chapter XIV; by David Oates in Iraq 19, 26 fr.; and by Oates and 
J. H. Reid in Iraq 18, 22 fr. According to the eponym chronicle Nabu entered the 
bitu eHu, or " New Temple", in 788,58 which must then represent the completion 
date of Adad-nirari's extensive work on Ezida, but Ashurnasirpal before him also 
records the building, or restoring, of a Nabu temple,59 and it would be surprising 
if this did not underlie part of the later structure. On a point of nomenclature it 
may be suggested that the" raised podium" which was so prominent a feature of 
the Ezida shrines was called in Assyria the kigallu; thus ABL 257, rev. 4-6, although 
perhaps not referring to Calah, may be read: (4) rina muMi' ki-gal-li sa d Tas-me-tum 
a-saf a-kan' 60 (5) !a-lam-a-ni sa sarri beli-ja ina mubbi ki-gal-li (6) i-mit-tu su-me-li 
u-sa-za-a-a-zi, " On the Tashmetum podium I have placed the statues of the king, 
my lord- I have positioned them on the podium to right and left." Epigraphical 
materials discovered in Ezida include tablets of the temple library from the NT 12 
area,61 niS pubi contracts of the seventh century exposed in a trench dug in post
Assyrian times through rooms NT 14 and 16,62 and vassal-treaties of Esarhaddon 

.. For the latter cf. simply W. Andrae, Das 
wiedererstandene Assur, 88 ff., etc., also entries in 
R . Frankena, Tiikultu, 126, line 176 and note 74. 

56 On the Enlil-Ashur syncretism dating, it 
would seem, from the times of Shalmaneser I, 
see basically F . N6tscher, Ellil in Sumer und 
Akkad (Hanover, 1927). 

., Cf. L. Waterman, RCAE IV, 159 (Index). 
'8 Cf. simply RLA II, 429, under the entry 

fo r 787, the authority for the additional year 

being indicated in Chapter I , note 7. 
59" New stela" inscription, Wiseman, Iraq 14, 

pI. IX, line 57. 
60 Suggested, in place of a-sar-,tar', Waterman, 

RCAE I, 172, which does not accord with the 
traces. 

61 Further information is summarized in 
Nimrud I, 271-277. 

62 Published by Barbara Parker in Iraq 19, 
125 ff. 
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found dramatically smashed in the throne-room of the north-west courtyard, 
amongst ash and debris of the final conflagration. 63 

It is against this background, briefly sketched as it has been, that the Calah 
priesthood must be placed. Necessarily the account begins with the king, for the 
king was the first of priests and his sacral throne, the kussz sanguti, was doubtless 
reserved solely for priestly occasions. About the time of our new documents 
Adad-nirari III could call himself sangu ellu za-nin e-sar-ra la mu-par-ku-u, " sanctified 
priest and tireless provider of the needs of Esharra ",64 and indeed the most important 
of religious events will undoubtedly have taken place in the old and revered city 
of Assur. Contrary to a long-held opinion it seems likely that the title SANGA AHur 
( = iHak(ki) AHur) of Assyrian kings is not as priestly as it sounds, and that Seux 
is right to assume the existence of a form *iSSangu beside iHakku, comparable to the 
sd-an-ga-na-ku of KAR 98, obv. 5, for sakkanakku. 65 But in any case the priestly 
function of the Assyrian king was almost inseparable from the royal. A good 
example of how close the two offices became 66 may be seen in the fact that, in 
contrast to Hittite custom and such a study as Goetze's " The priestly dress of the 
Hittite king" (JCS I, 176 ff. ), the Assyrian king appears not to have had an especial 
priestly dress. Rather, his fringed kuszlu with its golden disks and rosettes 67 seems 
to have been used indifferently, on all public occasions, as an expression of sarrulu 
and sangutu. 

From the king we turn to the next senior post in the Assyrian temple ,hierarchy, 
and here the problem must be faced that no single term for the office was in use
as it would seem- in the Neo-Assyrian period, nor was the holder of it always a 
" priest" in the proper sense of the term. The complex situation is at its simplest 
in the times of Ashurnasirpal II when there is mention of a sangamaMu, a term 
we may confidently translate as "high priest". The evidence for it comes from 
ND 5545, a hemerology for the beginning days of the month of Tashrit, found in 
Room NT 12 of Ezida and published by P. Hulin in Iraq 21, 42 ff. The colophon 
reads: 

u-tuk-ku sa 1 tltasriti 
qat dAJa-mu-dammiq lUsanx (sAG)-ga-ma&-&u sa 

mAHur-na!ir-apli sal' mal dAs-sur 
mar Tap-pu-Ja lusatammu (SA.TAM) sa uruDerik ! 

mar Iju-za-li lusatammi-ma 

From these lines it is learnt that the tablet was written by "Aja-mudammiq, 
sangama&&u to Ashurnasirpal, king of Assyria, son of Tappuya, satammu of Der, 
son of Huzalu, the satammu ". It is interesting also that ancestors of this sangama&&u 

63 D. ]. Wiseman, Iraq 20, Part I (1958); 
R. Borger, ZA NF 20, 173-196, and ibid. NF '22, 
261; Erica Reiner, ANET, 3rd edition with 
supplement, 534 If. 

6. Line 3 of a broken slab found in Adad
nirari's palace at Calah during the first excava
tions, and published in IR 35, No. !. 

65 M.-]. Seux, " Remarques sur Ie titre royal 
assyrien iSfakki ASfur ", RA 59, 101 If., particu
larly p. 104 and note I; cr. also G. van Drie1, 
The Cult of ASfur, 172. 

66 Cf. in general R. Labat, Le charactere 
religieux de la rqyaute assyro-babylonienne, passim ; 
and C.]. Gadd, Ideas of divine rule, 39. 

67 Cf. A. L. Oppenheim, ]NES 8, 179. 
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should have been satammlls, a term which, after Landsberger,68 is not doubtful in 
the meaning " Bischof", "Hohepriester", and which was common in the south 
in such titles as satam Esagila, salam Kis, satam Sippar, and the like. Professions 
commonly ran in families and there may have been little essential difference 
between the writer's profession and his father's. 

Yet not after this time does there appear to be any mention at all of sangama&&us 
in the Neo-Assyrian texts, and evidently its use was discontinued. The next claimant 
for an equivalent post seems in fact to have been Bel-lii-balit about the times of 
Shamshi-Adad V, whom his stela at Assur pronounces to have been a satam ekunate. 
This title is difficult to translate since there is no obvious way of determining which 
and where were the temples implied by the term ekllrrate. But it is important to 
note that the holder of it, being also a turtanu and saknu (p. 14) was an emir and 
not of priestly descent. 

There was to come a time also when a (Sa) resu [ani,69 or court eunuch, might 
hold a similar appointment, and the term" high priest" is then hardly admissible 
at all. Indeed, there is perhaps more than a touch of sarcasm in lines 55-56 of the 
Fiirstenspiegel: 70 

55 lu Itire'u lu lUsa-tam ekuni lu su-ut resu sarri 
56 sd ina Sipparkl Nippuri kl u Babilikl a-na lusa-tam ekurri iz;:;azzu, 

" If either a religious leader, or a high priest, or the king's eunuchs who in Sippar, 
Nippur and Babylon ' stand for ' high priests". Some further evidence on the part 
such sa resi came to take in temple affairs is presented below pp. 47 f. 

In a perhaps special category is to be placed Aqqulanu in the times of Esarhaddon. 
This familiar figure, a sometime lrib bili clAHur according to ABL 539, rev. 14, was 
the author of eight letters to be found in Thompson's The Reports of the Magicians 
and Astrologers of Nineveh and Babylon, whence Landsberger 71 has described him as 
" der assyrische Hof-Astrologe " of the period. Additionally, however, in ABL 47, 
Aqqulanu writes to the king about an impending religious ceremony at Tarba~u, 
which is the kind of thing one might expect of a high priest (or the like) whose 
responsibilities would not be confined to his own city or temple. In ABL 48 and 49 
he writes also about sangus as if they were his juniors. But unfortunately there is 
no record of his title at this time. 

It is appropriate now to consider the sangu, who, with the earlier Sum. sanga and 
Hurr. sankunni-, was the priest par excellence of the Mesopotamian world. In the 
broad picture sangus might be associated by title with either cities, sanctuaries or 
deities, and as a statement of such association the recent summary of Landsberger, 72 
" Es gibt sangu von Stadten .. . , von Haupttempeln kleinerer Stadte, von Neben
tempeln in den GroBstadten, von Kapellen in den Haupttempeln ", will probably 
never be improved. Much information on the sangu in earlier periods is presented 

68 Ist .-Briif, 30, 36, and especially 58 If., " Das 
Amt des fatammu ". 

69 The form given is that provided by the 
short version of igitu!J. (ed. Landsberger and 
Gurney, AfO 18, 83), lines 232-233 : 

LU.SAG fd re-fu 

LU.SAG.LUGAL MIN far-ri 
70 Cf. W. G. Lambert, BWL 110 If. (with 

previous references), and I. M. Diakonolf, 
AS 16, 343 If. 

71 Op. cit., 38. 
72 Op. cit., 61, note 11 5. 
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in the second part of ]. Renger's "Untersuchungen zum Priestertum der alt
babylonischen Zeit". 73 So far as Assyria is concerned Deller's attractive study on 
" The ruling class of Nimrud, circa 640 B .C." 74 has revealed that the names of the 
sangus of Calah's three main temples are actually known for this period. They are 
Nabu-sum-u~ur and dMEs-sar-u~ur 75 for Ezida, Iddinaja for the Ninurta temple, 
and Arad-Ishtar for Bit kidimuri; the fact of there being two sangus in office in 
Ezida at the same time may be noted. As the first of the deity's servants the sangu 
participated in major events of the cultic calendar which need not be our concern 
here. Some illustrations of the part he might play in Assyrian ceremony will be 
found in Kocher's "Ein mittelassyrisches Ritualfragment zum Neujahrsfest", 
ZA NF 16, 194 (lines 10, I I, 17 and 19 f.), in van Driel, The Cult of Assur, 175 ff., 
and in Frankena, Tiikultu, 41 and 129. Attention may also be drawn to A. L. 
Oppenheim, "Analysis of an Assyrian ritual (KAR 139) ",76 where the sangu's 
part in an unusual intercession ritual with Ishtar is described, and which is of 
additional interest in that it is Assyrian, and not Babylonian, in its conception and 
inspiration. 

Unexpectedly, perhaps, we may insert here a brief note on the sartennu. This 
senior official, a "Gerichtsprasident" according to Delitzsch, HWB 512, or 
" Oberrichter" (Meissner, Bahylonien und Assyrien I, 132), is now often called the 
" chief justice". Landsberger, Ist.-Briif; 70, refers to him as an independent, pro
fessional judge. Known from numerous legal texts in both NB and NA, the sartennu 
in the latter periods is particularly associated with the sukallu (cf. below, p. 36), 
thus in ABL 716, rev. I I, in the recently published BM 123360, obv. 8 (J. N. 
Postgate, Iraq 32, 132), in ADD 470, rev. 9- 10 (sale of a village), and in Ebeling, 
Stiftungen, 4, rev. 16, where the two officials were the first signatories, and probably 
therefore joint presidents, to the deed which embodied Sennacherib's bequest of 
personnel to the hit akitu at Assur. One may refer also in this connection to Deller's 
"Die Rolle des Richters irp neuassyrischen Prozessrecht", Festschrift Edoardo 
Volterra, 1972. There is one new text, however, which may particularly be referred 
to here. This is BT I 18 from Balawat (ed. Parker, Iraq 25, 95, and PI. XXIII) 
which reads initially: (I) [dinu(DI) sa] m,sum-mu-il rlusangu' (2) lusar-tini a-na 
mDi-i-d[ u] (3) e-me-du-u-ni, " Penalty which Summu-il, the sangu-priest and sartennu, 
has imposed upon Didu." In these lines the word rsangu' is partially restored, 
but from]ohns, ADD 374, rev. I I, a sangu-priest by the name ofSummu-il is known 
to have been living within nine years of the Balawat document (the respective 
dates are 686 and 678) so that good support for the restoration can be provided. 
The text would thus appear to provide a first reference to the possible priestly 
background of the office. 

We should here pass to a consideration of the sangu saniu, or " second priest", 
a term uniquely Assyrian. 77 But it is assumed below, and the point is defended in 
the first section of Chapter III, that it was the same post as that of the sa muljlji biti 
(Sa hit ili) and since the latter is particularly associated with the temple's" household 
staff" (p. 26) it will be more convenient to discuss the office in that connection. 

" ZA NF 25, 104 ff. 
,. Or. NS 35, 190- 192. 
,. The reading of dMES in NA seems not yet 

to be established. 
76 History of Religions, 5 (1966),250- 265. 
77 B. Landsberger, [st .-Brief, 60, sub para. (c) . 
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At this point the first group of Assyrian priests-sarru, sangamaljlju (for a time), 
sartennu (in a special category), sangu, sangu saniu-gives way to another, the group 
of erih hiti. This class of priests was as much Babylonian as Assyrian, and fulfilled, 
it would seem, the same role in both countries. Possibly indicating "a person 
admitted to all parts of the temple" (CAD E 290), or simply" der, der das Haus 
(Gottes) betreten darf " (Landsberger, Kult. Kalender, 112), the erih hiti perhaps 
suffers most from not having an acceptable designation in modern studies. In an 
attempt to supply this deficiency they will here be called "household priests" . 
The suggested term is a simple one, and would be even more suitable if it should 
ever be clear that a technical meaning of hila erehu is " to belong to a household". 

In so far as it is possible to judge on present evidence, the senior member of this 
group appears to have been the tupsar hit ili, or " temple scribe". Evidence which 
at least suggests that his position followed closely after that of the sangu's comes 
from Assur, and specifically from VAT I I I 14, one..of the texts edited by Ebeling 
in his Stiftungen und Vorschriften fur assyrische Tempel. This text concerns funerary 
issues of meat for priests of the Bit kimaljlji at Assur, the first five to be mentioned 
being the sangu rabU, sangu saniu, sangu Ea-sarru, the kalu (who may be allowed 
some measure of precedence in a house of lamentation) and the tupsar hit ili. As a 
more general, and indeed less trustworthy, indication of seniority it may be noted 
that, in a list of witnesses, the tupsar bit iii is found in the company of magistrates 
(ljazannus) of the municipal authority.78 The senior status of the tupsar ~anna, etc., 
in Neo-Babylonian times is not in doubt (cf. San Nicolo, Beitrage zu ewer Prosopo
graphie neuhahyionischer Beamten, 28, note 65, and Index). 

By good fortune something of the duties of at least one tupsar bit iii is known. 
The information comes from the reverse, col. iii, of VAT 13718 (ed. Ebeling, 
Stiftungen, 23 ff.), where lines 9-13 read: (9) kusiipu mes sikiirumes ka-aja-ma-nu 
(10) a-ma-ru se-iu-a-ti (II) sa iliinimes gab-hu ma-Ija-ru (12) lutupsar hit dAHur(AN.sAR) 
(13) pu-tu-Iju na-si, "The scribe of the temple of Ashur bears responsibility for 
regularly inspecting the food and drink, and for receiving the ex-voto offerings, of 
all the gods." From such considerations it could be supposed that the temple 
scribe was the temple's chief administrator. 

The household priests below this rank may be considered under two headings. 
They appear, firstly, to have been personal servants to the deity, responsible for his 
washing, clothing, feeding and other needs . . In fact, little is recorded which directly 
associates the household priests with these tasks; as in the corresponding Hittite 
scene the daily routine "was taken for granted, and allusions to it are rare". 79 
However, two passages do bring some support to the proposal. The first is KAR 132, 
i, 23,80 where, as part of the instructions for a New Year ceremony, it is said, 
[luir]ih biti me qiiteH a-na dIStar inaHi, " the household priest will lift up to Ishtar the 
water( -basin) for (washing) the hands". Secondly, a line from a wall inscription 
of Tiglath-pileser III records that [ina u4-mi-su?] lUirib hiti sa E-sag-ila E-zi-da 
[ ...... ] ri-Ijat Bel dNahu dNergal a-di malj-ri-ja [u-bil-u-ni] , " [At that time(?)] 

78 See Ebeling, Stiftungen, 5, 27 f. (also this 
volume, above, p. 9). 

,. O. R. Gurney, The Hittites, 150. 

80 See, in context, F. Thureau-Dangin, Rituels 
accadiens, 100, line 24. 
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household priests of Esagila, Ezida [and ...... J brought before me food left over 
from (the tables of) Bel, Nabu and Nergal." 81 It should be recognized, although 
the point need not be of importance, that both these passages refer to the practice 
of Babylonia. 

In the second place the erib biti were craftsmen. Thus ABL 475, 5 ff., although 
not well understood by either Waterman or Pfeiffer (No. 114), reads: (5) a-na muMi 
mNadin-al;i (6) it mlna-qabe-Bel al;i-su (7) luerib biti ki-*lal-li-e (8) sa sarru bel-a !e-e-mu 
(g) is-kun-an-ni ( 10) um-ma LlJ .NAGAR.MES su-nu ( II) sup-ra-as-su-nu-ti (12) a-du-u a-na 
sarTi (13) beli-ja al-tap-ra-su-nu-ti, "With regard to the two household priests, 
Nadin-ahi and his brother Ina-qabe-Bel, about whom the king, my lord, has 
instructed me, saying, 'If they are carpenters, send them to me '-I am now 
sending them to the king, my lord." Again, in the Babylonia of the late period 
a number of skilled craftsmen including the kab /psarru, purkullu, gwgurru and 
kutimmu (names for specialist metal- and stone-workers of different kinds) are 
summarized as napl;ar 21 KAM luerib bitimes, "total of 2 I household priests". 82 
Historically these craftsmen are to be seen as descendents of the old gis-kin-ti 
craftsmen,83 and numerous illustrations will come quickly to mind of the part they 
have taken in temple industry down the centuries. The making of the divine image 
itself will have been their work- and herein may be found the necessary link with 
the purely domestic side of the priesthood which has just been mentioned. Many of 
their more ambitious pieces, such as ornate thrones for deities or divine emblems 
of various kinds, are mentioned in the year formulae and will often have required 
the combined skills of several men. A technique developed late-the earliest 
reference is from the reign of Tiglathpileser III-involved the coating (litbusu) of 
temple daises with a silver compound known as zal;alu (it seems impossible, with 
CAD, to think that this was a silver alloy and that either copper sedu-deities 
(Sennacherib, OIP 2, 109, vii, 2 I) or Egyptian obelisks (Ashurbanipal, Annals, ii, 41) 
might have been" plated" with it), and gold leaf may have been usual as an 
adornment of the roof-beams (cf. below, p. 26). Such work, however, was not 
wholly dedicated to the needs of the deity, and at least one of the production lines 
which the temples ran successfully for a long time was cylinder seals. 

We may next turn to a discussion of the kalu. His also was a profession of great 
antiquity, and full accounts of his work may be found in Henrike Hartmann, 
Die Musik der sumerischen Kultur, 84 J. Krecher, Sumerische Kultlyrik,85 and J. Renger, 
" Untersuchungen zum Priestertum der altbabylonischen Zeit, 2. Teil ".86 Krecher's 
remarks (pp. 37 f. ) on the corresponding Sum. gal, gala, lu / la-gal(a), may particularly 
be noted. It is probable that no single term can completely express to-day all that 
the office meant in ancient times, but "Kultsanger" 87 and "cantor" 88 are 
useful renderings if one should seek a term which is universally appropriate; 

81 Cf. P. Rost, Die Keilschrifttexte Tiglath
Pilesers III, 2, 6 f.; B. Landsberger, Ist.-BrieJ, 
14, note 8; A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopo
tamia, 18g. 

82 VAS 15 I , ii, II. 

83 See further below, under the King's 
Household, Sections 17 and 18. 

8 4 (Frankfurt am Main, Ig60), pp. 12g- 146. 
85 (Wiesbaden, Ig66), passim. 
86 ZA NF 25, 187-199. 
87 A. Falkenstein, Die neusumerischen Gerichts

urkunden III, 110; von Soden, AHw 427; 
cf. Hartmann, 121, note I. 

88 E. Sollberger, TCS I, I Ig, under gala. 
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" Klagepriester "89 is very often appropriate. A sometime target of Sumerian 
satire,90 the kalu probably followed a tradition which still prevails in the Oriental 
world in making his own instruments. 91 While reference must necessarily be made 
to the elaborate drumhead and temple rituals associated particularly with the 
priesthood of Uruk, 92 it is difficult to know how far these should be considered 
typical of kalutu within the country as a whole. 

On the subject of texts, categories associated or associable with kalutu as given 
by Hartmann (pp. 143-144, with references) are Tempelklage, Stadtklage, 
ersatJ.unga, ersem(ma), suilla, taqribtu (if this is the preferable spelling) and 
sirnamsub; in addition (p. 143 and n. 3) it is recognized that, at least in Babylonia, 
the kalu might co-operate in important temple ceremonies with the naru-singers. 
Krecher's study (pp. 18 ff.) goes into greater detail on a number of specific kalu-texts, 
draws attention to the special category of erfemakku kidude, " Riten-Ersemma ", and 
explains the term balag / balaggu, " harp (-song) ", as !he embracive name for emesal 
compositions which might be either taqribtu or ersemakku. The present survey does 
not call for a re-examination of this literature, although a personal interest in the 
ersahunga texts may be claimed in the light of AS 16, 2g6. However, it is possible 
that, in the future, a more realistic attitude may have to be taken over the" storm "
and en em-texts of kalutu, difficult though they may always be. In personal belief, 
based on the record itself, these texts commemorate a massive land upheaval of 
probably seismic origin which occurred in the so-called" rebel lands" (ki-bal-a) 
of the Zagros mountains in perhaps neolithic times. 93 It is thus suggested that they 
find their beginnings in my tho-historical tradition. 

The above remarks have been somewhat panoramic in scope since little that is 
fundamental to the study of kalutu derives from the NA period alone. One new 
detail, however, is provided in connection with the tupsar ali's celebration in Assur 
in Sargon's time to which reference has already been made. 94 On this obviously 
private occasion a kalu was required to intone a lament at the moment the sheep 
was killed for the meal-and in fact the first line of his lament is actually recorded 
(ND 1120, rev. 10). It runs: 

[ i-na na-Ja-di I;a-ds-I;a-la-ti-si-na immeru na-ak-su sa UGU mas-ki-it-te. 
" [As the trees of the forest when J they cast their green leaves, (so) is the slain 

sheep on the maskittu." 95 

89 Meissner, Babylonien und As.ryrien II, 66; 
von Soden, AHw 427, et al. 

90 Cf. E . I. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs, Nos. 2.97 
to 2.106, with Th. Jacobsen, ibid., pp. 482 ff. 

91 For a list of such instruments cf. Hartmann, 
pp. 138 and 146; after Sollberger, ]CS 10, 21, 
No. g, it may now be said to include for Ur III 
times the little-known (and short-lived?) saMtum, 
or " (instrument) from Sabum ". 

92 Cf. E. Thureau-Dangin, Rituels accadiens, 
10 ff. ; A. Sachs in ANEP, 336 ff.; A. L. 
Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 178 f. 

9. The above explanation is based on Jacob
sen's identification of the Sum. kur as the 

mountains of the Iraq-Iran frontier (see ]NES 
V, 143 ff. , and especially 146). 

94 Cf. above, pp. 9 f. 
95 A mafkittu, if not, perhaps, an offering 

table (van Driel, The Cult of AJIur, 201 f. ) 
appears to have been something like the Iraqi 
kuzi (-dish) on which a whole sheep is presented 
for eating before a large, and usually festive, 
group. Unlike its modern counterpart, however, 
the maskittu had a stand and probably wheels 
since it might be pulled (sadiidu) and pushed 
(da'lipu) into position (cf. obv. 4 of the cited 
text, ND 1120). 
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Otherwise it is relevant to quote some lines from ABL 493 (= Pfeiffer, Stale Letters, 
246), a letter to the king delivered shortly after his accession to the throne from a 
certain Ashur-ri~ua, priest (Sangu) to Ninurta in Calah. The lines (obv. I Iff.) 
read: ( II)ina *u 4-me (copy: sa) abi-su sa sarri beli-jd, (12) luerib bili sa bit dNinurla 
(13) issu libbi glsgusuremes sa ljurii~i (14) sa pUI (SAG) dNinurta 3 8U.SI (15) mu-se-~i-i' 
ljurii~u ib-ta-al-qu. . . . (rev. 10) md N abU-eriba 1 (Ikalu (I I) mGa-lulu 9 G 1 uma~~iir bil ili 
(12) su-nu bel ba-ta-qi (13) u [q]a-lu<-lu> su-nu ERIN.MES (14) sa is-si-su-nu. We may 
translate: "It was (still) in the days of the father of the king, my lord, that house
hold priests of the Ninurta temple stripped off a 3 fingers' wide muse~u of gold from 
the gold-plated beams in front of Ninurta. . .. Nabu-eriba, the kaLU-priest, and 
Galulu, the temple guard, were the planners of the stripping, but it was craftsmen 
collaborating with them who (actually) committed the crime." 97 

The above passage is interesting for several reasons, and if it has been correctly 
understood, that is to say, if the erib biti of obv. 12 refers alike to the planners and 
the executors of the crime, it would seem to indicate that both kalu and ma~~iir 
bit ili could rank as senior household priests in the temple hierarchy of the period. 
The master of kaLUtu, lugala[maljlju sa dNabU] , who is mentioned as a witness on 
ND 5463, 28,98 and the following lunargallu sa dNabu, Nabu's master-singer in the 
niiru-tradition, are similarly to be regarded as members of the household priesthood. 99 

At this point the problem must be faced that there are no texts whereby we may 
confidently reconstruct the full community of household priests in an Assyrian 
temple; consequently it is difficult to decide at what point their ranks should be 
declared complete or whom we should thereafter exclude from them. Nevertheless, 
it may not be an artificial distinction to suppose that household priests were also 
ummiinus, that is, masters of arts, crafts or letters. The idea has the probable support 
of a line from the annals of Sargon, 100 lUerib mes biti lUummiini mu-di-e sip-ri, " House
hold priests, (even) craftsmen of specialized skills." A priesthood of this conception 
will also fit in well with the group of temple personnel to be next described. 

The group in question may be called the" household staff". On the evidence 
of other households their ancient name will have been niS biti,lOl and this term may 
be confidently used despite the fact that, up to the present time, it does not appear 
to have been found in connection with a temple organization. By niS biti, "the 
people (or staff) of the house", is meant the domestic servants, and as a unit it 
may be compared to the familia of Roman times. It is clear from a number of texts 
that the term was commonly abbreviated to the simple niSej niSu. 

The overseer of the household staff in the temple organization was undoubtedly 

•• For this reading cf. Deller, Or. NS 3 I, 19, 
and ibid., NS 35, 19!. .7 The reading [q]a-Iu<-lu> is uncertain, but 
would seem to make good sense in the context. 
For fa is-si-fu-nu in the meaning suggested 
cf. PN fa i-si-ja translated" PN, der mit mir ist 
(= mein Mitarbeiter) ", Deller, Or. NS 30, 25!. 

98 For the text cr. B. Parker, Iraq 19, 
pI. XXXII. K. Deller, Or. NS 35, 192, restores 
as lUkalu [fa dNabuJ. 

•• It may be mentioned that these same two 
professions are recorded for Assur, galama!JlJu on 

K.340 / I, i, I I, and iv, 13 (cr. Stiftungen, 
pp. 30-31), and nargallu on K.482 /3, obv. 20 
(cf. Stiftungen, p. 13). For the Old Babylonian 
picture cr. J. Renger, ZA NF 25, 172 ff . . and 
195 ff. 

100 A. G. Lie, Sargon, 37 I. 
101 The form nif biti is found in documents 

from Nuzi written ni-if biti-thus HSS 13, 124, 4 ; 
Nimrud provides UN.MES biti as in ND 2631,18 
(cf. Saggs, Iraq 28, 186), but such orthography 
is not against nif biti being the proper designation 
of the group in NA also. 
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the sangu saniu = lUsa muMi bili sa bit ili, this new association having the support of 
comparative evidence discussed in Chapter III under" Triangles of administration" . 
In its second form his was a title of typically Assyrian character which will normally 
have been reduced in speech to the sa muljlji bili of other households (cf. CAD B 296) . 
A passage from the Harper letters providing useful information on the office is 
ABL 577, obv. 6 ff., which reads: (6) ina muMi lUsa muljlji biti sa bil rili' (7) sa 
me-e-tu-ni. . .. (12) an-nu-rig ltlmiir-su (13) miir alji-su (14) it mSimiin-aju (15) miir 
mdNabu-bal-li! (rev. I) miir alj abi-su (2) sa mdAHur-na'id lusangu sani-u (3) i-si-su-nu 
(4) ina pa-an sarri beli-ja (5) i-lal-ku-ni (6) man-nu sa ina pa-an sarri beli-ja (7) ma-lji
ir-u-ni (8) sarru be-li lip-qi-di, " With regard to the sa muMi bili sa bit ili who has 
died .. . , there will straightway be coming into the presence of the king, my lord, 
his son and his nephew, together with Simanayu, son of Nabu-ballit and cousin 
of Ashur-na'id, the second priest. It is for the king, my lord, to appoint whoever 
is the most acceptable to him." With regard to p.ossible duties of the office the 
instructions of VAT 13718 ii, 14- 19 (Sliftungen, 24, cf. Deller, Or. NS 31, 227) 
seem to be generally clear: ( 14) issu sep parakki a-di ildi bili (15) gls sa-a-ri se-tu-qu 
(16) a-nu-ul bili na-~a-ru (17) a-nu-l1.l pa-su-ku (18) ra-ta-a-ti sa-an-mu-ri (19) lusa muMi 
bili pu-tu-lju na-si, "The sa muMi biti bears responsibility for the fanning (of the 
throne-room) from the lower edge of the throne-dais to the foundation walls, for 
the safe-keeping of the temple utensils, for the clearing away(?) 102 of such utensils, 
and for the thorough cleaning(?) of the drinking-tubes." 103 From this passage it is 
evident that the sa muljlji bili was in control of servants (references to the holding of 
glSsiire " fans", by servants in various rituals are collected in Salonen, Hausgerate I, 
127- 128), and, in passing, the relevance of the passage for the concept of throne
room messing may also be noted (cf. above, in Chapter I, p. 6). As for Nimrud 
evidence, one of the witnesses recorded on ND 5448, a tablet found in room NT 16 
of Ezida,104 is mdNabU-sar 4-u~ur lusa muljlji biti, and it cannot be doubtful that the 
reference is to a sa muljlji bili of the Nabu temple itself. The same name and title 
may be restored in ND 5463, 25. 105 A further reference to the office is perhaps to 
be seen in the llirab bitirdNabu' (?) ofND 5550, 40; it is in any case known that the 
titles rab bili and sa muljlji biti may interchange. lO G 

We may turn now to the niS bili as a group, it being allowed that our information 
will not initially be taken from temple documents. A first definition-actually 
from a provincial centre (Zamua)-is provided by lines 15- 18 of the letter 
ND 263 1,107 which, tabulated for clarity, read as follows: 

102 From extant passages NA pussuk/qu would 
seem to mean either " to clear away" (as 
Ebeling and Deller) or " to repair", and in a 
choice of difficulty I slightly prefer the former 
on present evidence. 

103 For this meaning of riitiiti cr. ND 1120, 
rev. 8 (copy Wiseman, Iraq 14, pI. XXIII): 
ina lib-bi ra-ta-a-ti fa (a)garinni(* AMA.SIM-ni) 
inaqqi (BAL-qi), " (Beer) of the mother-brew he 
will libate through the drinking-tubes". Cf. 

further A. Salon en, Haltsgerate II, 201 f. (riitlt as 
" Rohr, pipe "). 

104 Published B. Parker, Iraq 19, 128, and 
pI. XXVIII. 

lOS So also Deller, Or. NS 35, 19!. 
10. On this point cf. E. Klauber, Beamtentum, 

35 f., and E. Weidner, AfO 17, 263. 
107 Details of publication are given in note IO!. 

On the text as a whole notes by Deller in 
Or. NS 36, p. 8r, may be consulted. 
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r8' lliSd bili seni-e 
12 lliraksu (KA.SIR) 
20 llisaqiu(BI.LUL) 
12 1likar-ka-di-ni 
7 lUlabIJinani(NINDA.MES) 108 

10 H'nu&atimmu ( MU) 

nap&ar 69 UN .MES biti 

The lines may be translated: 

8 men of the " second house " 
12 ghulams (?) (cf. p . 60) 
20 cupbearers 
12 preparers of fruit and confectionery 

7 bakers 
10 master-bakers 

Total 69 household staff 

A second Nimrud text, ND 2498, is also relevant in this connection.1 09 The tablet 
forms part of the ZT 4 collection of administrative texts, and what is preserved 
consists of a number of proper names, summarized at lines 7, 17, 23 and 32 as: 

6 lliraksuti ( KA-~IR (sic).MES ) 6 ghulams (?) 
[0 sa biti seni-e 10 men of the" second house" 
5 lunu&atimme 5 master-bakers 
6 1li [SaqJiu([BI .LJUL) 6 cupbearers 

In the light of the previous text the men concerned in these entries may safely be 
classified as niS bili personnel. Since the first and fourth groups contained both 
arad ekalli and sa ziqni personnel (on these terms see further in this chapter, p. 49) 
the staff in question will have formed part of a royal household, most probably that 
of Sargon. 

A third source for determining the nature of niS biti personnel in Assyria is the 
Sultantepe "Assyrian list of professions". This document is represented by 
STT II, 385, together with the second part of 382-384, and it differs from the 
companion list of K.4395 first published by Langdon in Babyloniaca, VII, in that 
its professions are arranged in properly systematic groups. The following professions 
(see in general Deller, Or. NS 34, 470 ff., and MSL XII, 233 ff. ) are selected in the 
order of the text from the groups beginning at 383 vii, 5 = 385 iii, 5 : 

1 unu&atimmu " master-baker" 
1 U!abi&u ( GIRI.LAL) " butcher" and" meat-cook" 

108 On this reading see further below, pp. 80 f. 
and note 324. 

108 See B. Parker, Iraq 23, 35, and pI. XVIII. 
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1liIa&&inu(NINDA) 
lliSIM x A 111 

" baker" 
" maltster " and " brewer" 

llisaqiu " cupbearer" 
lUsa mubIJi kanni 112 ? 
lukarkadinnu " preparer of fruit and confectionery" 

I t is to be recogniz~d that the above list has only general application in connection 
with household staffs and in some respects the equivalent temple organization may 
well have followed its own traditions. Nevertheless many of the above professions 
may be independently confirmed for temple staffs from archives found in the 
temples themselves. In such sources the brewer is well represented, and specifically 
on ND 5457 (Iraq 19, PI. XXVII), a tablet found in the Nabu temple at Calah, 
amounts of grain are issued issu kar-me sa dNabU, " from the grain-heaps of Nabu ", 
to a brewer (line 3) and a labIJinu (line 6) of the temple. The same texts mention 
also a Ia&&ini dNabu,113 a nu&atimmi bil iIi sa dNabu 114 and a saqiu. 115 For the !abi&u 
personal research has not disclosed any source closer than Uruk in the Neo
Babylonian period,116 and it is in any case possible that in Assyria of the eighth 
and seventh centuries he was called rather the nakisu. 117 From such references, 
which need not be further multiplied here, the niS bili of the temples may be recon
structed. In the over-all picture a good deal of variety must be envisaged. 

Since the above professions belong also to the king's household, and are more 
appropriately discussed under that heading, we may turn directly to the considera
tion of a further group of temple personnel. The group in question may appro
priately be called the extramural staff. This term does not correspond to any 
word or words of the original language, and is merely a label of convenience. But 
it may usefully serve as a means of bringing together for observation certain members 
of the temple community whose work was normally performed at some distance 
from the temple itself. Following the clue of the lumukil appati sa AHur and lutafliSu 
sa AHur who occur as witnesses on VAT 9656, 30,118 we may first think that the 
deity's chariot team formed an essential part of the extramural staff. A second 
group will have consisted of persons in charge of temple animals, including shepherds 
and herdsmen. 119 In a third group are to be placed the various merchants and 
agents (tamkaru and samallu) who will have served the temple's financial interests 
at home and abroad. 120 In an especial category belongs the "firewood-man" 

111 Bab. siralll, but the reading in NA is not 
established. For the possibility that barriiqu (a 
new word) is to be read, see below, p. 81. 

112 For further discussion on this difficult term 
see in Chapter III, p. I 13. 

113 ND 5550, 41 and 42. 
lU ND 5463,30, and 5550, 48 (see also Deller, 

Or. NS 35, 192). 
110 ND 5453,7. 
111 Cf. Pohl, AnOr 8, 48, rev. 15 and 22; 

ros VI, 10, 3, etc. 
11? Niikisu occurs in this volume, pI. 46, 18; 

in ADD 857, ii, 47; and the luGIRI.LAL 
D 

!a-bi-lJu of STT II, 383, vii, 6, compares with 
the luGIRI.LAL and following luna-ki-su of 
K 4395 v, 29-30 (Babyloniaca VII, pI. VI 
= MSL XII, 240). 

118 See Ebeling, Stiftungen, 5, cf. also van Driel, 
The Cult rif AIfur, 185. 

11. Cf. in general B. Landsberger, AfO X, 
149 ff. 

120 For tamkiire of the Nabu temple at Calah 
important references are ND 5463, 26, and 
ND 5550, 44 and 45 (texts in Iraq 19, pIs. XXXII 
and XXXIII). For the temple samallil cf. pre
sently (p. 3 I) . 
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(Sa ga~~titesu), of whom more will be said beloW. 121 The gardener (nukarribu) must 
also be given his place. 

The above groups of personnel are not well documented in Assyrian temple 
records. However, an annual event took place at Calah in which many of them 
participated, and in place of a mor~ intimate account of their work a reconstruction 
of the scene may be attempted here. 

The event referred to occurred on that day (and night?) of the New Year Festival 
when a vast congress of men, women and children set foot in procession to the Bit 
akitu. It was, as Oppenheim has described it, " a collective outing of the city and 
its god to an out-of-town sanctuary",122 and from a number of well-known 
Babylonian texts concerning Marduk, as also from the excavation of the building 
and extensive gardens of Sennacherib's Bit akitu outside Assur,123 a certain amount 
is known of the occasion in specific places. Much ignorance attends our under
standing of the scenes in local details and with regard to the participation of the 
people. 

There is one source, however, which has not yet been fully utilized in this con
nection. It is ABL 65, a letter from a certain Nabu-sum-iddin to the crown prince 
Ashurbanipal, and we give below a long extract (obv. 7 to rev. 9): (7) UD·3 ·KAM 
sa !tlajari <ina ) uruKal-bi (8) gisersu sa dNabu tak-kar-ra-ar (9) dNabu ina bit gisersi ir-rab 
(10) UD .4.KAM GUR-SU sa dNabu (II) mtir sarri be-li u-da (12) luba- ;;;a-nu sa bit dNabu 
(13) ili-ka a-na-ku (14) la-al-lik ina uruKal-bi (15) ilu ina libbi ad-ri ekalli (16) UNa sa 
libbi ad-ri ekalli (I7) a-na g!Skid il-la-ka (18) niqujniqiu (UDU.SISK..UR) ina lib-bi (19) 
[in?- ]ni-ip-ds (20) [G ]UR-ru-u sa iltini (2 I) [I] umu-kil 1msapptiti (rev. I ) sa iltini-ma 
il-lak (2) ilu u-se-~a-a (3) U u-sa-ab-bar (4) u-se-rab su-u (5) e-te-qa il-la-ka (6) lusamalte 
sa niqi-su (7) i-ba-as-su-u-ni ip-pa-ds (8) sa I qa ak-li-su u-se-el-la-a (9) ina bit dNabU e-kal. 

We may translate as follows: "On the 3rd of Ayaru the bed of Nabu will be 
prepared in Calah and Nabu will enter the bed chamber. On the 4th is (held) 
the parade of Nabu. This the crown prince, my lord, already knows. Being the 
ha;;;annu (responsible) for the temple of Nabu, your god, I shall be walking in the 
procession.l 24 From Calah the deity goes out to the threshing floor of the palace 
(sc. where the procession assembles ?), and from the threshing floor of the palace 
he proceeds to the gardens (sc. of the Bit akitu) where the sacrifices are carried out. 
As for the parade of the gods (the procedure is that) the Groomsman to the gods 
moves forward. He leads the god out and takes him round on parade: then as he 
brings him back (another) participant in the review moves forward. 12 5 (Temple) 
agents and vendors selling animals for personal sacrifices 126 will be present and 

121 References are Bab. VII, pI. 6, V, 32; 
Stiftungen, 26, 20, reading I U sa ga-~a-* te-* su ; 
ND 5550, 43, IUsa ga-[~a]-te-su; ND 5463, 32, 
IU.M g!~gaNa-te-su MIN (= sa dNabu). 

122 Ancient Mesopotamia, 187. 
123 Cf. most easily RLA I, 188, with Tf. 26, 

and for the original account, MDOG 33,24 £f. 
12& According to the context aliiku in line 14 

presumably stands for arki iii aliiku, the technical 
phrase for walking behind a deity in procession 

(thus used in the processional hymn, LKA 
29d, 8) . 

12. The translation supposes that u-se-rab su-u 
e-te-qa il-la-ka is to be interpreted chiastically, 
and that e-te-qa is harmonized from a theoretical 
e-te-qu (present participle) under the influence 
of the a-vowels of illaka. 

12 6 Literally, " the sa niqi-su officials ", if the 
text has been correctly understood. 
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a person may then offer such sacrifice, while anyone who places on the altar his 
I qu of bread flour is permitted to eat in the compound of Nabu." 

Before proceeding some brief notes on the passage may be offered. In view of 
the whole context of the passage it is not, I think, doubtful that the" gardens" 
of line 17 were indeed those of the Bit akitu outside Calah.127 An embarrassment 
here, however, has been the old association of adru (lines 15 and 16) with Heb. ~eder, 
" chamber"; the correct cognate is Aram. iddar, idrti, "threshing floor". In 
line IO a difficulty is GUR-SU, but despite the equation GUR = taru, "to return", 
this seems unlikely with Waterman,l2S Pfeiffer 129 and Oppenheim 130 to mean 
" his (Nabu's) return" if only because the furthest point of the god's journey has 
not yet been mentioned. It is thus preferable to work with GUR = sabtiru, " to go 
round", and encouraged by the usabbar of rev. 3 and the possibility of reading 
[G ]uR-ru-u in obv. 20, I have thought to reconstruct a word suburru, "parade (of 
the gods) " on the model of purussu, rugummu, and the like. In the last line of the 
passage e-kal must be retained with the scholars mentioned and against the misread 
e-rab of CAD E 130; bitu in the same line is thought to refer to some specific part 
of the Bit akitu gardens. 

It is now time to return to our starting-point and the extramural staff of a temple 
community. In the above scene many of them come together. There is firstly the 
god's chariot- or wagon-driver, although his essential place with each vehicle has 
been largely eclipsed in the description by the mukil apptiti sa iltini, translated 
" Groomsman to the gods", who evidently had the honour of leading the pro
cession.l 31 The shepherds and herdsmen may be visualized, the one with a flock 
of fattened sheep, the other with a few choice specimens of gumabbu-bulls, ready 
for the sacrifices.l 32 The agents, samalle, are in attendance to sell the animals, and 
must surely bring into the temple by the end of the day a sizeable income from this 
source. Finally the firewood-man, and one may think particularly of the sa gaHtitesu 
sa Nabu mentioned in note 12 I, must be assigned his necessary place en suite. It takes 
three hours or more to roast a sheep, the number of fires required both for this 
purpose and for the bread ovens (cf. rev. 8) will have been considerable, and perhaps 
a very forest of wood will have been gathered and stored up in advance of the festival 
to meet the need of the day. With this reconstruction the akitu become~ at last the 
people's festival it must always have been, presenting to us the picture of a day's 
fun and feasting in the open air, presumably in cleared space adjacent to the temple. 
Before leaving the scene we should note that Sennacherib's bequest of personnel 
to the Bit akitu at Assur (VAT 9656) suggests that probably all such temples had 
their own housekeeping staff. Like that of the Bit kimabbi this staff was presumably 
quite independent of other temples and answerable directly to the king. 

A final group discernible in the temple organization is that of the votaries, Silutu. 
Deller 133 has already described this group as "similar in nature to the sirkutu 

12, Thus also Oates, Iraq 19, 34. 
128 RCAE I, 65. 
129 State Letters, No. 21 7. 
180 Lettersfrom Mesopotamia, No. 113. 
181 On the muMl appiiti, lit. "holder of the 

reins" (but not a " driver "), see further below 

under the King's Household, Section 7. 
132 Sargon sacrificed such bulls and sheep on 

the occasion of an akitu-festival at Babylon, 
cf. Lie, Sargon, 386. 

183 Or. NS 35, 192. 
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of the Neo-Babylonian period" ,134 and he elsewhere draws attention to the point 
that, amongst others, the Old Babylonian naditu belongs in the votary tradition. 13s 

From Nimrud texts Summa-Nabil, a weaver of coloured cloth (ispar birme), and 
Nabil-pi-ab-i-u~ur, a qatinnu,136 are singled out for mention. However, a more 
detailed examination of the temple votary in Assyria has been promised by Deller 
for some future time and we shall not here anticipate the results of that enquiry. 

In summarizing the conclusions of the above section we propose that, with regard 
to its personnel, an Assyrian temple of sufficient wealth and dignity may be divided 
into five major groups: the sangu-priests, the household priests, the household staff, 
the extramural staff and the votaries. 

THE KING'S MESS 

It is at least partiy due to the accidents of archaeological discovery that little 
appears to be known (although much may be inferred) of the king's mess at Calah 
while it was still the royal capital. Two new tablets represented by the three texts 
ND 10009, 10012 and 10013 (PIs. 39-43) do something to fill the gap, and these 
will come up for discussion in Chapter III. Otherwise from post-Sargonid times 
attention may be directed to ND 2331 137 which records the issue of IO imcr 
SE.KUR 6·MES LUGAL a-du il-ka-ka-ti-Sti, " 10 homers of king's barley (i.e. from royal 
estates), together with its ilkakate" .138 The text is dated to the 10th of Kislev, 
678 B.C., and may accordingly refer to an occasion when Esarhaddon and his court 
visited Calah. 

We may proceed by firstly giving some consideration to the purely lexical side of 
our subject. It has already been suggested in Chapter I that there was no word 
in antiquity for a mess as a room or building, for all such places of eating had other 
functions. However, as the designation of a group of persons who might eat 
together, two words appear to be involved-naptanu and pubru. It is probable that 
only the first of these terms might be used of the king's mess, but some observations 
on the second may be included here as relevant to the general theme. 

Pubru is an old friend in a new guise, although it is Syriac which supplies the only 
real evidence for the special meaning of " mess". In Syriac the cognate word is 
pu~ra, for which Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, 3086, has" convivium, commissatio 
... OVI . .mocrlov ", and the smaller Syriac Dictionary, 436, "a banquet; a mess, 
company". Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 268, was aware of the correct etymology 
of the word and writes: "pu~ra (ex. ass. puhru) , convivium". A good example 
of this use may be found in the Syriac Acta Sancti Maris, § 19,139 which is concerned 
with the saint's endeavours to turn the townspeople of Seleucia in Christian times 
from their preoccupations with eating and drinking, and where it is recorded (after 
]. B. Abbeloos, 1885), " Erant ... Seleuci<e tria convivia [Syr. pu~rc], unum senum, 

134 The standard work on this subject is that 
of R . P. Dougherty, The Shirkt1tu qf Babylonian 
Deities, ros V / 2. 

136 Or. NS 34, 75. 
136 This term is discussed at length by Deller 

in Or. NS 34. 476-477-

137 Text published by B. Parker, Iraq 16, 43, 
and pI. VIII. 

138 For the latter term, see below, p. 106. 
1 3 9 A reference lowe to a colleague, Dr. 

Sebastian Brock. 
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aliud adolescentium, tertium denique puerorum." This allusion to three pu~rc 
according to age recalls the groups of rabiiitu and ~ebriitu in the Old Assyrjan assembly, 
and at least some authority for supposing that the concepts of " mess" and 
" assembly" were associated in Mesopotamian thought may be found in the 
account of the enthronement of Marduk given in En. el., IV. In this ceremony 
the preceding festive meal (III, 131 ff.) has all the features that one would expect 
of the gods' mess, and yet the scene is in no way changed for the subsequent con
ferring of kingship by the gods' assembly. 

If further information on pubru, "mess", must be awaited, one may happily 
speak with greater certainty on the subject of naptanu. In fact it is likely that the 
Akk. for " king's mess" was naptan sarri. This meaning comes through forcibly 
from texts of four Mari volumes editea by Bottero, Birot and Burke 140; in these 
texts records of issue a-na nap tan sarrim, or summarized as naptan sarrim (u ~a-bi-im), 
are the main concern, and Mari here provides a sort of complement to the new 
Nimrud material which relates only to the king's household and not to the king 
himself. Basically of course naptanu signifies a " meal" and the special sense of 
" mess " may be thought to arise from an extension of meaning to " persons of the 
meal". But, in fact, there appears to have been only one naptanu in anyone 
household. It was, as we have suggested above, p. 3, the master's table, and for 
this meaning attention may be directed to the following texts,l41 here set down 
adjacently. 

6 qa na-ap-* ta-nu 
I qa A-mi-ir-tum 
I qa Be-li-zu-[nu] 
I qa Ba-zu-tum 

etc. 

2 (sat) 3! (qa) na-ap-ta-nu 
3 (qa) $i-li-dAmurrum 
6 (qa) A-pil-dlStar 
2 (qa) Li-is-ta-li-im-ili 

etc. 

In these lines naptanu can no longer mean" meal", and yet the suggested" victuals" 
of Leemans seems hardly appropriate either. Accordingly we may follow the clue 
of the proper names in lines 2 ff. to suggest that naptanu also indicates a group of 
persons, and, as the first item given on the tablets, it will reasonably refer to the 
most senior group of the household, that is, " the members of the family owning the 
household ".1 42 At this point we may look again at the entry 

I imcr 2 sat a-na nap-te-ni 

provided by ND 62 I 3, ii, I (this volume, PI. 36). The line refers to an issue of 
wine of an amount suitable for a large number of persons,143 but being a daily 
issue the reference can scarcely be to the naptanu-festival. 144 More appropriately, 

"0 These are J . Bottero, Textes iconomiques et 
administratifs (= ARM VII, 1957), of especial 
importance being p. 218 for text numbers and 
pp. 270 ff. for discussion; M. Birot, Textes 
administratifs de la salle 5 du palais ( = ARM IX, 
1960, and Part II, ARM XII, 1964); and Mme. 
Lurton Burke, Textes administratifs de la salle 
I I I du palais (= ARM XI, 1963). 

1 <1 Lines 1-4 of SLB 1(2) [= W. F. Leemans, 

Legal and Economic Records from the Kingdom qf 
Larsa] , Nos. 50 and 52, iv-v. 

u'The phrase is lifted from I. J. Gelb, 
" Approaches to the study of ancient society", 
JAOS 87, 6. 

U3 For problems of calculation see below in 
Chapter III, p. I 17. 

1" As most clearly defined by R. Frankena, 
Tiikultu, pp. 54 f. and 130 f. 
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therefore, we may think of the several units which made up the royal family (the 
" family owning the household "), and the fact that there is no independent mention 
on the tablet to the queen, the harems, and others who occur prominently in the 
parallel texts, goes some way ir1 support of the proposal. It may be noted that the 
following entry (col. ii, 2) is concerned with the court eunuchs, or sa riSi, which 
would also be appropriate to the idea. 

At this point we should perhaps not overlook the passur sarri, or " king's table" 
(references may be found in A. Salonen, Mabel, 187), which compares with the 
'''~il In''w of II Sam. ix, 13, etc., and TCX &rre Tf\s I3CXCYIAIKf\s TpcmeST)S eoeO"J.lCrrcx 
"the dishes from the king's table" mentioned by Josephus, Ant. x, 190, in hi~ 
account of Daniel. By implication all these passages refer to the king's mess, but 
the actual meaning of the phrase appears to be confined to " table" as an article 
of furniture and no figurative use is obvious. 

From the philological we may turn to the visual. In PI. 2 two scenes from the 
Khorsabad reliefs originally presented in Botta and Flandin's Monument de Ninive I, 
PIs. 76 and 64, are reproduced. Both reliefs have been damaged by fire and other 
elements but may be confidently restored in all major details 145 although the 
original drawings are clearer. That which is given first depicts the royal cup
bearers filling and distributing lion-headed rhytons from a standing urn, and in 
the lower scene Assyrian officers, sitting on high chairs before a food(?)-laden table, 
are holding the rhyta aloft in some obviously symbolic gesture. In fact, in the 
context of associated reliefs it seems likely that the occasion represented was Sargon's 
vict?ry o.ver Mu~a~ir in 714 B.C.; in this case the officers depicted may confidently 
be IdentIfied as members of the king's mess at the time, an interpretation made 
the more attractive by the presence of the eunuchs. It may be added that the 
scene has gained much in realism from the discovery in 1951 of a ram-headed 
rhyton, now beautifully illustrated in Nimrud I, 191, which is closely similar to 
those shown on the reliefs. It is further of importance to note the obvious affinity 
of the scene with that depicted in Mallowan and Davies, Ivories from Nimrud II, 
PI. V, NO.7. 
. It is now time to turn to the question of the membership of the king's mess, 
III so far as it is possible to determine it from barely sufficient sources. Perhaps 
the fir~t thing to be said is that, to the extent that the king's mess was also his privy 
counCIlor the like (a concept that is inferred rather than known), so accordingly 
every member will have been a man in whom the king had implicit trust. He will 
also have been a man possessed with high qualities of leadership. 

The following reconstruction is to some extent controlled by the new wine 
lists,147 and owes something also to inspiration provided by the eponym lists. 
Initially we have to allow that, depending upon his age, some place in the mess 
would normally have been taken by the crown prince. Such a privilege, not 
necessarily permanent, may be claimed on the grounds that it would form a natural 

145 Cf. particularly G. Rawlinson, The Five 
Great Monarchies I, 580; B. Meissner, Babylonien 
und As.ryrien I, Abb. 136. 

14. Before leaving the reliefs the two details 
may he noticed from PI. 46 (b) that the tables are 

shown as placed across, rather than down, the 
axis of the room, and that only the servants wear 
sandals. 

147 Where references to the most senior 
officers of the king's staif are not found. 
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part of his training as a future king; he may often, however, have been absent 
from the capital on specific assignments. Thereafter our reconstruction is entirely 
concerned with rabdni. This order of men evidently included both princes and 
persons closely related to the king, and we shall presently suggest that they corre
sponded exactly to the " emirs" of Arabic times. Evidence for their presence in 
the king's mess may be seen in a line from the Aramaic Ahiqar story (iii, 33) which 
tells of an occasion when Esarhaddon commanded that there be brought to him 
'':IN '.:IN en" 'l ':IN ':I, l~ in l:lO~O':ll "Nabu-sum-iskun, one of my father 's rabdni 
who dined with my father" (lit . " ate my father's bread "). 

In detail one may usefully think of the king's mess as being composed of two 
individual groups, and that, firstly, four or possibly five named officers or officials, 
all them undoubtedly rabdni, had a more or less permanent entitlement to member
ship. They are the turtiinu/tartiinu, the rab siiqi, the niigir ekalli, the (a)barakku (rabiu), 
and the sukallu (rabiu ). For the first three or four of these titles some help with the 
reconstruction is provided by the opening lines of a new Nimrud text, ND 10005,148 
and also by KAV 135 and 167, which, in an obscure context, mention certain senior 
officers of (presumably) the king's mess in Middle Assyrian times.1 49 The eponym 
lists are very consistent in their indication of the order of precedence after the king. 

Few additional words will be necessary to explain the work of the majority of the 
officers mentioned, or to say why each is an obvious choice in our reconstruction 
of the membership of the king's mess. As a general rule it seems probable that the 
turtiinu, or "commander-in-chief", 150 was normally absent from the Assyrian 
capital, exercising his traditional command in the Western provinces (cf. above, 
p. 14). The rab siiqi (not to be confused, as in earlier studies, with the rab resi 
who was an officer of the Household), may be identified with the" grand eunuch" 
(Parrot, Nineveh and Babylon, 105) who is depicted in royal audience scenes behind 
the bearded figure of the turtiinu; it is difficult to know the significance of ND 10027, 
16 (this volume, PI. 20), which concerns his messenger,151 but, like the turtiinu, the 
rab siiqi will often have been absent from the capital on a military assignment. 
The ntigir ekalli appears usually to rank fourth in the palace hierarchy according to 
the eponym lists. Long known as the court" herald" whose proclamation (Sisitu) 
might call forth a royal levy or assemble a city for war or otherwise command public 
hearing,152 the niigiru of the NA period appears additionally as a military officer 

148 Discussed below, p. 39. 
U9 Thus KAV 135, 1 if., has in order rab saqi, 

mar sarri, tartanu and abarakku, followed by 
proper names; KA V 167 lists [Tab saqi ?], mar 
sarri, tartanu and nagir ekallim before a break. 

160 But originally terdennu, "celui qui suit, 
donc: heritier du tr6ne ... ou: second par Ie 
rang ", J. Nougayrol, PRU IV, 39, or " second 
son ", Sum. us-sa, A. W. Sjoberg, Heidelberger 
Studien, 217, a meaning confirmed by the 
Babylonian Theodicy, line 250 (cited after Lambert, 
BWL, Chapter III). Cf. further M. Dietrich 
and O. Loretz, WO 3, 239; A. Salonen, 
Hippologica, 228-229, e tc. , also earlier studies as 

given by E. F. Weidner, Tell Haloj', 12, note 44. 
151 The line reads [X q]a mar sipri(A.KIN) sa 

hirab saqi (LU.GAL.BI.LUL ), it being possible 
that the entry I qa mar sipri (DUMU.KIN) sa 
mrtSamaJ-ibni of pI. 31, 12, is related. 

1 52 Cf. particularly E . Klauber, Beamtmtum, 
64- 69 ; ABL 1063, 13 if.; E. Weidner, AfO 
17, 263 (and references); G. R. Driver, 
Babylonian Laws II, 156; Fadhil A. Ali, " Blow
ing the horn for official announcement", 
Sumer 20, 66-68; AHw 711 (also 710, under 
nagaru II); I. M . Diakonoff, AS No. 16, 345; 
J. N. Postgate, Royal Grants, 12-13. 
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associated with home defence. 153 From ABL I 12 and 409 the single instance is 
known of a nagir ekalli having a field command south of Mu~a~ir in the time of 
Sargon-if he was not in fact simply operating in his own province. On the 
abarakku, or barakku as he is preferably to be called for our period,154 more will 
be said in the following chapter. Now often called a " steward" or the like (thus 
CAD A 32 ff. and AHw 3 f.), although the word chosen for this volume will be 
" Treasurer ", the barakku rabiu will be seen to have had responsibilities in con
nection with ilku-tax and namurtu, and qualifies to be regarded as the chief minister 
of the commissariat situated in the ekal miiJarti. One well-known holder of the 
office was Tab-sar-Ashur, architect of the city of Diir-Sarruken. 

The sukallu rabiu, or sukallu dannu or sukalmablju, a title commonly abbreviated 
to the simple sukallu, has lastly to be considered. This official would easily require 
a statement of inordinate length if the sukallus of mythology, of the Ur III empire, 
of Elam, of the kudurrus, of the series III = sa, and of many places elsewhere, had all 
to be taken into account together with the many comments that have been made 
concerning them. We can but give the personal opinion that if the term " vizier" 
be thought appropriate for the sukallu-it is based principally upon the observation 
that in many periods he ranked second after the king although this was not always 
the case-then the term must be qualified. In the world of Islam the familiar 
picture of a vizier in charge of seven divans (those of revenue, expenditure, the 
chancery, the" great seal ", war, court of appeal, and postal services) had no 
parallel in Mesopotamia. More originally the viziers were evidently large land
owners whose estates might produce a sufficient revenue to support the needs of 
the Caliph's armies, and this again was something alien to the Mesopotamian 
scene where the ingathering of taxes was a charge upon governors. One would 
thus have to say that the use of the term vizier for sukallu does not imply an identifica
tion of duties: each in his own land was of his own kind. There may yet, however, 
emerge a school of thought which recognizes that, in historical times, the main 
associations of the sukallu were with judges and the work of judges-and thus also 
with the king as the first of judges-in which case he becomes rather the king's 
attorney, his representative in law and the executor of his legal affairs. Such, at all 
events, is the conception I have of the sukallu for first millennium times. ISS 

There is, however, one thing to be said about the sukallu as compared with the 
turtanu, rab saqi, nagir ekalli and barakku previously mentioned. The last four of 
this group form a unity in that they were the most senior officers in the land, were 
usually the first four eponyms after the king in a new reign, and were the military 
governors of four very large provinces (cf. above, p. 14) which extended across 
the whole of the northern frontiers of Assyria. In this respect they bring to mind 
the four vakils of Safavid Persia-the term is evidently borrowed through Arabic 

153 Cf. firstly such passages as Luckenbill, 
Sennacherib, 45, 82 ff., and Streck, Assurbanipal 
II, 324, 6 fr., which speak for the military and 
psychological importance of capturing the 
enemy's niigiru in city warfare; and, secondly, 
KAR 71, rev. 20-22, with the explanation given 
in AS 16, 290. 

1S< After K. Deller, Or. NS 34, 261, who cites 

a spelling lUbara-ku from an unpublished 
K.-tablet. 

165 The idea is also worth promoting that, in 
private life, the sukallu may have had legal
protective duties equivalent to those of the Heb. 
go'il and Arab. wali, in which case the appro
priate word is "kinsman " . 
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from the Akk. (w)aklu(m) -who, as Minorsky tells in the work cited on p. 44, 
were military governors of the " frontier marches" (or border territories) of Persia 
during the period. But it is not, I think, until the reign of Esarhaddon that a 
sukallu became an eponym (676: Abi-ramu), and it is not until the same time, 
and significantly in connection with the same person, that we hear of a sukallu 
being a military governor of a northern province (cf. above, p. 14, Abi-ramu 
lusakin mat Hanigalbat). The artificiality of the title in this late period will be 
apparent: Borger in his Einleitung in die assyrischen Konigsinschriften I, 2 I, remarks 
quite properly, "bei Asarhaddon handelt es sich offensichtlich um einen 
Archaismus ". But the evidence would seem also to suggest that not at any earlier 
time was the sukallu a regular member of the king's mess, and thus is our first group 
composed of" four or possibly five" named officers or officials (p. 35) .1 56 

The proposed second group of officials who made up the membership of the 
king's mess is less obvious and less certain in detail. But a place may be claimed 
firstly for the !upsar sarri, or "king's scribe", on "the consideration that he was 
the leading scribe of the land and that only the presumably different, and lower, 
title of !upsar ekalli is mentioned in the wine lists. It is in any case likely that, in 
Sargon's time, his scribe, Nabu-sallimsunu, was a guest with the king to the !upsar 
ali's dinner at Assur to which some reference has already been made (pp. 9 f.) ; 
in this document the name mdNabu-sal-lim-su-nu lU!upsar sarri occurs in obv. 6, and 
the instruction (such and such part of the sheep) lU!upsar sarri e-kal "the king's 
scribe shall eat ", in rev. 12. We may include also the rab urdti although mainly 
for comparative reasons which are explained below. The title may be rendered 
as "stablemaster" (thus following Salonen, Hippologica, 239), although we take 
the view that the literal meaning is " emir of the horse" and that the phrase is 
properly to be analysed as *rab sa urdti (see p. 53). It is all but certain that there 
were two royal stables at Calah, one situated on the citadel and the other in the 
biibiinu kisallu, or " outer bailey" (cf. Oates, Iraq 24, 2 I, note 28), of the ekal masarti ; 
it may thus be supposed that the rab urdti and his saniu together supervised the work 
of these two establishments. Of other possible applicants we may think of the 
(presumably) two rab ekallis, the rab ekalli of the king's palace on the citadel and 
the rab ekalli of the ekal masarti (cf. further on p. 78). A place may also be reserved 
for the rab nuatimmi or "king's baker", and with him no doubt for the king's 
nakisu, whom we see as both his butcher and meat cook. In this regard it is to be 
noted that, for the !upsar ali's dinner (ND 1120, rev. 14), it was specified that the 
nu&(a)timmu should eat the unut libbi of the sheep so that one may infer that cooks 
normally partook of the meal which they helped to prepare. But more will be said 
of their work on pp. 78 ff., in the company of other officials concerned in the 
provisioning of the king's table. 

156 In fact important evidence for the con
clusion just given obtains from the threshold 
inscriptions of residence "L" at Khorsabad 
which belonged to Sin-ah-u~ur, lusukalmabbu 
ta-lim mSarru-ken far. kif-fata far. miit Affurk1 , etc., 
"sukalmabbu and full brother of Sargon, king 
of the world, king of Assyria" (Jacobsen apud 

Loud and Altman, Khorsabad II, 104), and which 
itself is so impressive a building as to suggest 
that its owner must usually have dined within it, 
Moreover, although it is not known how often 
a king's sukallu was his brother, one feels that 
such may not easily have eaten in each other's 
company as a daily event. 
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In this reconstruction help is provided by the wine lists in that none of the titles 
or professions so far mentioned occur there. But also of relevance is the list of 
masennus given for Nebuchadnezzar's court by Unger, Babylon, 284, lines 35 fr., for 
both the rab biti and the rab nubtimmu are to be found in the list, and thus also the 
rab redi kibsi as "prefect of police (?) ", the rab zammiiri or "chief singer", and 
perhaps others, may suitably be accepted with them for membership of the king's 
mess in Assyria. It would be anticipating too much in the present argument to 
suggest here that the masennu was " an emir of the second class" (cf. further on 
p. 80). But we may now turn to the promised consideration of the term rabdni, 
which appears in Assyria to have included the Babylonian masennu. It is one of 
the pillars of our reconstruction of the king's mess as also of the Household that the 
rabdni, possibly more accurately referred to as the rabiiini and corresponding to the 
rabUti (as probably) of the literary language, were emirs. 

At this point we have to introduce a source of information which has proved 
invaluable in the writing and research of many parts of the present volume. It is 
William Popper's Egypt and Syria under the Circassian Sultans, I382-I468 A.D., being 
Volumes 15 and 16 of the University of California Publications in Semitic Philology 
(University of California Press, 1955 and 1957).1 57 Based on Ibn Taghri Birdi's 
Chronicles of Egypt, these studies describe in great detail the military, citadel-based 
organizations in Cairo and the Syrian provinces of the period, and in view of its 
Near Eastern background, the information, judiciously used, is of much service 
in illuminating the corresponding organization of Assyria. In particular Popper 
lists and describes with their Arabic titles the various groups of the Sultan's govern
ment, military and other officials, and part of his description of the emirs runs as 
follows (I, 85 fr. ) : 

,.- "The emirs, i.e. princes, nobles or knights, were of three (occasionally four) 
grades or ranks ... . They were appointed and promoted by the Sultan at his 
pleasure; to each was assigned the income, in coin or kind or both, of one or 
more specified towns or districts, which may be called a ' fief' (in Arabic iqtii' ). 
... He had a palace and various storehouses in the city where he resided. 
His distinguishing garment was an overcloak (fauqiiniya) . .. 

" Emirs of all three grades ... were either" intimate", " favourite", emirs 
(umarii' khaffakiya, khawiiff al-umarii') or " outside " emirs (khiirijiya, or barriiniya) ; 
the intimate emirs were those whose official duties brought them into daily 
attendance on the Sultan and who.se residence was therefore within the 
Citadel. .. 

" On the appointment of an emir to a military office, his fief was enlarged; 
usually, but not always, a definite fief was attached to a certain office ... 
A gift of a robe or set of robes also accompanied an appointment to office 
(as to the emirate itself); generally also a horse or horses, and sometimes a 
sword .... " 

On other pages Popper records the numerous titles of which emir is an element, 
including the" Head of the guard of emirs" (ra's naubat al-umarii' ), " Emir of the 

167 I am much indebted to Dr. J. F. P. Hopkins of Cambridge for bringing this work to my attention. 
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council chamber" (amir majlis), " Emir of the horse" (amir akhilr), " Emir of the 
armour bearers" (amir jiindiir), and many others. He also notes that" to an emir 
appointed from Cairo as viceroy at a provincial capital there was generally assigned 
an official escort (musaifir) from the lower ranks of emirs ... ". (Egypt and Syria I, 
104.) 

With this definition before us our task is to show to what extent it will suit also 
the rabdni; and here we may first bring forward a new text, ND 10005, presented on 
PIs. 5 I and 52 in the copies of A. R. Millard, and interpreted below in a manner 
rather more convincing than the writer's first attempt in Iraq 24, 98. The obverse 
reads as follows: 

5 

10 

rnd Nabu-ina-libbi (?) -iliini 
rn Bel-ijarriin-tak-lak 
rndSin-dAja 
m Da-aja-na-nu 
mBel-ijarriin-itti-ja 
mSarru-emur-a-ni 
mdNabU-sar-ufur 
mBel-iddin 
mBu-u-lu 
mNilr-aja 
mdNinurta-dAja 
m$ili (~IL) _ r d Bel' 
ill Bel-ijarriin-iui-ja 
rn Nergal-etir 
mIb-ni-e-a 
m d N abu-qe-pi-iliini 
mdNabu-eriba 
mBel-emur-a-ni 

WI llitar-tana 
WI uruRa-fa-pa 
IGI 1 iIniigir ekalli 
WI liIrab Jiiqi 
WI uruNa-fibi-na 1 58 

IGI uruSi-*'-me-e 159 

IGI uru Til-U-e 
IGI uruGu-za-na 
WI uruAr-zu-bi-na 
WI kur Kir-ru-ri 
WI uruAr-pad-da uruKur-ba-il 
WI uruK[ u-un ]-na-li-a 160 

WI uruX [x] x uruKdl-zi 161 

WI uru* La-bi-*ru 162 

WI uru ijal-zi-at-bar 
WI uruUD~nun[ U ](1J[ A]) 163 

IGI uruRi-mu-sa 
WI uruI_sa[ -na] 

uruSd-bu-pa 16 4 uruArba-il 

20 napbar I8 sa EN.NUN WI 22 rabdni(GAL.MES) 

The reverse of the tablet repeats the right half of the first twelve entries of the 
obverse (although with the substitution of the name Ashur-reme-ni 165 for the 
appropriate" city" in line 12), and it will be seen that before each there is inserted 
a somewhat cryptic number, totalled in rev. I 3 as 364. In this connection the 
possible comparison of the numbers given on KA V 135 and 167 (cf. above, p. 35) 

158 For the reading $ibi of the sign ZIB in 
this name see K. Deller, Or. NS 31, p. 21. 

15. For the given reading rather than Si-im
me-e of the copy cf. the extensive evidence of 
Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms, 308. 

160 For parallels, cf. Parpola, op. cit., under 
Kinalua. 

161 Reading as proposed in Parpola, op. cit. , 
p. 193· 

162 Suggested reading (cf. copy). 
1 63 A reading owed to J. N. Postgate and 

supported by II R 53, No. I, line 38; elsewhere 
written UD-nu-na, cf. Parpola, Toponyms, under 
Parnuna. 

164 Also found as Su-bu-pa, e.g. ABL 649, 
rev·5 · 

16 5 Thus K. Deller, Or. NS 31, 22. 
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may be noted, and PI. 52 includes also copies of the fragments ND 10018/ 1 and 
10018/2 which may likewise be relevant to this problem. 

To interpret the obverse we would refer firstly to the summary line 20: napljar 
18 sa EN.NUN IGI 22 rabdni, and secondly to Popper's statement regarding the assign
ment of a musaffir as official escort" to an emir appointed from Cairo as viceroy at 
a provincial capital". The sa EN.NUN-or sa EN.NUN.IGI after the UJ.EN.NUN.IGI.MES 
of Postgate, Royal Grants, 87, 3 I -were by the definition of their title personal guards 
of some kind, and if we may see them as musaffirun then the rabdni of their charge 
easily become emirs. Accordingly the cities mentioned will have been their fiefs 
or provincial capitals-in actual fact they were probably all military centres since 
the emirate was above all a military office-and in this connection attention may 
be drawn to the important letter ABL 43 which informs the king (Esarhaddon) 
of those rabdni, identified by very largely the same cities, who for unstated reasons 
have defaulted in sending to Assur their regular gina-dues of barley and emmer. 
That they had this obligation at all is a strong indication that these senior groups 
were" viceroys" (thus again borrowing from Popper's account), for the provision 
of gina-offerings was a responsibility of kings. From this argument their close 
relationship with the king cannot be in doubt, and one may well think that they 
would have been members of the king's mess when in the royal capital,166 From 
the heading kartznu( GESTIN.MES) sa lurabdni( GAL.MES) of KAV 79 which now becomes 
understandable, one learns that the gina-responsibilities of these senior rabdni might 
also include wine. 

As a further indication of the relationship between rabdni and emirs we may refer 
again to their association with the Assyrian or other king. Texts which specifically 
mention rabdni in connection with a king's name include the docket ND 3413 
(cf. Wiseman, Iraq 15, 139, and PI. XI) which concerns ku-zip-pe mes sa muljlji 
LU.GAL.MES167 sa mdSul-ma-nu-aserid mar mAHur-na~ir-apal sar4 mat AHur, "Ku;;;ippu
robes for the emirs of Shalmaneser, son of Ashurnasirpal, king of Assyria" . The 
term is found equally in association with Amme-ba'al, one of the Nairi kings in the 
time of Ashurnasirpal (AKA 341, 118), with Ullusunu, king of the Manneans in 
the time of Sargon (Eighth campaign, line 33), and with the king of Elam in the 
time of Sennacherib (Luckenbill, Annals, 45, 84). Elsewhere, and in a text which 
we shall refer to again,168 Esarhaddon makes allusion to LU.GAL.MES ( = rabati ?) 
nis mati-ja, " my emirs and (all) the nis mati", and ABL 1163, obv. I, reads tuppi 
LlJ.GAL.MES (= rabdni) sa mAHur-ban-[apliJ, " letter of the emirs of Ashurbanipal ". 
In the Old Testament, Jeremiah xxxix, 13, mentions l;!::I::I-1l;!~ '::I." "the emirs of 
the king of Babylon (Nebuchadnezzar)". Doubtless other examples of these 
combinations occur, but sufficient will have been given to show how appropriate is 
the comparison with emirs who, after Popper's definition, were" princes, nobles or 
knights". In fact one may reasonably think that a proportion of the rabdni were 
princes borne to the king by the ladies of his harem. 

Before leaving these texts we may refer briefly again to ND 3413 and the phrase 

I •• In fact the best explanation of ND 10005 

as a whole is that it relates to the annual audit 
and muster at Calah at the time of the New 
Year (cf. D. Oates, Iraq 24, 24). 

,.7 The sign MES is taken from the previous 
" line ". 

16. Cf. below, note 178. 
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ku-zip-pe mes sa muljlji lurabdni sa mdSUl-ma-nu-aserid. This does not mean with Wiseman 
that the clothing was " due from the nobles of Shalmaneser ", since, in the clerical 
terminology of the period, the phrase sa muljiji PN is probably an ellipse of the 
MA sa muljlji PN satruni, " recorded as charged against so-and-so" (J. J. Finkelstein, 
]GS 7, 127, text 18, etc.). The document will then indicate that an issue of official 
robes might be made to Assyrian rabdni even as was later done to the emirs of Egypt 
and Syria. As to the " horse or horses" which might also be given in this later 
period, we may recall the interesting comment of The Poor Man of Nippur, line 81 : 
iddinu-sum-ma glSnarkabtu eJ-su s[i-mat r Ja-bu-te, "they gave him a new chariot, 
insignia of the emirs" . Moreover, that comparisons extend even to the swords 
mentioned by Popper is shown by the four lines of the docket, ADD 764: 

2 lisanat(?) ljura~i (EME.MES GUSKIN) 
sa mdNaba-e#r lutur-tana 

I liJiin ljura~i sa mAb-da-a' • 
IUbel piljati uruRa-~ap-pa, 

" 2 gold sword-blades .. .. Nabu-etir, the turtanu; 
I gold sword-blade. . .. Abda, governor of Ra~appa ". 

In passing it may be noted that these lines confirm the high military status of 
Ra~appa and its commanding officer as documented by Oates, Studies in the Ancient 
History of Northern Iraq, 55, note I, and as suggested also for the Sargonid(?) period 
by lines I -2 of the Nimrud text discussed above. Perhaps already the times were 
pregnant with the later turtanus of the (king's) Right and Left. 

We are now in a position to suggest that the obviously very senior rabdni of our 
text had a group designation of their own, namely, lurabdni sa mat AHurkl , " the emirs 
of Assyria". This title, or rabati sa mat AHur in the literary language, is attested in 
L. W . King, Records of the Reign of Tukulti-Ninib 1,98, iv, 10; in Weidner, AfO 10,5, 
B, 6; in Borger's Asarhaddon, p. 12 I, under Ab : BChr.; in the Babylonian Chronicle 
text, obv. I I, published by A. R. Millard, Iraq 26, 15; and in ABL 1013, rev. 2. 
It is directly complementary to the rabdni / rabUti sa mat Akkadi, "the emirs of 
Babylonia", to which reference is made below, p. 80. At the same time it is clear 
that, apart from emirs of this kind who held office in key military cities, there were 
also emirs who were more or less permanently resident at the king's palace within 
his capital city. Such are evidenced by the phrase [i-Jsu-ri lurabdni ina ekalli [iJ-qa-bi-u 
of ABL 955, 11-12, " perhaps (some of) the rabdni have been talking in the palace ", 
and also relevant is the phrase lurabUti-jd ii-bit (var. [liJ-me-et) ekalli-jd, " my emirs, 
the entourage of my palace", used by Esarhaddon (cf. Borger, Asarhaddon, p. 106, 
line 21 and note, and AHw under liwitum). One point is not fully certain, that is, 
whether such emirs of the palace consisted only of resident members of the king's 
mess such as we have already thought to have formed a group of emirs of the second 
class, or whether they included also the qurubuti whom (p. 48) we see as the king's 
" guard of emirs". But in any event Assyria, like later Egypt, seems equally to 
have had its" outside" and" intimate" emirs. 

On the obvious affinity of the Arabic amir- and Akk. rab(i)-titles little need be 
said. The comparison is closest where military titles are concerned. What is 
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important about it is that, if it may be supposed that such officers as the rab ki~ri 
or rab bal~u were not simply the senior members of their groups but were actually 
recruited from the ranks of emirs, it is easy to see how the Assyrian king may have 
kept a tight and even intimate control over his whole military organization. While 
differences abound one title, that of rab urati, finds an exact equivalent in the later 
amir akhiir, or " emir of the horse" . The latter, according to Popper,169 ranked 
fourth, or sometimes fifth or sixth, in the military establishment of the day, and 
it is this degree of seniority which has suggested that the rab urati should probably 
be placed in the king's mess (cf. above, p. 37). Where the element rabiu is suffixed 
as in the title tupsar sarri rabiu (Sargon, Eighth campaign, 428), we would propose 
that the meaning "emir" is still appropriate. As evidenced also by the titles 
(a)barakku rabiu, sukallu rabiu and nagiru rabiu,170 its use appears to be with nouns 
found in the singular only. 

Three allusions to rabdni found in historical texts merit attention and may be 
noted here. 

We see, firstly, the rabdni in battle in terms of the passage Luckenbill, Sennacherib, 
50, 22: lurabuti-ja kit-ru-ub ta-ha-;:;i lunakri eli-su-un id-nin-ma ul i-li-'-u ma-ha-ar-su 
IUmar sip-ri-su-un sa ba-ma! i-na Vqi_rib ta-mir-ti Kutu k1 ~i-ru-u-a is-pu-ru-u-ni, ,: As for 
my emirs, the enemy's battle array was stronger than theirs, and (realizing) that 
they would not be able to stand before it they sent their messengers to me for help 
(while I was) in the outfields of Kutha." 

It seems, secondly, to have been in a somewhat similar emergency that Shal
maneser III, entering Urartu from the west in the campaign of his third year, 
i-ta-na-am-mar a-na lurabuti-su sip-!u ana du-[un-nu]-*un-nu, "went in turn to see his 
emirs to tighten up discipline" .171 

The third text of our interest is obtained by adding Nl) 814 from Nimrud to 
TM 1931-2, 26 (now BM 134436) from Nineveh 172 which provides the following 
detail to Ashurbanipal's account of his defeat of Shamash-shum-ukin : 

misek-re-ti-su rabuti-su lusu-ut resi-su it niSe Ii-bit (var. [li]-me-et ) ekalli-su . .... . 
'v I I [ ' -t A vv k1] . . . . . ... . . as- u- a u-ra-a a-na ma ssur 

" His harem, his emirs, his eunuchs (and ghulams), together with the staff 
and entourage of his palace, ......... , I led away as booty to Assyria." 

The importance of this passage is that it reveals in all simplicity the five (?)fold 
division of an Oriental court of the times, in which the emirs had their prominent 
and essential place. It is a pattern which can be traced for different periods from 
Turkestan 173 and Persepolis in the East to Cairo and Constantinople in the West, 
and which we may suitably characterize as Near Eastern in some distinction from 
the more political and democratic organizations of Greece and Rome. 

169 Egypt and Syria I, 92 . 

170 For the last named cf. references in AHw 
71 I, under g, fl. 

171 Text and substantially the translation after 
W. G. Lambert, "Shalmaneser in Ararat ", 
AS XI, ISO, 17. 

172 Published respectively by D. J. Wiseman, 
Iraq 13, 24 f. and pI. XII, and R. Campbell 

Thompson, Iraq 7, 108 and Fig. 19 (cf. further 
R. Borger, Asarhaddon, 106, Kommentar). 

173 As best seen in W . Barthold's Turkestan 
down to the Mongol Invasion ( = E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial, New Series, V , third edition, 1968), 
with particular regard to the organization of the 
Samanid state, c. A.D. 850-1000 (reference from 
Dr. G. Martin Hinds). 
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Fittingly, our last picture of the rabdni is in the king's mess. It has been suggested 
above (p . 35) that certain senior rabdni probably had a more or less permanent 
entitlement to membership of the king's mess, and that the 22 rabdni of ND 10005 
are likely to have been members of the mess when in the royal capital, particularly 
perhaps at the New Year (p . 40 and note 166). Rut a gathering of a different kind 
is suggested by the second of the two major texts published by K. F. Muller in 
Das assyrische Ritual (MVAC 41 / 3, 59 ff.). Beginning u4-mu sa nap-te-ni sa s[arru 
mare sarri (u) lurabdni (?)] a-na nap-te-ni e-ra-bu-[ni], "On the occasion of the (king's)
meal when the king, the king's sons and the emirs (together) enter for the meal ", 
the text does not in fact carry the word rabdni in what is preserved of the opening 
lines, and this has to be restored. But the restoration seems altogether likely since 
the rabdni are frequently mentioned in the text, 174 and if we follow also the argument 
of p . 84 that the document is concerned with a festive meal held in the month of 
Tebet, we may even think of a "feast of the emirs,", perhaps celebrated to mark 
the end of the campaign season. We may recall part of the scene (iii, 4 1-46) :175 

ina bir-ti glsrpassiire' sa mare sarri it sa \('rabdni lUsa biti seni i;:;-;:;a-a- ;:;u gIBd-qa-a-te 
u-kal-Iu kima nap-tu-nu ma-' a-da qar-ru-ub ina bir-ti glSpassiire sa mare sarri it sa 
\('rabdni riqqe ma-' a-du-u-te i-sar-ru-pu d u gkasati dan-na-a-te i-kar-r[ u-r] u I usa pan 
ekalli i;:;-za-a;:; si-qi lilsaqiu i-qab-bi. 
" Men of the ' second house' [cf. p . 85] will stand holding torches between 
the (individual) tables of the king's sons and the emirs; and when the meal 
has been generously served, incense in good quantity will be burnt around the 
tables of the king's sons and of the emirs, the large drinking-cups will be set 
down, and the sa pan ekalli will take his stand, saying, ' Give to drink, 0 cup
bearer! ' " 176 

The evident participation of the rabdni in the takultu-meal preceding the coronation 
ceremony at Assur,177 and the statement of Esarhaddon 178 that, on the occasion 
of his reinauguration of the ekal masarti at Nineveh, lurabl1ti (GAL.MES) niS mati-ja 
ka-li-srl-nu ina ta-kul-ti u qi-re-e-ti ina glSpassiir ta-si-Ia-a-ti qe-reb-sd u-se-si-ib, "My 
emirs and all the niS mati (concerned in the building) I seated therein at the 
banqueting tables for a feast and celebration", add further support for the 
interpretation proposed .179 

THE KING'S HOUSEHOLD 

A first distinction that must be made between the king's household and the 
several other groups so far mentioned in this chapter is that it was incomparably 
larger in terms of its overall numbers. Consequently, the present section must 

1,. Muller himself restores S[arru a-di lUrabdni] , 
"der K[onig samt den GroBen] ", indicating 
the uncertainty of the suggested restoration. 

1 75 Cf. also A. Salonen, Mabel, 186, and David 
Oates, Iraq 25, 34-35. 

) 7. For the Japan ekalli see further in this 
chapter, p. 63. 

177 Cf. K. F. Muller, Das assyrische Ritual, 

53 ff., and R. Frankena, Takultu, Chapter V 
(with summary, pp. 132- 133). 

17 8 See R. Borger, Asarhaddon, NIN. A, vi, 
49 ff., also A. Heidel and A. L. Oppenheim, 
Sumer 12, 34, lines 18 ff. 

17. The text cited is taken from the Heidel
Oppenheim edition (cf. previous note); on the 
niJ mati (or matati) see further below, pp. 90 ff. 
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inevitably describe the household with some economy of reference and with 
particular emphasis on the contribution of the new texts. We adopt a system of 
division which is partly natural and partly convenient, in the latter case to allow 
for proper discussion of deserving problems. 

In this connection it may be said that no significance attaches to the order of 
presentation, and the grouping should in any case be regarded as representing no 
more than a provisional analysis of the organization. In general, understanding 
has been sought from the records of Mesopotamia itself and from the writings of 
many scholars who have worked on various aspects of its administration in different 
periods. But two other sources of information have been constantly in use. The 
first, Popper's Egypt and Syria under the Circassian Sultans, has already been named. 
The second is V. Minorsky's Tadhkirat al-muliik: a Manual of Safavid administration 
(circa II37/ I 725) , (Gibb Memorial Series, NS XVI, Cambridge, 1943),180 which 
describes the organization of officials in Persia in the time of the $afavi dynasties. 
Despite many problems which others may solve there is nevertheless much that 
may be already understood and properly classified, and we give below the scheme of 
a structural analysis of the household involving thirty individual groups. 

I. The Royal family 

It has already been stated (p. 6) that the queen and her household appears 
as the first entry on a majority of the wine lists. The daily allocation of wine for 
this group was considerable (3 stili) and consequently only a proportion of it will 
have been destined to go specifically to the queen's mess. How many individual 
messes were thus served cannot be known; it is presumed that the queen's steward, 
or some equivalent official on her staff, broke the total amount down according 
to an established and well-known ratio, and that it was distributed accordingly. 
Two queens, those of Adad-nirari III and Shalmaneser IV, are represented by the 
lists, but the name of neither of them is given or appears otherwise to be known. 
Both received the same issue of 3 siltu, which by the standard of I qu for ten men 
will indicate a ration of 300 units. However, as argued in Chapter III, a privilege 
factor has probably to be allowed for senior messes so that we are not entitled to 
think that the total ration was for 300 persons. By way of comparison it is worth 
noting that, in the following century, one of the Ninevite queens received for her 
household 5 UDU 5 DUG.SAB, "five sheep and five sappu-jars (of wine) " (ADD II, 
1036, ii, 28). Taken to be an issue for the day, and calculated on the basis of 
I sappu = 5 qu (cf. below, p. 115), the stated quantity of wine will have represented 
a ration of 250 units. 

Of other members of the royal family there is mention on the lists of" the king's 
younger brother" (SES.TUR-SU [Sa sarri] , ND 10061, 13, on PI. 37), and certain 
entries may be thought to concern sakintus, most obviously perhaps on PI. 32, 2 Iff., 
although the title is nowhere mentioned in the section. Such persons I have long 
regarded as the " princess sakintus of vacated palaces", but this may be an over
simplification of the matter; Johns, ADD II, § 180, considered that they were" very 
likely princesses ". 

180 A study brought to my notice by Professor Sir Harold Bailey. 
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2. The Emirs 

The rabdni, or " emirs :', have been discussed at some length on earlier pages 
although we may convemently add here a few details not previously mentioned. 
Thus apart from Popper's work on this subject attention may also be directed to 
Minorsky's ch~p.ter " . On the Great Amirs " lSI-the a-vowel is more etymologically 
correct-and It IS of mterest to read that the order was of two kinds also in Persia 
the" border amirs " who were in charge of the outer provinces and the " amir~ 
residing at the Court" . Of the term itself it may be said that the form rabdni is 
based .on the phonetic li1ra-ban-ni of Sargon's Eighth Campaign, line 58, the 
authOrIty used also by K. F. Muller for" Das assyrische Ritual"; if it should be 
regarded. as a curious departure from the presumed rabuti of literary texts an 
explanatIOn may be sought in Oppenheim's penetrating analysis of the document 
as presented inJNES 19,133 ff. That rabuti was also normal in OB is not doubtful ' 
thus in ARM IV, 22, 18, mention is made of three i\amed persons it IiI . mesra_ab_bu~ 
tim-ma, " and the (other) emirs", For an equivalent term in Sumerian attention 
may be drawn to the formula for year 34 of Samsuiluna: 

mu e-gal nam-nun-na e-lje-du 7 ki-tus nam-rlugal'-la-na mu-un-[dit-a], 

"Year in which (Samsuiluna) built the emirs' palace E-hedu kitus namlugalana 
(' Th: pal~ce which. could worthil~ have been the seat of his own kingship ')." 
And m thIS regard Important also IS ABL 633, obv. 16, ardani sa sa(sAL) ekalli sa 
mar sarri sa bit IiIrabdni(GAL.MES) , "servants of the queen and of the king's son 
and of the bit rabdni ", for it indicates that an emirs' residence might be a feature 
even of the Neo-Assyrian scene. 

As t? the e~irs of the wine lists several individual groups are probably to be 
recogmzed. FIrstly, the GAL.MES or LlJ.GAL.MES of PIs. 5, ii, 15 and 13, obv. 5, 
and probably also the LlJ.NUNni.[mes] of PI. 37, ND 10061, 5, must be considered 
the mess being evidently served with a ration of 2 sappate of wine ( = 100 units): 
Secondly, persons with such names as ~illi-Ishtar, Adad-uballit, Mannu-ki-Adad 
(PIs. I I, 12, and 12, 7 and 10) who are known to have become eponyms in later 
years (cf. on p. 2) are likely to have been junior rabdni in the time of the wine 
lists, although their precise relationship to our first group of rabdni is not clear. 
Thirdly, there is mention on PI. 7 of a Chaldean saknu (line 12) and probably also 
of 5 Assyrian, 3 Suhian and 3 Aramean saknus (lines 19-2 I ), and, in accordance 
with our earlier findings on the saknu (p. 13), these must likewise have been of the 
emirate order although evidently not of the most senior grade. It is important to add 
in this connection that the evidence just cited derives from what we have termed 
" the New Year reappointments tablet ", so that the presence of such saknus in 
Calah will have been of a temporary nature only. 

For a proposal that two further groups of emirs are to be included within the 
scheme of the king's household in Assyria, reference may be made to the discussions 
of Sections 5 and 19 below. 

181 Tadhkirat al-muliik, I 12 ff. 

E 
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3. The Harems 

The evidence of the wine lists is confined to the reign of Adad-nirari III. From 
ND 6218, dated to 784 B.C., which reads (PI. 9, i, 10- 1 I) : 

2 siit I qa 
8 qa 

SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES sa qabiisi (MURUB) iili 
KIMIN sa ekal ma-sar-ti 

it is seen that this king had in fact two harems, one situated on the citadel of Calah 
(qabiisi iili) and the other in the ekal miisarti. !he sam~ situation is refl~~ted by the 
two entries of PI. I I, 16- 17, the first of whIch mentIOns the Arpadapte already 
briefly discussed on p . 2. It may be added that the second of the lines quoted 
directly confirms the original finding of Oates (Iraq 21, 126, .and 23,. 6), namely, 
that suites in the vicinity of courtyard S 73 in the ekal miisartz were lIkely to have 
been harem quarters. 

Also well represented in the lists is an entry concerning miirti(DuMU.S.AL) 
ffilGI+ Du-alj-iddin, "the daughter of Palil-ah-iddin " - thus found on PIs . . 5, 1, 6 
(in part); 8, obv. 4; 9, i, 9; and 32, 20. The style of address was appropnate for 
princesses, and her comparatively large wine ration of I sutu and 2 q71, as well as 
the fact that, on PI. 9, she is listed directly after the queen and before the two 
harems further testify to her obviously high estate. Unfortunately her father, 
Palil-ah-iddin, is unknown to history, and in ignorance also of her vocation (either 
singing or dancing might be suggested) one can but record the bare statement of 
the lists in what would seem to be an appropriate place. 

4. The Court Eunuchs 

On present evidence (and cf. specifically Oates, Iraq 25, 35), it appears that all 
senior eunuchs in the king's service belonged essentially to one or other of two 
closely related courts, namely, the bitiinu, that is, the inner court wh~ch ~ncluded 
also the king's private apartments, and the biibiinu, or outer court, whIch mcluded 
also the council chambers. This important division of the eunuch body existed also 
at the Persian court and in the Imperial households of the Ottoman Sultans where 
the equivalent terms were anderun, Turk. enderun, which represented the" inner" 
palace, and birun which was the corresponding "outer " palace (cf. in general 
The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed., II, pp. 697 and 1089). 

In Assyria the two groups may be readily distinguished in terms of their senior 
officials and different functiom . Thus the bitiinu were evidently responsible in the 
first instance to the sa muljlji bitiini (PI. 12, 8, etc. ), and secondly to the rab ekalli 
(E. Weidner, AfO 17, 262 ff.), being essentially" chamberlains" or cubicularii. In 
the light of the witnesses given on ADD 575 it seems likely that many of them had 
individual titles such as sa resu sa piin bitiini, sa resu sa bit sarri, and the like. It is proposed 
to include in their number the sa GIS. TAlj.KAL of PI. 29, 19, etc., which is a new 
term possibly meaning" keeper of the wardrobe"; the term recalls the GIs.TAlj.KAL 
recorded in the Mu~a~ir booty list of Sargon's Eighth Campaign, line 356, and it 
occurs also on ND 23 I I, 8 (see B. Parker, Iraq 23, PI. X) in a context involving both 
cloth and garments. By contrast the men of the biibiinu are perhaps better known. 
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They served under the rab resi (Bab. rab sa resi) who may be regarded as the First 
Eunuch of this organization. They are familiar as the" courtiers" of many com
mentaries, as the "officers" of the campaigns and the "eunuch-governors" of 
internal or annexed provinces. They may be seen on the palace reliefs as bearers 
of the royal throne which was no menial task but a charge of high honour; indeed, 
these were the men who in throne-room audiences stood in attendance upon the 
king, being then styled the manzaz piin sarri. 

It would take us too far afield to explore the extensive territories of this section 
in more than a general way. But it may be said firstly of the rab resi that he was, 
by the definition of his title, the senior eunuch of the sa resi-and thus also, by 
implication, of the many bel piljati who were of this order-so the extent of his 
authority may be determined accordingly. The wine lists assign him his own mess 
(PI. II, 9, etc.), and this is sometimes listed immediately after the queen (PIs. 17, 7, 
and 19,6). As for the sa resi themselves much general information is provided by a 
body of regulations drawn up by the Hittite king Tuthaliyas IV and edited by 
von Schuler under the title Hethitische Dienstanweisungen fiir hOhere Hoi- und Staats
beamte. 182 From these instructions, and the summary of the section on "Die 
UJ.MESSAG und ihr Amt ", it is learnt that the first of the courtiers' duties was the 
protection of the king and his family. They had in particular to direct their 
attentions to everything which might be going on around them in the land or 
amongst the emirs or at court, and they had immediately to report to the king on 
the planning or execution of any revolution or crime or plot against his life of 
which they became aware. The obvious application of these instructions to almost 
any court of the times will be apparent; and as Otten (op. cit., 390) also remarks 
the instructions which such UJ.MESSAG received specifically on " women's affairs" 
brings forcibly to mind the Court and Harem edicts published by E. Weidner in 
AfO 17, 257 ff. 

One further point concerning the court eunuchs may be mentioned here, namely, 
that at a comparatively late period, and under as yet unknown circumstances, 
senior sa resi in Mesopotamia became also involved in temple administration. It 
would perhaps not be surprising to learn that this new association formed part of 
the administrative reforms of Tiglath-pileser III- and history does not record how 
popular the move was-but the first wind we have of it appears to be in the reign 
of Sargon (cf. Winckler, Sargon 146, line 41) where a satam ekurri and sut resi are 
mentioned together. We have referred above (p. 21 ) to a line from the Fiirsten
spiegel, " If either a religious leader, or a high priest, or the king's eunuchs (Sut resu 
sarri) who in Sippar, Nippur and Babylon' stand for' high priests." On ND 5550 

(ed. Parker, Iraq 19, 135 f. ) the first of many temple and some other officials 
witnessing the donation of a private land-holding to Nabu of Ezida was a sa resu 
sarri (line 34), and from the temple archives of Eanna in Uruk there is frequent 
mention also of two sa resu sarris, one being the bel piqitti Eanna and the other the 
sa muljlji quppi sa sarri (discussed into al. by San Nicolo, Beitrage zu einer Prosopographie 

18 2 The monograph is published as AlO, 
Beiheft 10, and should be consulted with the 
observations of H. Otten in AlO 18, 387 ff., 
and of von Schuler himself (as O. R. Gurney 

kindly informs me) in his later study" Staats
vertrage und Dokumente hethitischen Rechts " , 
Historia 7, 34 ff. , and especially p . 47. 
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neubabylonischer Beamten, notes 37, 72 and 9 I ) . The reason for this new source of 
control is not known but may have been that the temples were seen to be growing 
too rich or too powerful, or were in some way encroaching upon royal preserves. 
The court eunuch, one could argue, became thus a spy in the camp, ready to 
protect the king according to the first of his duties. 

We have been speaking about court eunuchs, but additionally the wine lists 
recognize a second, and presumably junior, group of eunuchs- or perhaps rather 
of ghulams and eunuchs- who seem equally to have been called sa risi but were 
known specifically as the mksilti sa rab resi. They appear to have been royal escort 
riders or horse boys of a kind, but being nil ekalli rather than biibiinu personnel they 
are accorded discussion under a separate heading (Section 14). Other eunuch 
groups in the king's service such as the cupbearers (fiiqiu) belong similarly to the 
order of nil ekalli and are discussed in Sections 23-24. 

5· The Guard of Emirs 

Two separate but related groups belong in this section, the qurubilti of PI. 9, i, 14, 
etc., and the equally common sa Jepe as found, for example, in PI. 15, 35. That both 
were guard units was first suggested by Manitius in his study" Das stehende Heer 
der Assyrerkonige" (Section IVb, "die Leibwachen "),183 and the truth of this 
assertion is not in doubt. However, it is to be recognized that both groups belong 
equally to qurubiltu (if this is the correct abstract terminology), and that we must 
separate the guard into the two divisions of qurubilti sa Jepe, that is " qurubilti of the 
(king's) column" or " household chariotry ", and qurubilti sa pithalli (more generally 
known as the sa pithalliite) , that is " qurubilti of the (king's) horse" or " household 
cavalry" . Evidence for this division may be seen in a text of Esarhaddon's 184 

which makes allusion to narkabti qurubilte and pitljal qurubilte; it may be seen again 
in Sargon's narkabti sepe and pitljallu 185 which describes in a different way the same 
two units of household chariotry and cavalry. In Johns' texts we may notice the 
luquru-bu-u-ti sa rsepe" of ADD 177, obv. 7, and the pit-ljal sa luquru-bu-ti of ADD 
1036, iv, 10. It is also of relevance, if not altogether compelling in argument, that 
of the eight witnesses listed on ADD 400, six were sa sepi and two were qurubilti. 

As to our heading " The Guard of Emirs", this title has been inspired by the 
naubat al-umarii' of Popper's Egypt and Syria,186 and seems sufficiently justifiable in 
view of the high military standing of the qurubilti-officers and their close association 
with the king. It is perhaps also significant that no such rank as a *rab qurubilti 
was at any time in existence in Mesopotamia, a suitable explanation being that, 
since all the qurubilti were emirs, such a title could have had no meaning. On the 
word itself attention may be drawn to the later discussion of p. 122. While in theory 
qurubilti may be regarded with Ungnad (cf. note 183) as derivative from qarbiltu, 
" die Nahheit ", there is much evidence to show that even a single member of the 

183 ZA 24 (1910), 142 ff., cf. especially also 
A. Ungnad, Tell Halaf, No. 115, under line 8, 
and A. Salon en, Hippologica, 229 f. 

184 R. Borger, Asarhaddon, 106, iii, 16. 

18. Cf. generally A. Salonen, Landjahrzeuge, 
52 f. 

186 Vol. I, 91 (under 2a). 
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guard came subsequently to be called a qurubiltu. In this meaning, therefore, the 
formation is secondary. 

For something of the variety of duties that might befall a guards officer on special 
assignment reference may be made to Saggs, Iraq 21, 165. The new information 
that he might assist in the judgment of a court of law obtains from a text published 
by Postgate, Iraq 32, 132. And in so far as at least the pitljal (fa) qurubilti were a 
cavalry unit, being perhaps the sisi a-li-kut i-di-ja sa a-sar nak-ri u sa-al-mi la ip-pa
mk-ku-u of Sargon's Eighth Campaign, line 132, Oates refers me to the parallel of 
the Companions, or Companion cavalry, in Alexander's time who served as his 
constant bodyguard.l 87 

6. The Chariot Crews of the Court Eunuchs and Guard of Emirs 

Two lines from a late Babylonian text (D.]. Wiseman, BSOAS 30,497, ii, 16- 17) : . 
5 lim lubilsu(ttlgNIG.MU4 ) sa risi 
5 lim lubilsu (tu gNIG.MU4) Itlqur-ru-bu-tu 

" 5,000 garments (as worn by) the sa risi 
5,000 garments (as worn by) the qurubiltu ", 

may usefully support the case, and despite the evident folie de gmndeur of the state
ment, for supposing that there was an essential dualism of sa risi and qurubilti, 
" the Court" and " the Guard", in the time of our documents. What has next 
to be said is that, in the wine lists, two alternative terms were in common use to 
describe the same groups. They are respectively amd ekalli, lit. "servants of the 
palace", and sa ziqni, lit. " (men) of the beard". The opposition of these terms 
has already been briefly mentioned (cf. above, p . 28). It may be seen again in 
ABL 566, rev. 9, lu-u lusa [ziqJ-ni [lu-uJ luamd ekalli, the first term being wrongly 
restored as 1tlsa-[akJ-ni in Oppenheim's study of the arad ekalli, Ar. Or. 17/ 2, 229. 
Another good example occurs in PI. l ef of this volume where bil GIS.GIGIR.MES amd 
ekalli in col. i, 25, is contrasted with the bil GIS.GIGIR.MES sa zi-iq-ni of col. i, 27 · 
As to the further association of these terms with sa risi / qurubilti the following mixed 
examples may be submitted: 

( I ) The above-mentioned bil GIS.GIGIR.MES amd ekalli is to be equated with the 
LlJ .GIGIR.MES sa risi (SAG.MES) of the Sargon bread lists (text in Chapter IV, 
p. 156). 

( 2) The above-mentioned bil GIS.GIGIR.MES sa zi-iq-ni is to be equated with the 
bil GIGIR.MES qur-ru[ -ubu-tu J of the Sargon bread lists (cf. text in Chapter IV, 
p. 155)' 

(3) PI. 14, 12- 13, of this volume reads: 
bil GIS.GIGIR.MES quru-bu-ti 
KIMIN arad ekalli 

where the first line is to be contrasted with the second. 

187 A standard source is W. W. Tarn, Alexander the Great II, 154 ff. 
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(4) In line 78 of the Vassal-treaties of Esarhaddon (Wiseman, Iraq 20,35), lUsa ziq-ni 
is contrasted with sa risi(LlJ.SAG.MES). 

On the basis of the above evidence we propose that the bel GIS.GIGIR.MES sa ziqni 
and the bel GIS.GIGIR.MES arad ekalli were respectively the drivers of the qurubuti-emirs 
and the court eunuchs. The argument that the bil GIS.GIGIR was a chariot-driver has 
been well stated by Salonen, Hippologica, 209. The only other point that then has 
to be made is that, on the authority of a syllabic writing quoted shortly below, the 
NA reading of GIS.GIGIR.MES is likely to have been mugimite rather than narkabiite. 
Nothing can be said on the basis of the wine lists of other crew members such as 
are met in the following section. 

7. The Chariot Crews of the Standing Army Unit 

A statement on this organization may usefully be introduced by part of the 
Nimrud letter No. 89 (Saggs, Iraq 28, 186). In this text lines 9-12 read as follows 
(here tabulated for greater clarity) : 

9 11 lumu-kil kusappiiti 
lOa 12 ltltasliSiini(I1I.U5.MES) 
lOb [3]0 Illmiiru damqu(A .sIG s) 
I I 53 LlJ.glsmugirriite(GIs.GIGIR.MES ) .. . 
12 napbar 106 ~iibume[s sa g]llimugirriiti 

In some anticipation of conclusions we translate: 

" I I grooms (or equerries) 
12 third men 
30 bowmen 
53 drivers ... 

Total 106 chariot personnel." 

This passage appears to provide a first insight into the detailed organization of a 
chariot (ki~ru)-unit in Assyria, and as Saggs well remarks, the total of 106 men 
breaks down into two groups of 53 involving 53 chariots (suitably 50 chariots plus 
the three command-chariots of the rab ki~ri and two rab haHdni). A suggested 
scheme for the whole unit is set forth in Fig. I. Its importance in the present context 
is that the three main categories of mukil appiiti, !aslisu and miiru damqu all occur 
together in the wine lists (PI. 23, ND 10050/1, 5 ff.), and we are bound, therefore, 
to think of a comparable organization. The drivers are listed separately. 

In fact the drivers (if we may take the groups in reverse order) are the most 
difficult to find in the new documents. One of the most likely allusions to them 
is the entry 

1 sut bel GIS.GIGIR. [MES sa ekalli(?)] 

as found on PI. 21, ND 10049, obv. 4; the main argument here is that the regular 
chariot unit at Calah is likely to have been two ki~rus strong and the conclusions 
of Chapter III make I sutu the wine ration for 100 men at basic rates. Otherwise 
certain proper names in the lists may possibly have represented senior charioteers 
of individual messes, a suggestion in some part supported by the entry [mx x]x-pi 
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rab ki~ri 
driver 
groom (or equerry) 

Tab haHii rab haHii 
driver driver 
third man third man 

driver driver driver driver driver driver 

bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman 

driver driver driver driver driver driver 

bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman 

driver driver driver driver driver driver 

bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman 

driver driver driver driver driver driver 

bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman 

driver driver driver driver driver driver 

bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman bowman 

driver driver driver driver 

third man groom third man groom 

driver driver driver driver 
third man groom third man groom 

driver driver driver driver 

third man groom third man groom 

driver driver driver driver 
third man groom third man groom 

driver driver driver driver 
third man groom third man groom 

FIG. I 
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bel GIS.GI[GIR] of ND 10057, PI. 21, Edge, I. 

The bowmen (or" Wagenkampfer") appear in the lists under the ideograms 
A / DUMU.SIG and A / DUMU.SIG 5, with or without MES in either first or second position. 
That the reading is probably miire dammaqute (sing. miiru damqu) has been suggested 
to me by Oppenheim on the basis of such writings as 23 LlJ .BAN dam-ma-qu-te, 
ABL 1009, I I; l(ISIG 5-qu-ti, KUB 34, 1,6; Illmiiru dam-qa, Strassmaier, Darius, 35 1, 8 
(cf. CAD D 67; AHw 157), and indeed a full account of the reading and many 
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pertinent references are now given by Oppenheim in Pritchard, ANET (3rd edition 
with supplement), 567, note 7. The group is not concerned with" messengers " 
(mar sipri ) despite a recent proposal to read A.SIG s as A si-pir. 188 Moreover, even 
Oppenheim may have misinterpreted the evidence cited in his note in supposing 
that, in Seleucid times, Antiochus (III) " was killed in the midst of his nobles called, 
respectively, LlJ.GAL.MES and A.SIG " - and in fact it may be doubted that the A.SIG 
were emirs (LlJ.GAL.MES). But that essentially their main employment was as 
bowmen seems clear both from the LU. BAN dam-ma-qu-te mentioned above, and also 
from the new term LU.A.SIG sa glB[ mu-se ]-zib-a-te (PI. 29, 12, restored from 14, 15, etc. ), 
where the second element is doubtless the same as that found on ND 2612: 700 

GIS.BAN.MES IOO sa mu-se-zib-a-te ina lib-bi (see Iraq 23, 37) . For further discussion 
see below in Section 15. 

Little need be said of the third man of the chariot, Ass. tasli1u. Indeed, despite a 
detailed study by Salonen, Hippologica, 2 13 f. and 2 I 6 f., surprisingly little is actually 
known about the office and its function. It is, however, clear that Landsberger's 
original suggestion to read tasliJu must at last prevail even for Assyria, the syllabic 
H1tas-li-su of PI. 37, 3, being of much importance in this regard. 

Finally there were the mukil appati or "holders of the reins". The wine lists 
speak of two groups, but the men of immediate concern are the mukil appati sa 
mu-rgir'-a-te of PI. 29, 15-whence also, as suggested above, the reading of 
GIS.GIGIR.MES may be posited as mugirrate. With little doubt these men were not 
drivers as still widely supposed, but rather grooms or equerries. Thus also, if some
what differently, " [Persian] Jilaudar, " Holder of the Rein", is the groom riding 
before his master, as ifleading his horse" (V. Minorsky, Tadhkirat al-muliik, p. 120), 
and of final authority in the matter is the quoted Nimrud letter where only I I mukil 
appati are included in a unit of 53 chariots. It is likely that kartappu, from Sum. 
kir4-dib / dabs, was the equivalent term in Babylonia. 

8. The King's Transport 

Under this heading we must obviously first consider the men of the king's own 
chariots. In later times a familiar figure at Nineveh was Remani-Adad, IUmu-kil 
kUBa-pa-ti dan-nu sa mdAHur-ban-apli sar4 mat AHurkl (ADD 417,11-12, etc. ), and one 
could think that a man with such a title was a senior emir and should be placed 
accordingly in one of the messes of the emirs. In fact, this was probably not so, for 
our definition of the difficult term dannu is that it denotes a person of senior status 
who was not, however, an emir (rabiu) . But in any event the phrase in question 
now recurs in the lines of ND 10057 (PI. 2 I), 0 bv. 3- 6 : 

[ IUmu-kil k] UBappatimes dannu( KAL) 
[ KIMIN sani] -u 
[ lutas]lisu dannu (KAL) 
[ KIMIN sa ]ni-u 

Here it must surely be that we have the titles of at least four men of the king's 
chariots (two equerries and two third men), a team sufficient in fact to man two 

1 88 K. Deller, Or. NS 36, 8,. 
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chariots, presumably one for the king and one in reserve or for an honoured guest. 
The rest of the story of the king's transport is told by the mukil appati labbasilte of 
PI. 29, 14, and the sa DUij:.MES of ibid., 17, although both terms are well represented 
in other parts of the collection. With regard to the first of these the qualification 
labbasiite is a term shared also by a group of the king's musicians, and, since the 
etymology is clear (cf. in Chapter IV, p . 122), mukil appati of this order may suitably 
be called ' grooms of the royal cloth". There is some evidence for supposing that 
such grooms were in charge of the king's riding horses; that such existed may be 
inferred from the rukub sarriiti of the historical texts, and in later Egypt there was 
" a set of horses which were stationed in turn before the palace ready for the Sultan 
to mount at his pleasure" .189 Less obvious is the meaning of sa DUij:.MES; but in 
the light of the variant sEa G]IS.DUij:.MES ofND 10052,6 (PI. 30), and then following 
Salonen, Landjahrzeuge, 5 If., rather than Salonen, Hippologica, 207, it may be 
suggested that the reading is sa (g ls )pattiite, "the .men of the open(?) chariots" 
(used especially in hunting). 

9. The King's Stables 

The first group to be considered in this section are the sa urate of PI. 5, ii, I I, or 
sa pan urate as they appear also to have been called (PI. 9, 1,7). Both terms are new, 
and it is to be mentioned that the meaning of urate in this context is not quite 
certain. However, I have long felt (without being able to prove) that the reading 
of KUR.MES or ANSE.KUR.RA.MES in NA may be either sise or urate, and that this latter 
word means " horses" in general as well as "mares". Thus also Arab. faras is 
both" mare" and a collective name for horse,19o and further authority may be 
sought in Akk. plurals such as enzati meaning both "goats " and "she-goats". 
So interpreted the sa urate may be regarded as horse officials of some kind, and 
the most likely conclusion is in fact that sa urate formed the staff of the rab urate. 
For the ellipse of sa in the latter term comparison may be made to the pair sa resi 
and rab resi, as commonly, although a form rab sa resi was perhaps also known. 
There is also an argument for suggesting that, like the tab urate, the four or six(?) 
men comprising the sa urate may themselves be legitimately called" emirs of the 
horse" . In this connection appeal is again made to Popper 191 who lists in fourth 
position under his Regular Officials of the Military-Executive: 

" Emir of the horse (amir akhiir), in general charge of the Sultan's stables and 
horses; his residence was in the compound of stable buildings, and there was 
under him ... second, third [and] fourth . . . " emirs of the horse", whose rank 
varied; at times one was of the second emirate grade and one of the third; 
at other times three were of the second grade." 

Additionally it may be noted that, in the light of ADD 172, obv. I ff.: mMu-se-zib
Mar-duk lusaknu (GAR-nu ) sri urate (ANSE.KUR.MES) sri bili eHi, "Musezib-Marduk, 
officer-in-charge of the horses of the New Stables ",192 the possibility must be 

1 8 9 W. Popper, Egypt and Syria I, 85. 
190 C . R . Raswan, " Vocabulary of Bedouin 

words concerning horses ", ]NES 4, 'IS, under 
No. 220. 

191 Egypt and Sy ria I , 92. 
19 2 For bftu as " stables ", cf. also the fa bft 

kudini mentioned shortly below. 
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considered that our sa urate later developed into a phrase * saknute sa urate, com
parable to the saknute sa ma'assi known from Sargonid times. . 

As to other groups that had to do with the stabling of horses, the mukil appatl 
have been classified under a separate heading since their main task appears to 
have been that of riding in support of chariot teams and sometimes even on the 
chariot itself (p. 50) . But a place may be given here to the susanus or sa susani 
(PIs. 16, ND 10046/1, 8, and 24, ND 10055, 8) being the well-known term for 
" horse-trainers" of Hurrian, and ultimately of Indo-Aryan, origin, and also to the 
sa bit kudini (PI. 17, 16, and passim) or " men of the mule stables". As to the first 
of these-and the statement given owes much to the assistance of Sir Harold Bailey
the standard reference used to be M. Mayrhofer, Die Sprache V (1959), 87, where 
the Hittite writing l11a-as-su-us-sa-an-ni was interpreted as " Pferdetrainer" on the 
basis of Old Indian asva-, "horse", and sam-, "to look after", the latter corre
sponding to the element KOI-l- in the equivalent Greek term hTiTOKOI-lOS. !"10r~ rec.entl~, 
however, Mayrhofer has contributed a new account of the profeSSIOn III hIS Dze 
Indo-Arier im Alten Vorderasien (Wiesbaden, 1966), although still pertinent is 
A. Kammenhuber, Hippologia hethitica (Wiesbaden, 1961), 6 ff. The latter's Die 
Arier im Vordern Orient (1968) contains in fact the latest statement on a long-lived 
profession which is represented also by NB susanu and Syraic susana. With regard 
to the sa bit kudini the phrase is attested a few times in NA texts, but more will be 
learnt from H. R. Hall, Babylonian and Assyrian Sculpture in the British Museum, 
PI. LIV, (2), with its reproduction of" The sumpter-mules of the royal train" and 
its unique pictorial record of the mule equipment of the times. An indication as to 
the composition of the unit is provided by the two eunuchs who accompany the 
animals. 

I o. The Standard-bearers 

Discussion in this section is devoted to the term sa glsdunani which occurs no less 
than eleven times in the wine lists (and once also in the bread lists) being thus mOl'e 
often attested than any other single entry. In the suggested interpretation two clues 
are important. The first is that, on ADD 260, rev. 10, there occurs as the name of a 
witness mRem-a-ni-dAdad I11mu-kil kusappati sa du-na-na-te, "Remani-Adad, equerry 
to the sa dunanis ", in fact probably the same officer, in earlier years, as the Remani
Adad, mukil appati dannu sa AfJur-ban-apli mentioned in Section 7. 193 The second 
clue concerns the etymology of the term glSdunanu, which, as already indicated by 
von Soden, AHw 176, must be related to andunanu, " Stellvertretung" (representa
tion), as is duraru to anduraru. This association is pertinent because, through the 
Sum. equivalent nig-sag-il-la, and thence from the series alam nig-sag-il-la im-ma-ke4 

of CT 17, PI. 29 ff., the" representations" which are most fully understood were 
those of winds and pestilences (the " im " of the series title), and we believe it was 
not by chance that, at the head of Sargon's army on his eighth campaign, went the 
chariots of Nergal and Adad, the very gods of the s~me evils . In these chariots, 
according to Sargon's account, there was not an image of the two deities but rather 

193 For relevant bibliography cf. now M. Dietrich, WO 4, 207. 
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their urigallu or " standards", 194 and if glsdunanu may then be considered to have 
been the non-literary word for a standard-with the determinative gis indicating 
the pole of its mounting-the sa dunani was a standard-bearer. 

As a comparative detail of interest it may be noted that the" standard-bearer" 
belonged also to the Egyptian army, being there associated with both chariots 
and ships.1 95 

I I. The Military Scribes 

This section is concerned with the difficult term musarkisu (PI. 15, 30, etc.), which 
has proved to be one of the most elusive of the N eo-Assyrian professions. I believe 
that Saggs was feeling in the right direction when he wrote in a commentary to 
one of the Nimrud letters,196 " On the basis of the circumstances in which the 
title occurs in the Harper letters ... it is suggested that a musarkisu was a kind of 
secretary or adjutant on the staff of governors and other high officials." There is 
some merit also in von Soden's definition of the term 197 as " ein Beauftragter fUr 
Beschaffungen und Requisitionen?" But expression is given here to a somewhat 
more specific proposal. 

In fact, as von Soden himself observes, the 111mu-sar-kis in the professional list of 
Bab. 7, PI. VI, v, 3 f., is entered before the scribes. The two professions occur together 
in ABL 153, rev. 2-3, and it is sufficiently arresting also to meet in ABL 127, 4 ff., 
the sentence 111quru-bu-ti pa-an 111!upsarri pa-an 111mu-sar-kisimes *pa-qid-du,198 where, 
despite the uncertainty of meaning, it seems clear that pan !upsarri and pan musarkisi 
are parallel phrases. Again much encouragement for a belief in military scribes is 
to be obtained from Egyptian parallels, where many specific titles are known. 
Thus A. R . Schulman 199 mentions the" scribe of the elite troops", the" army 
scribe" and "scribe of the company", and, in connection with chariot units, 
the" scribe of the stable", " scribe of horses" and " scribe of chariotry ". He adds 
(p. 65): "From the existence of these ranks it seems clear that the chariotry had 
its own internal organization which was administered through its own scribal 
officers" -and despite differences of many kinds this is basically the picture which 
one may propose for Babylonia and Assyria. 

The military side to the musarkisu's work is especially well seen in two texts from 
Nimrud, namely, ND 2386, ii, 15-16,200 which reads: napbar I4 111mu-sar-kis sa 
pit-bal r ekalli"', "total of 14 musarkisani of the palace cavalry", and ND 1000 I , 

v, 4-6,201 which reads: napbar 370[ + x] KUR.MES 111mu-sar-kis mes sa GIS.GIGIR 

ekalli, " total of 370 [plus x] horses (issued as salluntu 202 to) the musarkisani of the 
palace chariotry". From the lines preceding the first of these passages it is learnt 

194 Cf. F. Thureau-Dangin, Huitieme campagne, 
4, note 8; H. W. F. Saggs, " Assyrian Warfare 
in the Sargonid Period ", Iraq 25, 148; B. 
Hrouda, "Der assyrische Streitwagen ", Iraq 
25, 158. 

1.5 Cf. R. O. Faulkner, " Egyptian Military 
Standards ", JEA 27, 12 fr.; A. R. Schulman, 
Militmy Rank, Title and Organization in the 
Egyptian New Kingdom (Berlin, 1964), pp. 69- 71 
and 164 fr. 

196 Iraq 21, 167 (note to line 23'). 
197 AHw 681. 
19. The sign pa is established after Water

man's collation, RCAE III, 58. 
199 Military Rank, Title and Organization in the 

Egyptian New Kingdom, pp. 62-66. 
200 Text in Iraq 23, PI. XI. 
201 This volume, PI. 53. 
202 Col. vi, 6, i.e. to complete (fullumu) the 

establishment. 
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that the" 14 musarkisiini of the palace cavalry" were stationed (or to be stationed) 
at seven military cities of Assyria, the first two being lost and the remaining five 
being Halziatbar, Urzuhina, Lahiru, Arrapha and Kullania. In column i of the 
same text it is seen that similar pairs of musarkisiini were associated with Si'me, 
Til-Barsip, Halziatbar, Kurba'il, [Kirr Juri, etc., and from the parallels of our 
second passage it is evident that this group will have been summarized as [" Total 
of x musarkisiini 203 of the palace chariotry"]' In fact both passages leave little 
doubt that" palace" cavalry and chariotry was the name given to horsed units of 
the Assyrian standing army, an army deployed across the country and largely 
centred at the command posts of the rabdni-emirs of the first class. 204 It is, however, 
the ND 10001 (PI. 53) text which more particularly reveals the additional administra
tive side to the post. That this text has similarly to do with musarkisus of Assyria 
(and not simply of Calah) is established by the happy circumstance that two of 
them chanced to have the same name, Babilajil (iv, 8 and 14), so that they were 
distinguished by their command centres, namely, " Nineveh road" (uruSILA-Ninua) 
and Arrapha. But each is shown as the recipient of horses, varying from 6 to 35, 
to make up the required number for the units they served; they may consequently 
have been a kind of" headquarter staff" which effected the necessary distribution 
at lower levels. 

With regard to the etymology it may be said that this is in one sense transparent 
and in another sense obscure. Postgate, Royal Grants, 61, refers to the parallel 
formation musaddinu(m), but one may doubt that musarkisu relates to rakiisu in the 
sense of to " offer", or to " make an offering", as there suggested. Possibly AKA I 
(Tiglath-pileser I), 92, 28 ff., is relevant: gisnarkabiite ~i-im-da-at ni-i-ri ... eli sa pa-na 
u-tir u-sar-ki-is, " I maintained (?) a larger number of chariots and draught teams 
than (ever) previously"; there seems, in fact, to be little doubt that one of the 
musarkisu's first tasks was that of maintaining horse strengths in the various mounted 
units of the country. A difficulty which may be mentioned concerns the entry 
pUJmu-sar-ki-su EN of PI. 20, IS, and obviously also of PI. 40, ND 10042 / 3, 2, which, 
although sufficiently clarified in one sense by the line [ll1mu-far-kJi-su EN GIS.GIGIR 
(= bil gUmugirri) of PI. 21, ND 10057, obv. 13, still leaves much uncertainty as 
to meaning. A combined mess is possibly indicated. 

12. Other Officers' Messes 

There are four groups of officers to be considered in this section. The first are 
the rab ki~ris (PI. 16, 48),205 or rab ki~iriitu, 206 the commanders of ki~ru-units which 
seem normally to have consisted of 100 men. 207 Immediately junior in rank were 
the rab bassdni or" captains of fifty " (PI. 13, rev. 8, etc.), this new form of the plural 
being indicated by the writing UJ.GAL.50.MEs-ni. A third group of officers consisted 
of the sa butiiri or " men of the sceptre(s) ", the entry being written [Sa GIJS.PA.MES 
on PI. 35, rev. 2, as sa GIs.PA-rri' on PI. 30, 25, and once outside the wine lists as 

203 The number on ND 10001 is 22. 
20.' Cf. above, pp. 38 ff. 
2 05 Written tUrab ki-_ir, on which cf. K . Deller, 

Or. NS 31, 194. 
206 ABL 85, obv. 9. 

207 Cf. H . VV. F. Saggs, Iraq 25, 145, and 
'Winckler, Sargon, PI. 30, No. 64, 24: 50 narkabiiti 
ilia libbisunu ak_urma, " I formed from their 
number a ki_ru-unit of 50 chariots (i.e. of 100 
men) ". 
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sa LlJ.PA.MES, PI. 54, rev. 2. As suggested in the caption to PI. 4 (b), which reproduces 
a detail from one of the Sennacherib reliefs, the sa butiiri may have had charge of 
the royal levy (~iib sarri). The fourth group are the sa EN.NUN, or sa maHiiri, 208 
(pI. of maHiiru) whom we have already proposed (p. 40) to see as personal guards 
of the senior emirs, being themselves probably emirs of junior rank. It is interesting 
that, in the form lu-en-nu-un, they have Sumerian antecedents stretching at least 
as far back as the time of Sii-Sin (cf. Edzard, AiO 19, 12, Beischrift 8, 12). At the 
same time it may be noted that in addition to the king's levy there was also an 
emirs' levy (thus ABL 467, rev. 13- 14: ina piin IU~iibumes sa lurabdni su-u a-da-gal, 
" I am still waiting for that emirs' levy to arrive "), and it would be reasonable to 
think that the sa ma~~iiri had additional responsibility as officers of this force. One 
might then explain why the sa bu!iiri and sa ma~~iiri are listed together (PI. 30, 24-25 ; 
35, rev. 2- 3; also PRT 44, 8, and Ki. 1904- 10- 9, 99, 4 = T. Bauer, Asb., Tf. 63)· 

Two brief observations may be added to the apove statement. The first is that 
PI. 16, 48, represents the only occurrence of rab ki~ris in the collection, and it is not 
easy to decide why they are not found more commonly. Secondly, the unique 
entry piin IUrabdni (written 101 LtJ.GAL.MES) of PI. 36, 16, may possibly have been 
another way of indicating the sa maHiiri, a suggestion based on the summary line 
I8 sa EN. NUN 10122 GAL.MES of PI. 51, and the previous discussion ofp. 40. 

13. The Road Service 
At the beginning of his chapter on "Routes and Post Stations" 209 Popper 

writes: 

" The postal service (al-barid) , a system of stations . .. along the principal 
highways of Egypt and Syria, at irregular intervals depending upon the difficulty 
of the road; with stables, attendants, post horses (also called barid) and post
boys or couriers (sing. baridi), for sending official dispatches as well as for the 
journeys of individual officials." 

Similarly Assyria also had its post stations (kalliu, kalliJu),210 which were under the 
command of arab kallie,211 as also a secondary system of bit mardiiite, which may 
have served primarily as police postS. 212 There is some reason for thinking that the 
Assyrian equivalent of the Abbasid $ii~ib al-barid, or " master of the post", was the 
rab risi. 

The king's messengers are not mentioned in the wine lists, a possible reason 
being that they were either qurubiiti,213 or else sa risi and specifically that officer 
of the rab resi's staff known as a rab ki~ri sa rab risi (ABL 173, 4 ff.). This section, 
therefore, has firstly to consider the kalliipiini and rab kalliibi of PI. 15, 29, etc., and 
secondly the little-known group of riidi kibsiiini. We need not pursue here the old 
idea that the kalliipiini were either "sappers" or "pioneers". That they were 

208 That the reading ends in -ri and not -ti 
(thus not sa ma __ arti) is shown by the writing 
sa EN.NUN-ri of PI. 35, rev. 3; cf. also Lands
berger et al., MSL XII, 116, line 14 (with note, 
p. 144), and 117, lines 15 ff. 

20' Egypt and Syria I, 45 ff. 
210 Cf. generally H. W. F. Saggs, Iraq 21 

173-174; AHw 426; CAD K 83- 84; also 
classical references under mansiones. 

011 ABL 414,6. 
212 ABL 414, 4; 1021, rev. 4; AHw 61 I 

(" Wegwachhaus " ) ; CAD H 88 (" road 
stations ") . 

21 S Cf. Saggs, Iraq 2 I, I 77 f. 
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rather" couriers" or " despatch riders" is based on the known association of the 
kallab /pu with horses,214 the combination kallab /pu sipirti,215 and the probability 
based on a Tell Halaf text, that they used post stations along the barran sarri.216 
Yet, for my part, I believe that the kallapani were not so much "couriers" as 
" carriers" -in fact principally troop-carriers and load-carriers-and that their 
transports were not horses but wagons. Passages which suggest this interpretation 
include, firstly, ABL 322, 12 ff. [napbar? 4] sa rlsi an-nu-rig ina qat [PN] lilkal-lab 
si-pir-tu ina ekalli u-si-bi-la-su-nu, "These four sa rlsi (court eunuchs) I am sending 
at once to the palace under the command of PN, the kallab sipirtu." Similar is 
ABL 1104, 3 ff.: an-nu-rig li'rab kal-la-pa-ni lilkab /pfarru it lilsaknute sa na.askuppati 
i-za-bi-lu-ni-ni ina mubbi sarri blli-ja u-si-bi-la, "A rab kallapani, the engraver, and 
the men who have been detailed to bring the door-sills, I am sending at once to the 
king, my lord." Thirdly, the kind of reading and restoration which one may suggest 
for Sargon's Eighth Campaign, line 258, is ~a-ab bup-si kal-la-bu na[-su-u-ti i-na 
na-bal-kat-ti (?)] duranimes-su-nu u-se-li-ma, " the peasant-soldiery,217 carried forward 
by the kallapani, I ordered to climb their walls by means of ladders". 218 

The radi(us) kibsi (PI. 15, 32; 27, 24, etc.) has been little discussed in previous 
work. We take as initial clues the fact that this profession is three times associated 
in the texts with the kallabu (ABL 526, rev. 1-2; PRT No. 44, 8; Unger, Babylon, 
285, iv, 8-g), and the fact that such references as we have, as also the literal analysis 
of the term itself, point to activities performed beyond the city walls. Specifically 
the radi kibsi is met in a letter from Nimrud,219 being also there described simply 
as a radiu,220 and although consideration must be given to Deller's rendering of 
" guide" the whole letter seems rather concerned with a police investigation in 
which the radi kibsi takes an active part. From Tell Billa in the MA period we read 
also of the result of some similar investigation: kib-su a-na uruGi-ra-ad ra-a-di ... 
u ~abumes sa kib-sa ir-di-u-ni ir-ta-ap-su, literally, "the tracks have been traced to 
Girad ... but the men who followed the tracks have been beaten up ".221 On such 
evidence a meaning" officer of the king's police" would seem appropriate-and 
such an idea has already been advanced for the OB redam and the Sum. aga-us 
which it represents. 222 It has also to be recognized that the reda of all periods was 
probably an emir.223 

"4 Cf. also in this volume PI. 54, rev. 3-1 I. 
%1. For references see K. Deller, Or. NS 31, 17. 
He Cf. E. Weidner, AfO Beih. 6, 12; A. Salo-

nen, Hippologica, 22 I; W. von Soden, Iraq 25, 
141; AHw 425. 

217 Cf. CAD H 241 f.; AHw 357; A. F. 
Rainey, JNES 24, 25; M. Dietrich and 
O. Loretz, WO 5/ 1, 57 ff.; and for much basic 
material also F. Thureau-Dangin, Huitieme 
campagne de Sargon, 7, note 10. 

21B Cf. also below, Section 15. 
". ND 2070, lines 17 and 25 (ed. H . W. F. 

Saggs, Iraq 28, 178 ff.). 
220 Reading *ra-di-u ir-ti-da-ni in line 14 after 

K. Deller, Or. NS 36, 81. 
221 Text and substantially the translation 

after j. j. Finkelstein, JCS 7, text 63 (p. 135), 
lines 12-17. 

222 Cf. into al., Sidney Smith, JRAS Ig26, 436 
(redum seen as "police officer"); C.-F. j ean, 
ARM II, No.6, 20 (redum translated "gen
darme "); A. Falkenstein, Gerichtsurkunden III, 
172 (aga-uf rendered " Gendarm " ) . E. So11-
berger, TCS I, g6 (aga-us given as "constable 
(a military official with occasional(?) police 
duties) "). 

223 Thus ARM II, 6, 20, brings together redzt 
and girseqqu, " emirs and eunuchs(?) " , and to be 
noted also are the associations of JCS 22, I, 
line 33; JAOS 88, 126, line 12; Sargon, 
Eighth Campaign, lines 33 and 367; "Legend 
of Naram-Sin ", AS V, 100 ff., lines 63 and 6g; 
Brinkman, Post-Kassite Babylonia, notes g05 and 
1334. Landsberger's " private (soldier) ", JCS 
g, 122, seems rather too junior a rank to suit 
the majority of contexts. 
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14. Escort Riders oj the CorjJs if Eunuchs and Ghulams 

By this designation an attempt is made to render the difficult term raksuti of 
PI. 15, 33, etc. On the authority of ND 2631 (cf. above, p . 28) men of the pro
fession should properly be classified with nif ekalli personnel, but they may con
veniently be discussed here in view of their associations with the post road. 

The raksu, plur. raksuti, with raksu used also as a collective term 224 and the 
ideographic writing probably liIKA.SIR/ KES,22 5 had much to do with horses, 
particularly with the leading of horses from one place to another. For this idea 
familiar passages are ABL I 159, 3 ff., 24 urate (ANSE.KUR.RA.MES) itti li1rak-su-te 
it-tal-ku-u-ni, and ABL 64, 8 ff., 3 urate kur Ku-sa-aja sa lilrak_sum es sa bit li'rab resz 
[na-~u-u-ni (?) J. 226 Relevant also is ND 2780, 4 ff.,227 where we read: (4-5) mdNabU
e!ir1r-an-ni lilsusanu 228 (6- 7) [m]1ftar-sum-eres [l]ilrak-su sa lilrab u-rata (8-g) u-ru-u sa 
urate(ANSE KUR.RA.MES) kurmu-[,f]ur-aja (10-12) ina m[ub-Jb[i-]ja na-,fa ma-a ra'-bat 
sarri si-i, "Nabu-etiranni, the horse trainer, (and with him) IStar-sum-eres, raksu 
to the Emir of the horse, has taken from me a team of Egyptian horses, saying, ' It is 
an order of the king '." One may also note the evidence of ABL 100g, rev. 16- 17: 
napbar 209 sa mdZa-ba 4-badx x] lilrak-su sa rab biti n[a-~u-u-ni], "Total of20g (me.n) 
whom Zababa-[ ..... ], raksu of the rab bili, has brought (back?) " , the preCIse 
significance of the statement being uncertain. 229 

As to the associations of the raksu with the postal service it may first be noticed 
that raksus (I"rak-sumes) and mar-sipriani occur together in ABL 242, 12-13, and 
we may suggest that reference is thus made to messengers and their " escorts". 
Exceptionally it would seem that a raksu himself could bear a message, thus ABL 
396, 6 ff., PN llirak-su sa e-gir-tu ina mubbi kurBi-ra-ta-aja u-bi-lu-ni. Important also 
is ABL 414, 4 ff.: (4) urul.Je-e-sa bit mar-di-ti-e (5) nifu mes ina lib,-bi la-as-su (6) lilrab 
kal-li-e llirab rak-si (7) u-di-*i-nu ina lib-bi la-a i-ba-re-du, "Hesa is (only) a police 
post. No nif biti personnel are stationed there, and post station and escort officers 
are not yet 230 on watch there." From this passage it may be inferred that raksus 
formed a major part of the staff of post stations, and in terms of escort duty it is not 
difficult to suggest what their main function must have been. When a messenger 
reported to the station officer and changed his horse ready for the next leg of his 
journey, his escort, we believe, will also have been changed, the new group moving 
off at speed on fresh horses, the old returning in due course whence they came and 
taking with them the horse that the messenger had left behind. By this means, at 
any rate, unit strengths of men and animals could be constantly maintained, and 

224 But cf. also Chapter III, note 28. 
22. Or, erroneously, KA.SIR, as above, p. 28. 
.. e Both passages are quoted by A. Salonen, 

Hippologica, 230. 

221 Published by H. W. F. Saggs, Iraq 21, 
168 f. and PI. XLVI. 

22B Proposed reading of lllrSU'.EN.SA (the 
copy suggests that SU was written over the 
traces of a partly erased SU) which may be 
thought to stand for SU.SA.EN on the model 
of such writings as EN.ZU for Su'en and 
MAS.EN.KA (K ) for maJka'en. 

... It may, however, be noted that, while 
there was a Tab bui in a governor's household 
(which qualifies for consideration here) the 
equivalent official in the king's household was 
in theory the rab ekalli, and in practice-so far 
as raksus were concerned-evidently the rab rlJi 
(cf. shortly below). 

230 The correction to zl-di-*i-nu in this line is 
preferred to the reading u-di-Ju-nll, " I know 
them (well) ", CAD H 88. 
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the system would have remained effective even if messenger traffic should have 
been heavier in one direction than another. 

However, we have not yet reached the heart of the matter with regard to the 
group as a whole, and here the wine lists have a peculiar contribution to make. 
Normally the men concerned appear high up on the list-thus the order on PI. 25 
is the queen, the qurubiiti-emirs, and the raksiiti-and although this does not mean 
that they were of third seniority in the king's household, it does imply that they are 
to be regarded as court personnel since the initial entries of the lists seem invariably 
to have been of this kind. Moreover, the growing number of references in NA texts 
which attest the phrase raksiiti sa (bit ) rab rlsi are well upheld by the wine lists, 
the phrase litrak-su-tu sa rab rlsi occurring on PI. 5, ii, 7, and It'rak-su-te litrab rlsi 
on PI. I I, 14. It has already been suggested (cf. above, in Section 4) that the rab rlsi 
was the chief eunuch of the biibiinu, so it would be sensible to think that the raksiiti 
included eunuchs also. In fact the preferable analysis is to suppose that they were 
ghulams. 

This Arabic term is the subject of a long discussion in the New Edition of The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam II, 1079-1091. Ghulams were not eunuchs-although some 
evidently were made so (cf. also in Section 23) to fit them for certain aspects of 
palace work-but their origins were the same, that is, a majority were selected 
prisoners of war who were educated under strict discipline in such arts as physical 
training, horsemanship and the management of arms, being then often elevated to 
high estate in their master's households. Moreover, that the royal entourage in 
Near Eastern courts was often composed of such foreign elements is not difficult 
to understand in the light of the argument that loyalties must necessarily be strong 
when a servant owes all that he has, and even his very position, to his master's 
pleasure and providence. It should be made clear that it is only in theory that one 
may suggest that the raksiiti in Assyria contained a ghulam element. But it would 
be sensible on comparative grounds, and while it will be obvious that the bitiinu 
must have been a purely eunuch body and one may reasonably presume that the 
same was true also for the babanu, there would seem to be no compelling reason 
why the same severity of restriction should apply amongst the niS ekalli. 

A special category of raksiiti who were associated with, and supported, the 
kalliipiini is discussed in the following section. 

15. Units associated with the kalHipani 

This section attempts the reconstruction of a picture which cannot be fully 
supported as yet in all of its aspects, but which is necessary in order to introduce 
two important, if little-known, groups of personnel occurring in the new lists . 

It will be recalled that, in Section 13, certain arguments were brought forward 
to suggest that the kalliipiini were " carriers", and in the main " troop-carriers", 
operating with wagons. In this connection we may firstly introduce additional 
information concerning the kalliipiini from a new Nimrud text. The document is 
ND 10076 (PI. 54) and has to do with horses. It lists in rev. 3 ff. a number of proper 
names, evidently fifteen, which are then followed by the summary nap&ar 32 u-ru-u, 
" total of 32 three-horse teams"; this in turn is followed by a dash-stroke (one 
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must often beware of reading this incorrectly as " ina" in NA accountancy texts) 
and the phrase rab kal-la-pa-ni. The whole looks very much like the record of a 
kalliipiini unit of sixteen men (fifteen and the rab kalliipiini himself) who will then 
have had charge of two teams, or six horses, each. (For uru as a unit of three animals 
reference is most easily made to Finkelstein, ]CS 7, 137, No. 72.) 

It seems likely (and the chariots of PI. I offer comparison) that a kalliipu's transport 
was pulled by three horses-specifically two and a 5E~16(JEIpoS; but in fact there 
is little doubt who will have tended the other three horses. They were a special 
category of raksiiti known as the rak-su mes sa kal-laba according to the bread lists 
(cf. text No. 35, ii, 8), and they seem to be represented also by the [litr]ab kal-la[-bi] 
with following LV.MIN KESDA.BI( = rakassu?) of PI. 20, 14-15, of the wine lists. At 
least one of the reasons why such a reserve provision of horses should have been 
made for the kallapiini-units would seem to be that, in city warfare and when 
operating close to the enemy, casualties will have ,been frequently sustained both 
by the men and their horses so that replacement will have been necessary accordingly. 
Evidence for such casualties is available in the familiar phrase isten(I-en) litbel 
narkabti 2 litsa pit-&al-lim 3 litkal-la-ba-a-ni de-e-ku found in the later annals (cf. CAD 
K 77) and evidently also in the most probable interpretation of ND 2706 (cf. B. 
Parker, Iraq 23, 45)· 

The second part of the section is concerned with one of the groups of miirl 
dammaqiite. The latter were introduced in Section 7 where they were thought to 
have been chariot bowmen in the light of three lines of evidence: (I) the phrase 
LV.BAN dam-ma-qu-te as provided by a Nineveh letter, (2) the certainty that the 
profession LV .A.SIG 5 ( = miiru damqu) belonged in a chariot team as indicated by 
a Nimrud letter, and (3) the probability that the new term LV .A.SIG sa gISmu5e;:;ibiite 
of the wine lists is to be related to a line from a Nimrud docket concerning bows. 

In fact three kinds of miiru damqu are mentioned in the wine lists as may be seen 
firstly from PI. 25, lines 8, 9 and 15: 

6 qa 
6 qa 
9 qa 

LV.A.SI[G.M]ES sa iliini 
sa g\'Smu-se-;:;ib mes 

LV.A.SIG.MES s[ a ] 

and secondly from PI. 23, ND 10050/ 1, 5-7 : 
x qa LV .A.SIG.MES sa [ ] 
x [qa] LlJ .MIN sa g\Sm[ u-se-;:;ib mes / -a-ti] 
[x qa] LV.MIN sa iliini 

Attention should also be drawn to PI. 10, i, 16: 

2 siit I qa LV.DUMU.SIG 5.MES 

where the stated ration equals that provided by the three entries from PI. 25, and 
also to the corresponding entries in the bread lists (ND 2489, i, 4-5) which present 
a peculiar problem. After Postgate's collation the lines read: 

F 

[ 
[ 

] mu-gu?mes-te 
] LV.MIN sa iliini(DINGIR.MES) 
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whence the possibility of seeing mugiite(?) as a late abbreviation of dammaqiite has 
perhaps to be entertained. 

Of the three terms in the wine lists it will be noticed that the final element of 
one of them is lost,231 and no obvious explanation is forthcoming for the mare 
dammaqiite sa ilani, " the bowmen(?) of the gods". But whereas these groups may 
well have belonged in the complements of chariot units, the sa musezibati are likely 
to have operated from the ground and suggestively from behind those portable 
wooden screens (glsmusezibati?) which are shown on many Assyrian reliefs in 
scenes depicting siege warfare. As may be seen from our PI. 3(a) (reproduced from 
Botta and Flandin, Monument de Ninive II, PI. 99) the screens were about the height 
of a man and of the width of two, so that their carriage forward to the walls of a 
besieged city would almost certainly have required wagon transport. Thus may one 
infer the involvement of the kallapani. 

As an additional comment it is worth noting the possible relevance of Weidner, 
Tell Rala!, No. 51, which begins (lines 1-4): gisa-ri-a-te sa m$il-li-dntar issu pan rab 
kal-la-ba-ni is-su-u-ni, " Shields which ~illi-Ishtar has drawn from the rab kallabtini." 
To explain the item one may propose that, on the line of march, the kallapani 
carried forward much heavy equipment including shields and screens, and that, 
on their return to base they still had charge of such impedimenta. 

16. The Chancery 

From the Story of Ahiqar, i, 6 ff., which tells how this wise old king's scribe, 
without sons to succeed him, took his nephew Nadinu and set him in " the gate of 
the palace" ( ~'::l'i1 ::l::l), it seems clear that this term, and thus the Akk. bab ekalli, 
was the ancient name for the chancery in Mesopotamian cities. At Calah the site 
of the chancery is known from excavation, and is here thought to have comprised 
a majority of the" ZT " rooms (and specifically perhaps ZT 2-8 and 11-27) which 
formed the northern wing of the North West Palace (cf. Mallowan, Nimrud I, 
Chapter XI, and maps, folder III). To confine the chancery to the tablet rooms 
ZT 4 and 5 232 is to restrict too narrowly the manifold activities of this vast 
organization. 

In fact a twofold division of interests and personnel must be recognized, both 
groups being doubtless responsible in the first instance to the rupsar ekalli, or " (chief) 
scribe of the palace" (Pl. 33, 22, etc.), and ultimately to the rupsar sarri, or" king's 
scribe". In the first of these groups were the ummanus. They consisted of specialist 
scribes, teachers and master craftsmen, and in this connection one may note the 
evidence of KAR 71, obv. 3-4, a-na ri-ik-si sd bab ekalli a-na pu-bur sd um-ma-ni, " to 
the community of the Palace Gate, to the assembly of the masters", which specific
ally associates such ummanu with the chancery. As to the scribes (we leave the 
craftsmen to the following section), PI. 20, 18- 20, provides the first reference of 
history to the three groups of Assyrian, Egyptian and Aramean scribes known 

231 Unless the difficult LV.A.SIC sa ekalli of 
ABL 154, obv. 12, may point to a possible 
reconstruction. 

282 Mallowan, op. cit., 172 ; Deller, Or. NS 35, 
189. 
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otherwise from documents of the seventh century, and we are bound therefore to 
believe in a King's Library of Akkadian, Late Egyptian and Aramaic texts, a library 
removed in its time to Khorsabad and thence to Nineveh, and of which the one 
surviving fragment from Calah may be recognized in ND 3416, a piece of the Epic 
of Creation found in ZT 25. With regard to the Assyrian scribes who are only 
mentioned once in the collection, the question may be asked whether they are not 
in fact identical with the masmassu 233 or asipiiti of PI. 26, 9, etc., for these specialists 
in the late periods, and even from Kassite times, appear particularly to have been 
men of letters and" scholarly advisors". 234 With regard to the Egyptian scribes, 
it will be evident that they also were scholars and not secretaries. Their number 
probably included bartibi, or " dream interpreters" 235; it is not likely that any
thing but the name, kerke niari, remains of their papyrus rolls. 236 

The second group of scribes working in the chancery were evidently responsible 
to the sa pan ekalli (PI. 12, 6, etc.) whom we see as q, sort of controller of administra
tion, comparable to the 13113Alo<pvAa~, or " keeper of the archives" , of Seleucid 
times,237 and the nazir diwan al-insha, "controller of the bureau of documents", 
of fifteenth-century Egypt. 238 The plural sa pan ekallate is established from two 
sources. 239 From an analysis of the documents found in and around ZT 4, as also 
from other considerations, it seems clear that they had three major duties: to keep 
a written record, in the manner of all civil servants, of sundry daily events relevant 
to the royal administration or royal business 240; to write and duplicate the royal 
correspondence and file all incoming correspondence after use 24 1; and to copy 
out in quantity the year's edition of the royal annals (we shall not in this context call 
them historical texts), composed one may imagine by the .tupsar san'i and destined 
for the principal temples of the land. 242 On the basis of such work the department 
may not improperly be designated as " the Secretariat". 

While additional information may be found in Klauber, Beamtentum, 23-36, we 
may call attention here to two Nimrud texts which are of importance in connection 
with the" business" side of the department's work. The first is ND 255 (catalogue 
entry by Wiseman in Iraq 12, 194), a contract in which two of the witnesses are 
said to be merchants (tamkare) and sa bit lilJd pan ekalli. The second is ND 245 I 
(cf. Iraq 23, 29) which in obv. 2 I concerns a UJ.LUL lilSd pan ekalli mar sarri, evidently 
a " money-Iender(?) of the sa pan ekalli to the crown prince" as one may think in 
the light of Deller, Or. NF 30, 249 ff. In fact both of the above examples would 
appear to indicate that the sa pan ekalli was something of an oeconomus. In ADD 204, 

2 33 The existence of a collective singular is 
presumed on the model of $abu, ummiinu, etc., 
but remains unconfirmed. 

234 Cf. R. I. Caplice, Catholic B iblical Quarttrry, 
29 / 3,45; Edith K. Ritter, AS 16, 303, note 14; 
VV. C. Lambert, ]CS 16, 66, VI, lines 2, 6, 8, 
10 and 14; also literary texts found at Assur 
in the" Haus des Beschworungspriesters ". 

235 Cf. A. L. Oppenheim, Dream-book, 238. 
23G Taken from ABL 568, rev. 19. 
237 Cf. R. H. McDowell, Stamped and inscribed 

objects from Seleucia on the T igris (1935), 128 and 
130; N. Pigulevskaja, L es villes de l'etat Iranien 

aux ipoques Parthe et Sassanide (1963), p. 84. 
23 8 VV. Popper, Egypt and Syria I, 97. 
239 R. F. H arper, ABL 377, obv. 14, and 

E. Klauber, PRT, No. 44. 
2 40 Cf. B. Parker, "Administrative tablets 

from the North-West palace, Nimrud", Iraq 
23 , 15 ff.; K. Deller, Or. NS 35, 179 ff. 

241 Cf. H. W. F. Saggs," The Nimrud letters ", 
Iraq 17, 2 I ff., and subsequent issues. 

2 42 Fragments of such annals from Ezida at 
Calah- but not to be seen as the work of the 
temple scribes-are published by D. J. Wiseman, 
Iraq 26, I 18 ff. 
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rev. 1-2, where the rab nikiisi, or " chief accountant", is mentioned alongside the 
sa piin ekalli, a further connection of this kind is possibly to be seen. 

I 7. The Craftsmen 

For the earlier history of the craftsmen in Mesopotamia one has to go back to 
the Sumerian gis-kin-ti (Akk. kiskattu) organization, a feature of the ancient society 
well documented by various scholars in recently published work. 243 For the equiva
lent picture in late Babylonia the most recent statement is that of D. B. Weisberg, 
Guild Structure and Political Allegiance in Early Achaemenid Mesopotamia. 244 At Calah, 
the king, the queen, the governor, the temple, and doubtless also many households 
"dedicated to the production of finished goods rather than to agriculture", 245 

employed craftsmen of many kinds. As to the king's craftsmen-our only concern 
in this section-it may one day be possible to distinguish accurately between those 
who were ummiinus and those who were not. 246 In the meantime we may best 
distinguish the craftsmen who were normally resident at Calah and those working 
away from Calah in other cities. 

If we may take these groups in reverse order, and for the moment excluding 
workers in textiles, it may first be recalled that the two-column tablet ND 6229, 
presented in PIs. 5-7, appears to include extramural personnel awaiting reappoint
ment at the New Year ceremoay (cf. above, p. 3). Whether or not this is the 
correct interpretation it is obviously significant that the "leather-workers from 
Assur" (ltiaskappiini uruLibbi-iil-aJu) of col. iii, 22, and the further group under 
"Abda, the Aramean leather-worker" (rnAb-da f a" lliaskiipu kurAra-ma-aJ[ u] 
mentioned in cols. ii, 1-2, and iii, 14., do not otherwise occur on tablets of the 
collection. Similarly, two groups of goldsmiths are mentioned on the tablet, one 
entered as lunappii& &urii~iiini (written LlJ.SIMUG.GUSKIN.MEs-ni) in iii, 15, and the 
other described as a group under rnx x X MIN( = uruLibbi-iil-aJu) nappii& &urii~i in 
iii, 23. 

Of the craftsmen normally resident at Calah the first of the two groups of gold
smiths just mentioned belong probably in this category, and they are perhaps found 
again in the lt1rab nappa& &urii# of PI. 21, ND 10057, rev. I. A group of sasiniite(?) 
(LlJ.ZADIM.MES), or lapidaries, occur in the bread lists (cf. in Chapter IV, text 
No. 35, ii, 19), although with CAD Z 10, and following the evidence now clearly 
set forth in MSL XII, 234, 23 ff., and ibid., 239, iv, 6 ff., there were evidently 
specialists within the profession who made bows and arrows. 247 The leather-workers 

24. H . Limet, Le travail du metal au pays de 
Sumer (Paris, 1960), 174 ff.; I. J. Gelb, " The 
Ancient Mesopotamian ration system ", ]NES 
24, 242; J. Krecher, Sumerische Kultlyrik, 140. 

2.4 Published as Yale Near Eastern Researches, 
Vol. I. 

2 4 5 The phrase is taken from Gelb, op. cit., 242 . 
2 •• Thus from lines 10-15 of the Antagal 

fragment K 5433a (RA 17, 148), which read in 
the right-hand column: 

[ kisl-kat-tu-u 
[p]a-ba-ri 

(1] Unangari 
[1]Uaskapi 
[1]Unari 
[um]-ma-ni 

one could infer that potters, carpenters and 
leather-workers were not generally of ummanu 
status. 

247 The entries involve the LU.ZADIM. 
GIS.BAN.MES, LU.ZADIM.GIS.KAK.TAG. 
GA.MES and LU.ZADIM.GIS.KAK.TI.MES 
respectively. 
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of PIs. 15, 39, and 22, I I, were evidently a resident group, and there is mention 
also of ironsmiths. The references to this profession are PIs. 5, ii, 5; 7, iii, 18; 
and 12, 12. From new evidence discussed in Chapter III we find also that the 
IUSelap (p) iiJu of PI. 12, 9, and other documents were likewise ironsmiths, in fact 
suitably Chalybes (XO:Avl3es) in the Classical term, originating from the iron-rich 
Pontus area of the Black Sea coast. Amongst proper names the entry [rnA-du]n
La-bi-u-ut of PI. 35, 17, is particularly interesting. This man was a Phoenician 
(for the divine element Lb't reference may be made to Milik and Cross, BASOR 
134, 5 ff., and Donner and Rollig, Kanaaniiische und Aramiiische Inschriften II, 29) 
and he will thus reasonably have been in charge of a unit of ivory- or glass-workers. 
The name rnZa-ku-ru, listed after the rab nappii& &uriifi on PI. 21, is also West Semitic, 
recalling the OT Zakkiir 248; it may similarly have belonged to some specialist 
craftsman. 

From the above account it will be seen that there are some notable omissions in 
the record and probably more than one reason is needed to explain these deficiencies. 
We are not too concerned about the carpenters (nangiiriini) or chariot makers and 
repairers (nangiir mugerri) who probably worked in the workshops of the ekal miisarti 
and may be placed in a mess described in Section 19. But more difficult to fit into 
the picture are the three specialists in stone and metal work listed in STT II, 385, 
ii, 14-16, namely the gurgurru (written URUDU.NAGAR), the pa/ urkullu and the 
kabSarru. With them also may be considered the lu-urraku. 

To reduce the long note on gurgurru in CAD G, 138-139, to a simple statement 
relevant to the Neo-Assyrian period it may be suggested that the famous bronze 
gates Of Balawat, now beautifully reproduced in Barnett and Forman, Assyrian 
Palace Reliifs, PIs. 137- 173, was the work of this craftsman. No other term seems 
as suitable. The gurgurru, with a carpenter's background, is known to have worked 
both in copper and bronze and might be issued also with wax for moulding or 
cire perdue techniques (CAD, ibid. ). Moreover, the ka-gal-tibira (uRuDu.NAGAR) at 
Assur, more appropriately perhaps called the" Gate of the bronze smiths" than 
the" Gate of the metal workers", brings much confidence to the proposal. In fact 
we are content to think that such gurgurrus as there were in the times of the wine 
lists resided still at Balawat (12 miles from Calah) or at Assur. They need not 
necessarily have been present at Calah also. 

The parkullu or purkullu, and at Alalakh also purkullu-&uli,249 appears possibly to 
have had a fourfold range of activity as a craftsman. Traditionally he was a 
" seal-cutter" and we allow that he will often have prepared these in solid cylindrical 
or other form for the engraver (cf. below). From his professional name, Sum. bur-gul, 
it is particularly likely that he was a maker of stone bowls and vases, Sum. bur, 
which again required a smooth finish to the stone. 250 In yet another speciality he 
appears to have been a sculptor, the word used by Oppenheim for parkullu in his 

, .. Cf. the standard dictionaries, s.v. (eight 
occurrences) . 

249 Cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, WO 3, 193. 
2 5 0 For both terms cf. into al. A. Salonen, 

H ausgeriite II, 79 ff.; D. O. Edzard, AfO 19,24; 

R. D . Biggs, ]eS 20, 87, note 98; and for the 
probable technology involved A. Lucas, Ancient 
Egyptian Materials and Industries (4th edition, 
1962), Chapter XVII. 
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study of Nuzi professions, RES 1939, 61, and which is suggested also by the equation 
LU-alam-gu-u = pur-kul-lu provided by lexical texts. 251 Finally, and in late periods, 
the purkullu appears as a dresser of stone slabs for royal buildings. As yet this con
clusion is based rather narrowly on the related Aram. N":I'l.,N, who is mentioned 
in connection with the building of Solomon's temple in the Targum to I Kings 
v,32.252 But in any case we would think to exclude from the purkullu's work the 
rough limestone slabs such as were used in quantity for the Fort Shalmaneser 
pavements, 253 and perhaps even the large stone-cutter's saw found during excavation 
in room NE 50.254 More realistically as we believe, stone-cutting in its initial 
stages or involving rough work will have been largely in the hands of foreign 
captives (cf. Section 29). 

With regard to the kabsarru, we accept that this term denoted the" engraver" . 255 
As with the purkullu the size of the material worked is of no importance; his name 
is associated with cylinder seals,256 statues,257 and door-sills or orthostats 
(askuppatu).258 However, certain door-sills, as those of Khorsabad, carry rosette 
designs cut above and below the inscription, and it is difficult to detect any change 
of hand or skill in the execution of the two parts of the work. It may thus be that 
we should allow the kabJarru a major part in relief-work also. But essentially the 
kabsarru was a scribe, and for the cutting of his inscriptions he must often have used 
the same tablet originals as those scribes of the sa pan ekalli who might" copy out 
in quantity the year's edition of the royal annals" (p. 63). For the evening meal 
we would thus think to place him in the large mess of the sa pan ekalli along with 
others of his kind. 
. In a group apart may be placed the lu-ur-ra-ku 259 or ka-ur-ra-ku,260 whose work, 
lu-ur 5-m-ku-tu, was a feature of the palaces at Khorsabad in the time of Sargon and 
of the ekal masarti at Nineveh in the time of Esarhaddon. 261 In this volume he 
is understood as a "painter" or "gate-painter "-literally, "man of the 
(gate-) painting " in terms of the underlying Sumerian-and thus, in the latter 
sense, the creator of glazed-brick panels such as are known for Assyria from walls 
and palace entrances at Assur, Calah and Khorsabad. 262 Even the synonym 

2 51 References in CAD A / I, under alamgu, and 
in AHw, 834. 

252 Cf. further in G. R . Driver and John C. 
Miles, The Babylonian Laws II, 277, also for 
Syriac, Brockelmann, Lexicon 2 , 46 ('argublii cited 
ex Akk. bargulu on the basis of Jensen, ZA 7, 218), 
and R. Payne Smith, Thesau1'lls I , 367, who 
offers a different etymology. 

253 Cf. David Oates, Iraq 24, 5, etc. 
25< Cf. Oates, ibid., 17. 
255 Reverting (against Weisberg, Guild Struc

ture, 58 ff.) to the idea that the element -sarru 
in this term derives from Sum. sar, " to write" 
(B. Landsberger, AfO 10, 151 ). Cf. also MSL 
IX, 209 (Sum. kabsar, " engraver " ), and CAD 
K 23-24. 

U. Cf. Weisberg, op. cit., 60. 

257 Thus in connection with the statue of 
Enkidu commissioned by Gilgamesh, see O. R. 
Gurney, ]CS 8, 94, line 18. 

258 Cf. above, Section 13, p. 58. 
25. = e-Ji-rum, CT 18, 9, ii, 28. 
260 Var. ka-ur-r[a-kuJ = e-[Ji-ruJ, Malku IV, 24. 
261 For the texts cf. respectively A. G. Lie, 

Sargon, 78, line 6 (as re-edited below), and 
R. Borger, Asarhaddon, p. 62, line 29 (also 
Heidel-Oppenheim, Sumer 12, 32, line 52). 

2.2 Cf. particularly J. E. Reade, "A glazed
brick panel from Nimrud ", Iraq 25, 38 ff. , and 
authorities cited; David Oates, ibid., 30-31 
and PI. IX; W. Andrae, Coloured Ceramics from 
AfJur; G. Loud and C. B. Altman, Khorsabad II 
(OIP 40), 14 ff. 
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e~iru has probably the meaning of" painter", 263 while an argument against seeing 
Lu-urrakutu in the Esarhaddon passage as "relief work" (Oppenheim) or 
" Steinschneidekunst" (Borger) is that such work has not been found in the ekaL 
masartis (Fort Shalmaneser at Calah and Palace F at Khorsabad, following Oates, 
Iraq 25, 36-37). Nevertheless, the lu-unaku in another aspect of his craft did have 
some association with relief-work for a necessary rearrangement of Lie, Sargon, 78, 
lines 4-7, together with the corresponding passage of the Display Inscription, 
produces the following illuminating text: 

(4) as-kup-pi na 4 pi-li rabdti da-dd-me ki-sit-ti qate-ja 
(5) te-ne-se-ti (var. da-dd-me) ma-ti-tan sa uL-tu ~i-TAS a-di sil-La-an 
(6) i-na e-mu-uq (lAs-sur beli-ja ak-sud-du-ma 

(4-5) ~i-ru-us-sin ab-sim-ma a-sur-ru-sin u-sa-as-bi-ra a-na tab-ra-a-te u-sa-lik 
(6) i-na si-pir lu-ur-ra-ku-tu i-na qi-rib ekallati sa-ti-na as-tak-ka-na (7) si-ma-a-te 

" On full-size orthostats of limestone I portrayed in relief the dwelling-places 
of my captive peoples, even of the peoples (var. even the dwellings) of every 
country that from furthest east to furthest west I had conquered through the 
might of Ashur, my lord, and I placed them round the lower courses of the 
walls. I made them ready for exhibition(?), placing the appropriate (colours) 
upon them, throughout the palaces, in the craft of the colour artist." 

However, Adad-nirari III is not known to have encouraged painting of either kind, 
nor were his times noted for eminence in the decorative arts. We thus feel that, in 
his household as in that of his successor, the Lu / ka-urraku was possibly not represented 

at all. 

18. The Craftsmen,' (2) Workers in Textiles 
A list of the patron deities of certain crafts provided basically by the texts of 

CT 24, 42 and 43, and recently edited with additions by D. B. Weisberg, Guild 
Structure, 96, includes both the isparu, "weaver", and aSlaku, "fuller". There is 
thus no doubt that these men, as probably all workers in textiles, were considered 
to be craftsmen in the ancient sense of the term. 

The fullers, asLakani, occur in the bread lists (p. 156, ii, 17), and are probably also 
to be seen in the wine lists (PI. 22, 12, restored). Tailors, cf. presently, are mentioned 
in the bread lists (p. 155, No. 34, 5) . There appears not, however, to have been a 
regular weavers' mess at Calah. Such work as needed to be done to supply the king 
and his household with the clothing of their entitlement seems largely, at the time 
of our documents, to have been in the hands of mMu-sallim(m)_dA1arduk luisparu, 
"Musallim-Marduk, the weaver ", whose name occurs only on the New Year 
Reappointments tablet (PIs. 5, ii, 6, and 7, iii, 26-27). There is no clue as to his 
place of residence. 

263 Thus figurines might be painted (eJeru ) 
with a black wash (IM.MI, KAR 298, IS) or 
partly in yellow with kala (ibid., 27, cf. Gurney, 
AAA 22, 64 ff. ), or a person might paint his 
house with mural designs (bit -su zl-Jir-tzl i-Jir, 
CT 38, '3, 101 ), suggesting that eJeru means 
properly " to draw or paint " and not simply 

"to draw " (CAD E 346 ff., AHw 252). 
Important also is line 3 I of the new stela of 
Ashurnasirpal II (D. J. Wiseman, Iraq 14, 33) : 
ina za-gi-in-du-ri-e ina igiiriile-si-na e-Jir, trans
lated by A. L. Oppenheim, ANET3, 559, 
" [my exploits] I painted on their (the palaces') 
walls with vivid blue paint ". 
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However, Musallim-Marduk's establishment was a large one-it was perhaps fifty 
strong to judge from his wine ration of 5 qu (p. I 17 )-and something of the various 
specialities that could have made up such an establishment may usefully be assembled 
here in the light of the two texts from Sultantepe which comprise the" Assyrian 
list of professions". The sources are STT II 383, vi, 7-12, followed by vii, 1-4 
(" A "), and ibid., 385, iii, 1-4 (" B "). For previous editions reference may be 
made to Deller, Or. NS 34, 47I-although the lines knit even closer together than 
was there seen-and MSL XII, 233 f. We read and translate: 

A LV.TlJG.KA.*KES a ka-,r[i-ru] 
A LV.TVG.KAL.KAL mu-ga-bu-u 
A LV.AZALAG 
A LV. US.BAR 
A LV. rDUN' 
AB LV.US.BAR tUg,ri-ip-ra-te 
AB [fa] rna'-kas-si-su b 

B s[a NU].K[V]S.MES-SU 
A LV.TVG.DUa.DUa ka-mi-*du 
A LV.MUG si-bu-u c 

A LV.GAL.TVG.KA.KES. 
B rLV.GAL '.*US.BAR 

" tailor" 
" sewer" 
" fuller" 
" weaver" 
" warp-setter(?) " 
" weaver of ,ripirtu " 
" pin-maker" 
" pin-maker" 
" felt-maker"; "carpet-maker" 

" overseer of tailors " 
" overseer of weavers" 

a Text erroneously KA b Clear on B; A evidently [x x] x x nu-*kas-si-* fu c Perhaps, with 
Deller, associate with 385, ii, 27. 

Some notes on deserving entries in the above list may inclUde the following. 

We may begin with the kii,riru, or "tailor", one who would turn the woven 
cloth into a garment. References to the profession abound (cf. AHw 458, CAD, 
K s.v.) although not one, so far as we are aware, precisely determines the exact 
nature of the ka,riru's work. Admittedly there are those (cf. particularly A. Salonen, 
Fussbekleidung, 18) who believe in a craft of knotting and it is not doubtful that 
ka,riiru means" to knot" and is what the kii,riru mainly did. But the best of the 
ancient Mesopotamian outer garments were fringed; they were fringed at the 
bottom and commonly down the whole length of one side, occasionally also on 
both sides. To this end the tailor had to remove the weft or warp threads of his 
cloth until the desired length was exposed, and then carefully group these ends 
together and knot them into individual tassels; by knotting them he would both 
secure the tassel and also prevent the threads of the garment itself from ravelling 
out. According to this picture cutting was not the first of the tailor's concerns 
so that an etymology different from that of the modern word could be appropriate. 
Moreover, in support of the identification is the fact that there would appear to 
be no other word in sight which could more appropriately mean a maker of 
garments. Something of his status is determined by the existence of arab kii,riri. 

The term mu-ga-bu-u is almost certainly dialectic for mukabbu, "sewer", from 
kubbu, " to sew". On this word see AHw 497, also Lambert, JSS 4, 15, who writes, 
" in Late Babylonian economic texts and in lexical series the mukabbU is well known 
as a tailor for mending garments". In fact the mukabbu does not appear to be so 
well known as all that, and thus does not qualify to be considered the real tailor of 
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the Mesopotamian world. But as a sewer his work may well have included the 
sewing on to garments of panels, metal and other decorations, and linings . In 
particular (cf. the reliefs) the tasselled fringe along the lower edge-but not the 
sides-of an outer garment was protected on the inside by a cloth lining which 
normally extended just below it, and the attachment of this will suitably have 
been included in the mukabbU's tasks. Presumably it had to be replaced from time 
to time as it became worn. 

The fullers, asliikiini, require only a brief notice here. Using that combination 
of (plant-)alkali and oils or fats (nanga/ uaiilu and l /samnu) which together make 
soap, the fuller used to " walk on clothes" (Sum. tug-ga du/ gin) to clean them, but 
his presence was also required in weaving establishments before the manufacture 
of a garment to pre-shrink the cloth and to remove the cholesterin fats from the 
sheep's wool. For further details cf. Th. Jacobsen, Studia Pedersen, 184- 185 and 
note 36; Moshe Held, JAOS 79, 175; and C . J. ~add, Iraq 25, 181 ff. 

The reading LV. rDUN', which is also suggested in MSL XII, 234, II A, I I, is 
uncertain, but may be thought to accord better with the traces and spacing than 
the lllaup!-pu! suggested by Deller (op. cit., 471). In lines 17,22,27 and 32 of the 
Sumerian Shepherd and Farmer composition the sequences in the production of a 
linen fabric and its thread are: a-ba-a ma-ab-ser 5-ser 5 / ma-ab-tab-be / ma-ab-ze-ze 
/ ma-ab-TAG.TAG, "who will spin it for me?", "who will twist it for me? ", 
" who will set it on the warp for me ? ", and " who will weave it for me ?" (on 
ze-ze as the erne-sal of dun-dun, cf. van Dijk, Sagesse, 80), which suggests that warp
setting was not necessarily a task for the weaver. If correct, the reading of LV.DUN 
should be Siitiu, the Akk. satu, " to set the warp" (also" to string a bow") having 
its cognates with the same meaning in Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic (cf. Lexica). 

Regarding the sa nakassi-su-the following line indicates that this term was the 
Assyrian equivalent of the Bab. sa nukuJJi-su- it is interesting to meet the " pin
maker" in the company of textile workers. No doubt attaches to the identification. 
A h . f d k VVA S k ' v," t t' "" t t' " s t e pIn 0 a oor, nu ussu, ex urn. nu- us-u, no res mg , never s a lOnary , 
is discussed by Saionen, Turen, 69. An extension of meaning to " pin" of another 
kind would be easily acceptable. If one should guess as to the material of which it 
was made wood seems most likely, although bone and ivory (?) could be considered; 
it was doubtless not so elaborate as the kirissu, Sum. kirid, evidently a " hairpin" 
(cf. dictionaries, Goetze, JCS 10, 37; Castellino, ZA NF 18, 45, line 27, et al. ). 
The man who would need pins most was surely the mukabbu. 

The kiimidu, Sum. (lu).tug-du a(-du a) , has proved difficult, but at least two crafts 
have to be assigned to this specialist. The easier of the two is " carpet-maker ", an 
identification made by Landsberger, The Date Palm and its By-products, AfO Beih. 17, 
47, note 162. In this note Landsberger discusses the Akk. sugurru, "carpet" 
(ex Sum. su-gur, " to roll "), and refers to an unpublished OB letter where such a 
carpet is stated as made of 40 manas of wool by the profession LV.TVG.DUa·A 
( = kiimidu). The details are altogether instructive: 30 manas were expended on 
the warp, 10 manas on the woof, and the measurements were 12 cubits by 7 cubits. 

The Sum. tug-du a, however, is a term of great antiquity and appears to pre-date 
the invention of weaving, or at least the general introduction of weaving. It occurs 
in pre-Sargonic texts (Gelb, J,NES 24, 242 ) and also in the Abu ~alabikh texts 
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(Biggs, ]CS 20, 73 ff.) of the Fara period. Other translations have been offered, 
but three lines of evidence suggest here that the tug-dus was probably a felt-maker. 
For the first we quote from Harmsworth's Universal Encyclopedia IV, 3109: 

" Felting is probably older than weaving, the cloth having been used for tents, 
clothing, and other purposes from the remotest times. The invention is some
times ascribed to Oriental shepherds, and stories are extant of kings, monks, 
and others putting wool into their shoes or sandals and finding it turned by 
walking into a new fabric." 

Secondly a term tug-du s-a, more appropriately a past participle, "felted ", than a 
noun "Schnur", "Strick", occurs many times in Salonen's Fussbekleidung from 
texts of the Ur III period, thus (p. 89) I kllSe-sfr tug-dus-a, " I pair of felted 
sandals", I kllssuv.Ub tllg-dus-a, " I pair of felted shoes" . Thirdly, Biggs (op. cit., 87, 
note 99), on the authority of Civil, states that " the TlJG.DU s worked principally 
with goat hair and low quality wool to make ... shoes, scabbards, etc., and occurs in 
contexts with leather workers ... ". That scabbards should have been lined with 
felt would seem appropriate, and an important clue is the " low quality wool" 
which is still often used in felt-making. 

Of the ispar fipriiti we say only that he apgears to have been a weaver of certain 
cloth accessories or "trimmings (?) " of a kind suitable to the verb feperu, "to trim" 
(CAD ~ 132 f.). The difficult LlJ .MUG (=) si-bu-u occurs again, although unhelpfully, 
in a presumed text of Hh XXV, CT 37, 24, 22 (see now M. Civil, MSL XII, 229, 
iv, 23). No suggestion as to meaning can be made at the present time. 

19. Ministries if the Commisariat 

As the philologist looks at the ekal miisarti at Calah a word which comes constantly 
before him is paqiidu. Historically concerned with non-property transfer (Leemans, 
SLB I (I), 18), it means, we believe, "to manage or administer a department by 
the ingathering and distributing of its supplies", and how it is related to paqiidu, 
" to appoint", is not clear. Thus the name of the ekal miisarti at Nineveh was ekal 
pa-qi-da-at ka-la-ma/u, "the encampment which admmisters all (supplies) ",264 and 
paqidat kalama was the name also of its main gate. 265 In a familiar passage Esarhaddon 
writes that one of its functions was pa-qa-di ansemur-ni-is-qi ansepare giSnarkabiiti ... , 
"the administration of horses, mules, chariots", etc.,266 and in the same text 
(Borger's Episode 24) the king assures Assur and the gods of Assyria that" if I may 
long live within it (qi-rib-sa da-ris lu-ur-mi-(i)-ma) then therein will I myself administer 
the horses (etc.) (ansemur-ni-is-qi . .. lu-up-qi-da qi-rib-sa) during the month of the New 
Year ".267 The Aram. "i'~ was evidently a "minister ",26S and the NA piqittu 26Sa 

264 Cf. A. Heidel (and A. L. Oppenheim), 
Sumer 12, 34, line 8; R. Borger, Asarhaddon, 
p. 62, Nin. A, VI, 43. 

2 6 5 Cf. simply CT 26, 32, viii, 2 (cylinder of 
Sennacheri b ) . 

26. Sumer 12, 26, lines 36 ff.; Borger, op. cit. , 
p. 64, lines 42 ff. 

267 The construction is undoubtedly a double 
precative condition, providing the typical 

" contract" between king and god whereby the 
former offers a service in return for good health 
and long life. 

2 68 Preferred to " officer " , G. R. Driver, 
Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C., 
PP·7- 8. 

26 8 a Although taken rather to mean " team 
(of officials) " by Oppenheim, Centaurus 14, I 17. 
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may be rendered as " ministry" referring both to the personnel and to the stores. 
This latter term occurs frequently in the Adad-sum-u~ur correspondence (cf. K. 
Deller in the von Soden Festschrift, lisiin mitburti, 55) in such passages as ABL 
970, 8-9, sUl-mu a-dan-nis a-na lUpi-qit-ta-a-ti gab-bu, " It goes very well with all the 
ministries", or ibid., 9, 5-6, sUl-mu a-na pi-qit-ti sa bit ku-tal-li, " All is well with the 
ministry of the bit kutalli (a part of the ekal miisarti) ". Similarly the profession 
[lu]fupfarru(A.BA) Sri piin pi-qit-ta-te of ADD 922, iv, I I, may be interpreted as 
" accountant to the office of the ministries", even as the dub-sar-kuru7-ak = MIN 

(i.e. fup-sar) pi-qit-ti of MSL XII, 99, I4IC, was evidently an " accountant to a 
ministry " . 

In attempting to give some account of these ministries at Calah we begin with 
the idea that each department was in the charge of an emir, rabiu, and that if any 
department was represented on the Citadel as well as in the ekal miisarti-as in the 
case of wine-then the rabiu took charge of both .offices. He was assisted in his 
work by a saniu and in this connection an important text is PI. 36, 10, 

[1 sut 5 qa] [l]urab kariini 1 sut lUsani-u-su 269 

which indicates firstly that the wine minister and his deputy belonged to different 
messes. Additionally it may be noted that the wine lists carry no mention at all 
of the bread minister or his deputy, or indeed of any other minister with one 
exception, although many are known. Thus for the evening meal we place all 
the ministers together under the rab kariini as the senior member and all the deputies 
together under the saniu sa rab kariini. It seems probable that both messes were on 
the Citadel, and this is particularly likely in the case of the ministers. From the 
evidence of PI. 16, 46-47 : 

[1 sut] r 5' qa 
[2 q]a 

as compared with PI. 33, 22-23 : 

1tirab kariini 
ltisiiqiu(BI.LUL) 

[ 
[2 qa] 

] [l]ufupfar ekalli 
[1] UsiiqiU(BI.LUL) 

one may in fact suggest that, in the time of our documents, ministers (rabdni) under 
the rab kariini united with emirs (rabdni) under the !upsar ekalli to form an amalga
mated mess, most suitably identified on the ground as room ZT 25 of the chancery. 270 
The idea is further substantiated by the association, probably geographical, of the 
sa piin ekalli (PIs. 16, 45, and 33, 24), but finds its best support from the fact that 
seven documents relating to the issue of oil and wine, most probably accounting 
records of the rab samni and rab kariini, were found during excavation in the nearby 
ZT 30.271 

26 . Restored from PI. 16, 46, and PI. 17, 10. 

270 For this area see M. E. L. Mallowan, 
Nimrud, Maps, Folder III. Much encourage
ment for the idea that the tupJar ekalli's mess 
companions were "princes" or emirs may be 
found in the OT from Jer. xxxvi, 12. 

2' 1 The documents, ND 3482, 3483, 3484, 
3485, 3486, 3488 and 3489 were catalogued by 
D. J. Wiseman in Iraq IS, 148, and are in some 
part further discussed in Chapter III, pp. 110 f. 
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We have next to introduce the rab sekisite, or "fodder minister", of PI. 24, 
ND 10028, 3, etc. 272 At first sight this entry might suggest that the fodder minister 
had his own mess, but such a concept is probably illusory. For one thing it cannot 
be allowed that a senior minister dined with his men (supposing that he had any), 
and on his own it is difficult to find suitable company for him. Furthermore no 
corresponding entry is found in the wine lists for his saniu. However, reference 
again to ND 10028, 3, of PI. 24-and now adding its following line-provides 
the text: 

3 qa l11rab seki-si-te 
2 qa I 11saqiu (BI.LUL) 

From these lines itis seen that, relative to the entry for the cupbearers (Saqiu), the 
position of the rab kisite corresponds to that of the rab karani and tupIar ekalli in the 
lines cited above from PIs. 16 and 33. We thus think that the rab kisite belonged 
also to the ministers' mess and was in fact its senior member at a time when the 
rab karani (and some others ?) were absent from the city. It is in any event on this 
explanation that the Section recognizes only two categories amongst the chifs de 
cabinet: "the ministers" and" the deputy ministers". 

In the ministerial teams we have finally to consider the accountant, tupsarru. 
To judge, for example, from ABL 42, rev. II-I2, la-a l11rab karani la-a l11sani-u-su la-a 
I 11tupsarru-su, "neither the wine minister nor his deputy nor his accountant ", or 
from ABL 43, rev. 1-2, 111!upIar bit l11nuljatimmi 111!upIar karkadinni(suM.NINDA) l11rab 
NINDA.MES, "the accountant to the (royal) kitchens, and the accountants to the 
minister of fruit and confections 2 7 3 and to the bread minister", 2 7 4 it is almost 
certain that a minister's accountant was permanently attached to him. Apart 
from accounting he would doubtless have had to write departmental letters from 
time to time, and another side to his work appears to have been the drawing up of 
ni! pulji loan contracts, an activity certainly undertaken by the wine department 
(cf. pp. I I I f.) although under little known circumstances. In fact his actual 
accountancy role may not have been excessive. It was noted at the beginning of this 
volume that the wine lists are not records of issue but riksus, that is, " tables" or 
" schedules", and since they will have remained in operation for a number of 
days, perhaps generally about ten,275 daily accounting was thus rendered un
necessary, although checking may have taken its place. It should be emphasized 
that, despite the probable duplicity of some of the departments, we are arguing 
for single ministerial teams (rabiu, saniu and !upIarru) with chariot(?) travel between 
offices as necessary and the sealing of magazines when not in use. Accordingly 
only one mess need be sought for the accountants, and significantly there is no entry 
in the wine lists for accountants of the ekal masarti. It is thus proposed that, for the 
evening meal, they retired with many of their kind to the mess of the sa pan ekalli 
on the Citadel. 

To complete this statement on the ministries and turning again to the ministers 

272 For this official cf. A. Salonen, Hippologica , 
238, and AHw 487, under rab kissati. 

273 Not fully certain but cf. in Section 23 . 
"4 Cf. further below and in Section 23. 

27 5 Thus the tablets of PIs. 17 and 19 are 
dated to the 1st of the month; those of PIs. 8 
and 13 to the lith; and those of PIs. 4 1, 9(?) 
and 5(?) to the 22nd. 
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themselves, the following list is thought to contain the more important of the extant 
titles: 

rab karmani 
2 rab barraqu(?) 

3 rab NINDA.MES 

4 rab karkadinni 

5 rab karani 
6 rab disbi 
7 rab kisiti 
8 rab samni 

" grain minister" 
" beer minister, and minister for malted cereals" 
" bread minister" 
" minister for fruit and confections" 
" wine minister" 
" minister for honey and date syrup" 
" fodder minister " 
" minister for vegetable and mineral oils" 

With regard to the above list it may be said firstly of (I) that the title occurs in the 
provincial organization (cf. above, p. 17), althou?h officials associa~ed with. th,e 
office in ADD 464 and ND 3469276 suggest that It was represented m the kmg s 
household also. The entry under (2) would be mO'te familiar if written as LlJ.SIM, 
LlJ.SIM x AjNINDA, or LlJ.GAL SIM x A (STT II, 385, iii, 16); the reading 
barraqu(?) is based uncertainly on new evidence from the wine lists discussed ~~ 
p. 81. In (3) if the reading of GAL NINDA( .MES) should prove to b~ rab laljljzm 
rather than rab kusapi it must in any case be recognized that the difficult term 
laljljinu has probably two distinct divisions of meaning, discussed respectively in 
Sections 23 and 24 below. It may be noted in this connection that the rab nuljatzmmu 
(Section 23) is not thought to have been a minister in the proper sense of the te~m. 
The rab karkadinnu of (4) is difficult to translate; it is suggested in tJ.:.e diSCUSSIOn 
of pp. 81 f. that his kind had much to do with the preparation of special foods 
involving fruit. As to (6), " date-honey" or "date-syrup" is probably the meaning 
everywhere of L.h.MES = disbu, and accordingly the rab disbi of ADD 1036, i, IS, 
will have been concerned with date confectionery. For the rab kisiti an important 
basic text is ND 2803 (Iraq 23, PIs. XXIX and XXX). It indicates that the depart
ment provided not only feed for horses but also meal for birds (cf. also in Section 27)· 
Finally, the three tablets, ND 3482, 3485 and 3489 (some details in Iraq IS, 148), 
are a poor witness to the work of the rab samni's department in Assyria, but a better 
idea of what his records may once have been obtains from Mari in the large four
columned tablet" C" published by M. Birot, RA 50, 57 £f. 

It would remain in this Section to draw attention to the group of sa bit kutalli 
mentioned on PI. 29, 10. This is a new term, occurring only in the text cited, but 
comparisons with other texts (as PI. 10, i, IS) show that the group wa~ known. also 
as the sa bit mQjqi (written (m)Qj-qi-i). The unit was a large one-It was either 
fifty or thirty men strong according to two of the estimates of Chapter III. for a 5 qu 
ration-and as " the men of the bit kutalli " it is certain that they worked m the ekal 
masarti. 27 7 In ignorance of the exact limits of the bit kutalli, my feeling is that the 
group included carpenters (nangarani) and armourers (Sa ljaUupti-sunu) of the north
western and south-western sectors of the site, who will have worked with others 
on the collections of weapons and armaments, tribute and war booty, known to have 

276 Iraq 15, PI. XIII, lines 13 ff. 
277 Since Sennacherib (cf. Luckenbill, Annals, 

128, 39, and 13 I, 55) uses the term ekal kutalli 

in a way that compels its identification with 
ekal miiSarti. 
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been stored in this general area. 278 But the interesting point does emerge that the 
official in charge-we may interpret Qjqi as a harmonized form either of Quqi, 
ADD 860, iii, 20, or of Ququ, KAJ 214., 8, in the genitive-was probably a bil !imi. 
This conclusion derives from a direct comparison of wine lists and bread lists, the 
former in PIs. 19, 9- I I, and 29, 8-10, providing the sequence 

sa biti II-e 
sa bit ku-din-ni 
sa bit ku-tal-li jmQj-qi-i 

and the latter (cf. Chapter IV, p. 155, 1-3) 

[Sa bi-yti' seni(SEN)fi' 
[Sa bi] t ku-dini 
[Sa bit] be-el !imi (DiM) 

As yet little appears to be known about the bil !imi although in the light of the 
corresponding t:ll)~ ~l)~ of Ezra iv, 8, 9 and 17 (cf. also G. R. Driver, Aramaic 
Documents of the Fifth Centwy B.C., 9) he was clearly an official of high seniority in 
the royal households of the times.279 

20. The Medical Services 

The men of this section are represented in the wine lists by principally two groups, 
the LU.MAS.MAS.MES, perhaps iisiputi, of PI. 28, ND 10056, 13, etc., and the LU.A.ZU.MES, 
perhaps asu'e, of ibid., 14, etc. Both groups are represented also in the bread lists 
(col. ii, 10 and 12, on p . 156). 

The latest statement on these professions is that of Edith Ritter in AS 16, 299 ff., 
and only footnotes need be added in the present contribution. We follow Lands
berger 280 and others in believing that the iisipu was in no sense a priest at this time, 
if he was ever one at all. As to his work, he was a man of letters as well as science 
(cf. already on p. 63 with note 234 under" the Chancery"), and thus to conceive 
of him as both a scholar and a " diagnostician" is a t least to appreciate that there 
were two sides to the profession. As scholar his researches may even have included 
the alchemy now in some part presented by Oppenheim, RA 60, 29 ff. The term 
diagnostician recognizes his ability to read the symptoms of physical and mental 
diseases with which he is particularly associated (cf. further in Section 21). 

Little need be said of the asu, traditionally "physician" and perhaps mainly 
concerned with disorders of function, the healing of wounds and minor surgery. 
It may be noted that on PI. 14, 20, and also in the bread lists, p. 156, ii, !O, the 
more usual entry of LU.A.ZU.MES is replaced by LU.GAL A.ZU (lurab asi). It is difficult 

278 For the archaeological recovery in these 
categories from the areas stated, cf. the original 
reports in Iraq, and Mallowan, Nimrud II, 403 ff. 

27. It may, however, be noted that, although 
probably connected with "reports" (one of 
the meanings of !emu) the office is clearly to be 

differentiated from that of the bel temi who was 
concerned with extispicy reports (cf. J. Aro in 
La divination en Misopotamie ancienne, III ; J. A. 
Brinkman, Or. NS 38, 342, note I ) . 

280 Ist.-Briif, 14. 
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to see how this second entry can differ from the first, and if it should therefore 
mean that the rab aSl dined with his men a comparatively low status for this emirate 
would seem to be indicated. 281 

21. The Augurs and Diviners 

Already in Iraq 23, 27, in a comment on the phrase luda~gil iHuri luKu-mulj-aju 
which occurs in a somewhat damaged context on ND 244.2, 1, 7 (a tablet from the 
archives of ZT 4), Miss Parker has drawn attention to the lUda-gil i~~uri kurKu-mu
lja-aju of ND 6218, i, 4-5 (this volume, PI. 9). They were the "~ugurs :r~m 
Commagene " according to the now familiar identification of KummuhI (cf. OrIgm
ally L. W. King, Manchester Egypt. and Oriental Soc. II (1913): 47 ff.; B. Landsberger, 
Sam'al I, 21, note 41; also now S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrzan Toponyms, 215-~I6), 
and indeed bird augury had little or no tradition if! Mesopota~ia. ~t was a SCIence 
of the West and is known principally from Hittite texts publIshed m KBo. There 
occurs also'in ABL 1346, 2- 3, a reference to It'da-gil i[~~uri It']Ija-mat-aja, "the 
augurs from Hamath " (in the Orontes valley). 282 ••. _ A 

In fact, through the window of the wine lists, even the dlvmatlO~ of barute, 
" seers", "diviners", may be seen at the Assyrian court as a ser':Ice largely 
entrusted to non-Assyrian specialists. Admittedly the biirute (LU.tlAL.MES) of PI. 30, 
32, etc ., were most probably an Assyrian group. But numerically larg~r we:e the 
ranks of the " Babylonian diviners", a group which appears several tImes m the 
lists written as LU.tlAL.MES kurKas-sd-aju (thus on ND 10038, PI. 40, 5). I ?we 
verbally to Oppenheim the suggestion that, throughout t~e texts of th~ collectIOn, 
Kassiiju, literally "Cassite ", means actually "Babyloman" -and m fact ~he 
point is proved by the bread lists (cf. p. 156, ii, 13) where men ?f the same profess~on 
are referred to as biirule miir Biibili (tlAL.MES DUMU KA.DINGIR). Smce these Babylom~n 
diviners were thus present at Calah in the 780's, while t~eir descendants were st.Ill 
there in the time of Sargon some 60 or 70 years later, It must follow that theIrs 
was no short-lived appointment. Indeed, to judge from the" questions to S.ham~sh " 
and extispicy reports which derive from the period of the later ASSYrIan b.ngs, 
and were largely written in the Neo-Babylonian script, their followers remamed 
close to the Assyrian throne until almost the last years of Ashurbanipal. 283. 

If any other group should be mentioned in this section it must once agam be the 
iisipus (or masmassu). Already presented as a litterateur (S:ction 16~ and a man of 
medicine (Section 20), the iiSipu was concerned also WIth certam omen. texts, 
specifically enuma Anu Enlil and summa iilu,284 and in the latter ~ase also WIth the 
related namburbi texts. 285 To explain this connection we may eIther number the 

281 Cf. also on this point A. L. Oppenheim, 
Ancient Mesopotamia, 304. 

282 lowe both points to D. Kennedy whose 
paper" Note sur l'auspex hittite ", read in 1965 
at the XIV RAI at Strasbourg, has not yet been 
published at the time of writing. 

283 Cf. further J. Aro, "Remarks on the 
practice of extispicy in the time of Esarhaddon 

and Assurbanipal ", published in La divination en 
Misopotamie ancienne, pp. 109 ff. 

284 As indicated, in the light of its heading, 
by KAR 44, rev. 16. 

285 Cf. ibid., rev. 6, and particularly the 
evidence from colophons, etc., collected by R. I. 
Caplice, ' Participants in the namburbi rituals " , 
Cath. Bib. Quart. , 29, 42 ff. 
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asipu with the diviners (Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 206 ff. ) or else argue, as 
is personally preferred, that he is still the great " diagnostician", the reader of the 
signs of suffering whether physical, mental or of everyday life. 

22. The King's Music 

In his statement on the tabalkhana (lit. "the drums" or "drummery" but 
including other instruments) under the sultans of Cairo, Popper, Egypt and Syria 
I, 84, writes: "It played every night in the Citadel after the prayer of sundown, 
and was also taken along on royal journeys and in battle." 

With little change this statement would also serve well for the tabalkhana of 
other days. It-ti lUnare glssamm£ U ta-ba-li, wrote Sargon's scribe in his Eighth 
Campaign, line 159, "To the accompaniment of the musicians, both harps and 
drums 286 (I re-entered my camp)." Similarly Ashurbanipal returned to Nineveh 
it-ti lUnare e-pis nin-gu-ti, "with the musicians who play (my) music ", after his 
second campaign against Elam. 287 A fragmentary but once splendid relief of 
"musicians in procession" in Sennacherib's time will be quickly brought to 
mind. 288 

Other references abound, the most recent statement being that of Wilhelm 
Stauder, "Die Musik der Sumerer, Babylonier und Assyrer ", in Hickmann and 
Stauder, Orientalische Musik (1970), Chapter III. We may thus pass swiftly to the 
scene in Calah in the times of Adad-nirari III and Shalmaneser IV. In contrast 
to naru as the presumed literary word for a singer or musician of the period, we are 
concerned rather with zammaru, attested for the vernacular through the writings 
lurab za-ma-ri of ADD 537, 5, and It'rab za-am-ma-ri, ibid., 284, rev. 6. 289 

It is illuminating that as many as five different groups of musicians are recorded 
in the wine lists, and the number advances even to seven with the inclusion of two 
female groups. A text which mentions three is ND 62 I 9 on PI. 15, 40 ff., the entries 
being 

luzammiire KaJ-Jd~aju 
luzammare As-su-ra-aju 
luzammare lja-ta-aju 

There were thus Babylonian, Assyrian and Neo-Hittite mUSICIans in the king's 
household at the time of our documents, the third group providing an antecedent 
for the later ljattajate (see below). A fourth group known as the zammare lab-ba-su-te 
is found with the others on PI. 21, ND I0057, obv. 8, following an entry which 
concerned the mukil appati la-ba-su-te. In line with an explanation of the latter 
term given in Section 8 they were " musicians of the royal cloth" . A fifth entry 
amongst the male groups is damaged in the two places in which it occurs (PI. 28, 9, 

286 We would understand the second phrase as 
standing in apposition to the first. 

287 Cf. Streck, Assurbanipal II, 124, vi, 46; 
Meissner, Bab. und Ass. I, 33 I f. 

288 Cf. H. R. Hall, Babylonian and Assyrian 
Sculptures in the British Museum XXXVIII, I, 

and C. J . Gadd, The Stones of Assyria, PI. 22; 

also P. Calmeyer, "Federkranze und Musik ", 
RAI XVII, 184- 195. 

289 In ARU, No. 462, Kohler and Ungnad 
read the latter phrase as rab za-am-ma-ri-?, but 
collation reveals that traces after -ri are part of 
an erasure. 

.. 
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and 30, 29), but the traces are best compatible with a reading luzammare kurA[r]a_ 
m[ a ]-a[ju], " the Aramean musicians". 290 Two further entries should be mentioned. 
The first is provided by PI. 25, I I, and reads: 

9 qa luzammare matati(NAR.MES KUR.ME[S]TA-[AM] ) 

The line may be understood as an inclusive entry for" the musicians of the several 
countries". Secondly, PI. 43, ND I0058, 5, reads: 

2 do. ( = DUG.SAB) lllzammare ina kummi(E.NuN) 

It seems probable, since the concern of the wine lists is with the king's household, 
that kummu in this context refers to some part of a royal palace (cf. AHw 506, under 
kummu, 4 (b)). So far as temples are concerned one zamar kummi, " kummu-song ", 
is known, now edited by W. H. Ph. Romer, Heidelberger Studien, 185 ff. 

For the female singers-and-musicians there are two references, PIs. 18, 6-7, and 
36, 5-6. Both are damaged, although from Pl;;. 18, 6, and 36, 6, a reading 
mizammarate kur[ Ar-p ]a-da-aju is reasonably certain despite the apparent lack of 
grammatical agreement; the identity of the second group cannot be ascertained. 
A further reference to the two groups is perhaps to be seen in the again fragmentary 
text of PI. 3 I, 28-29. The point has, however, to be made that these singers are 
undoubtedly to be included in the two harems mentioned in Section 3, although 
their numbers were not such that they composed the total complement of either. 
Precisely this picture is obtained also from the two Haremlisten of Ashurbanipal's(?) 
time presented by Landsberger in the Baumgartner Festschrift, PR. 202-203. The 
second list includes "Obersangerinnen" (SAL.NAR.GAL) and also Aramean, 
Neo-Hittite and Tyrian singers (miAra-ma-aja-te, miljat-ta-aja-t[e] , mi$ur-ra-[aja-te]), 
but many other women are listed to make up the two totals of 140 and 156. 

Amongst other points that may be mentioned here it is of interest that the name 
of at least one of the senior male musicians is known. Although the meaning is not 
fully certain, he was Sa-dNabu-izzazza, the relevant line being PI. 40, ND 10038, 2 : 

4 qa l[Uz]ammare [x (x) msJa-dNabu-[ G ]uB-za 

The name has been restored initially after the mSd-dNabu-GUB-az of ADD 961, rev. 4 
(cf. Tallqvist, APN 2 I 5). As for the foreign groups mentioned in the texts, an 
earlier parallel is found in a Cassite text from Diir-Kurigalzu, 291 which mentions 
Elamite and Subarean musicians (IUnaru IUE-la-mu-u, IUnaru lUSu-ba-ru-u). Finally 
a word may be said about numbers. The amount of the wine ration recorded in 
the lists was 12 qa in the case of the female musicians and probably a figure of the 
same order in respect of the men (cf. the 6t and 5t qa of PI. 18, 6-7, and the 
6t qa + I! + x + x + x of PI. 28, ND I0056, 7-1 I ). In accordance with later 
calculations (pp. I 17 ff. ) these figures may indicate totals respectively of 120 women 
and 120(?) men, and although uncertain, a pointer towards the concept of large 
choral groups of this size is the 90 miNAR is-* se-tum, " 90 chanteuses nouvelle(ment 
engagee)s ", recorded on a tablet from Mari. 292 Further confirmation comes also 

290 In the second of the texts cited the hori
zontal stroke before -mea] is probably the 
remains of a partially erased me. 

o 

291 Published by O . R. Gurney, Iraq I I, 137 
NO·7· 

292 Cited after J. Bottero, ARM VII, No. 206, 
rev. 3. 
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from the bread lists. In those texts and specifically in the entry of ND 2489, ii, 4,293 
it is seen that the musicians of Sargon's time collectively received the daily ration 
of 2 homers and 5(?) qu, the highest total by far for any profession recorded in this 
class of text. At the presumed standard rate for bread of I qu per person per day 294 
which is suggested both by ABL 65, rev. 8 (cf. above, p. 30) and the low quantities 
of 4, 5 and 6 qa found in the lists (evidently for 4, 5 and 6 persons), the ration of 
2 '05 homers may have served over 200 persons- or at least a number of this order. 

It is in any case quite certain that the history of the court musicians of Assyria is 
not to be written pianissimo. 

23. The nB ekalli: (r) the King's Table 

In an earlier part of this chapter, concerned with" the Priesthood and temple 
personnel", an attempt was made to analyse a typical niS biti organization, translated 
" household staff" (cf. above, pp. 26 ff.). The equivalent organization in the 
king's household was the nis ekalli, thus the" palace staff". 

With little hesitation one may declare the man in charge of this staff, under the 
king, to have been the rab ekalli. In an earlier period he was known also as the 
sa mubbi ekalli (Weidner, AfO 17, 263), he was thought in Section 4 to have been 
in ultimate charge of the king's chamberlains of the bitiinu, and he is mentioned in 
connection with the royal harem(s).295 His work as the official in charge of the 
niS ekalli will thus have formed a third part of his many responsibilities. In general 
we find it difficult to improve on " major-domo" as an appropriate rendering of 
his title. We may refer again to a trusted source (Popper, Egypt and Syria I, 93) : 

"Major-domo (ustiidiir, ustiidh diir; with the addition sometimes of 'aliya, 
i.e. 'grand master of the house' or supreme major-domo ... ); in general 
charge of all the buildings connected with the palace, e.g. the kitchens, buttery, 
etc., and all their servitors (al-Mshiya wal-ghilmiin), including the table attendants 
(jashnikiriya ... ) . He was an emir of the first class; he had the entire administra
tion of all supplies for the Sultan's household ... . " 

More will be learnt of the office with the publication of the" rab ekalli's archive" 
(seventh ' century) discovered in rooms SE I, 2, IO and I I of the ekal miisarti at 
Calah.296 However, his duties were perhaps dissimilar in many respects from those 
of arab ekalli of the Citadel. 297 

In the palace staff we recognize three major divisions, the first, which is treated 
here, being concerned with the king's table. 

The personnel of this division may be given as the butcher and meat cook 
(niikisu), 298 the master baker (nubatimmu) , the bakers for the king's household who 
appear to have been LlJ.NINDA.MES in the time of the wine lists but nubatimme from 

2.3 Cf. below in Chapter IV, p. 155. 
'"' After Landsberger, AfO 18, 338, bread in 

Assyria was normally accounted in terms of the 
flour. 

'05 Cf. W~idner, ibid., pp. 262 ff. 
'98 See David Oates, Iraq 21, 10g-IIO. 
'97 On the possibility that more than one 

rab ekalli may have been in office at a given 
time, cf. already Oates, ibid., 110, and below 
in Chapter III, p. g6. 

'98 Not mentioned in the wine lists, but to be 
placed in one of the emirate messes on the 
authority of the text cited on p. 103, line 47 . 
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some later period,299 the brewers and malsters whom we see as the lUbar-ra-qu of the 
wine lists and the LlJ.KAS.MES of the bread lists,300 the fruit and confectionery staff 
(karkadiniite),301 and the cupbearers (evidently sa siiqi).302 Additionally the bread 
lists mention two groups ofmillers(?), the MU.MES KUM.A and the SUM.NINDA KUM.A,303 
neither of which seems previously to have occurred in Neo-Assyrian texts. Men of 
these professions were undoubtedly divided into bitus, or " houses", of which at 
least the bit nubatimmi 304 and the bit karkadinni 305 are known. But the probability 
is that there were four. 306 

Some notes may now be given . on the professions mentioned. Firstly, the niikisu 
(cf. above, note 117) will have come to the fore whenever a sheep was required 
for the king's meal. He will have slaughtered it, skinned and prepared it, and, as 
we believe, also cooked and carved it. Important evidence here is PI. 46, 18, which 
records an issue to the niikisu of ukarsu, evidently a condiment of some kind. 307 The 
record is something of a missing link, for so long ,as every clue pointed to the fact 
that baking was the real metier of the nubatimmu, it was never clear what name 
we should give to the meat cook. 308 In all probability, however, the cooking, or 
specifically roasting, of the sheep or other animal will not have taken place in the 
kitchens, at least during winter months. Antiquity knew no such refinement as a 
roasting-oven, and the kanunu or kinunu, a charcoal-burner or brazier used also for 
room heating,309 is quite certainly the only source of heat that the niikisu could 
have used. We in fact invite the picture of this brazier wheeled into position on or 
between the stone" tram-lines" 310 of the appropriate throne-room (the throne, 
however, being doubtless absent since the king would be now sitting with his guests 
and emirs), with the sheep suspended over it on some form of spit (?) . For some 
archaeological details on the wheeled kanunu reference may be made to R. D. 
Barnett, Iraq 16, 10, and footnotes. 

29 9 For the LU.NINDA.MES, who may, 
however, have included the housekeeping staff 
(Section 24), cf. PI. 15, 38, and (bread lists) 
ND 2489, i, 13, and ii, 6; nutwtimml occur on 
the Sargonid(?) texts indicated on pp. 27 and 
28, in the bread lists (ND 2371, 2), but not in 
the wine lists. 

300 For the former cf. Pis. 15, 37 ; Ig, 30 ; 
23, ND 10050/ 2, 5; 24, ND 10055, 5; 34, 5; 
39, unnumbered fragment, 2; and for the 
LU.KAS.MES see p. 155, i, 12. 

301 Cf. PI. 7, 17, and passim. 
302 Cf. PI. g, ii, 6. Elsewhere (PI. 16,47, etc.) 

the writing LU.BI.LUL, LU.SU.SILA.DU 8 and 
LU.SU.DiLIM.DU 8 is found but in no case 
with following MES, so that the (collective) 
singular lU!iiqiu must thus be indicated. 

303 ND 2489 (pp. 155 f.), lines iii, 3, and 
ii, 5, respectively. 

304 Cf. ABL 43, rev. I; AHw 801; and this 
volume, PI. 46, 20. 

30 5 Cf. ABL 43, rev. 12, and this volume, 
PI. 47, 28. 

3 0 6 Attention is here directed to PI. 3(b) 
which, in reproducing part of a familiar relief 
of Ashurnasirpal's (original publication by 
Layard, Monuments, I, PI. 30) shows four 
separate activities, each clearly concerned with 
some provision for the king's table, being 
performed within a conventionalized Citadel 
presented in plan. The dividing walls may 
support the contention that the work of in
dividual bftus are thus portrayed. 

307 Cf. in this regard the valuable evidence of 
Sargon, Eighth Campaign, line 28. 

3 08 Outside perhaps of the circumstantial 
evidence found in the Myth of Nergal and 
Ereshkigal, lines ii, 42, and iii, 57 (cited after 
O. R. Gurney's edition, AS X, 114 and 116), 
and, in the OT, in I Sam. ix, 23-24. 

3 0. Discussed by A. Salonen, "Die Of en del' 
alten Mesopotamier " , Baghdader Mitteilungen, 3, 
106 ff. 

3 1 0 As illustrated, for example, in Iraq 2 I, 
PI. XXVIII (a ), and discussed at some length 
by Geoffrey Turner, Iraq 32, 186. 
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Of the nuljatimmu, Sum. nu-ljatim 311 and secondarily muljaldim,312 Aram. N~'nMl 313 
and Talmudic o,nMl ,314 much has been written. :Many details are known of his 
baking oven, the tinuru or tunuru,315 an able summary of nuljatimmutu in Babylonia, 
and an edition ofa new" baker's tablet" from the time ofNabopolassar, have been 
presented by D. B. Weisberg,316 and much also will be learnt of the craft with 
the appearance of H. A. Hoffner's The baking industry of Hittite Anatolia. 317 As 
indicated by the bread lists (ND2489, iii, 9) the king's baker at Calah was the 
lunuljtimmi sarri, and since the rab nu&(a)timmu of Nebuchadnezzar's court was a 
masennu (Unger, Babylon, 284, line 36) we may judge that he was an emir of the 
second class. This assertion is based firstly on Oppenheim, ANET 307\ note I, 

who refers to the obvious connection of masennu with Heb. misneh and thus the 
numeral" two", and secondly on the point that, in Unger's text, the list of masennus 
is followed by a list of lurabuti sa ma-at Ak-ka-di-im or " emirs of Babylonia" (cf. also 
E. F. Weidner, AfO 10, 5, B, 7, L. W. King, Tukulti-Ninib I, 98, iv, 8, and the 
corresponding lUrabdni sa mat Affurkl, "the emirs of Assyria", discussed on p. 41) 
who were undoubtedly emirs of the first class. The further point has to be made 
that Nebuchadnezzar's baker, ffidNabU-zer-i-din-na(m) lurab nu-ulj-tim-mu to give the 
full text, is clearly the same person as the o'n:ltl-:l' l'N'T':ll of Jer. xxxix, vs. 9, 10 
and 13, and something is thus learnt of the military responsibilities of the office. 318 
In NB also such an extension of duties is clear from ABL 274 whose (elderly?) 
writer, recently cured in Uruk of an illness by a physician of Ashurbanipal's, was 
turned back from the road to Assyria by arab nuljtimmu. 319 Moreover, mention 
was made on p. 3 of the fact that a Chaldean saknu and a Chaldean "cook" 
occur together in the wine lists (PIs. 7, 12, and 6, I I). Most probably the latter 
made the long journey to Assyria as a military escort to the saknu. 320 

The Ll].NINDA.MES are difficult. The chief difficulty lies in the fact that the reading 
of Ll].NINDA is almost certainly (a)laMinu (CAD A/I 296, cf. Deller, Or. NS 34, 477) 
and yet if we are to include them here as bakers there are references enough which 
show that alaljljinus had duties of a totally different kind. In fact we are led to the 
conclusion that the profession as a whole must be divided into two separate groups 
of which baking, and also milling, was the activity of one part only. The second 
group forms the subject of discussion of the section which follows. 

Fortunately, there is some authority for proposing such a division in that the 
bread lists (cf. note 299) refer to two bodies of laMinus, one not further specified 

311 Following E. Sollberger, TeS I, 159-160. 
312 Cf. originally B. Landsberger, KuZt. KaZ. 

30, note I. 
313 Cf. H. Zimmern, ZDMG 53 (1899), 

J 15- 119, and Akkadische Fremdworter, s.v. 
314 See standard dictionaries; the equivalent 

term is not represented in the QT. 
315 Cf. A. Salonen, op. cit., 101 fr. 
310 Guild Structure, pp. 66-76. 
317 Announced in RHA 25 (1967),27. 
318 Important here is J. A. Brinkman, Or. 

NS 34, 249, note I, who points out that" the 
common translation "(body)guard" [for rab 

tabbiihim] is not borne out by the textual evidence 
in the Bible, but rests on Josephus' equivalent 
somatophulakes in Antiquities of the Jews X, 10, 3 ". 
In fact I suspect that somatophuZax was Josephus' 
word for " emir". 

319 Thus obv. 19- 20: IUrab nugtimmu uZ-tu 
lzarriini a-na Urukki ut-tir-ra-an-ni. 

320 The tablet in question, as already suggested 
in Section 17 and earlier, p. 45, appears to 
include extramural personnel awaiting re
appointment at the New Year; it is presumed 
that only the saknu belonged to this category. 
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but the other carrying the additional qualification of arad ekalli. We would surmise 
that the first group who were presumably not eunuchs-and therefore of the 
intimate entourage of the king-provided the milling and baking staff. For the 
concept of UJ.NINDA.MES as "bakers" reference may be made to Weidner, 
AfO 2 1,40, Oppenheim, ANET1 293 (quoted also by Borger, Asarhaddon, § 80, i, 12, 
note), and Postgate, Royal Grants, pp. 67 and 68. Earlier, in a familiar study, 
Landsberger, AfO, 10, 150 f., showed that milling might be included within the 
activities of the (a)laMinu, and independently, in AfO 18,338 f., contributed also an 
important note on NINDA.MES = kusapu, "bread". The matter seems now firmly 
established from Postgate, op. cit., Nos. 42-44, obv. 10-12: 2 imir 8 sat SE.KUR6·MES 
a-na NINDA.MES ... 2 imir 8 sat SE.GIG.MES a-na NINDA qa-du-a-ti . . . lulaMinani(NINDA.MES) 
i-na-si-r Ii', "the bakers (of the temple) will draw ... 2 homers and 8 seahs of 
barley for making barley-bread ... and 2 homers and 8 seahs of wheat for making 
wheatmeal(?) bread ". • 

It may be added that this same text, which dates like the wine lists from the times 
of Adad-nirari III, provides valuable evidence on the difference at this time between 
laMinu and nuljatimmu from the baking point of view. The lines cited suggest that 
the laMinu was concerned only with barley and wheat, and thus baked ordinary 
bread. The nuljatimmu, on the other hand (obv. 8-10), might, under the terms of 
the grant, draw a 4 sati ration of barley (SE.KUR6 .MES), date-honey (LA.L.MES = disbu), 
real honey (Lh.MES BABBAR-U = disbu pi,s-u-the same is also called disib sade pi,s-u, 
"white mountain honey" in AfO 329, 115), vegetable oils (i.MEs = samnu, and 
samnu ljal,s-u) and abSu-seeds (unidentified, but evidently of the cummin or coriander 
variety, for flavouring). From such evidence which points to the making of honey
cakes by the nuljatimmu the proposed rendering of " master baker" will not be 
thought extravagant. Since the singular nuljatimmu (LlJ.MU) could suggest that it 
was normal for households of the period to employ no more than a single member 
of the profession, the absence of a group of Ll].MU.MES in the wine lists need not be 
thought remarkable. 

As for the brewers or maltsters of the king's household it has already been intimated 
that the new term lubar-ra-qu, which occurs six times in the wine lists (references 
under note 300), is now proposed as the reading in NA of the ideograms LlJ.SIM 
or LlJ.SIM x A/NINDA (Babylonian sirasu). No certainty is claimed in the matter: 
the main argument is that the long historical association between the (a)laljljinu and 
the sirasu (cf. CAD A/I 296) would seem to be upheld by the bread lists where 
LlJ .KAS.MES and Ll] .NINDA.MES occur together (ND 2489, i, 12-13, after Postgate's 
collation) and could be further substantiated by PI. 15, 37-38, of the wine lists 
where hibar-ra-qu and LlJ.NINDA.MES are found together. Additionally it seems 
possible that the word barraqu, "maltster(?)", may be a metathesized nomen 
professionis formation from the same root as that which provides the well-known 
buqlu, "malt". But despite these uncertainties there is no shortage of evidence 
[rom NA sources that beer still had its prominent part to play in the wine-drinking 
times of our documents. Even Calah's wine magazine, SW 6, had some association 
with beer as may be seen from ND 6223 (this volume, PI. 44) with its brief reference 
to I imir 5 sat KAS.M[ ES]' ... ina bit rlurab risi'. 

As for the karkadinnu, ex kakardinnu, LB kaskadi / annu, standard references are 
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Weidner, AfO ro, 18, and Landsberger, ibid., 15I. Additional information will be 
found in AHw 42 I and CAD K, s.v. Landsberger was the first to see that the 
responsibilities of this official included the preparation of special foods, and the 
assertion is confirmed, firstly, from a Tell Billa text (Finkelstein, ]CS 7, No. 29), 
where wheat and emmer are issued to a karkadinnu, and secondly from temple 
documents of the reign of Adad-nirari III (Weidner, AfO 2 I, 36 ff.; Postgate, 
Royal Grants, Nos. 42-45), which names the karkadinnu in connection with honey, fats, 
linseed(?) oil, su'u and abSu. Additionally, it is to be noted that PI. 48, lines 44-46, 
of this volume record the issue of pistachio nuts, grapes, and other items to a 
karkadinnatu 321 of the queen's household. The lines read: 

2 qa ukar-su 2 qa llti-ti-bu 2 qa g!Sbu-!u-n[ a-te] 
4 qa ubur-~i-na-te 4 qa GIS.KIN.GESTIN.MES 

SAL.SUM.NINDA-tU sa SAL t.GAL. 322 

It is particularly the two latter texts which suggest that the karkadinnu was concerned 
with fruits and fruit confectionery, whence some phrase which incorporates this 
idea may be put forward as a translation. A secondary duty appears from ND I 120, 
rev. 5, IUkar-ka-di-nu nap-ta-an-su i-sak-kan (text in Iraq 14, PI. XXIII, directions for 
the !upJar ali's dinner). The phrase perhaps means" the karkadinnu shall serve (that 
part of) the meal which he has prepared". 

Of the cupbearers (Saqiu, Sum. sagi) much is to be learnt from the familiar 
Khorsabad relief reproduced on PI. 2 (b). Attention may be drawn to the writing 
LlJ .SU.DiLIM.DUs (cf. note 302) which, as a variant to the common LV.8U.SILA.DUs 
is thus found three times in the wine lists (PIs. 9, ii, 6; 38, 4; cf. 7, iii, 16). A further 
example occurs in STT II, 385, iii, 18 = MSL XII, 235, 18. It is also important 
to note that the plural of saqiu is not Siiqiuti as might have been expected, but sa saqi 
(PI. 9, ii, 6). Comparable terms are maHaru, pI. sa ma~~ari (PI. 5 I, 20, etc.; ABL 99, 
rev. 17), susanu, pI. sa susa[ni] (PI. 16, ND 10046/1, 8), and pitballu, pIs. sa pitballi 
and sa pitballate (passim in royal inscriptions) . 

The section may be concluded with sbme account of a group as yet little known. 
They are the mar saqi or mare saqi, literally, " sons of the cupbearer(s)". It seems 
altogether likely that this explanation must also now serve for the otherwise 
interpreted maru sa-qi-i of Mari (references in]. Bottero, ARM VII, 230 ff., cf. ARM 
XV, 265). 

Relevant entries occur in the wine lists as LV.DUMU.MES su.DiLIM.DUs (PI. 7, 16 
and DUMU LV.BLLUL (PIs. 17, 27; 26, ro; and 30, 23) . The latter writing also 
occurs on a seventh-century contract from the Ezida temple, ND 5463, 33. 323 In 
two of the four references from the wine lists the" sons" are listed after the cup
bearers, but at most they were adopted sons for the royal cupbearers were eunuchs. 
Here, in fact, lies an essential clue, and following Minorsky, Tadhkirat al-muluk, 127, 
the view is taken that the mar(e) saqi were boy-eunuchs or " ghulams". In a note 

3 21 The feminine form occurs here for the 
first time. 

322 For further discussion see in Chapter III, 
pp. 107 f. 

3 23 Ed. B. Parker, Iraq 19, 133 and PI. XXXII, 
cf. also K. Deller, Or. NS 35, 192 ff. 
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on these boys Minorsky quotes interestingly from Voyages du Chevalier Chardill 
(ed. Langles, Paris, 181 I), V, 470: 

" Derriere [Ie roi] sont ranges neuf ou dix petits eunuques de dix a quatorze 
ans, les plus beaux enfants qu'on puisse voir, richement vetus, qui font ~n 
demi-cercle derriere lui, et qui semblent de vraies statues de marbre, tant Ils 
sont immobiles, tenant les mains sur l'estomac, la tete droite et les yeux arretes." 

Minorsky adds that " these pages knelt qown as they served meals to the king". 

It may be argued that the ghulams of this kind-they are to be distinguished 
from the probable ghulam element of the raksuti (Section 14)-are to be seen in 
the" youths bringing in the provision for a royal banquet" of Gadd, The Stones 
of As.ryria, PI. 46b, and Barnett, As.ryriall Palace Reliefs, PI. ro6. From. the amo~nt 
of their wine ration (cf. p. I 17) it is likely that their number was ten as m Chardm's 
day, but certainly by accident. And we accept that they ~ay well have served 
certain dishes to the king; in this they would have acted m some degree as the 
counterpart of their" fathers" who served the wine. 

24. The niS ekalli: (2) the Housekeeping Staff 

This section is concerned with laMinutu in the second of its two aspects to which 
attention has been called above (Section 23). For the probability that LV.NINDA 

is to be read lahhinu in NA documents and for the evidence that, at least in Sargon's 
time lahhinus ~~re recruited from two separate orders of personnel, reference may , .,., . . 
again be made to the pre:rious discussion. It seems lIkely ~h~t. the prese?;2!ectlOn 
is specifically concerned WIth a eunuch body kno~n a~ laMz~am ara~ ekallz . 

In attempting to assess the work of the (a)labbznu m vanous penods, CAD ~/ I 
294 ff., saw the office as an administr~tive appointment with .complex dutl~~, 
although" in ..... NA temples the ala&&znu seems to have been a kmd of steward . 
About the same time P. Garelli, Les As.ryriens en Cappadoce, 2 I 8-220, concluded for 
the OA period: "L'alaMinum d'un prince etait en quelque sorte son econome. 
II assurait les fournitures en etoffes et en metaux divers. II recevait de l'argent ou 
des marchandises en depot .... " Subsequently, under the heading" akk. labinnatu 
= bibi. aram. lehell(t)a, , Verwalterin der Hofhaltung , ", Landsberger, Baumgartner 

Festschrift, I 98-2~4, advanced the claims of" Haushalter " and" Haushalterin _" f?r 
respectively the male and female holders of the office, and note? _that abrakkutu m 
the Annals was probably the literary term for the vernacular labznutu. In fact there 
is perhaps less divergence in the above conclusions than may at first sight appear; 
at all events it is as keepers or custodians of their master's properties and effects, 
or more generally perhaps as "house stewards" or "house-keepers", that the 
eunuch labbinus are presented in this account. 

Passages which throw light on the nature of their work are not numerous, but 

324 P. ISS, ii, 6, written LU.NINDA.MES-ni IR KUR whence also the plural labljiniini appears 
for the first time. 
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it is obviously necessary to include Ebeling, Stiftungen, 24, 8 ff., a passage discussed 
also by Deller, Or. NS 31, 226-227, and paraphrased in CAD A/ I 295. We read: 

uppe bur~u glSsikkiit glSdaliite pa-tu-u 
tu glu-bu-su su-kut-tu sa iliini gab-bu 
a-ma-ru mu-dam-mi-qa-a-ti 
giSsil-ta-be nadiinu (suM.nu) 
a-nu-ut biti gab-bu na-~a-ru 
lUlab-bi-nu pu-tu-bu na-si 

Despite a few uncertainties this is thought to mean: "The laMinu is responsible 
for the good repair(?) 325 of the door thongs,326 gold work and nails of the doors, 
for attending to the whole of the gods' clothing and jewelry, for presenting to the 
gods the mUdammiqiite and arrows (for their decisions by lot), 326a and for the safe
keeping of all the utensils of the temple." The passage relates' to temple responsi
bilities, but it would not be difficult to think that laMinus of a royal staff had keeper
ship duties of a similar kind. 

A further aspect of their work is illustrated by KAV 114, edited by Ebeling, 
Stiftungen, 29. In this letter the king writes (8-9) i-na mubbi na4musgarre sa ina bit 
lUlab-bi-ni, "concerning the musgarru stones which are in the (store)house of the 
labbinus ", and concludes (18-20), am-mar sa a-na dul-li na-da-a-nu tabu-u-ni id-du-nu, 
" they may issue as much as it is proper to give out for the work in hand". 

There are at least two texts also which associate laMinu and sakintu. For the 
first of these, ND 2309, 5-7, reference may be made to Iraq 16, PI. VII. But more 
instructive with regard to duties is the letter ND 2703 (ed. Saggs, Iraq 27, 28-29), 
which, with the necessary alteration of lusaknu to lUlabbinu in line 5, reads after the 
address: (5) 1 ulaMinu (NINDA) sa mi sa-kin-te (6) i-tal-ka,' iq-t£-bi-a (7) ma-a 
glSbutiiru( GIS.PA) (8) gIStup-ni-nu (9) ka-nu-nu da-sa-lu eri (10) sa ekalli,' sa-ar-qu, 
" A house steward of the sakintu(-princess) has just come to me, saying, ' a mace, 
chest, charcoal-burner and copper bath (?) belonging to the palace have been 
stolen'." The passage is thought to be relevant to the point at issue in that no 
official could more appropriately report on the theft of missing items than one 
responsible for their safe-keeping. 

25· The niS ekalli: (3) Men if the" Second House" 

As with the eunuch laMinus this section is likewise devoted to a single entry, 
that of the sa biti seni (or, sene). The group are found on PIs. 14, 9; 9, i, 13; and 
commonly, the writing being sa E II-e in all occurrences; authority for the vowel-

305 Thus suitably, but without real defence. 
326 A word UPPII meaning a small metal 

tube(?) used in medicine has been known since 
the publication of Thompson's AMT (see 
CAD H 195, and Salonen, Hausgeriite 46), whence 
Deller's " del' golden en Schliissellochkanale " is 
understandable but not convincing. For uppu (2), 
ex Sum. lib, as a small leather strap or thong 
associable with doors cr. W. G. Lambert, 
BWL 248-249. 

326a The reference is thought to be to a 
practice evidently familiar at Nuzi (H. Lewy, 
Or. NS I I, 210) and known among Arabs as 
istiqsam, whereby" various answers to a question 
to be decided by the gods were inscribed on 
arrows; these arrows were shaken in a quiver, 
and the answer inscribed on the arrow falling 
out of the quiver was considered the decision 
rendered by the gods ". 
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harmonized seni (from sani) comes from the bread lists (cf. p . 155) where the 
. corresponding entry is written [Sa bi-]rti' seni(sEN) -ri'. For the inference that such 

men are to be placed in the niS ekalli of royal households reference may again be 
made to ND 263 I (p. 28) where sa biti sene are included amongst niS bili personnel. 

What little is known of the group is derived mainly from procedural instructions 
for the feast of emirs (cf. Muller, MVAG 41/3, 75 ff., and above, p. 43) where 
they had the tasks of standing about the tables of the king's sons and the emirs 
holding either torches or fans-in the latter case presumably to dispel smoke and 
fumes since the event itself took place in winter (Tebet). From this evidence the 
CAD (B 296) use" footmen" as a translation and elsewhere" servants" (Z 133), 
and von Soden, AHw 134, has" Lakai " (Eng. lackey). 

However, it can now be said that these translations underrate the seniority of the 
sa bili sene. Thus PI. 1 I, 7 ff., for example, provides the sequence 

sa ekalli(sAL.E.GA~) 
quru-bu-ti 
lurab resi(GAL.SAG) 
[sa bit]i seni-e 

that is, they follow the queen, the guard of emirs and the Grand Chamberlain of 
the household, groups of the highest standing at the Assyrian court. Other tablets 
in the collection give them an equally high place; thus on PI. 9, i, 8 ff., the order is 
the queen, the harems, the court eunuchs, the sa biti sene, and the guard of emirs. 
The further point has to be made that, since the sa biti sene are mentioned on 
ND 6213 (PI. 41), which is dated to the mid-summer month of Ab (cf. in Chapter I, 
p. 3), men so designated were under no obligation to go on the annual campaigns . 

From the above considerations it becomes attractive to think that the sa hiti sene 
were emeriti (to use the Latin term)--old soldiers, probably emirs, whose days of 
campaigning were over. On this explanation their presence at the feast of emirs 
would be altogether understandable, although if we know what they might do on 
this day there is yet nothing to say of what they might have done on any other. 

As to their name, "the men of the Second House ", little can be said. A term 
bitu saniu is twice attested in Johns' texts (cf. dictionaries) as forming part ofa large 
dwelling-house, but it is not known what its main function was . A possibility that 
the bitu saniu of the wine lists is to be identified with the North-East courtyard of the 
Calah ekal miisarti adjacent to the workshops derives from a text noticed by Oates, 
Iraq 24, 22. 

26. The Cook-boys and their kind 

At the end of what is preserved of obv. col. ii of ND 2489, the larger of the two 
tablets which comprise the Sargon bread lists, there occur the following entries: 

[x] qa 
[ 

luSa GA-rSU'-nu 
[ltl]Sa billi-su-nu 

The first of these entries evidently concerned the" milk boys ", the capitalized 
GA probably reading zizibi- in the light of the equation GA.MES = zizibu of AfO 18, 
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329, I 17, and the writing sa zi-z[i]-bi[-su] of this volume, PI. 49, 14. With regard 
to the second line my feeling is that billu was" barley-water ",327 although it 
evidently could have a flavouring(?) of ukarsu. 328 In any event the sa billi-sunu ' 
were those who concocted it. 329 

The general pattern of such names, l(lsa x-su, is now well established and many 
examples are known. 33o Reference has already been made in this chapter to the 
sa g~~iite-su, " firewood man" (p. 30), to the Bab. sa nukuHi-su and Ass. sa nakassi-su, 
" pin-maker" (p. 6g), 331 and to the sa ballupti-sunu thought to mean" armourers " 
(p. 73)· In ABL 167, 17, there is mention of a sa siigiite-su who evidently made 
sacking or sackcloth (A. Salonen, Hausgeriite I, 18g, under siigu). Additionally, the 
sa kurri-su (uncertain) and the sa ~alli-sunu who worked on a leather product are 
recorded in ADD 953, iv, 3 and 5, as recipients of wool from the [(a)barakku's?] 
stores at Nineveh; and from ND rooog (this volume, PIs. 46 ff.) it is seen that the 
sa me-de-li-su, or " bolt-maker?" (line Ig), the sa a-ku-si-su 332 (line 22), the sa bit-li-su 
(line 23) and the sa bu-s[i]nimequ (line 24), were issued with appropriate items from 
the (a)barakku's stores at Calah. 

All of the above examples occur in NA texts, and the majority represent persons 
who found employment in royal households. The type itself has many parallels 
in NB, which include sa !iibti-su, " salt boy", sa mutiiqi-su, " the sweetmeat boy", 333 

and sa niisi-su whose" beers" involved dates, dried figs and raisins. 333a To the still 
enigmatic place names typified by Sa imiri-su for Damascus and Sa biri~su for the 
provincial capital of the rab saqi, there are now to be added from new texts 
uruSa ljiibi-su and uruSa riijiiti-su, both evidently lying in the province of Kurba'iI. 334 

Amid such a conglomerate of names-which do not claim to be exhaustive-it 
may never be possible to reconstruct anything but a general picture for the household 
of our interest. Whatever their numbers or their trades there is no case for supposing 
that the sa x-su personnel of a royal household messed together as a group; indeed, 
we have seen that there is already evidence to the contrary. But within the wine 
lists a group of " cook-boys" can be isolated, and they seem sufficiently of a kind 
with the class as a whole to warrant a statement here. 

The term in question is lupa-bi-za-ni (as it is written), which occurs in the wine 
lists on PIs. 26, 12, and 39, ND ro064, edge 3. As far as personally known the 
profession Piibizu occurs otherwise only in ABL 166, 3-a reference kindly brought 

32' Based principally on the same evidence as 
was presented by Mme. Cassin in RA 52, 21 f., 
who, however, saw billu as a kind of beer. 

328 See PI. 47, 23 . 
32. A note on billu will also be found against 

line 25 of Gadd's " At the Cleaner's" (Iraq 25 , 
187), but the bi-lam which inspired it seems 
probably to mean, "bring (the washing) back 
to me". 

330 Cf., into al., A. L. Oppenheim, ANET', 
278, note 8; JAOS, Supp. 10, note 29; JCS 21, 

244; and Landsberger, Baumgartner Festschrift, 
186 f. 

33' For a further example cf. ADD 619, 8, 
emending the copy, and ARU, No. 47, 8, 
accordingly. 

332 It is difficul! to pronounce judgment on 
the merits of ATUG.SI, Salonen, Hausgeriite II , 
176 f. , but the traditional reading of akusi is 
adopted in this volume. 

333 Sum. LU.ninda-ku,-ku, AfO 18, 83, 240, 
and translated" Konditor ", Landsberger, Baum
gartner Festschrift, 187; cf. also MSL XII, 10 I, 

159 and 239, iv, 12. 
333. Cf. authorities mentioned in note 330 , 

and AHw 761. 
334 ]. N. Postgate, Royal Grants, No. 27, I I 

and 10. For the sa riitiiti-su in a text from 
Assur, see A. Salon en, H~usgeriite II, 201. 
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to my attention by S. Parpola-and the obverse of the letter, as here newly 
interpreted, reads as follows: 

(I) 
(2-3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6-7) 
(8-g) 

a-na sarri be-li-ja 
arad-ka mIbaHi-il1upa-bi-zu 
ka-* babames 335 sa a-ber-u-ni 
a-na abi-ka aka(AK)-bu-u-ni 
abu(sEs)-u-a ina mub-bi de-e-ki 
mar(DuMu)-a-a ina pi-i-su !a-bi-ib, 

" To the king, my lord, your servant Ibassi-il, the piibizu. The kebab-(goats ?) 
meat which I prepare for you and which I used to grill for your father goes 
ah! u'a! at the killing, is slaughtered with bitterness and woe in its mouth." 

This passage, which the writer evidently sees as a fitting overture to the subsequent 
recital of his own griefs, already tells much about the verb pabiizu, and relevant also 
is ABL 49, rev. 13-16: ( I 3) iimiite (UD .MEs-te) an-na-a-te sa ka-nu-ni (14) immeru la 
u-sap-bu-zu UD.X.KAM (15) ina nu-bat-ti ka-nu-nu UD.XI.KAM UD.XII.KAM (16) SISKUR.MES 
dan-na-a-te, " (But) the grilling of sheep is not performed throughout the days of the 
kaniinu-festivaI. The kaniinu-feast is (scheduled) (only) for the evening meal of the 
tenth day; on the eleventh and twelfth days there are the danniite sacrifices." 
I We conclude that paljiizu in NA probably means ," to grill meat (over a charcoal 
fire) ", possibly on skewers in the traditional kabiibu technique, and that the piibiziini 
were" cook-boys" in this sense. Their craft still flourishes in many parts of the 
Eastern world. 

27. Some Men and their Animals 
A number of individual entries, found separated from each other in the wine 

lists and referring to groups not administratively related, may conveniently be 
brought together in this section. 

There is, firstly, in PI. 36, 13, a reference to " Il-eriba, the shepherd" (mDINGIR.SU 
L{l.SI[P]A). He was doubtless the same person as "Eriba-il, the shepherd" 
(mSU.DINGIR Lll .SIPA) who is mentioned on a tablet from the Governor's Palace 
(ND 471, Iraq 13, 113). It is only known of him otherwise that his" mess" received 
the daily wine ration of I qu-while he was in Calah. The fact that he is not 
mentioned elsewhere in the collection, and even on PI. 36 finds company, between 
rule-lines, with a messenger, may suggest that he was very much a man of the road. 

A new entry concerns the sa kalbimes or sa kalbiite(?), written -sa UR.KU.MES. The 
relevant lines are PI. 23, ND ro050 / 2, 6, and PI. 34, rev. 6. By the definition of the 
term itself they were the" keepers of the (king's) hunting dogs ", and some further 
details of the occupation, as on the dogs, may be obtained from one of the familiar 
palace reliefs of Ashurbanipal's reproduced on PI. 4(a). The entry mMa-~i-i[1 s]a 
kalbi of PI. 40, ND ro038, 3, evidently preserves the name of a senior keeper in the 
time of our documents. 

Concerned also with hunting, although of a different kind, were the usandus, or 

335 The text has KA.KAMES which is here emended to KA *KA.MES in the light of the 
corresponding verb of line 5. 
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"bird-catchers". They occur in the texts on PIs. 8, ii, 8; 12,5; and 7, lines 24-25. 
The latter reference is of importance, reading 

3 qa LlJ.MUSEN.DU.MES 
2 qa mAf;i-damiq LlJ.MUSEN.DU 

and from it one learns that, at the time of the New Year appointments-the opinion 
has already been expressed that the text concerned relates to this period- there 
were t~o groups of bird-catchers in the city. In fact the probability is that Ahi-damiq 
and hIS men were not regularly domiciled at Calah; like" Abda, the Aramean 
leather-worker", and" Musallim-Marduk, the weaver", it seems to have been 
the practice to describe certain external or extramural groups in terms of the 
name and profession of the senior man. But in any case the bird-catcher cannot 
normally have been a man of the city. He had to be far afield in the out-country 
~efore dawn, ~erhaps ~ven before city. gates were opened. In the Shamash Hymn, 
lme 142, he IS mentIOned along wIth other hunters: ina pu-un-zir-ri Iuusandu 
i-maf;-f;ar-ka, "With his bird net the fowler stands before you, (0 Shamash) "
and indeed by sunrise the best part of his day may have been over. 

Mr. D. Kennedy of Paris kindly permits me to quote from the manuscript of his 
" Note sur l'auspex hittite " : 

" Le MUSEN.DU n'a rien a faire avec les auspices. . . . Tous les contextes con
viennent a la traduction " oiseleur ": il jette un filet, il attrape des oiseaux, 
il a des oiseaux chez lui, il se trouve avec des pecheurs et des chasseurs,336 il a 
toutes sortes de filets et pieges pour exercer son metier et il a tres souvent 
affair~ aux volailles dans les textes economiques. II est plutot oiseleur que 
nournsseur ou garde d'oiseaux / volailles puisqu'on dipose d'autres mots pour 
designer ceux-ci." 

Our next group i~ i~ fact concerned with one of the " other words" just mentioned, 
namely, the musiikzl z!!ure or " bird feeders". Whatever the reason they do not 
appear as such in extant portions of the lists: perhaps they were included in the 
resident group of bird catchers mentioned above. 

From Nimrud texts three points can be made concerning bird feeders at Calah 
in ?ifferent periods. Firstly, from ND 2803,337 evidently an accounting summary 
of Issues from the rab kisite or fodder minister, and which mentions musiikil issure 
(in some part restored) in lines 6,16 and 26 ofobv. col. I, it is learnt that meai'for 
the king's birds was obtained from that source. In fact the same situation is deducible 
from the Alalakh ration texts where SA.GAL MUSEN.HA for birds or SA.GAL UZ.MUSEN 
for geese is frequently associated with fodder entries-for horse or oxen. 338 Secondly, 
the reverse of ND 3476339 evidently reads: 

napf;ar 8 *mu-sa-kil i!~ure 340 

napf;ar 2 siit 8 qa x x 
ka-aJa- (t [ u ], erased) -Ie 

336 That is, in lexical texts, not here cited. 
337 B. Parker, Iraq 23, PI. XXIX. 
338 As in D. J. Wiseman, ]CS 13, Nos. 243, 

7 ff. and 10 ff. ; 246, 26-27 ; 251, 5-6, etc. 

339 Wiseman, Iraq 15, PI. XIV. 
3 40 Read otherwise by E. Reiner, ]NES 19, 25. 
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whence it would seem that g/ kaJiitu, probably" farina", was in use as a bird 
feed. 341 Finally, and important for the location of the birds at Calah in at least the 
seventh century, is a phrase from the rab ekalli's archive, " fodder for the birds of 
the ekal miisarti" (reported by O ates, Iraq 2 I, I 10). A standard source for the 
domestic and certain wild fowl of ancient Mesopotamia is Landsberger's study in 
wa III, 246-268. 

In connection with larger animals it may be noted that a specialist group of 
" donkey-boys of the (royal ) stud ", Iuriidi imere sa ma'assi, occur only in the bread 
lists (p . 156, ND 2489, ii, 15), while one of the witnesses mentioned on the seventh 
century ND 2326 342 may serve to draw attention to the point that, whatever the 
reason, the muJiikil alpi does not appear in extant portions of the wine lists. It may 
be recalled that " 100 oxen and 1,000 calves" were provided by Ashurna~irpal 
on the occasion of the inaugural festivities at Calah in (probably) 879- 878 B.C. 343 

Esarhaddon 344 wrote: alpi immere ana niqUi beli-N u nap-tan sarru-ti-jd ina miit As-sur 
ri-i-tu !a-ab-tu u-sd-a~-b[it], " (the captured herds of) oxen and sheep I placed in the 
best pastures of Assyria for the sacrificial meals of my lords (the gods) and of my 
own royal mess". A musiikil alpe sa sarri was represented in Nebuchadnezzar's 
household. 345 

28. Proper Names 

Commonly in the wine lists, although only once in what is preserved of the 
bread lists, a number of individual groups are referred to by the proper name of a 
senior man (or woman) and not by a designation of rank or profession. With regard 
to the men whom they represent it is possible to make some progress towards a 
simple classification in general terms. 

Of assistance in the matter is the amount of the wine ration indicated against 
a given name. In a majority of cases the amount is either I sutu or I qu: thus one 
is permitted to think that persons so represented had either a high, or a relatively 
low, standing within the household. Section 2 has already considered the names 
of ~im-Ishtar, Adad-uballit and Mannu-ki-Adad who are presumed to have been 
emirs. But not previously mentioned are N abu-sartlU-ilani (PIs. I 7, 13; 20, 6; 
and 36, 9) who lived in the times of Adad-nirari III, and Shamash-na~ir (PIs. 13, I I , 
and 16, 50) whose references extend also to the reign of Shalmaneser IV. Both 
received a ration of I sutu-although in the case of Nabu-sarbu-ilani [ x] qa is also 
recorded-and I sutu was likewise the ration of mGab-bu[- ] who is mentioned 
on PI. 22, 20. It is reasonably certain, however, that this person was a deputy 
minister or specifically the deputy to the rab kariini whose title may be restored in 
the preceding line. 

By comparison proper names listed against a daily ration of I qu are far more in 

341 Cf. H. Otten, MDOG 94, 15, note 5 I ; 

AHw 466, under katu, "etwa 'Graupen''' ; 
also L. A. Moritz, Grain-mills and FLOUT in 
Classical Antiquity, 164- 165 (farina fed to 
pheasants in Roman times). 

3 .2 Published B. Parker, Iraq 16, 42. 
3 . 3 Wiseman, Iraq 14,43, 106. 
3 44 Borger, Asarhaddon, p. 106, iii, 35-36. 
3 45 E. W. Moore, Neo-Babylonian Documents in 

the University of Michigan Collection, No. 89, 18. 
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evidence. Of these entries it may be said that, if it is right to assume that I qu was 
the standard ration for a unit of ten men (cf. especially on pp. I 17 f.), then the 
proper names in many cases were those of " decurions" or rab usurte. This term 
probably even occurs in the lists on PI. 10, ii, 14, where I q[a] mdNabu-u-aja r[ab 
Io-t]e may suitably be restored; it is followed by five lines which have KIMIN in 
the equivalent end position, the measure of wine indicated being similarly I qu. 
The rab usurte, and Babylonian wakil usurte, is discussed by E. Salonen, BiOr XXV 3/ 4, 
160 (cf. also CAD A/ I 279), and the appointment has important associations with 
city gates, and presumably therefore with guard duties, as indicated by Borger, 
OLZ 63, 32, and Postgate, Royal Grants, 87, rev. 37. Nevertheless, not all the I qu 
entries can be regarded as referring to military personnel of this kind. Even if the 
senior man was still called arab usurte there are non-military aspects of the use of 
this term (Weidner, Tell Halaf, 33, note 54; CAD E, 365; Oppenheim, Centaurus 14, 
106 f.); and small groups of craftsmen, etc., are probably to be allowed their place. 

For the most part the proper names of the wine lists are of a normal kind, as may 
be seen from the transliterations of Chapter IV. A few which seem worthy of 
comment are the following: 

m r La '-im-rba '-ma-la, PI. 32, 9, probably harmonized from La-imbi-mala, and 
evidently meaning " He did not call once". It is likely that " he " meant the as 
yet unborn child. 

mlli-iz-qup-kini( GUB-n[i]), PI. 32, 13, a new name but composed of familiar 
elements and recalling the later Nabu-zuqup-keni, AP N 164 f. 

mMan-nu-ki-Di-is-dis, PI. 6, iii, 3, "Who is like Disdis?" The reading appears 
to be correct but no trace of a deity (?) Disdls has been found III the pertinent 
literature. 

mAmJba'-lji, PI. 24, 9, is probably a foreign name and of non-Semitic origin. 

mBur-zi-n[a-nJi, PI. 8, rev. 12, recalls the Burzinani of Postgate's Royal Grants, 87, 
rev. 34, and could even refer to the same man since both texts belong to the Adad
nirari III period. The name seems to be otherwise unknown. 

r Q,a-nu-un-tum, PI. I I, 19, is paralleled by the Q,anuntu which occurs twice on a 
late MA harem-list(?) from the reign of Ninurta-tukulti-Ashur published by 
Weidner, AiO 10, 42-43. 

[rp]a-pa-[ d]u-du, PI. 35, 13, appears to be new; although possibly masculine, 
the name has been indicated as feminine for reasons of spacing. 

29. The nif matati 

It is the task of this section to give some account of the principal foreign groups 
on the ration strength of the king's household at Calah during the period of the 
documents. The writing ni-is ma-a-ti which translates Sum. un-kur-ra-ke 4 in an 
unpublished fragment from Kuyunjik, K 5215, line 6, has determined the form 
of the first element in the phrase under discussion. 
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The list tabled below is panoramic in the sense that the names cover portions 
of two reigns and some thirteen years of time. Where the figure is preserved numbers 
may be determined from the wine ration which varies from 2 qu in the case of the 
Gutians (Q,iitiaju) to 30 qu (3 sati) in respect of the Elamites. A few broken entries 
are omitted, but with otherwise complete references the list is as follows: 

[kur AJn?-di-aju 7, iv, 3 
kurAra-ma-aju 6, iii, 10 
uruArap-lja-aju 6, iii, 2 

[uru]A-rap-lja-qju 3 I, 25 
kur Bdr-sip-a[ju] 38, 12 
[kU] r Dan-ni-aju 3 I, 23 
k [ur D] a? -ni-i sa bit-a-nim 12, 16 
kurElam-m[a-aju](u) 18,8; 36, 2 
kurGar-gaJmeP-aju u 18, .7 
kur[ij]a-rza'-za-aju 12, 18 
kurKaS-Sd-aju 6, iii, 9 
kurKu-mu-lja-aju 6, iii, 7 
kurKu-sa-a-e 20, 21 
kurMa-da-aju 26, 7 
kurMa-di-ra-aju 6, iii, 9; 31, 22 

kurMa-na-aju(u) 16, 51; 18, 16; 38, 9 
kurMe-li-d[a]-aju 16, 52 
kurMu-~irl*~ur-aju 12, 14 
[kurQ,]u-ti-[a]ju 31, 24 

kurQ,u-ti-a[ju] 40, ND 10038, 4 
kurSa-ma-al-ajuu 18, 18 
kurSa-me-ri-na-aju[u] 7, iv, 4; 18, 15 

kurSa-meri-na-aju 12, 15 
kurSi-in-g[i-ir-aju (?)] 26, 7 
kurSu-ba-aju 28, ND 1003 I, 4 
kur* Ur-dr-!a-aju 13, 13 

It may never be possible to determine all the circumstances which lay behind the 
presence of the above groups at Calah in early eighth-century times. The list contains 
many problems and not all of them are resolved in the arguments which follow. 
But in general it would seem that the majority of the groups mentioned were selected 
prisoners of war-and as such they possibly had two main functions. In the first 
place, being as foreign as the trees of the gardens and the animals of the zoological 
collections, as the musicians of the tabalkhanas and the princesses of the harems, 
their very presence was probably a necessary part of the exoticism of an Oriental 
court and the vanity of kings. In the second place they will have provided a force 
of skilled labour for royal building projects. 

With regard to the latter point it will be recalled from the several Esarhaddon 
cylinders 346 that the restoration of the walls, gates and palaces of Calah in 676, 

346 D. J. Wiseman, Iraq 24, 54 If. = R . Borger, Asarhaddon, pp. 32 If. ; P. Hulin, Iraq 24, 116 If. ; 
A. R. Millard, Iraq 23, 176 If. 
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and of the ekal masarti in 672, was undertaken ina niS ki-sit-ti matati sa ina tu-kul-ti 
clAHur beli-ja ik-su-da qa-ta-aja, "by the peoples of the conquered territories that, 
under the weapons of my lord Ashur, my own arms had conquered". About the 
same time Esarhaddon repaired also the ekal masarti at Nineveh, employing niS 
matati bu-bu-ut glsqasti-ja, "peoples of the (conquered) territories, captives of my 
personal staff". 347 Sennacherib was even more explicit, recording, 348 

te-ne-set kur Kal-di iliA-ra-me kur Man-na-aja kurQu_e U kur lji-lak-ku kur Pi-lis-ti U 
kurSur-ri sa a-na ni-ri-ja la ik-nu-su as-su-ba-am-ma < gISal-lu ) tup-sik-ku u-sa-as-si
su-nu-ti-ma il-bi-nu libittu, 

" I deported (from their lands) Chaldeans, Arameans, Manneans, (men of) 
Cilicia and Hilakku, of Philistia and Tyre, who had not submitted to my 
yoke; I made them to bear <mattock) and tupfikku and they made bricks." 

In the light of such passages it would seem that the niS (kisitti) matati were used 
principally as a labour force with tasks which included brick-making, building 
and perhaps stone-cutting. 349 A special assignment was the digging of the Patti-hegal 
canal in the ninth century: niS kisitti(KUR-ti) qati-ja saknat( GAR-nat) matati sa 
a-pi-lu-si-na-ni 350 ..• al-qa-a ina lib-bi u-Sd-a~-bit biritu istu iclZa-ba eliti(AN.TA) ab-ra-a, 
" My captive peoples and (other) personnel appointed by the countries that I rule . .. 
did I take; with them (ina libbi) I set to work (and) dug a canal from the Upper 
Zab ... ".351 Similarly Mesha, king of Moab, employed prisoners from Israel on 
the task of digging water channels for the city of" Qrchh ".352 

We may now turn to a brief discussion of some of the names provided by the list. 
I t seems firstly appropriate to think that the Manneans, who are three times 
mentioned, were captives from Adad-nirari's campaigns of either 808 or 807.353 
The Medes may have been brought to the city after any of seven dates in the same 
reign 354 when Media was the objective of the annual campaigns; on present 
evidence it does not seem possible to be more precise. During the Syrian campaigns 
of 806-804 stated objectives were respectively Arpad, which may be identified with 
Tell Rifa'at (cf. Chapter I, note 8), Hazaza (not identified), and Ba'li which has 
been identified with Baalbek (Honigmann, RLA I, 327-328), although this site 
has not produced any recognizable remains of pre-Roman date. Since kur[ lj]a_ r za '
za-aju looks a good restoration in PI. 12, 18, it is likely that prisoners were at least 
taken from the campaign of 805. 

Attention may next be directed to the entries which concern the Samerinaju, or 
" Samarians ". There is some doubt, raised by an a pparen t reference to m Ja-' a-su 
kurSa-me-ri-na-aja, "Joash, king of Samaria", in the new Rimah stela,35 5 as to 

34~ Borger, Asarhaddon, p. 59, 47-49, cf. Heidel
Oppenheim, Sumer 12, 28, 44- 46. 

348 Text of D. D. Luckenbill, Sennacherib, 104, 
lines 52 fr. 

349 As suggested above in Section 16. 
350 In a literary text probably to be regarded 

as a " desonant " form for apiliifiniiti. 
351 Text of the Ashurnasirpal Stela, ed. Wise

man, Iraq 14, 24 fr. , lines 33-37; cf. also Oppen-

heim, ANETa, 559, in some part re-interpreted. 
352 Moabite stone, line 25. 
353 Information from the eponym chronicle, 

cf. most readily RLA II, 428 (increasing dates 
by one year). 

35. 810, 801, 800, 794, 793, 790, 789. 
355 Ed. Stephanie Page, Iraq 30, 139 fr., and 

discussed further Or. NS 38, 457 f. 

PLATE I 



PLATE 2 

(a) Emirs, rabiini, of the king's mess in the time of Sargon, probably celebrating the sack of Mu~a~ir. 
[From Khorsabad.] 

(b ) Sargon's cupbearers, fa faqi, on the same occasion . [From Khorsabad.] 

PLATE 3 

(a) The fa mufezibati (?) in action, shooting from behind portable screens from which they may have 
taken their name. [From Khorsabad.] • 

(b) Men of Ashurna~irpal's nif ekalli, in various activities. [From the North West Palace at Nimrud.] 



PLATE 4 
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whether Adad-nirari III made one or two expeditions to Samaria. The problem 
of the presumed second expedition is complex, and there appears to be some con
fliction of evidence. However, there is little doubt that the king was in Samaria 
in 803 (sic). In this connection the stela records (line 4-5), ina istet satti kur Amurru itti 
kur .ffat-te ... ina sepe-ja Iu u-sak-nis, "in one and the same year I made Amurru 
and the Hatti land . .. to kneel at my feet", and the phrase ana mublJi tam-tim, 
" to the (Mediterranean) sea ", which the eponym chronicle enters for the year 803 
would be a suitable embracive designation for a western campaign in two parts. 
On this explanation the Samerinaju would have reached Calah in that year, and 
with them may have come also the men of Carchemish (Gargamisaju) and the 
Cilicians (Samalaju) who are mentioned with the Samarians in one of the texts 
(PI. 18). The Neo-Hittite states are represented also by men of Commagene 
(6, iii, 7) and Melidia (PI. 16, 52), but there is some uncertainty as to the proper 
interpretation of these entries. 

One further point has to be made regarding the captives' of the Samarian 
campaign(s) . If it is clear that Israelites had once drunk Calah's wine, one may 
wonder if men of Dan are also to be included in their number. The authority for 
this suggestion are the two entries [ku]rDan-ni-aju and k[urD]a?-ni-i sa bit-a-nim, the 
latter occurring on PI. 12, 16, immediately after an entry for the Samerinaju (12, 15). 
Whatever may be thought of the proposal the following points are relevant. Firstly, 
it seems difficult to read [ku]rDan-ni-aju inany other way and the signs k[ur] X ni-i sa 
bit-a-nim in any case represent a people not elsewhere recorded in cuneiform sources. 
Secondly, in the OT the Danites occur as had-Dani (five times) and [D]a-ni-i if 
correctly restored would correspond exactly to this form. Thirdly, it is not known 
how far Adad-nirari penetrated into Samaria-receipt of tribute is hardly the same 
thing as geographical conquest- but it is easy to imagine that captives should at 
least have been taken from the northernmost territory. No comment is offered on 
the phrase sa bitani, literally " of the interior". 

Of the remaining names Madiraju deserves the comment that it seems probably 
to be identical with the Mandiriiju of ABL 168, rev. 23, while groups of Mu~uriiju 
and Kusa(j)e, as Egyptians and Kushites, can only be regarded as captives if they 
should have come from representative communities of their countries living at the 
time in Western Asia. It may be noticed that the proper name Kiisi (written 
mKu-si-i) of Pis. 14,21, and 33,25, is doubtless to be regarded as a West Semitic 
form of the word " Kushite ", comparable to the OT Kusi. 

I turn finally to the last entry of the list, concerning the kur* Ur-dr-!a-aju (PI. 13, 13). 
In this connection the date of the tablet, 779, is important. This date represents 
the fourth year of Shalmaneser IV, and since, according to the eponym chronicle, 
campaigns in the first four years of this reign were directed against Urartu, it is 
not greatly surprising that Urartean prisoners should have been taken on one of 
these occasions. However, an additional importance of the document is that the 
Urar!aju are entered at the end of the tablet after a rule-line and no other foreign 
group is mentioned with them: Manneans, Medes, Samarians, all appear to have 
vanished from the scene. The evidence is not quite conclusive since the central 
portion of the tablet is missing. But it seems probable nevertheless that, at the 
beginning of the new reign, a general release of prisoners had been proclaimed in 
H 
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accordance with long-established tradition, and that the Urarteans were first 
prisoners of the new administration. 356 

It is noteworthy that the Elamites, or lUElam-ma-aju, are the one people apart 
from Babylonians who are mentioned on the bread lists (cf. p . 156, ND 2489, iii, IO). 

30. The Interpreters 

The preceding section will have made abundantly clear how many were the 
languages which were once spoken within the walls of Calah. Consequently it 
comes as no surprise to learn that, in the time of the wine lists, there existed a group 
of interpreters under "N ani, the interpreter" (mNa-ni-i ta[r ]_gu_ r ma ,[ -nu]) as 
indicated by PI. 32, line 8. In a recent study, 1. J. Gelb 35? has drawn attention 
to the numerous references which attest the existence of the profession in Meso
potamia in all periods, and shows that one of their activities was in large households 
which employed foreign personnel (pp. 95 and I03 ). On the evidence of his name 
Nani himself will have been an Aramean. 3 58 

Thus is concluded the present statement on the king's household in which one 
group only, namely, the sa ki-i!-ri sa dSamas of PI. IO, i, 26, and the ki-~IR ( = ki!ri ) 
sa dSamas of PI. 14, 14, and three other occasions, has proved resistant to enquiry. 

3 5 6 Cr. dictionaries under anduriiru (Jakiinu), 
and specifically E. Weidner, ZA 43, 120 ff. ; 
F. R. Kraus, Edikt, 195; arid A. Falkenstein, 
Gerichtsurkunden III, 91, under ama-ar-gi • . 

351 " The word for Dragoman in the Ancient 
Near East " , Glossa 2:1 , 93 ff. 

3 58 Cf. K . Deller, Or. NS 34, 475, under 
para. 4) . 

CHAPTER III 

ENLARGEMENTS OF THE PICTURE 

The five independent studies which follow arise more or .less direc~ly fro~ the 
findings of the previous chapter. The first is an attempt to mtegrate mto a smgle 
scheme the three most senior officials of certain households and departments, thus 
adding a new dimension in the proposed stratification of the Assyrian capital city. 
The second contributes a note on the Selap(p)aju. The third returns again to the 
all-important emirs, and as a probable guide for all periods lists the names ~nd 
titles of many of the emirs in the service of Esarhaddon(?) based on as yet unedIted 
texts from Nineveh. The fourth concerns the (a)bprakku and his establishment, based 
on new texts from Nimrud. The fifth is devoted to wine texts, the wine ration and 
other relevant details concerning wine at Calah, and will bring the thread of 
argument directly back to the wine lists before the transliterations of Chapter IV. 

I. TRIANGLES OF ADMINISTRATION 

To inaugurate the discussion of this section we may first refer back to the account 
given of the municipal authority early in Chapter II. In that account the first 
three officials of the organization were presented as : 

(I) the ljazannu 
(2) the sa muMi ali 
(3) the tupiar ali 

On the authority of ABL ISO (pp. 8 f.) the sa muljlji ali was seen also to have been 
a saniu, that is, a second-in-command, or deputy (to the city magistrate, bazannu). 

Comparison with the temple organization as given in Chapter II, PP: 2 I ~., 
reveals further that the three senior officials of a large temple may be hsted III 

order as: 
( I) the sangu 
(2) the sa muljlji biti (sa bit iIi ) 
(3) the tupsar biti 

In this instance also we believe that the second official of the three might equally 
be referred to as the sangu saniu, one argument being that only the latter official
and not the sa muljlji bili-is mentioned among the senior priests of the bit kimaljbi 
at Assur, as recorded in Chapter II, p. 23 . 

From the above examples a pattern is already beginning to form, and it finds 
support even in the king's household where the equivalent persons may be given as : 

• 
( I) sarm 
(2) sa muljbi ekalli = rab ekalli 
(3) tupsar ekalli 

95 
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Moreover, this table is additionally important because of its second line. The 
equation of MA sa mubbi ekalli and NA rab ekalli is already known (cf. E. Weidner, 
AfO 17, 263); it is paralleled also by sa mublji biti = rab hiti as indicated in 
Chapter II, p. 27 and note 106, and one may further propose the identity of 
sa mublji ali and late NA rab ali, which means that the latter official was a member 
of the municipal authority. It seems less satisfactory to take rab ali as a variant of 
rab alani (CAD AI I 389 f.) which indicated an official of the provincial authority. 

Accordingly a team of three persons consisting of, firstly, the man in command, 
secondly, his lieutenant or overseer or whatever an appropriate term should be, 
and, thirdly, his scribe, may be thought to have been in charge of town, temple and 
Household affairs in Neo-Assyrian times. The following tables may now suggest 
that a large number of other institutions had the same structure. 

The ekal masarti: 
(I) sarru 
(2) rab ekalli 
(3) tupsarru sa ekal masarti 

In support of (2) one may refer to the Nimrud evidence outlined ab0ve, p. 78, 
with notes 296 and 297. For (3), cf. ADD 1141 ( = TCL IX, 58), 57: mQ,ur-di-dAdad 
lutupsarru sa ekal ma-sar-ie sa uruKal-bi, "Qurdi-Adad, Scribe of the ekal miisarti 
of Calah ". 

The bitanu : 
( I) rab ekalli 
(2) sa mublji bilani 
(3) tupJar bilani 

The relationship of (I) and (2) has been alluded to in Section 4 of The King's 
Household (Chapter II, p. 46). The office of !upJar bitani is known to me only from 
ADD 575, 7, reading PN llIA.BA bit-an-[niJ. 

The MMnu: 
( I) rab resi 
(2) rab biti sa rab resi 
(3) tupJarru sa rab resi 

ND 496 (copy Wiseman, Iraq 13; PI. XVII), lines 35 and 37, provides authority 
for (2) and (3) and the latter OCCllrs independently in ADD I 141 ( = TCL IX, 58), 47. 

The Queen's household: 
( I) sa ekalli 
(2) Crab bili sa sa ekalliJ 
(3) tujJsarru sa sa ekalli 

As far as is known, (2) is not yet established. For (3) cf. ADD 185, edge I, and 
ibid. I I41 ( = TCL IX, 58), 45. 

The provincial authority: 
(I) bel pibati sa GN 
(2) saniu(-su) = rab biti sa GN 
(3) tupJarru sa bel pibati sa GN 
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For (2) relevant passages are ADD 59, I4; 1141, 55; and ABL 746, 8- g, etc. The 
entry under (3) is attested by ADD 1141, 43, mKab-ti-i IU!upsarru sa IUbel pibati sa 
uruKal-bi, and it is to be noted that the tupJar ali of the municipal authority might 
have a title of similar pattern, e.g. lL-zal-bad-da tupsarru sa lubaziini uruNinua, 
ADD 814, 14. The scribe of the military governor is represented by the IU!upsarru sa 
llisakin mati of a late NB text, Weidner, AfO 16, 42, No. 8, 15. 

The bit sukalli 1 : 

( I ) sukallu (dannu l rabiu) 
(2) sukallu saniu 
(3) tupJarru sa sukalli 

(I) and (2) require no comment. For (3) one may note the evidence of ADD 161, 13, 
where a certain Nabu-etir is seen to have had the title stated (written LlJ.A.BA sa 
SUKKAL) . 

The royal stables: 
( I ) rab urate 
(2) saniu sa rab unite 
(3) !upJarru-su 

( I) has been discussed in connection with the king's mess and in Section 9 of the 
King's Household. 2 (2) is of common occurence in ADD: in particular a certain 
N abu-eriba who was a saniu sa rab urate at Nineveh between at least 67 I and 660 B.C. 

is found as a witness on no less than 18 documents of the period. 3 For (3) cf. ADD 
1030, iii, 10. 

The ministries: 
(I) rab karani (etc.) 
(2) saniu-su 
(3) tupsarru-su 

For the scheme as a whole reference may be made to ABL 42, rev. 11-12, already 
quoted above, p. 72, la-a lurab kariini la-a lusani-u-su la-a tupJarru-su, " neither the 
wine minister nor his deputy nor his accountant". It is presumed that other 
ministries were formed on similar lines but documentation at the present time is 
far from complete. 

With the above schemes three further tables may be cited for comparison, the 
first being Old Sumerian. This table is taken from Salonen, Agricultura, 290, where 
the three senior officials of land administration in the Sargonic and Pre-Sargonic 
periods are given as: 

(I) sabra-e 
(2) nu-banda 
(3) dub-sar-mab 

In this scheme (I) is translated" Superintendent" and (2) " Inspektor ", although 
it is the plural form, nu-banda-me, which is actually presented. Attention may 

I An invented term. 
• Cf. above in Chapter II , respectively pp. 37 

and 53. 

• Further details may be found in K. L. 
Tallqvist, APN, '49. 
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also be directed to the two schemes for the Dr III period present in Salonen, ibid., 
P·29 1 . 

We turn secondly to the royal household in ancient Israel where the three senior 
members may be given as : 

(I) 1'~n 
(2) n':Ii1'31 ,w~ 
(3) ,£)on 

The list corresponds closely to that given for the Assyrian king's household, presented 
in the third of the tables given above. For many details concerning (2) and (3) 
reference may be made to R. de Vaux, Les Institutions de l'Ancien Testament (= Ancient 
Israel,' its Life and Institutions), Chapter VII. From the comparison it will be seen 
that when Rezekiah (II Kings xix, 2) " sent Eliakim, the majordomo, and Shebna, 
the scribe .. . unto the prophet Isaiah", he was in fact sending the second and third 
officials of his household. It seems likely, however, that the Reb. 'aser 'al hab-bayit 
represents the Ass. sa mubbi ekalli = r-ab ekalli rather than the sa piin ekalli as de Vaux 
suggests. Similarly the title 'aser 'al hii-'ir 4 which occurs once only in II Kings x, 5, 
was probably the same appointment as the Ass. sa mu&&i iili. 

A final point of comparison is found within the divans of certain Arabic and 
Persian administrations, the officials concerned being: 

( I) the w jvazir 
(2) the mushrif 
(3) the mustaufi 

1n the above scheme (I) represents the" minister" of the department, (2) was an 
assistant minister commonly translated either" inspector" (as Minorsky, Tadhkirat 
al-muluk, 134) or "overseer" (ibid., p . 140), and (3), as still to-day, was the 
" accountant". 

It may be noticed, as a concluding thought, that the scribe or accountant appears 
as " third man" in all of the quoted schemes. One may wonder therefore if it is 
simply by coincidence that the" third men (of the chariot) " and a group of scribes 
occur together in PI. I 9, Edge, 1-2. 

2. THE Selap(p)iiju 

The second enlargement of the chapter concerns the proposal made briefly 
above in Chapter II, 5 that representatives of a foreign people called in Akkadian 
the Selap (p)iiju were iron-smiths originating from the land of the Chalybes (Greek 
XaAvI3ES) in the Pontus area south of the Black Sea. 

In fact, one of the main problems of the word has been that, while it is obviously 
a gentilic formation and will thus indicate a people, its use in a majority of contexts 
is clearly to indicate the members of a specialized craft. Evidence in support of the 
latter point is provided by the entry of K.4395, ii, 2,6 where lliSelapPiiju is followed 

'Cf. de Vaux in Chapter VIII, Section 5, 
" Local administration ". 

5 P. 65, in Section 17. 
G Babyloniaca 7, PI. 5 = MSL XII, 238. 
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in a list of the NA professions by the 1likutimmu, "silversmith ", and llipurkullu, 
" stone-cutter". The point is also upheld by ND 2728 (ed. Parker, Iraq 23, 
PI. XXIV and p. 46) where Selappiij[u] are listed between two kinds of carpenter 
(NAGAR = nagiiru, nan jmgiim). Further, on ND 10009, 34 (this volume, PI. 47), 
occurs the line [lliS]e-lap-pa-aju [L ]U.SIMUG.URUDU LU.NAGAR.MES ... , i .e. the 
SelaPP4ju are placed in the company of bronze-smiths and carpenters. 

Additionally we may turn to new evidence from the wine lists. On PI. 12, the 
two entries of lines 9 and 12 read : 

] a-na lliSe-la-pa-aju ti-~a-bu 
[I ? DUG.S]AB a-na LU.SIMUG AN .BAR ti-!a-bu 

and in this connection it is also important to note the entry of PI. 5, ii, 4- 5 : 

[I] DUG.SAB mSUl-m[ a-l]a-mur 
a-na fiX x AN.BARzll te-!a-bi-rsu?' 

It is unfortunate that both ti-!a-bu and te-!a-bi in these passages remain to be 
explained. 7 But in that the term is once associated with iron-smiths, once with the 
Selappiiji1, and once- which may be saying the same thing-with a proper name 
which appears to contain the element b jparzil, "iron", the theory has obviously 
to be tried that the Selappiiji1 were iron-smiths also. 

To think of a people of such a name who had a knowledge of iron is at once to 
remember the Chalybes who were famous in their day for this skill. Aeschylus 
in his Prometheus, 7 I 5, mentions 01 <n51lPOTE1<TOVES XaAvl3ES "the iron-working 
Chalybes ", and speaks of their iron as XaAv\jJ, ibid., 133. In Xenophon, Anabasis, 
V, v. I, one reads of " the Chalybes, a people few in number and subject to the 
Mossynoecians, most of whom earned their livelihood from working in iron ". 
Strabo, in his Geography, 12, 3, 19, explains that the mines in the (Pontus) region 
are situated in the wooded mountains immediately above the narrow seaboard. 
As a further classical source Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology VIII, 78, and 
IX, 202, mentions Pseudo-Aristotle, de Mir-ab. ausc. 25- 26, and supplies many 
references to works of modern research in his chapter on " The early story of iron" 
in the latter volume. One general conclusion (IX, 2 16) is, " It would seem from 
the archaeological evidence that the earlier stage of iron-working, the production 
of wrought iron from the bloom obtained from ores, was an achievement of the 
mountain region of Armenia (between Taurus and Caucasus)". This general 
statement is repeated on p. 2 I 9, where the possibility of the Chalybes being the 
original developers of iron is considered- and left open. 

In suggesting an identification with the Chalybes it has necessarily to be supposed 
that the initial s of Selappiiji1 anciently represented a sound whose exact nature it 
would be difficult to define, but which was foreign to Akkadian. 8 With this proviso 
the correspondence of root letters is obviously close. It is relevant also that examples 
of the term in Akkadian do not appear to antedate the iron age: the earliest 

, So far as the form goes, liJabu appears to be 
the Assyrian infin . 1/ 2 of aJiibu, " to add, be or 
become additional", etc., but it is difficult to 
take the suggestion further. 

8 Conceivably it was ' ks' or x, and one may 

note that, while Gk. chi normally corresponds to 
Semitic kaph, in medieval Arabic and Syriac 
MSS. of the Melkite (Byzantine rite) community 
this letter was regularly transliterated as f 
(information of Dr. Sebastian Brock). 
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reference in time is possibly the entry lUSe-lap-pa-ja-u of KAJ 188, 22 (cf. E. Ebeling, 
MAOG VII 1/2, 29), which formed part of the Ninurta-tukulti-Ashur archive of 
the mid-twelfth century B.C. 9 Furthermore it seems clear from the Xenophon 
passage that iron-working was a central industry of the country and this may 
explain the problem of why the single term Selappiiju came to indicate both a people 
and a profession. 

But a final argument for the identification derives from an examination of certain 
" Chalybic " proper names. Actually the names of those indicated in documents as 
being Selappiiju are for the most part Assyrian, and it is perfectly understandable that 
many such families who found employment in Assyria were destined in time to 
become fully integrated into their adoptive country. A few names, however, seem 
undoubtedly to be foreign. They include : 

mBa-ti-i-ti l(ISe-la-pa-aju, ADD 125, rev. 2 
mBE-a-su lUSe-lap-pa-aju, ADD 50, rev. 4 
mBE-rki ?'-ja lUSi-lap-pa-ja, KAJ 300, 5-6 
mlja-ba-a l(ISe-lap-pa-aju, BT 106, 18 (Parker, Iraq 25, 86 ff.) 
mUR-ni-i lurab Se-lap-pa-aju, BT 106, 16 (Parker, Iraq 25, 86 ff.) 

The above names-and it is to be noted that the last two stem from Balawat
provide too inadequate a sample for accurate linguistic analysis, but nothing would 
seem to prevent their being " Chalybic" which, on general considerations, one 
might expect to have been a Caucasian language. 

Of the interesting proper name mx X AN.BARzll of PI. 5, ii, 5, we are content to 
say that the very unusual complement zil to AN.BAR may well indicate that the 
reading is the foreign word b / par zil, " iron", and not the Akk. loanword par zillu ; 
and that since both the Hittite and Hurrian languages have known words for iron 
of other etymologies one could easily advance the hypothesis that b / par zil was a 
word native to Chalybic. 

3. THE EMIRS OF AN ASSYRIAN KING 

In Bezold's Catalogue, Vol. I, 274, the tablet K. I 359 is described as "Part of 
a list of names of officials accompanied by their titles. The purpose is not yet 
known". Earlier Bezold published a type-set copy of the text in PSBA XI (1889), 
PIs. IV-V, describing it on p. 287 as " another list of' names and titles of Officers' 
. .. in which the names of the officers occurring seem to be neither arranged according 
to a geographical, nor to a chronological, nor to an etymological order of enumera
tion, nor according to their rank". With the addition of K . 13197 subsequently 
joined, the text was republished by Johns in ADD II, 857. 

As far as we are aware no edition of the text has yet been given. But a sufficient 
reason for doing so here is provided by the heading of the section, and we may 
consequently hope to gain new insight into the variety of the offices which might 
be held by emirs in Assyrian times. In the light of the emirate theory it will be 
possible also to make a suggestiori concerning the real purpose of the text. 

The following transliteration may thus be given. It has been made directly 

• Other references are usefully collected in S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms, 333. 
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from the original and logograms have been rendered into Assyrian so as to assist 
the quick identification of the professions. For convenience the reconstruction 
follows the line numbering of Bezold and Johns, although this is not ideal in all 
respects. 10 

5 

10 

20 

35 

Col. i 
[ 
[ 

]-ni 
] x a 

Some I I or 12 lines are missing here 
mD[a
mSepe-[ 
mAs-sur-[ 
mdNabU X X [ 

mdNabU-zer[ - ] 
m Mu-se-:zib-As-sur 
mRem-a-ni-Bel(BE ) 
mU U iq-bi b 

m Dan-nu-Nergal (UGUR) 
mpI-la-an-za-zu 
mdMES X [ X ] 

mdSamas-x [(x) ] 
mBel-na~ir 
m[x] x [ X X ] 

mx [ X X ] a/za 
md[ X X ] X 

md[ X x] X 

mAs-sur-[ ] 
mDU X [x] X 

mRem-[ a-ni-i]lu 
mpAP [ X (x) ] X 

mdNabU X [ X ] X 

m Bab [ila]ju t 

m Mu-se-[ zib-As-s]ur 
mSa-la-x [(x)]-ru 
mx X [(x)] X 

m[x X X (x)] 
m[x X X (x)] 
mlStar-na'dat(xv I) 
mAb-di-Li-mu 
m Bel-ab-u~ur 
mdNabu-dur-u~ur 

mdNabU-ab-iddin 
mlSdi-Nergal 
mSi-lim-ili 

lusaknu( GAR-nu) 
luquru-butu 
lumukil appati • 
[lU] ditto 
[Sa] resi(LlJ.SAG) C 

[lUsa] sepell 
l[UX x ] X d 

[lusak]nu([ GAR ]-nu) 
l(1[ x x ] 
1 Ubil glsmugirri ( GIGIR) 

lusukallu 
lusaknu 
luditto I-tu-'a 
luquru-butu 
sa resu ummi sarri e 

lusaknu mar sarri 
luditto ditto 
lUbarakku(AGRIG) ummi Iarri 
lilsa pan ekalli(KuR) ditto 
luquru-butu 
sa risi(LlJ.SAG) C 

lusaknu 
leU] tas!isu(III-SU) 
lUGUR.A[B].BA 
l('ditto ummt sarri 
[1] urab ki-<~ir> ditto 
fa r[esi](Lll.sAG) C 

1 u tas[ !isu] (III [ -su] ) 
sa refu u [mmi sarri (?)] e 

lutasliSu ma[r sar ]ri 
lurab ki-#r rab r[eSJi 
luditto mar sarri 

10 It is to be noted that, in col. I, where there systems, the numbering of Bezold has been 
is a difference of one line between the two followed . 
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5 

10 

20 

30 

35 

mdNabu-mu-se-si 
mArad-dE-a . 

DlX X DU 
mX X 
[mx (x)] X 
[mx ]-nu 
[mX X] PAP 

[mdx (x)]-bel-sumati b 

[m ] x e 
[mIS]di-lStar (xv) 
[m]Arad-Na-na-a 
[m]Sa-nu-nu 
[m] Gu-lu-su 
[m]Rem-a-ni-IStar (xv) 
[m]SepeII-Adad(x) 
[mKa]b ?-ti-ili 
m[x] X iq-bi 
mx [X X X] 
md[ X X X ] 
mx [ X X (X) ] 
mNun [X X] 
mdx [ X X ] 
mdNa[bu? X X ] 

mGur?[ X X ] j 

mSa-am X su 
[m]x X [X] X 
[m]x X [X (X)] 
[mr A'-daJ a' 
r m d' N abu-sar-u~ur 
m [IS] di-ablze 
mdr AHur ?'-na~ir 
mdNabu-sa-lim 
mSa-lam-a-nu 
m[ AJS-sur-sar-u~ur 
m Mu-tak-kil-As-sur 
mGa_r da '-'i 
m Man-nu-ki-abbl 
mISdi_dSin 
m SUl-mu-Bel-la-as-me 
m dSin-sar-ilani mes 

m Tar-bu-un-da-pi-i 
mDa-ni-i 
m Mu-se-zib-As-s[ ur] 
m Arha-il[ -aju] 
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1usani-u rab /upfarri(A.BA) 
1ukalu 

Col. ii 

lllquru-butu 
llltaslisu mar sarri 
lUquru[ -but]u 
lllsaknu X X g MES 

1 uquru-butu 
1usa bit GUB I 

lu[rab ki-~ ]ir rab rlSi 
1tlsa [b]it saknuti 
lllquru-butu 
1urab ki-~ir rab resi 
1usaknu J-tu-'a 
1 ubel g\smugirri ( GIGIR) 

1tltaslisu (m-su) 
lu ditto 

(blank) 
[Sa res]u ? um[mi sarri] 
J (Iquru-butu mar sarri 
lllditto ditto 
lUquru-butu 
1tlsaknu Gu[r-r]i 
1 urab ki-#r mar sani 
1 uquru-butu 
1ubel glSmugirri 
lupetiu (NI.DUJj) k 

1 umar * sipri ? 1 sa rab resi 
1tlsa sepell 
[1 ti r] ab ki-~ir rab resi 
1[,.. ] r sarri' 
l[tIX] X X 
1 [tiq]uru-butu 
l[urab] ki-~ir ummi sarri 
l[U (X) ] X mar sarri 
l[ti (X) ] X ummi Jarri 
l[u]quru-butu 
lllJaknu 

(no entry) 
1 (Inulzatimmu ( MU) 

(no entry) 
lllJaknu - urux (X) m 

l[U!U ]pJarru (A.BA) 
[HI ] X 

[lU ] X 

45 

5 

10 
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mX [Z]I.ZI.GA 

m[d]Nabu-sar-u~ur 

m [ La-] qi-pu 
m[d]MES-Sar-u~ur 

m[ Mu J-se-zib-il 
mSa-di-du 
m Bu-lu-zak / q-ru 
mAr-ba-aju 
m Abi-duri ( PAP. BAD ) 

m Abi-duri ( P AP . BAD) 

(no entry) 
1urab karani 
lUquru-butu 
lllditto mar sani 
1una-ki-su 
lllquru-butu 
sa resi(LtJ.SAG) C 

1ubel pibati(EN.NAM) 
lugal-da-ni-ba-te 11 

1urab ki-~ir mar sani 

Col. iii 
fiX [ X X (x)] 
mdAdad[ X X] 
mZi-z[i-i (?)] 
mu-pa-qa[ ] 
mSepeILx [( )] 
rnSa-bu-lu 
rnx MES SU 
r m'[ ] 

[m ] 
m[dx (X) mu-dam ?-]mi-iq 
[mx X X ]-gi 
[mx X X J-sir 

[1 u] rab ki-~ir rab reJi 
[1] llquru-butu mar Jarri 
[1] upetiU(NI.DUJj) k 
[l]usaknu 
[1] unubatimmu 
[1] upetiu (NI.DUJj) 

[luta JSliSu ummi sarri 
lti[q]uru-butu mar san'i 
H'sak-nu 

ditto 
lusaknu Elam-ma-aju 

ditto ditto 
5 lines are here missing or fragmentary 

rndNabU-sar-u~ur [luX (X) umm]i sarTi 
mdNabu-kilJ a'[ -ni] rHlmukil' [ap ]pati 

20 mBu di X [(x) ] [lUnu Jbatimmu Elam-ma-aju 12 
rnd lStar-du[ri] [1] t'quru-butu 
mA-ta[ - ] lupetiu(NI.DUJj) k 

[m]x [X X ] [l]urab rki'-~ir 

[m]x u X [L]V.GIS.GIGIR DUJj.MES 

25 [m]x abu(AD)-u-ra' LV ditto ditto 
[mA]-da-la-a LV ditto ditto 
[mBe]l-ipuJ(DU-US) LV [x] 
[mx ]-sum-ukin( GEN-in) ltipetiu(NI.DUJj) k 
[m Mu ]-se-zib-il lusani-u rab radi kib-si 

30 [mdM ]Es-eriba(su ) luquru-butu 
[m0tr ]-di-As-sur 13 lusaknu [m Jar sarri 

11 For this reading cf. CAD D 87 and G 20, 

but noting that *gal-da-ni-be must be read as 
gal-da-ni-bat / bata in the light of the several 
syllabic spellings now attested for the ending 
-ba-te. The profession had possibly to do with 
the large-scale husking of barley by a roasting 
process (discussed by L. A. Moritz, Grain-mills 
and Flour in Classical Antiquity, Oxford, 1958, 

xxi- xxii)-like the fa 11lutJ!Ji qalt1te ? 
12 The restoration has been largely inspired 

by the lunulJatimmu kurKal-da-aju of the wine 
lists, PI. 6, iii, II. 

13 In theory a restoration [mMu]-fallim-Af-fur 
would seem equally possible, but both Bezold 
and Johns restore in the form stated. 
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m[SuJl-mu-Bel lursa'sepell 
mMa[nJ-nu-ki-lStar-le'i 1tl ditto 
m[1] l-duri IUsa bit GiJBI 

35 [m [IJ ubel glSmugini 
[m(x x)J x As-sur lura[bJ r SIPA ?'.MES 

[mx (x) ]-dAdad(IM) IUbel glsmugir[ri] 
mKin(GEN)-a-ni-lStar Itlrab ki-~ir mar sarri 
mMa[n]-n[u-k]i-As-sur Itlmukil appati 

40 mSarru(LUGAL)-nu-ri IUbel glsmugini 
mpap-pu-u lu ditto 
mdNinurta(MAs)-DING[IR ?J luquru-butu ummi sani 
mMar-du[k x (x)J IUbel glSmugirri 
mA fi [ ] [IUJx x san 

45 m[ J [IU ] ummi sarri 
[m J [f]a resu ummi sarrie 
[m]x x [ x J x lurab nikass£ mar sarri 

Col. iv 
mMan-nu-ki-sarri(LUGAL) lumukil appati 
mdNabU-sum-iddina UJ.GIS.GIGIR DUij.MES 

m Sarru (xx) -lu-da-ri ltlmukil appati 
mdNabu-dajjan(DI.KuD) ltlrab ki-~ir 

5 mBiri(BIR)-ja-ma-a Itlmukil appati ummi sarri 
mPal-~u-u-se-zib IU[ X X ].MES 

mArad-dNabu lurab ki-~ir mar sarri 
mlja-a-si-ku Itltaflifu mar sarri 
mdNabU-sar4-u~ur lurab ki-~ir mar sarri 

10 mIl-ta-da-aju lumukil appati ummi sarri 
md Marduk-eriba lurab ki-~ir rab r[ esiJ 
m Ub-bu-ku lUditto mar [Sarri] 
mMar-di-i Itlditto [ditto] 
mrdSamas-sal'-lim ltlsani-u rab x [(x)] 

15 mx [ ltlrab rt?' [ ] 
mNergal-u-ba[l-li!J [Itl J 
mBel-sar4-U~Ur [It I ] 

mA bi-lisir (AD . GIs) I[tl J 
• du or lI]i b read possibly Sarru-iqbi although the two initial signs are indeed spaced out as 

properly indicated by Bezold C for reading cf. Chapter I , note 18 d traces resemble kak / du 
(Bezold) rather than IIi (Johns) e unless sa res ummi sarri should be read r writtenffiKA.DI[NGIR.RA]-
r aju' g po~sibly r DU' h cf. Johns and Bezold: the tablet is now less well preserved at this point 
I the professIOn concerned seems only to be attested by ii , 6 and iii 34 of the present text· on the 
evidence of ii, 6 alone IU$a-bit sumeli could have been read and in~erp~'eted as a guard" ;tationed 
on the (king's) left ", but iii, 34 is against the suggestion j a sign se appears to have been written 
interline~rly (?) above an~ to th.e right of this name k for th~ reading cr. in Chapter II, note 2 
I u~certam: the text has sun which does not seem to be appropriate m the dash represents a short 
~onzontal stroke, not thought to be appropriately conveyed as ilia n restoration difficult, but final 
sa seems to be clear. 

An opinion as to the identity of the persons mentioned in the above list has already 
been expressed. Our approach is that, although there is much variety amongst the 
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professions, yet none is of a low or even of an intermediate status. There are, for 
instance, no professions which concern nif ekalli personnel and none also involving 
craftsmen, musicians or accountants. Additionally it will be observed that priests 
find no place in the list, there is no mention of the various members of the municipal 
authority, and the only representatives to be included of the provincial authority 
are the governors. Indeed, since at least the saknus of the text, and the several 
qurubuti, and doubtless all the rab ki~ri officers, and such ministers as the barakku 
ummi sarri (i, 23) and the rab karani (ii, 44) were emirs, there would seem to be a 
good chance that the list was largely concerned with men of this order-although 
we think the preferable analysis must allow a division into the two groups of emirs 
and court eunuchs. Thus interpreted one may suitably suggest that the occasion 
which the text celebrates is the feast of emirs to which attention has been drawn on 
pp. 43 and 85 above. In terms of this theory the apparent lack of systematic 
order in the text could also be explained . It would obviously be appropriate that 
the participants of such a feast should mainly sit with men of other professions. 

It is not known whether our tablet is complete in itself or whether it is not rather 
the second tablet in a series of twO (?).14 In either case the number of the emirs 
of an Assyrian king is seen to have been considerable, and at Calah perhaps only 
rooms Band F of the north-west palace, which once housed Ashurnasirpal's famous 
reliefs,15 could easily have accommodated for a meal during a winter month any 
gathering of such a size. It may be noted also that although many emirs of the 
text belonged to the households of either the queen mother (ummi sarri) or the 
crown prince (mar sarri), curiously the queen herself is not mentioned. It seems at 
least permissible as an interpretation to suppose that she was no longer alive at 
the time of the document. 

4. THE TREASURER AND HIS DEPARTMENT 

The position is taken that behind all the ministries of such a city as Calah, and 
in the position of first administrative official to the king, stood the powerful figure 
of the (a)barakku (rabiu ), or " the Treasurer". 

As yet the above translation is not in general use- but three reasons may be 
advanced in support of it. The first is that, from the new texts presented on 
PIs. 46 to 50, it is now clear that the barakku was responsible for the receipt and 
disposal of ilku-tax and namurtu gifts so that the rendering of" Treasurer" would be 
suitable to this responsibility. Secondly, one of the same texts (cf. below) indicates 
that the barakku held stocks of copper, URunu, and on the reverse of ND 10010 on 
PI. 43 the barakku is mentioned, if obscurely, in connection with several kinds of metals 
or metal ores. Thirdly, the new texts all come from the ekal masarti at Calah (room 
NE 50), which has many affinities with the so-called" Treasury" of Persepolis 16; 
accordingly the designation of Treasurer would suitably recognize the association. 

14 Of published pieces ADD II, Nos. 833, 839 
and 840 appear to belong to an associated text. 

15 For the location cf. most easily Mallowan, 
Nimrud, Maps, Plans and Sections, No. III. 

16 The latter site consists of "a block of 
buildings which are identified by their contents 

as royal storehouses and armories. The character 
and value of many finds justify the term 
, Treasury' . Architectural features support the 
identification". (E. F. Schmidt, The Treasury 
of Persepolis, OIG 21 , 17.) 
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We conceive it to be the task of this section to describe the new texts concerning 
the barakku, without, however, entering into a discussion of every point which they 
raise. Initially, therefore, we take the three texts of PIs. 46 to 50, which in fact are 
probably two in that the obverse and reverse of ND roo I 2 (PI. 50) are likely to 
provide the beginning and end ofND rool3 (PIs. 49 and 50). As thus reconstructed 
this tablet is much more fragmentary than ND roo09 (PIs . 46-48), which is the 
second tablet of our concern, but it may usefully be described first. 

The heading (line I ) is quite explicit. It reads: 

il-ka-ka-afti' sa Ii1barakku ina ekalli sU[M-u-ni] , "ilkakati which the Treasurer 
has issued from the palace (stores) ". 

The ilkakati, if not alaktu, were ilku-dues (on this term see particularly the material 
in CAD I I] 73 ff.), and we learn that such dues were called ilkakati when they came 
into the barakku's stores and were still called ilkakati when they were subsequently 
distributed. The stores in question most probably involved a number of separate 
magazines. Those centrally situated in the south-west courtyard perhaps qualify 
for consideration in connection with the more valuable items of the Treasurer's 
charge. 

The text then continues with the record of outgoing amounts of grain indicated 
as SE .KUR6.MES, which for several lines after line 8 of ND roo 13 concern special 
issues for (the king's) animals . Thus line 9 specifies an amount a-na 22 SAL.ANSE. 

KUR.RA.MES x [ ]," for 22 [pregnant?] mares ", while in line 12 a total of 
742 homers, divided into two quantities of apparently 372 and 370 homers (lines 
ro- 11),17 are shown as made over to 1 uradi muru (us DUR) sa ma-' af si', " the keepers 
of the foals of the (royal) stud" .18 It is of interest that special issues of grain are 
now seen to have come from the barakku. Evidently the bread minister had no 
authority to issue anything but bread, and the fodder minister was perhaps not 
concerned with whole grain cereals. 

The special issues are followed by a rule-line, and then at line 20 a new situation 
is presented: the entries concerning ilkakate come to an end and are replaced by 
items concerning namurtu. 

It will not be necessary to introduce the latter term, already much discussed. 
Suffice it to say that, like the literary tamartu, the namurtu appears- at least originally 
-to have been an unsolicited gift bestowed by or upon kings (cf. En. el. V, 70 and 
8 I -83) . As such it could be found from a wide range of goods including livestock 
and manufactured articles of many kinds 19; it is thus the more striking that the 
entries of li,nes 20 to 23 are all concerned with wine. This word, written GIS.GESTIN, 

occurs six or possibly seven times in the fragmentary lines of the passage; it is twice 
associated with amounts expressed in terms of sappati (DUG.SAB.MES) or" sappu-jars ", 

17 In line 10 (PI. 49) the sign after the 
numeral resembling r 5 sati' is presumed to be 
an error for imer(ANSE). 

18 On NA ma'assu = Bab. majjaltu see especi
ally von Soden, ZA NF 16, 171, note 3. For 
further examples in this volume cf. line 10 of the 

text under discussion (reading sa *ma-'a[-si] ) and 
PI. 53, v, lines 13 and 15. 

19 In this connection cf. particularly the in
teresting details provided by ND 2461 (ed . 
B. Parker, Iraq 23, 30). 
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and wineskins are mentioned either as zi-[q]a-a-t[i] (line 2 I) or as KUS.SAL.MES 

literally" thin skins" (lines 23 and 26) which must now be seen as the ideogram fo; 
Ziqati. 20 Moreover, it is quite evident that the passage is concerned with the dis
tribution (and not the receipt) of this namurtu wine, both in the light of the context 
of the whole tablet and also because line 33 mentions as a receiver one or more 
U J .BI.LUL, or " cupbearers" (sc., of the king's mess). For an independent witness 
to the concept of royal namurtu-wine attention may be directed to ABL 86 (cf. Pfeiffer, 
State Letters, 139), where the winter month of Tebet appears to be involved and 
suggesting a possible association with the feast of emirs. 

The tablet is concluded with a final short section which appears to have been 
of a somewh~t miscellaneous character. Thus one entry (ND 10012, PI. 50, I) is 
concerned With refined oil, samnu(i.MES) ljal-~u, whereas line 4 has to do with two 
issues of copper ( URUDU) in favour respectively of the bit Iunuhatimmi and the bit 
li1karkadinni. The summary on the edge of the tabl~t records a total of 1,484 h[omers 
of barley], and fragmentary details concerning wine, wineskins and Za-mu-u-a-te 
(skins of Zamua wine). 

We pass accordingly to the description ofND roo09 (PIs . 46- 48). There is some 
?oubt as to how t?e words sa uruArba-il at the end of line 1 fit into the heading: 
It seems equally dIfficult to interpret them either as part of a proper name or as 
part of a title. However, it is clear that the tablet must begin as before il-ka-[ka-t]e 
sa IU[barakki], although the items distributed are different. They are fruits and nuts 
?f various ki~ds, wit~ at least one entry involving a type of seed spice, su-'u lja-se-u-te, 
If the text (lme 26) IS correct, and a damaged section, lines 33-36, concerned with 
some ~ind of cereal (?) issued in large quantities (80 homers, line 36). As was the 
case With ND roOl2 copper, URUDU, is also mentioned. 

. Much about the text is revealed by the summary written down the left-hand edge 
of the tablet (Pl. 48). It reads: 

49a napljar 5 sat 4 qa ti-ti-b Ipu [x sa]t I qa i'kar-su 
49b I imer I? sut 4 [GI]S.KIN.GESTIN 2 sat 7 bu-![ u ]-nata 
50a 3 sat 6 qa bur-#-na-t[e ] x [ ] r SIM.LI' 

sob [x GUN x ma-n]a URUDU 

Of the terms mentioned titibu (no determinative) recalls the gt'Sti-ti-ib Ip of the new 
stela of Ashurna~irpal (ed. Wiseman, Iraq 14, 32 ff.), lines 47 and 135, which appear 
to be the only. known references .outside the present text. In the latter passage it 
follows a mentIOn of dates and wIll doubtless have been a tree fruit also. For karsu 
see now CAD K 212; 21 GIS.KIN.GESTIN is the well-known ideogram for ishunnatu 
" (bunch of) grapes ", and bU-!U-NAT answers to the bU-fu-na-te of elsewher~ in th~ 
text, long known as " pistachio nuts". 22 This leaves glSbur#nate and burasu (sIM.LI) 
of which the former appears to be a new word. Some years ago, however, C. ]. 
Gadd referred me to the term gtsbur~imtu applied to doors (A. Salonen, Taren, 60) 

20 The word is recorded in CAD Z 129 as 
ziqqu (one example). 

2 1 Also AHw 448, under kamsu, "Porree" 
(leek) . 

2, FolIowing Deller's well-known principle we 

read bU-!ll-NAT as bu-!u-nata (presuming that 
bu-!u-na-te, despite the spelling, was at this 
period pronounced bu!unata also). Cf. further 
below, p. 122. 
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and probably meaning" door socket" . Accordingly one could think that bur~iniite 
were nuts like the bu!uniite, perhaps having shells of the socket shape. The buriisu 
was measured by weight in quantities amounting to as much as a talent; they 
appear to have been juniper sticks used for burning as incense (cf. further below). 

With regard to the recipients of these items essential information has been 
summarized in the table presented as Fig. 2. This indicates the several beneficiaries, 
which are listed in order of occurrence, and also quantities issued in each case in 
accordance with the items marked along the top. In this connection it is to be 
noted that the numbers of the first five columns represent a unit of volume based 
on the standard of I homer = 100, while those of the final two columns represent 
a unit of weight based on the standard of I talent = 60. The figures at the extreme 
left of the table indicate line numbers of the tablet. 

Yet despite the semblance of simplicity which is thus achieved many problems 
remain. Thus the first profession, luSIM x A 23 sa &uli(KASKAL) could perhaps 
indicate a maltster specializing in malted cereals for journeys,24 although it is 
perhaps properly as a brewer that he would need juniper (for making incense). 
The point here is that in the namburbi texts 25 one finds the instruction: NfG.NA 

;:; 
~~ ~ .-:::; ~ .... "'"'C 

I I lUSIMXA sa &uli 
12 

" " " 
14 " " " 
IS lukarkadinnu sa piin duganiite 4 0 ? 
17 x [x] x a a x 27 

18 luniikisu 6 
19 lUsa me-di-li-su 
21 ? 27 

22 lUsa a-ku-si-Sll 
23 lt1sa billi-su S 

24 lUsa &u-rsini'-su r S ' 

2S l(lsa se e qu x [Su] 
29 lUsa &u!iiri It [x] 
4 0 lunu&atimmu sa sa ekalli [x] 
42 mikarkadinnatu sa sa ekalli 10 rIO' 

43 lUsa a-ku-si-su 

43 l(lsa billi-su 3 

4 6 mikarkadinnatu sa sa ekalli 2 2 

4 8 lunu&atimmu (and) 
1 llkarkadinnu sa ekalli [x] I t 

'" ~ 
0.. 
CIl ... 
b/) 

3 

27 

27 

10 

[S] 

It 

16 

S 

4 

It 

0 ..... 
..c 
u 
CIl ..., 
'" ..... 
0.. 

S 

[x] 
20 

~ 
I~ 

.: .-
~. 
;:; 

..c:, 

[x] 
16 

2 4 

... ... 
~ ~ 
0.. 0.. .;:: 0.. 
;::l 0 . ....., u 

20 

100 

3 
6 

S 

4 

5 

FIG. 2 

23 Possibly to be read barriiqu as indicated 
above, p . 81. 

.. Relevant here is Oppenheim, On Beer and 

Brewing, p. 13. 
25 Cf. e.g. R. Caplice, Or. NS 39, )) 3-114, 

lines 16- 17, and) 25, line 28 . 
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SIM.LI GAR-an KAS.SAG BAL, " You set out a censer of juniper; you libate fine beer", 
and it seems well possible that the two acts were closely related in the custom of 
the times. The karkadinnu sa piin duganiite (written lUSUM.NINDA sa IGI kusDUG.GAN.MES) 

is also difficult. It recalls the sa piin/pa-an du-ga-ni of Postgate, Royal Grants, 
Nos. 42-44, 7, IS and 16, and actually it is possible that DUG.GAN.MES should be 
read as the singular dugiini. On the basis of the introductory karkadinnu and the 
determinative kus our proposal is that the official concerned used leather " bags" 
for the transport of soft fruits (?), etc. 26 It will be noticed also that several pro
fessions of the sa x-su pattern occur in the text. These have for the most part been 
discussed in Section 26 of the King's Household (pp. 8S f.), but attention may 
here be drawn to the curious l(lsa se e qu x [ ] of line 27 which has been collated 
several times and found to be as copied. The lUsa &ufsini'mes-su of line 24 may also 
be singled out as of importance for the problem raised in CAD H under &upiinu. 

Of unrelated matters the difficulties of line 3Z I have been unable to solve 
completely. It appears to be a subheading referring to [the contents of] two 
magazines or storehouses (2 i-si-ta- r a ' [-ti]), the remainder of the line having to do 
with the proper name of some associated wall (duru) or walled area.27 One may 
notice also the writing gISbur-~i-na-MEs (or glsbur-~i-names) in line 42 which replaces 
the gISbur-~i-na- te found elsewhere in the text. How this may best be read is suggested 
on another page. 28 

We may conclude this statement with a transliteration of ND 10010 (PI. 43) to 
which reference has been made: 

Obv. I9 GU &u-la[&-&i/ &u] 
I6 GU N[ E.E ]N.ZU nap&ar 35 

4 GU IO MA.*NA ? AN.NA 

3 GU A.BAR 

I ME 55 ? GU URUDU.MES 

Rev. x [ x ] x x ina pa-ni-su-nu 
[ ] r sa' ina pa-an lubarakki 
[ ]rGU' 52 MA sa pa-[n]i-su-nu? 

Two lines fragmentary 

napaar 48 GU 26 MA.NA -

2 . One may note also Postgate, p. 85, line 17 : 
ina u.-me ilu a-na pa-an du-ga-ni TU-ni [a]-na 
2 u.-me i-da-a[n], which permits the issuing of 
two days' rations if a demon (ilu) has entered 
into the bags-presumably recognized by some 
adverse feature of the food . Cf. also SL 7/ 15) . 

27 The line appears to end [ ME]S(?) fa 
diiru lUum-ma-ni i-ra-qa-$a, where ummiini evidently 

stands for the nominative ummiinu under the 
influence of the vowel following (for this 
principle in NA cf. already in Chapter II, 
note 125). The difficulty of iraqa$a is recognized 
but the signs, although much cramped, appear 
to be correctly copied. 

2 8 In Chapter IV, p. ) 23. 
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For the present purpose the main interest rests on rev. 2 (somehow contrasted with 
rev. I) with its mention of the barakku in a context involving metals. 

Thus by the chance find of three rather ill-preserved tablets in a room of the 
ekal masarti at Calah does the office of the barakku in a capital city begin slowly to 
emerge within the ancient economic scene. It is possible that there was also amongst 
the king's officials a treasurer of privy funds or the like, whose presence one could 
plead for both on general considerations and also in the light of Popper's statement 
on the nazir al-khG.!f (Egypt and Syria I, 97). There does not, however, seem to be 
any obvious claimant for such a post at the present time-unless possibly the rab 
sikkiti whose (sometime) association with metals is shown by Garelli, Les As.ryriens 
en Cappadoce, 2 I 7. 

5. OF WINE AND ACCOUNTANTS 

The concern of the section is to discuss, firstly, the several new texts from Nimrud 
which deal with wine but are not related to the wine lists, secondly, the technical 
vocabulary of wine accounting as it may be learnt from the lists, and thirdly, the 
scale of measures. The latter discussion will lead us finally to some assessment of 
the number of persons in individual sub-units of the king's household. 

I. The New Wine Texts 
These fall naturally into two groups corresponding to the two centres for the 

distribution of wine at Calah-SW 6 in the ekal masarti which dispensed wine for 
the king's household, and ZT 30 on the citadel which (at least in certain periods) 
dispensed wine and oil for the king's mess. 

The latter centre can be reasonably identified as such from the archaeological 
evidence of the large storage jars found in the room, as also from the epigraphical 
evidence in that seven out of the eight tablets found in the room had to do with 
either oil or wine. The tablet numbers and details of publication have been given 
in Chapter II, note 271. Of the four (ND 3483, 3484, 3486 and 3488) which are 
concerned with wine, the first, second and fourth are available in copy (Iraq 15, 
PI. XV). The third requires further cleaning, but I am grateful to A. R. Millard 
for showing me a copy made by him, and this reveals that, from obv. ii, 2, onwards, 
and following a double rule-line, the text is a wine record with unusual featurei> 
best seen in the following transliteration of one of the sections: 

I sut misa-kin-tu sa ekalli [ x x ] 29 

5 qa m Ninurta-sum-ufur I sut m [ ] 

5 qa 1Usangu(sANGA) sa u[ru ] 

I sut maremes sarri(MAN) 2 sat [ ] 
I sut mAdad(x)-na#r 2 sat m[ ] 
I sut m r Ili ?'-eriba 2 sat [ ] 
napbar I rimer' 2 sat -[-- UD.14. KAM] 30 

29 Restore probably either labirti or effeti. 
3 0 Each section represents the collected entries 

for a particular day, the restoration of 14 in the 

present instance being derived from other 
sections where the day-figure is preserved. 
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In the above section, which is one of approximately fifteen in the text as a whole, 
three points seem to be of importance. Firstly, the quantities of wine mentioned 
are generally high. Secondly, they are commonly a factor of 5 qu-and amounts 
of 5 qu, I sutu, I sutu 5 qu, 2 sati, 2 sati 5 qu, 3 sati, 4 sati and 5 sati are all specifically 
recorded. Thirdly, no person or group appears to be recorded more than once 
throughout the three columns of the text. There is accordingly every justification 
for thinking that the distribution of rations is not the concern of the text. Rather 
it may well be that the document is a record of niS pulji loans so that the wine will 
have been ultimately destined to provide rations for harvest labourers (cf. further 
below). The term *nis pu-bi 31 occurs also on a text from the same archive, ND 3484, 
Iraq 15, PI. XV, line 1 I. 

The wine texts which come from the ekal masarti are four in number. They are 
ND 6210 and ND 621 I (PI. 44), which were found in the wine magazine SW 6, 
and ND 10025 (PI. 40) and ND 10026 (PI. 45), foun~ out of context in room NE 50.32 
Of these texts the two first mentioned both refer to fairly large quantities of wine 
sa uruJa-lu-na, "from Yaluna", which seems, therefore, to have been a source of 
Calah's wine.33 ND 10025 on PI. 40 mentions in a broken context kurSa-ma- [al-ajuu] , 
kurSa-me-ri-n[ a-aju u], and two, or possibly three, similar names,34 but these references 
are presumably to groups of niS matati; in this case the quantity of at least I homer 
of wine referred to in rev. 2 may suggest that the tablet was concerned with a ration 
of wine to cover several days (e.g. for work to be performed outside of Calah) . 
Geographical terms appear also in ND 10026 (PI. 45). The tablet, written in a very 
large script, was evidently a statement of wine distribution at the time of its date
perhaps either 787 or 785 if either [Nabu]-sar-u~ur or [Marduk]-sar-u~ur should 
be restored in obv. L But of the three places whose names are fully preserved 
[ur]UKar-TAR-ru (line 7) appears to be otherwise unknown, while the urupan suqi 
of the following line must throw doubt on the interpretation of this name advanced 
in Iraq 13, 108 and 110 (under respectively ND 418 and 440). Only the more 
familiar name of uruU-ba-si-e (line 13) offers a landmark. Long known to be a city 
situated somewhere on the Tigris and within Assyria, Oates allows me to put 
forward his own suggestion that it is to be identified with the modern Tell Huwaish, 
about 15 km. north of Assur on the West bank. The Harper letter ABL 626, which 
mentions in rev. 6-7 a reed-filled wady (nablu) at Ubase can also be brought into 
the argument since at Tell Huwaish there terminates the only wady to be seen for 
many miles around. 

2. Technical Terms of Wine Accounting 
In the first summary of the text just described (line 16) there is a reference to 

wine characterized as sa nis pu-bi. The term has been already referred to above and 
may suitably introduce the discussions of this section. 

3, The first sign is evidently not u as copied. 
3 2 Attention should also be directed to ND 

I0035 presented on PI. 44, although it is only 
the measure supplied by line 3 which may 
possibly suggest a connection with wine. 

33 Yaluna has not yet been identified, but a 
useful note is contributed by Mallowan, Nimrud 

II, 640, note 20, and Oates has suggested 
verbally that it should perhaps be sought in the 
region of Aqra, due east of Nineveh. For 
references one may consult S. Parpola, Topon)'ms, 
,84· 

.. Cf. obv. I, 2, 4, 5, and rev. 2. 
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As far as I am aware the phrase niS pulji is new to the texts presented or referred 
to in this volume, although it obviously connects with the phrase ina pulji ittifi 
(the literal meaning is not clear) which has now been recorded in some quantity 
on a certain class of loan contract. In general I can add nothing to the idea that, 
just as it was incumbent upon any employer to provide rations for the workers he 
employed, so also the system allowed that wine (as of course also grain, silver, etc.) 
might be borrowed against return by a stated date to provide rations for casual 
labour required by the borrower (mainly at harvest time). 35 However, if wine so 
lent was termed fa niS pulji it is likely that wine returned in fulfilment of the obligation 
had also this name- and indeed, the term evidently remained if such wine was 
subsequently issued for rations. At least such is the explanation which we adopt for 
the phrase [x (x)] x fa pa-ni nif pu-lji of PI. 41, I. 36 It will have meant wine returned 
to the wine department following a niS pulji agreement and now available for 
consumption in the normal way. 

According to the concluding summaries found on the reverse of the tablet of 
PI. 45 fa niS pulji wine stood in some way opposed to GESTIN.MES KV (= kariinu aklu ?), 
but it is not known precisely what this means. The same phrase probably occurs 
also on PI. 9, i, I. 

Less doubt, however, attaches to the meaning of the wine termed ~uriiri. This 
word occurs on PI. 9, i, 6, which reads : 

2 qa ~-ra-ri ina piin dAdad(IM) 

and probably also on PI. 14, 3 : 

[x qa] SUR piin MUL [ 

where SUR may be seen as the ideogram for ~uriiri in the light of the equation su r = 

~ariiru given by lexical texts. After CAD ~ 256, ~uriiru means "libation offering" 
and kariin ~uriiri, for which the ~uriiri cited is probably elliptical, " libation wine" . 
In the event which accompanied both occurrences in the new texts it is presumed 
that the wine was poured on to the ground in front of the deity concerned (in the 
first instance Adad, in the second a star, or the stars); and Ishtar and Marduk 
seem similarly concerned in a difficult entry, PI. I I, 3- 4. 37 

We may consider here also the familiar term ginu (cf. dictionaries), and the closely 
associated rab gine, written LV.GAL SAG.MES, whose title can be restored from the 
traces in Pis. 17, 3; 19, 3; and 29, 2. The reading is certain from the equation 
SAG.MES = ginu determined by Postgate, Royal Grants, 55- 56. The offering concerned 
seems clearly to have been of a daily character. An entry for it occurs on every 

35 Cf. (int. al.) Kohler and Ungnad, ARU 459 ; 
j. j. Finkelstein, ]eS 7, 120; D . j. Wiseman, 
Iraq 15, 135 f.; B. Parker, Iraq 19, 126; and for 
earlier periods Rivkah Harris, ]eS 9, 36 ff. , and 
F. R. Kraus, Edikt, 60 ff. 

3 G Cf. in Chapter I, p . 4. On the point that 
there appears to be no recognizable difference 
between sa and sa piin(i) one may cite the evident 
identity of sa urate and sa piin urate (for references 

see in Chapter II, p. 53). With the phrase 
sa pani nis Pillji the parallel of pa-an-at nis pu-Iji 
(PI. 45, 12 and 14) should also be mentioned. 

37 The lines concerned appear to read: 
I silt [x qa] [p]iin dIftar rpiin dMarduk" 
[ ] [x] x ma-qa-lu-ti piin dMarduk-ma 

but no suggestion is offered as to their precise 
meaning and significance. 
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tablet of the collection, usually within the first few lines, although it may be noted 
that the quantity of wine allocated is curiously unstable. Figures recorded are 
1 '4 seahs (or sutu) , 38 1 '45,39 I' 5 ?,40 I ' 55,41 1 .6 42 and l' 7 seahs .43 However, the 
stated order is not to be taken as historically correct and even a descending order 
could be regarded as possibly more accurate. It is not known how the individual 
amounts were allocated between temples, or whether any contribution was made 
from the wine store which served the king's mess. 

Attention may now be directed to a group of technical terms which occur together 
on PI. 9, ii, 1 -5. The full text is : 

We may translate : 

r 2' DUG.SAB.MES 

muljlji giskan-ni 
r 5'? qa 
6 qa 
3 qa 

fa GIs.rGV' .ZI.MES 

a-na ri-lja-a-te 
fa qaq-qz-n 

" 2 fappu-j ars 
(allocated to / for ) 

5? qu (allowed) for issues by cup-measure 
6 qZI (allowed) for remainders 
3 qu (allowed) for the libation (?) ." 

Of these terms the first could possibly relate to the profession fa muljlji kanni which 
occurs in the" Assyrian list of professions", STT II, 385, iii, 20 (cf. MSL XII, 235 )· 
However, PI. 22, 2 I, upholds the reading mu&(zi kanni without initial fa, and until 
further evidence is produced, it seems preferable to think that they are perhaps 
distinct; in this case it is worth the suggestion that the mu&(zi kanni was the " top 
(wine) of the jar" which may normally in fact have gone to the emirs whose entry 
seems not to be found on texts where muljlji kanni occurs, and vice versa. 44 The term 
fa GIs.GV.ZI.MES, or fa kiisiite, will receive further discussion in the following section 
on measures. Actually we take the view that the phrase properly means " they of 
the cup-measures" and thus again indicates a group of persons who form an indivi
dual mess. As for riljdte, this term is often translated" remainders" or " left overs", 
and in the present context seems probably to refer to the liquid sediments of the 
jars. It is to be noted that, exceptionally, small amounts of riljdte could be assigned 
to named persons (thus on PI. 32, lines 16 and 17, the quantity being t qu in each 
case) . That, finally, fa qaqqari (or qaqqiri) , literally " it of the ground" or " the 
ration (?) for the ground", was the ancient way of describing spillage is probably 
not acceptable despite appearances. The suggestion has to contend with PI. 5, ii, 12, 
DUG fa Za-mu-u fa qaq-qi-ri, for it is difficult to see how a "jar of Zamuan (wine) " 

3' PI. 13, obv. 2. 
3' PI. 9, i, 3. 
.0 PI. 11,2. 
4 1 PI. 8, i , 2 , reading I silt 5 + * ~· qa. 
.. PI. 19,2. 
,13 PI. 37, ND 10061 , 7. 
H It is perhaps also relevant that 2 sappu jars 

appears to be the associated measure of wine in 
both instances, and that, while PI. 36, 14-15, 
provides entries involving the emirs (LV.NUN. 
[ME]S) and musarkisus, the adjacent lines of 
PIs. 10, i, 29, and 9, ii, 1- 2, concern musarkisu 
and muljlji kanni. 
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could qualify to be regarded as spillage in texts of the riksu character which remained 
in force for a number of days. Consequently it may be that the sa qaqqiri was a kind 
of central libation, poured out by the wine department on behalf of the individual 
messes who were thus excused from their moral obligation in this regard. The 
phrase sa qaqqiri occurs also on ND 1120 (the !upsar ali's dinner), rev. 13,45 but in 
a broken context not immediately understandable. 

Additionally ina nu-bat-ti, which commonly occurs far down the reverse of 
individual tablets (e.g. on PIs. 22, 22; 36, 17; 38, 6; and 39, ND I0063, 5), 
seems probably to indicate wine set aside for the use of personnel or staffs who for 
any reason had to spend the night at Calah. Relevant here is Ebeling, NBU 40, 
40-41 : 11lmar sip-ri-ja nu-bat-tum ina pani-ka la i-ba-a-tu, " my messenger will not be 
staying overnight with you", which means that messengers often did stay the 
night at their destinations; and virtually the same phrase is used, ibid., 28, 12-14, 
of an official accompanying a delivery of grain. 

It would remain to mention the term me-du-tu or mi-du-tu occurring on PIs. 12, 
Edge I; 13, 12; 18, 12; 22, 23; and 28, ND I003I, rev. 3. A particularly 
important reference is that of PI. 12 where a total of 4 ' 24 homers of wine is indicated 
as medutu in opposition to a further amount delivered in sappu-jars. It would seem, 
therefore, that wine given out by measure was so described, whence the term 
will have been the NA vernacular of middatu / mindatu, " MaE" (von Soden, AHw, 
650 ). 

3. The Scale of Measures 
In some continuation of the theme introduced by the item just mentioned, the 

following section summarizes knowledge on the specific liquid measures in use in 
the wine magazines of Calah. 

The basic units are as expected: IOO qu = 10 sati = I imeru, or in translation, 
IOO qu 46 = 10 seahs = I homer. Additionally the system made use of the sappu-j ar 
as a measure for 5 qu-the proposal is defended below-although it is perhaps 
surprising to find a reference to wine-skins, KUS.SAL.MES = ;:,iqati, PI. IS, 44,47 For 
small amounts there was a cup measure, kiisu (written GIS.GU.ZI), pI. kiisate, and use 
was also made of III-SU, to be read sallusu,48 indicating t quo The latter occurs on 
PI. 26, 12, and possibly also on PI. 12, 13, reading [x qa III-S]U followed by a proper 
name. 49 A measure VI-SU, proposed as sadussu? by von Soden, GAG 70k, occurs 
uniquely on PI. 16, ND I0062, line 8. 

In this account we omit reference to the actual measuring instruments in use 
for which much information will be found in Salonen's chapter on " Masse und 
Messgefasse ", Hausgerate II, 270 ff. For the quantities in modern terms, and the 
provisional conclusion that, in the NA period, I qu was the equivalent of about 
I .842 or 1·83 litres, reference may be made to Salonen's summary in the same 

45 Cf. Iraq 14, PI. XXIII, also van Driel, 
The Cult of ASJUT, 202. 

4. In the company of homers and seahs the 
Hebrew ::lp (II Kings vi, 25), properly" qab ", 
could be thought appropriate but has not 
received support. 

47 Cf. also above, p. 107. 
48 After J. N. Postgate, Royal Grants, 8g, note 

to line 23. 
.9 For the full reading proposed cf. the 

transliteration of Chapter IV, p. 133 . 
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chapter, pp. 270- 27I. 5 0 There are two matters, however, which seem to call for 
a fuller statement, firstly the place of the sappu-jar within the metric scale of the 
period. 

The term itself has been discussed by Salonen, op. cit., 124 ff., although so far 
there appears to be no certain indication as to the volume thereby expressed. The 
suggestion made above that as a unit of measure I sappu represented 5 qu may be 
supported from the new texts as follows: 

(I ) 5 qa 
(2) DUG.SAB 

1usd pan ekalli, PIs. 9, ii, 8; 25, 14; 28, ND 10056, 3 
1usd pan e[kalliJ, PI. 37, ND I006r, 8 

(I ) 5 qa UJ.SIMUG AN.BAR.MES, PI. 7, 18 
(2) [DUG3;]AB a-na LU.SIMUG AN.BAR.MES ti-!a-pu, PI. 12, 12 

(I ) I sut SAL.ERIM f .GAL.MES, PI. 18, 4 
(2) 2 DUG.SAB SAL.ERIM f.GAL.MES, PI. 32, 0{ 9 

As a further general indication it is to be noted that ribati is estimated at 3 qu on 
PI. 8, iii, I, at I sappu (supposedly 5 qu) on PI. 18, 14, and at 6 qu on PI. 9, ii, 4.

51 

If the ideal may provide an argument one could also point to the suitability of 
having a " half-sutu " measure within the system. 

The second point for discussion concerns the kasu, a term which may now be 
seen to have had two meanings. Firstly, it meant a " cup", the common writing 
being dugGU.ZI, and as such the word has been fully discussed by Salonen, Hausgerate 
II, I 14 ff. Secondly, it meant a " cup-measure", the writing in this case being 
glsGU.ZI which is the form met in the wine lists . For further information one may 
consult the dictionaries, also below, p. I 17· 

But the chief problem which arises in connection with the cup-measure is this: 
for whom, and under what circumstances, was it used? In attempting an answer 
to this question reference may again be made to ND 3486, discussed recently above 
under" The new wine texts". 

The text was considered to be a record of niS piilji loans undertaken by the king's 
wine store on the Citadel, and it may now be indicated that included amongst the 
entries to named persons, etc., are eight entries involving various amounts of 
GU.ZI.MES. To explain them we suggest that amounts of wine loaned to owners of 
small land holdings at harvest time were simply accepted as debit items by the 
issuing authority, it being doubtless considered that the quantities involved 5 2 

hardly justified the effort of drawing up the contracts. Accordingly, the sa kasate 
of the wine-lists may be explained as a unit of small groups of persons strong enough 
only collectively to justify the establishment of a separate " mess". And, despite 
their name, the wine for their ration was doubtless qispensed with the qu-measure-
and not by cupfuls. 

5 0 Additionally, Mallowan, Nimrud II, 408, is 
now to be added to the documentation-and the 
opportunity may also be taken to strike a note 
of caution. With little doubt- and despite the 
mention in contracts of siilus of lower amounts
the accountants of the royal household in the 
first millennium all worked with a siitu of 10 qll, 

but it is not clear if this figure was used in the 
calculations. 

5 1 The same amount is probably to be restored 
on PI. 13, rev. 10. 

s, E.g., of a few qu only, and perhaps specific-
ally less than 3 qZI. 
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There remains one further matter to consider in this chapter, namely, the size 
of the king's household and its sub-units in Assyria at the time of our documents, 
based on the day's ration of wine. 

There is one clue in this regard which is helpful in general terms, and which 
may first be mentioned. In his Urartskiye pisma i dokumenty (Moscow-Leningrad, 
1964), I. M. Diakonoff publishes as his text No. 12 a tablet from Toprak-Kale 
which has appeared also in the standard editions. 53 The text is a record of the 
royal household of Rushanili (? = Toprak-Kale) in the time of Rusa II, that is, in 
the middle of the seventh century B.C. The entries are much abbreviated, and 
contain many new or little-known terms which it is not profitable to discuss here. 
But it may be said that of five major sections the first summarizes two lines as 
I I 13 mari- which almost certainly provides the U rartian word for "emirs" 
(Diakonoff, "nobles" ?), while the second section summarizes four lines as · 3784 
lUSA.RESImes or eunuchs, a high figure made rather more acceptable by the inclusion 
of 2409 luub-fe 54 who were doubtless" ghulams " (Diakonoff, "youths " ) . In any 
event the final total on the tablet gives the single and important figure of " 5507 
persons ". 

As Diakonoff himself argues this total seems undoubtedly to indicate the size 
of the Urartian royal household at Toprak-Kale at the time of the document. For 
Assyria there is but a single line of evidence in the totals provided by the individual 
tablets of the wine lists. The collected data is as follows: 

PI. 8, rev. 14: 
PI. 12, Edge: 
PI. 13, 14 : 
PI. 18, 19: 
PI. 22, 27 : 
PI. 28, Edge: 

9' 3 I homers 5 5 

4' 75 homers 56 
5 ·85 homers 5i 

5' 255 homers 58 
4. 83 homers 59 
4'93 homers 60 

It will be noticed that, of these six totals, the last five given a figure which is either 
slightly more or less than 5 homers, whereas the first is significantly higher at 
9' 3 homers. The latter text is, however, a two-column tablet which may suitably 
explain the divergence, it being likely that two single-column tablets were normally 
required to set down fully the daily schedule of wine for the king's household. 
One may perhaps think that the typical "second tablet" concerned mainly 
decurions and I qa items such as a "first tablet" like ND ro05 I 61 or 10027 + 
10028 62 completely disregard. 

53 C. F. Lehmann-Haupt, Materialien, No. 36, 
p. 105; G. A. Melikishvili, Urartskrye klino
obraznrye nadpisi, 2nd edition, '960, fig. 77 ; 
F. W. Konig, Handbuch der chaldischen Inschriften 
I- II, '31. I am grateful to Professor Diakonoff 
himself for drawing my attention to the text in 
question. 

5 4 Or possibly luar-se. 
55 Written 9 imer 3 sut I q[aJ. 
5. Consisting of 4' 25 homers wri tten 1- imer 2 sut 

r 5' qa, and o · 5 homers written as 10 DUG. 
SAB.MES. 

5 7 Written 5 imer 8 sut 5 qa. 
58 Written 5 imer r 2' sut 5t qa, although also 

possible would be the reading r 8' sut yielding 
a total of 5 .855 homers. 

59 Written 1- imer r8' sut 3 qa, with a reading 
r 2' sut also possible. 

60 Written 1- IG[I] 9 sut 3 [qa], where the use 
oflGI instead of ANSE for imeru seems probably 
to be an accountancy shorthand. 

. , PIs. 33- 34. 
G. PIs. 24-26. 
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The point of setting forth the above evidence is essentially this: that if we may 
correctly ascertain the amount of the daily wine ration of one man, then accordingly 
we may translate homers into numbers of persons. Here, therefore, we have to 
consider the proposition that I qu was the daily ration for ten men of the household 
at basic rates, and the ration of six men at a rate which may be termed skilled or 
professional. We allow also for a rate of special privilege. 

With the first of these propositions we return to the cup measure, glSkasu,63 and 
may refer to an article by Langdon, OLZ 1913, 533 f., in which he studied the 
Neo-Babylonian cup measure on the basis of a text published by Waterman, A]SL 
29, 153. He concluded: "The calculation which can be based upon this text 
appears to point to the value ro gu-zi 64 = I ~a." This finding may still be accepted, 
with the first result that all the I qa rations indicated by the wine lists may confidently 
be assigned to decurions and their men, or else other leaders of a group of ten. With 
this conclusion it is to be noted that the table fot;, liquid measures becomes one of 
much simplicity and symmetry: 

10 cups = I qu 
ro qu = I seah (sutu ) 
10 seahs = I homer 

For want of a better place it may be suggested here also that the t qu of wine which 
was the ration of mari faqi 65 served equally a mess of ten but according to a " boys' 
ration" (as evidenced, in different periods, at Nuzi, Persepolis and in Sargonic 
Babylonia) .66 

With regard to the presumed rate of six men to the qu we may refer to the 
measures t qu and i qu, written III-SU and VI-SU, to which allusion has been made 
above. 

Beyond this again it may be surmised that, for emirs and the most senior messes, 
there was a rate of special privilege. The suggestion is based uncertainly on what, 
in a number of cases, appears to be a very liberal allocation of wine, at least if one 
should translate the quantity given into numbers of personnel at either of the two 
rates mentioned above. An example that may be cited concerns the ministers' 
mess- or possibly, as suggested on p . 7 I, the combined mess of ministers and emirs 
under the rupfar ekalli-whose daily ration stood normally at I sutu and 5 quo At the 
rate of ten or six men to the qu this figure would indicate a mess of either 150 or 
90 men, which in either case is surely too high. More realistic would be a rate of 
two men to the qu, yielding a mess of 30 men, and some authority for the suggestion 
may be seen in the entry 

t qa lllfaknu(GAR ) kurKal-da-aju 

of PI. 7, iii, 12, where the rate in question is accorded the " Chaldean faknu " . 
If a reason for the privilege should be sought it may perhaps be found in the 
hypothesis that it enabled senior staff to employ various mess servants from among 

G3 Cf. above, p. "5. 
. 4 At that time considered to be a phonetic 

rather than an ideographic writing. 

65 On this term cf. above, pp. 82 f. 
•• For the latter cf. especially I. J. Gelb, 

]NES 24, 233. 
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the townspeople including probably a saqiu, nubatimmu and karkadinnu which appears 
from ABL 322 to have constituted the standard messing unit of the times. Possibly 
the rate also included an allowance for personal servants. 

It would thus seem that the recorded quantities of wine-as also of bread in the 
corresponding bread lists-can be of service only in a general way to determine 
numbers of personnel. The totals are similarly affected, and even the 9 homers 
mentioned as we have seen on PI. 8 may possibly indicate a ration strength of about 
6,000(?), or in fact not greatly different from the 5,507 persons of the Urartian king's 
household mentioned above. 67 

For the most part we prefer to leave the transliterations of Chapter IV to convey 
necessary information in detail concerning the units of the household and the wine 
ration allocated. The following table, however, distils some of this information 
into a more concentrated, and perhaps simpler, form. The purpose of it is to show 
at a glance both the range of the wine ration and the place within it of the more 
important of its groups. To this end they are listed according to the amount of their 
ration-I sappu being reckoned as the equivalent of 5 qu-but proper names, the 
several units of the niJ matati and entries from the" reappointments tablet" are 
omitted. The section is concluded with a few observations on the entries. 

Ration 
t qa 

Profession 
rab kallabi 
mare saqi 

I qa decurions 
sa TAH.KAL 

mar sipri sa Samas-btini 
Il-eriba, re'u 
sa Jepe 

It qa rab baHani 
sa dunani 
zammare labbasute 

2 qa saqiu/sa saqi 
sa pan unite 
askappani 
sa mubbi bitani 
karkadinate 
btiruti 
asiputi 
asu'e 
zammare [Aramaju] 
.tupsarre AHuraju 

• 7 It is to be noted that the total of 35' I homers 
provided by the bread lists (ND 2489, iii, 15) 
does not, at the presumed basic rate of I qu 
per person per day, yield a comparable figure, 

Notes 

Also 3 qa, PI. 30, 6 

Also S qa, PI. 9, ii, 6 

Also It qa, PI. 26, 8 
Also It qa, PI. 26, 9 

nor in general do the bread and wine lists work 
in well together, but possibly the picture is being 
distorted by the move to Dur-Sarruken. 

Ration 
2t qa 

3 qa 

S qa 

S1 qa 

6 qa 

6t qa 

8 qa 

9 qa 

10 qa 

IS qa 
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Profession 
rtidi kibsiani 

sa ki~ri sa Samas 
.tupJarre Aramaju 
.tupJarre Mu~uraju 
mukil appati sa mugirrate 
sa GIS.DU~.MES 
btirute KaHaju 

bel mugirrate arad ekalli 
dagil i~~ure Kumuljaju 

rab kisite 
sa pan ekalli 
sa bit Qjqi 
SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES 

Arpadajate 
sa resi 

zammarate kur[ ] 

mare dammaqute sa ilani 
sa musezibtiti 

zammarate . [. . . . . . J. 
zammare [ijattaju] 

SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES sa ekal 
masarti 

sa bit kudini 
mare dammaqute sa [ ] 
taslisani 

rabdni 
.tupJar ekalli 
rab resi 
saniu sa rab karani 

( depu ty ministers) 
bel mugirrate 
sa biti sene 

rab karani 
(senior ministers and emirs) 

Notes 

Also 2t qa, PI. 10, i, 26 
Also 2? qa, PI. 25, 12 

Also 6 qa, PI. 40, ND 10038, 5 

Also 3 qa, PI. 26, 6 

Also 3 q~ PI. 24, ND 10028, 3 

From PI. I I, 15, but also 14 qa, PI. 9, i, 12 

From PI. 18, 7 

Also 12 qa, PIs. 27, 14, and 30 , 5 
Also 12 qa, PI. 30 , 4 

Cf. p. 77 
From PI. 28, 7 

Cf. also PI. I I, 17 (9 qa) and PI. 18, 4 
(10 qa) 
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Additionally, amounts of 14 qa, 20 qa and 24 qa are recorded for the mksuti; 2 I qa 
represents the ration on one occasion (PI. 9, i, 10) for the harem of the Citadel; 
30 qa (3 sriti) is the regular ration for the queen's household; and the qurubuti are 
listed at different times against the amounts of 31 qa, 35 qa and even 40 qa (respec
tively, PIs. 17, 8; 25, 3; and 9, i, 14)· 

Of two matters arising out of these figures I mention first a detail regarding the 
numbers of the king's musicians. The daily ration of wine allotted the female 
musicians is recorded only on PI. 18, 6-7, the two amounts being 6t qa and 5t qa 
respectively. These figures lack the symmetry which would have been provided 
by a double ration of 6 qa (for 60 persons each), but the curious thing is that a group 
of male musicians, probably the Neo-Hittite group, also received a daily ration of 
6t qa (PI. 28, ND 10056, 7). In ignorance, it may be presumed that these similar 
entries are somehow significant but it would be difficult to suggest a convincing 
reason at the present time. 

The second point concerns varying amounts of the wine ration and a problem 
connected therewith which will be quickly appreciated in the light of the following 
details: 

6 qa lumrire r dammaqute' fa iliini (PI. 25, 8) 
12 qa IUmiire rdammaqute' fa iliini (PIs. 30, 5, and 27, 14) 

6 qa fa gtsmu-fe-zibmes (PIs. 25, 9, and 35, 7) 
12 qa fa giSmu-fe-zib-a-ti (PI. 30, 4) 

fa gtsdu-na-ni (PIs. 2 I, ND 10049, 8; 25, 16; 28, ND 10056, 6) 
fa gtsdu-na-ni (PI. 30, 6) 

With regard to these divergencies where the one amount is exactly double the other 
no certain solution is in sight. There can be no question of two days' rations being 
involved in the case of the larger amount; it is difficult also to think either that 
there has been an upgrading of status, or that the figures reflect a possible change 
in the rate of the ration for the groups indicated. Nevertheless, since many of our 
texts appear to date from close to harvest time (to-day in northern Iraq the harvest 
is usually lifted about the first week of May) the suggestion could be made that 
certain unit strengths might be depleted by 50 per cent at this time-in which case 
the larger amount of wine will more truly represent the establishment of the group. 
In a few instances amounts differ by a factor other than 50 per cent and it is then 
difficult to think of a convincing reason for the divergence. 

It will thus be seen that the wine lists have many problems to offer the analyst. 
Many factors must have been constantly at work influencing the measure of wine, 
and even the personnel, to be entered in the lists at anyone time. Perhaps, in the 
end, one must be humble enough to recognize that the wine lists are a splendid 
guide to the Assyrian king's household in a number of important ways, but like 
much else in the world of science they cannot be pressed to supply information 
beyond their natural limits. 

CHAPTER IV 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

The chapter aims to provide all the necessary documentary information in 
connection with the texts used in the preparation of this volume, and, initially, 
information on some other matters which relate directly to the texts themselves. 

I. PALAEOGRAPHY AND ORTHOGRAPHY 

The decision to contribute here a few notes on. palaeography has been largely 
prompted by the fact that, in the wine lists, we have before us a substantial body 
of epigraphical material, accurately dated to an unusually narrow compass of time, 
and displaying certain characteristics of the period which it may be useful to have 
recorded. 

Thus firstly it is to be noted that in the 780s B.C. the signs ba, su and zu could 
still be written in very much the same way as in the times of Tiglath-pileser I (on 
this point compare the table given by Weidner, AjO 16, 20 I) and show no trace 
of the later development so characteristic of seventh-century Nineveh. A feature 
which the script shares with VAT texts of the late MA period is that the sign ud 
might still be written with the same four strokes as for ~ab, as in the writing of 
Marduk, PI. 5, 6 and 16, or independently, PI. 35, 17. The writing of bu with all 
strokes completely horizontal (PIs. 10, i, 20, and 14, 7 and 12) appears particularly 
to be an association with the stone-cutter's tradition. 

In three respects the signs of the wine lists appear to have developed along 
individual lines. Firstly, as may be seen from a large number of examples the initial 
strokes of sa are normally slanted downwards in a characteristic way, and it is 
perhaps significant that two of the exceptions-ND 6214, PI. 13, rev. 5 and 7-
occur on the youngest known tablet of the collection. Secondly, the sign nun could 
be written with only two verticals; clear examples are PI. 35, rev. 3, and PI. 37, 
ND 10061, 5, and probably also PI. 5, ii,S, where the reading AN.BAR-zil is suggested. 
Thirdly, the sign kin is distinctive. This was first pointed out in Iraq 24, 57, note 24, 
where the Nimrud sign was described as "often written with exactly the same 
strokes as for the sign en, when it is only to be distinguished from it by the fact that 
the two verticals are placed slightly further apart, and the two oblique strokes are 
placed centrally between them rather than at the bottom of the verticals". There 
are many examples of this sign in the new texts, thus PIs. 9, ii,S; 14, 10; 30, 
ND 10052, 7, etc., and it was in use also in Sargon's time at Calah, thus Iraq 23, 
PI. XXIX, ii,S . 

A note may also be given on the common determinative lli. As in the Nimrud 
letters this sign is written in both the Babylonian and the Assyrian forms although 
the former certainly predominates. Mixed writings, that is, where the two forms 
occur in one and the same text, are also found, and although there is nothing new 
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in this, attention may be drawn to two rather different examples of the phenomenon 
which our material provides. The first is on ND 6219 (PIs. 14-16) where the sign 
lu is found twenty times, being written nineteen times in the Babylonian form and 
once in the Assyrian (line 5, the first occurrence) . The second example is col. iii 
of ND 6229 (PIs. 6-7) where III is written fourteen times, seven times in the 
Babylonian form (lines I I, 12, IS, 19, 22, 24 and 25) and seven times also in the 
Assyrian form (lines 6, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18). In the latter case the mixture is 
such as to suggest that the two forms were deliberately being used as a device to 
inhibit dittography. 

Of the sign itselfit may be observed that the two terminal strokes of the Babylonian 
form invariably end at a point. This is not the case in the open-ended Sargonid 
form, or even- to judge from the early Nimrud letters-in the form which was 
current in the times of Tiglath-pileser III.! The distinction could thus become a 
valuable criterion for dating. 

On the subject of orthography there are two matters in particular which may 
command attention. The first relates to Deller's penetrating studies of Neo-Assyrian 
writing as presented in Or. NS 3 I, pp. 7 ff. and 186 ff., many of the sign values there 
discussed being represented in the new texts. Thus examples of two-syllable values 
of the" KVKV " type include dini(DIN) as met in the sa bit ku-dini of PI. 10, i, 24, 
and in contrast to the sa bit ku-din-ni of PI. 29, 9, etc.; they include miri(MIR ) as in 
kurSa-miri-na-aju (PI. 12, IS) and as contrasted with kurSa-mel mi-ri-na-aju of PI. 18, IS; 
and from one of the barakku texts nata(NAT) is found in the spelling bu-![u-]nata of 
PI. 48, 49b, which contrasts with the bu-!u-na-te employed more commonly in the 
same text. 

A few other examples of the same or a similar type occur in the texts and have 
in some part been already indicated as such by the transliteration adopted. But 
attention may be directed to the new value quru proposed for GUR to produce 
quru-bu-ti as "the guard of emirs" (whence also Dietrich, WO IV, 83, note 42, 
writes qurrubutu ). The argument may be set forth as follows: 

( I) lUqur-ru-bu-u-tu occurs on VAT 170 (VAS V, NO.2 ), obv. 9, II, as cited 
also by Salonen, Hippologica, 229. 

(2) luqur-ru-bu-tu occurs on a NB text published by Wiseman and referred to 
above in Chapter II, p. 49. 

(3) sa qur-ru-ubu(UB)-tu, possibly a plural of the sa saqi type, is found on the 
bread lists, ND 2371 (originally Iraq 23, PI. XII), line 7. 

(4) gl~narkabti qur-ubu(uB)-te occurs in Borger, Asarhaddon, p. 106, iii, 16. 

Additionally, if damqu should make a plural dammaqute (p. 5 I), qabsu qabasute 
(cf. Deller, Or. NS 31, 20) and labsu lab(b )asute (such would be our etymology of 
this term in the wine lists), then it is easy to see why qurbu or *qarbu 2 should have 
developed somewhat similarly in the case of an abstract noun. 

1 Cf. for example the six occurrences of the 
sign found in Iraq 17, PI. VIII, text No. VIII, 
obv. 3, 6 and 12, and No. X, 5, 10 and 12. 

2 A. Ungnad, T ell Halaf, No. 11 5, 8, and 
note, may be consulted on qarbiitu as the oldest 
form of the word. 
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Our second concern is with certain plurals of the type pit-balmes, 3 and the relation
ship of this manner of writing to plurals of the type pit-~al-la-te. If v:e s~ould ~rst 
increase the documentation new evidence may be found m the followmg mterestmg 
pairs: 

lurak_sumes, e.g. p . ISS, ii, 8 (bread lists), and ABL 64, 9, etc. 
lurak-su-te I ti, wine lists, passim. 

sa glSmu-se-;;,ib mes, e.g. PI. 25, 9· 
sa glsmu-se-;;,ib-a-te, PI. 14, IS. 

luradi kib-si mes, e.g. PIs. 15, 32, and 25, 17· 
1I1radi kib-si-a-ni, PI. 27, 24· 

From these examples, and in general, it seems clear that we have to do with an 
orthographic problem and not a morphological one; and what is here propo~ed 
is that, in the above terms, the function of meS"is to express the plural endmg 
ute, ate or ani, the writing being hybrid and logographic in this final element. 
Accordingly, we suggest the readings pit-bal-ate, rak-su-ute, sa g!Smu-se-;;,ib-ate, and 
radi kib-si-ani. The beauty of this proposal is that it seems to work well everywhere 
and including the most difficult instances. Thus the curious gISbur-~i-names (PI. 48, 42) 
mentioned on p. 109 will become glsbur-~i-na-ate, the difficult u-rames meaning 
" horses" of Tell HalafNo. 10,3 (cf. Salonen, Hippologica, 44), will become u-ra-ate, 
and the difference between the mu-sar-kismes of PI. 43, ND 10058, 4, etc., and the 
unexpected mu-sar-ki-su mes of PI. 36, 15, is of no concern: the one will become 
mu-sar-kis-ute and the other mu-sar-ki-su-ute. It has only to be indicated further that 
while this scheme is adopted as necessary in the following transliterations, it has 
not proved feasible to employ it in earlier arguments where the traditional writing 
has been retained. In particular the Hisa bu-rsini'mes-su of p. 109, etc., above should 
probably give way to the more convincing reading of lUsa bu-rsin'-a~e-su. . 

In conclusion the single instance may be recorded under the headmg of abbreVIa
tions of the sign" PA" being used to stand for SAB = sappu (PI. 12, 17-18). A few 
examples of this use occur also in ADD. 

2. TEXT NUMBERS 

Groups. The catalogue numbers of the Nimrud texts given below are presented for 
convenience in three groups consisting of: (I) Wine lists, (2) Bread lists, and 
(3) Other texts. The transliterations which follow concern the first two of these 
groups. 

Provenance. This is indicated according to the following scheme: 

A = ZT 4 (Bread lists) 
B = SW 6 (Wine lists and other tablets of the 1957 collection) 
C = NE 48-49 (Wine lists of the 1961 collection) 
D = NE 50 (Other tablets discovered in 1961). 

3 Here chosen to indicate the type after Deller and Parpola, RA 60, 70 (first example) . 
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Location. Tablets were divided at the end of the two seasons of excavation. Those 
whose number is preceded by an asterisk are now located in the Iraq Museum, 
Baghdad; the remainder are, by arrangement, at present located in the British 
Museum, London. 

Uncopied pieces. These mainly consist of small or badly damaged fragments of the 
wine list tablets. The majority carry so little information-in some instances only 
a succession of qa signs or III determinatives are preserved-that little purpose would 
be served by the production of copies. It is, however, true that the time available 
at the end of the 1961 season of excavation was hardly sufficient in any case for this 
to be done. It has also to be recorded that ND 6228 (from the 1967 collection) 
was not available for copying in 196 I and could still not be found in the Iraq 
Museum when a further search was made for it in 1969. It is presumed lost. One 
London tablet, ND 10032, may be placed in a special category. It is smaller than 
the majority of tablets, is written with a peculiar sloping ductus, and begins with 
the entry 2t qa nidi kib-si-ani(MEs ). Beyond this, however, the tablet is so lacerated 
with lines and cracks that, despite two attempts, the writer's eyes have stubbornly 
refused to copy it. 

Six-figure numbers. As will already have been noticed certain fragments of the wine 
lists found in 1961 are assigned numbers such as ND 10042 / 4, that is, with a terminal 
sub-unit classification. This procedure, adopted for fragments which seemed, from 
the general appearance of script and clay, to belong together as parts of a single 
tablet, assists in the conclusion that some twenty-eight or thirty tablets, possibly 
more, make up the probable total of the two wine list collections. 

Text Copy Transliteration 

( I) Wine Lists 

ND 6212 (B) PIs. 11-12 Text NO.4 
*ND 6213 (B) PI. 41 Text No. 33 
*ND 6214 (B) PI. 13 Text NO.5 
*ND 6218 (B) PIs. 9-10 Text NO.3 
ND 6219 (B) PIs. 14- 16 Text No.6 
ND 6227 (B) PI. 42 Text No. 33 
ND 6229 (B) PIs. 5-7 Text No. I 

*ND 6230 (B) PI. 8 Text NO. 2 
*ND 10027+10028 (C) PIs. 24-26 Text No. 13 
*ND 10029 (C) 
*ND 10030 (C) 
*ND 10031 (C) PIs. 27- 28 Text No. 14 
ND 10032 (C) 

*ND 10033 (C) Pls . 29-30 Text No. 16 
*ND 10034 (C) 
*ND 10037 (C) 

ND 10038 (C) PI. 40 Text No. 30 
*ND 10040 (C) 
ND 10041 (C) 

K 
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Text 
*ND 10042/ 1 (C) 

ND 10042 / 2 (C) 
ND 10042/ 3 (C) 

*ND 10042 / 4 (C) 
*ND 10043 (C) 
*ND 10046/ 1 (C) 

ND 10046/ 2 (C) 
*ND 10046/ 3 (C) 
*ND 10047 (C) 

ND 10048 (C) 
*ND 10049 (C) 
*ND 10050/ 1 (C) 
*ND 10050/ 2 (C) 

ND 10051 (C) 
*ND 10052 (C) 

ND 10053 (C) 
ND 10054 (C) 
ND 10055 (C) 

*ND 10056 (C) 
ND 10057 (C) 
ND 10058 (C) 

*ND 10059 (C) 
ND 10060 (C) 

*ND 10061 (C) 
*ND 10062 (C) 
*ND 10063 (C) 
ND 10064 (C) 

*ND 10065 (C) 
ND Io066 (C) 
ND 10067 (C) 
ND 10068 (C) 
ND 10069 (C) 

*ND 10070 (C) 
ND 10071 (C) 

ND 2371 (A) 
*ND 2489 (A) 

*ND 6210 (B) 
*ND 621 I (B) 
*ND 6223 (B) 

Copy 

PI. 40 
PI. 39 

PI. 16 

PI. 37 
Pls. 17-18 
Pls. 19-20 
PIs. 21-22 
PI. 23 
PI. 23 
PIs. 33-34 
Pls. 30-32 
PI. 35 
PI. 36 
PI. 24 
PI. 28 
PI. 21 
PI. 43 
PI. 38 

PI. 37 
PI. 16 
PI. 39 
PI. 39 

PI. 39 

PI. 39 

(2) Bread Lists 

Iraq 23, PI. XII 
Iraq 23, PI. XVI 

(3) Other Texts 

PI. 45 
PI. 45 
PI. 45 

Transliteration 

Text No. 31 
Text No. 24 

Text NO.7 

Text No.8 
Text NO.9 
Text No. I I 

Text No. 16 
Text No. 17 
Text No. 19 
Text No. 18 
Text No. 20 
Text No. 21 
Text No. 12 
Text No. IS 

Text No. 10 
Text No. 32 
Text No. 23 

Text No. 22 
Text No. I I 

Text No. 29 
Text Nos. 25, 28 

Text No. 26 

Text No. 28 

Text No. 34 
Text No. 35 

For discussion 
Cf. p. I I I 

Cf. p. I I I 

Cf. p . 81 

125 
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ND 10001 (D) 
*ND 10005 (D) 

ND 10009 (D) 
ND 10010 (D) 

*ND 10012 (D) 
*ND 10013 (D) 
*ND 10018/ 1 (D) 
*ND 10018/ 2 (D) 

ND 10025 (D) 
ND 10026 (C) 
ND 10035 (D) 
ND 10076 (D) 

PI. 53 
PIs. 51-52 
PIs. 46- 48 
PI. 43 
PI. 50 

Pis. 49-50 
PI. 52 
PI. 52 
PI. 40 
PI. 45 
PI. 44 
PI. 54 

For discussion 
Cf. pp. 55 f. 
Cf. pp. 39 ff. 
Cf. pp. 107 ff. 
Cf. p. 109 
Cf. pp. 106 f. 
Cf. pp. 106 f. 
Cf. p. 40 
Cf. p. 40 
Cf. p . I I I 

Cf. p. I I I 

Cf. p. I I I, note 32 
Cf. pp . 60 f. 

Concordance of Nimrud and Iraq Museum Numbers 

Note.-In the following list, which provides the latest available information, tablets 
in some instances are shown as "allocated" . This indication describes pieces 
either allocated to another institution or else to the Iraq Museum Study Collections, 
in which group objects bear only the Expedition Field Numbers. 

Nimrud No. Iraq Museum No. Nimrud No. Iraq Museum No. 

2489 64063 10034 64230 
6210 60586 10037 Allocated 
6211 Allocated 10040 Allocated 
621 3 60587 10042 / 1 Allocated 
621 4 60588 10042/4 Allocated 
6218 60589 10043 Allocated 
6223 Allocated 10046/ 1 Allocated 
6230 60593 10047 Allocated 

10005 64212 10049 64231 
10012 64216 I0050/ 1} 64232 
1001 3 6421 7 10050/ 2 
10018/ 1 } 64221 

10052 64233 
10018/ 2 10056 64234 
10027} 64225 

10059 64235 
10028 10061 64236 
10029 64226 10062 Allocated 
10030 6422 7 10063 Allocated 
10031 64228 10065 Allocated 
10033 64229 10070 Allocated 

3. TRANSLITERATED TEXTS 

Note.-The system of transliteration adopted in the following pages is that which 
conveys the text exactly as it is written and without resolving the logograms into 
their known or inferred Neo-Assyrian equivalents. It is hoped that . the obviously 
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scientific value of this procedure will also be thought to be a gain for clarity and 
simplicity. Exceptions to this principle involve certain prepositions, the standard 
measures which are conveyed as imer, sut/ slit and qa, and the proper names which 
look altogether artificial in logographic form. In this connection it is to be noted 
that, with probably some exceptions, unqualified singular nouns forming part of 
Akkadian names seem not to have been inflected- thus sum, sar, ab, etc., is written 
and not sumu, sarru, abu. With regard to the difficult problem of reading the signs 
a + a it would seem likely that both aja and aju is permissible, although in view of 
the additional sign u found on PI. 18, 16 ff. (cf. also PI. 40, ND 10025, rev. 2), and 
also occasionally outside the wine lists, the second reading has been consistently 
adopted. The symbol" has been used to represent the mark of repetition consisting 
of three, occasionally two, oblique strokes in line; it is rendered by a colon where 
its function is clearly that of a word-divider. 

In conclusion it may be noted that, since the wine ration was in many cases 
subject to change-indeed, the wine lists were essentially documents recording 
change-restorations in this part of the text have not normally been made where 
the ration amount is preserved in one source only. 

Col. i 

5 

Col. ii 

5 

10 

[ 
[3 slit] 
[ 
[ 
[I sut 2 qa] 
[ 
[ 

DUG.SAB 

4? ! qa 
DUG.SAB 

5 qa 
2 slit 
t qa 
It qa 
2 DUG.SAB .MES 

] 

] 
] 

I. THE WINE LISTS 

No. I 

(ND 6229, PIs. 5-7) 

UD.] I2? KAM 

[gi-nu-] r u' 
[( bit) SAL] .i.GAL 

[ ] i.GAL 

[ ].MES 
[DUMU.SAL mdlGI + D]u-ab-iddin 
[UJ.GAL.SA]G 

[ (1 Ii) quru-b] u-te 
7 lines fragmentary and remainder lost 

mAb-da-ra' 
U J.ASGAB kurAra-ma-a[ju] a 

Uninscribed space 

a-na ri-ha-te 
mSUl-m[ a-nu( ?)-l]a-mur 

a-na mx X AN.BAR-zil te-~a-bi-su ? b 

mMu-salim-dMarduk U J .US.BAR 

llirak-su-tu sa GAL .SAG 

UJ.GAL kal-la-bi 
GAL 50.MES-ni 

mIq-bi-Bel U J. SAG 



15 

20 

3 qa 
v?, ' DUG sa ",a-mu-u 

5 qa 
2 qa 
2 DUG.SAB.MES 

1 qa 
DUG.SAB 

1 qa 
[1 ?] qa 
[1 ?] qa 
[1 ?] qa 
[I? q]a 
[I? q]a 
[t? qa] 

Col. iii 
[ 
[ q]a? 
[ q]a 
[ q]a 

5 [ q]a 
[ ] qa 
[ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ ] qa 

10 r5, qa 
1 qa 
! qa 
1- qa 
1 qa 

15 2 qa 
1- qa 
2t qa 
5 qa 
2t qa 

20 It qa 
It qa 
2 qa 
r 1 ?' qa 

25 3 qa 
2 qa 

Edge below col. iii 
1 qa 

THE NIMRUD WINE LISTS 

sa u-ra-a-te 
sa qaq-qz-rz 

Uninscribed space 

a-na GIS.GlJ .ZI.MES 

mdSamas-u-pa-ljer LlJ.SAG 

a-na GAL.MES 

md Marduk-nadin-aljM 
LlJ.SAG.MES 

mAdad-itti-a LlJ.SAG 

mdSamas-bel-ki-ni C 

m Bel-sar-u~ur 
mdNinurta-dAja 
mdSamas-u-pa-ljer cI 

m dMAS.MAs-sum-iddin 
m Ki-qi-la-nu 

x [ ] x x 

uruArap-lja-aju urux [ ] 

m Man-nu-ki-Di-is-dis e 

mdNinurti-i-aju r 

mQur-di-il 
LV.NAR.MES kur lja-ta-aju 
kur Ku-mu-lja-aju 
LV.IR.E.GAL kurKas-sd-aju 
kur Kas-Sd-aju kur Ma-di-ra-aju 
kur Ara-ma-aju 
LV.MU kurKal-da-aju 
LV. GAR kurKal-da-aju 
LV .ASGAB.MES-ni 

mAb-da-a LV.ASGAB 

LV.SIMUG.GUSKIN,MES-ni 

LV .DUMU.MES su.DfLIM.DUB 

liIkar-ka-di-na-te 
LV.SIMUG.AN.BAR.MES 

LV.GAR.MES As-sur-aju 
" kurSu-lja-aju 
" kurAra-ma-aju 

LV.ASGAB.MES-ni uruLibbi-al-aju 
mx x (x) X " SIMUG.GUSKIN 

LV.MUSEN.DU.MES 

mAlji-damiq LV.MUSEN.rDU' 

m Mu-salim-d Marduk 
LV.US.BAR 

Vertical entries in col. iv 
[ ]-su 
[1 q]a 
[ ] 

Col. iv 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

Edge below col. iv 
[napljar 
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r a' [-na?] mSul-mu-sarri 
mTa-bi-lju g 

] a ?-ti 

[m -sum ?[ -lisir( GIs) 

[ ]-lja-aju 
[kur kurA]n ?-di-aju 
[kUrSa-me-r ]i-na-aju 

129 

• The line properly commences at left edge of column. b The line is discussed on p. 99 C ni 
written to right of erased nu d Perhaps different from the entry of ii, 14 e Not resolved, cr. in 
Chapter II, p . 90 r In fact, to judge from ND 2309 (Iraq 16, PI. VII), lines I and 4, Ninurta 
in NA could reduce even to Nllrti as independently suggested by K . Deller aplld J. N. Postgate, 
Iraq 32, 143, note 9 g Suggested reading confirmed by the spelling DA ( = .ta.) -bi-bu of PI. 3 1, 14· 

No.2 
(ND 6230, PI. 8) 

Heading above cols , i and ii 
GESTIN.MES rik-su sa I[T]I.BARAG UD r l I'? [KAM] 

Col. i 

5 

10 

Col. ii 

1 sut 5* t qa 
3 sat 
* 1 sut 2 * qa a 

[1- su]t b 

X [x] rqa' 
1 sut 
1 sut 
1 sut 
2 sat 
DUG.SAB 

r6?' qa 
r 5, qa 
x qa 
[ q]a 
[ 

[1] qa 
1 qa 
1 qa 

] 

gi-nu-u 
afna' bit SAL.rE' .GAL 

DUMU.SAL mdlGI + [D ]u-alj-iddin 
liIquru-bu-ti 
Lt!. r*DUMU ' .SIG 

[a-na bi] t r LV .GAL.SAG' 

s[ a bi]ti [n-e] c 

LV X [ ] 

LV [ ] 

L[V ] 

DU[MUJ.MES. [SIG] sea 
rliI'sa r IGI, E .GA[ L] 

, *v '[ ] LU . SU.SI LA .DUB 

r a ' -*na d G[ VJ. r ZI ' .MES 

[ ]x[ ]x 

Rest of column destroyed 

mMu-[ 
m Bel-s[ ar-U,l'Ur] e 

mAs-sur x [ 
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I qa mdSamas-he[l-ki-ni] r 
5 I qa mdSamaS X [ ] 

I qa mSarru-emu[r-an-ni] g 

2 qa mmas/ har X [ 

[ q]a [L ]U.MUSEN.DU[.MES] 
rI ?, [q]a rm' [lS]di-a&i-rsu' h 

Four lines fragmentary 

[ q]a? 
15 [ 

Col. iii, helow rule-line 
3 qa 
[ ] 
[ ] 

Col. iv (idealized spacing) 

5 

mJs-sa-me-re?' 1 

[L JU.ASGAB .ME[S] 

Remainder missing 

ri-&a-a-t[ i] 
[ ] 
a-rna' [ 

em?] X X X [(X X) ] 

Line deleted 
Line deleted 
mdBe[l ?-]na'id 
mdNah[ u-a Ja-iddin (a) 
mlSdi-a&M 
me tar? ra aju J 

mBel-ali 
mSul-mu-sarri 

lOr 2 ?' qa ri-&a-r a ' -ti 
mMar-duku(*DUG ) 
IDBur-zi-n[ a-n]i 

r I sut 5 qa' and six signs deleted 

] 

• Restored from PI. 9, i, 9 and 32, 20 "Cf. PI. 9, I , 14 C Uncertain but suitable restoration 
in part determined by the wine ration d Unless r a ' -ki, with the copy, should be p referred 
e Restored from PI. 6, 20 r Restored from PI. 6, 19 g Reading mXX.IGI.L[AL-an-ni] h Restored 
as rm'[SU]HUS.PAP_rfu', cf. nearly identical names listed in Tallqvist, APN, 103 I Uncertain, but 
cf. PI. 31, 27 J Difficult, cf. perhaps PI. 10, i, 20 

Col. i 

5 

NO·3 
(ND 6218, PIs. 9-10) 

GESTIN .MES r KU' a r[ik]-su sa u4-me 
ITI DIRIG.SE UD r 22 ' .KAM lim-mi md Marduk-sar-u~ur 

I sut 4! qa 
4 qa 

gi-nu-u 
lUda-gil MUSEN.MES 

kurlru-mu-&a-aju 

10 

20 

Col. ii 

2 qa ~u-ra-n 
2 qa 
3 sat 
I sut 2 qa 
2 sat I qa 
8 qa 
I sut 4 qa 
I sut 
4 sat 
r*5?' qa 
2 sat r I qa' 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
9 qa 
4 qa 
2t qa 
X qa 
[ ] r qa' 
[ 

1-2 r 2, DUG.SAB .MES 

r5 r qa 
6 qa 

5 3 qa 
5 qa 
I sut 
5 qa 

I qa 
10 I qa 

I qa 
I qa 
t qa 
I q[a] 
[I? q]a 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

ina pan dIM 

a-na sci pa-an u-ra-a-te 
SAL.E.GAL 

DUMU.SAL mdIGI + Du-a&-iddin 
SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES sa MURUB URU 

KIMIN sa E .GAL ma-sar-ti 
LU.SAG.MES 

sa hiti II-e 
1 uquru-hu-ti 
sa hit mQj-qi-i 
LU.DUMU.SIG6·MES 

mSepe-ilani 
mBel-ali " I qa m[ 
mSu ug X X aju 
mJa bu ra aju 
m Bel-emur-a-ni 
mA&i-sam-si 
m Bel-ali-lisir 
sa bit ku-dini 
EN GIS.GIGIR.MES LU.lR E.GAL 

sa ki- i~-ri sa dUTU 

[E]N GIS.GIGIR.MES sa zi-iq-ni 
[LU].rDUMU.SIG' .MES sa DINGIR. MES-ni 

[mx X X ( ?) lumu-s]ar-ki-sZl 

UGU glskan-ni b 

sa GIs.r.GU'.ZI.MES 

a-na ri-&a-a-te 
sa qaq-qz-n 
sa rLU'.SU.DfLIM.DU g 

GAL LU .SAG 

lusci pan E .GAL 

Uninscribed space 

m r Bel-i-qa-* sci-a-ni' C 

md Marduk-nadin-a&M 
mdMAS.MAS-Sum-iddin 
md Marduk-apil-iddin 
m lri-qi-la-a-nu 
mdNabu-u-aju G[ AL IO-t]e (?) 
m[ X (x)] X E-a KIM IN 

md[x]_rsu'-mu-a (\ KIMIN 

mr Mu / Gab' X rw KIMIN 

mrIlC_dAja KIMIN 

m[ ] X [ ] KIMIN 

Two lines deleted 
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20 

25 

I qa 
I qa 
2 qa 
I qa 
It qa 
t qa 
I qa 
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mdX r ri-mu '-u-a 
UJ [(X)] X MES 

m[ flu] -*mukin-nu-mar-su e 
md Marduk-na~ir 

mdMarduk-uballij (TI.LA) 

mdNabU-sum-iddina(SUM-na) 
m$illi-d Marduk 

& For this identification of the sign (and not NAG) cf. PI. 45, 17 b Idealized presentation of 
the text c Uncertain but probable reading, cf. AP N under Bel-iqifanni d Possibly restore as 
md[~amafJ-rfu '-mu-a after ND 496, 7 (Iraq 13, PI. XVI ) e Reading m[D1NGlRJ-*G1.NA-nu-DuMu-fu 

Obverse 
GESTIN.MES 

5 

10 

20 

I silt r S ?' qa 
I silt [ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[3 sat] 
[ 
[I silt ?] 
[I silt] 
[ 
[ 
X [ 

2 sat 
DUG.SAB 

I KIMIN 

9 qa 
I qa 
I qa 
9 qa 
[ 

Reverse 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
3 qa 

5 2 qa 
rS' qa 

] 
] 
] 
] 

] 

] 
] 
] 

NO·4 
(ND 6212, PIs. 11-12) 

[g] i-nu [ -u] 
[p]an d/Star rpan dMarduk' 
[x] X ma-qa-lu-ti pan d Marduk-ma 
[a-na jsa] b GlS.GlJ.ZI.MES 

[Sa u] GU qaq-qi-ri 
[bit] SAL.E.GAL 

[lu]quru-bu-ti 
[bit] LV. GAL.SAG C 

[Sa bi] ti II-e 
[L ]V.DUMU.SIG5.MES 

m$illi-d IStar 
LV. GAL. GESTIN.MES 

lurak-su-te LV.GAL.SAG 

LV.SAG.MES 

SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES kur Ar-pa-da-aj[ a-t]e 
SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES 

fA -tza-tu-u 
f Qa-nu-un-tum 
sa bit ku-din-ni 
rLv.su.sILA '.DUs 

Rest of column missing 

[ ] 
[ ] 
LU.GA L. , [? 
lUma d [ 

LV.MUSEN.DU.ME[S] 

luSd pan E.GAL 

] 
] 

10 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[DUG.S]AB 

[ qa m-s]u 

[DUG.SA]B 

[DUG.8A]B 

[DUG.S]AB 

DUG .S(AB) g 

DUG.S(AB) g 

DUG.SAB 

Lower edge 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

m Adad-uballi[ 
sa UGU bit-a-ni 
a-na lUSe-la-pa-aju ti-~a-bu 
m Man-nu-ki-Adad 
md Ninurta-mukin-niSi 
a-na LV.SIMUG.AN.BAR ti-~a-bu 
mUDU.SAL + AS + QAR.MEs-bit-a-ni e 

kur Mu-~ir-aju f 
kurSa-meri-na-aju 
k[ur D]a ?-ni-i sa bit-a-nim 
kur[x (x)] ri aju 
kur[ tI ]a_ r za '-za-aju 
LV.X kurx [x] X 

naptzar 4 imer 2 sat r S ?' qa mi-du-rtu' 
IO DUG.SAB.MES 

133 

• For restoration cf. PI. 27, I b For the choice of restoration cf. respectively PI. 5, ii, 13 and 
PI. 9, ii, 3 c Restoration based uncertainly on PI. 15, 28 d So, and not GAL (marginal note) 
e InterpretedJaute de mieux as a proper name (not understood), possibly of one of the piibi.<:/ini who in 
PI. 26, 12, may have received the same wine ration ! Sic ; it is difficult to know whether the 
writing given, which finds no support in Parpola, Toponyms, 250-252, should be regarded as erroneous 
for kurMu-, ur-aju g SAB abbreviated to PA 

NO·5 
(ND 6214, PI. 13) 

Obverse 
ITI.BARAG UD I I.KAM lim-me mBel-liSir(sI.sA) 

[I sil]t 4 qa gi-nu-u 
[blank ?] SAL.E.GAL 

[I sit]t LV.S[AG.]MES 

5 [ D]UG.SAB LV.GAL.MES 

[ ] LV. [IG]I.MIN.MES a 

[ q]a [x]b naxx 
[ [t]urquru-bu'[-ti] C 

Remainder missing 

Reverse 
[ ] [ ] x 
[ ] [LV] .GAL.GESTIN 
[2H rqa, LV.US kib-si 
[ ] qa v r ' , .... 

GIS. GU .ZI.MES 

5 [ ] qa sa qaq-qz-rz 
[ ] qa m r A-bi-it' d 
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10 

[ q] a 
It qa 
I qa 
r8?' qa 
I sut 

r I ?' DUG.SAB 

THE NIMRUD WINE LISTS 

sa gl'Bdu-na-ni 
LlJ.GAL·50.MES-ni 

md Ninurta-apii-iddin 
ri-ha-te 
mdvSamas-na~iT 

*GIS. *GESTIN? mi-rdu'-tu 
kur* Ur_ r ar '-ta-aju 
napbar 5 imer 8 sat 5 qa 

• I.e. , lUpan rabt'ini which compares with the pan IUrabt'ini of PI. 36, 16 
or the masculine determinative before a proper name, may be restored 
dFirst sign supposedly written to the right of an erasure (original A[D] ?) 

No.6 
(ND 6219, PIs. 14-16) 

Obverse 
[ITI.BARA]G? UD . IO[ + X.KAM lim-mi m 

[I sut xJt qa 
[ ] SUR 

[3 s ]at 
5 [I s] ut 

[ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ ] 
[I sut] 

10 [5 qa] a 

[9 qa] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[3? qa] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

20 [2? qa] 
[ ] 
[2? qa] 
[2? qa] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

gi-n[u-u] 
pan MUL [ 

SAL.E .GAL 

LlJ. GAL. SAG 

SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES 

luquru-bu-ti 
LlJ. [D ]UMU.SIGs 
[s]a biti u-e 
sa bit mrQj'_qi_i 
sa bit ku-dini 
EN GIS.GIGIR.MES quru-bu-ti 
KIMIN IR E.GAL 

ki-~ir sa dUTU 

sa gISmu-se-zib-a-ti 
sa glsdu-na-ni 
DUMU.MES SIG sa DINGIR.MES 

m d IStar -duri 
mdNabu-kabti-abbe-su 
LlJ.GAL A.ZU 

mKu-si-i 
r LlJ' .ij:AL.MES 

[LU] .MAS.MAS.MES 

[mx X ]-di-i 
[mx (x)] x U PAP 

[md ]-apii-iddin 
[m ] X X 

b Either a to make a-na, 
c Probable restoration 

] 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

Edge 
[ J ] bit LU.GAL.SA[ G] 

Reverse 

35 

45 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[2!? q]a 
[ 
[2? qJa b 
[ q]a c 

[I? qa] d 

[ qJa 
[ q]a 
[ ] qa 

I qa 
2 qa 

] 
] 
J 

J 

(blank) 
(blank) 

[LUJ.GAL kal-la-bi 
lumu-sar-ki-su 
r L U'. GAL. 50 .MEs-ni 
LU.US kib-si-ani(MEs) 
lurak-su-te 
sa DU:g.MES 

sa GIRII 

sa GIS.TA:g.KAL e 

lUbar-ra-qu 
LU.NINDA.MES 

LU.ASGAB.MES 

LU.NAR.?fES Kas-Sd-aju 
LU.NAR.MES As-su-ra-aju 
LU.NAR.MES lja-ta-aju 
1 ukar-ka-di-na-te 

3 DUG.SAB.MES 2 ? KUS.SAL.MES a-na BUR 

r5'qa lusapanE.GAL 
[I s]ut 5? qa LU.GAL.GESTIN.MES 

[ q]a 
[ qJa 
r5 ?, qa 
[ ] qa 
I sut 

? h v v 2 • DUG.SAB.MES 

[ J DUG.SAB .MES 

[ ] 
[ ] 

LU.BI.LUL 

LU.GAL ki-~ir r 

a-na GIs.GU.Z[I.MES] 

sa qaq-qa-ri g 

mrdSamar-n~ir 
l{Ur Ma-na-aju 
kur Me-ii-d[ a] -aju 
mSi i[b?] x [(x)}i 
sa bit x [ 

Top edge 
Fragmentary remains of two lines including the beginning, of a total are preserved. 
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• Restored after PI. 25, 5 and Text No. 16, 10, note c b Restoration based uncertainly on 
PI. 29, 17 c For possible restoration cf. PI. 29, 18 d Restoration suggested by PI. 29, 19 e The 
ideal reading of the final sign in this group will depend upon the Akk. equivalent (not yet established) 
r Deller's researches, Or. NS 3 I, 194, show that this writing stands for ki-$ri g Idealized presenta
tion h In accordance with the traces the uncertain figure of 2 may be accepted despite the clear 3 
of PI. 18, 16, since the two texts are not of the same date i The initial sign may be interpreted as 
the masculine determinative written beside the beginning of a partially erased sa (cf. following line) 

[ 
[ 

q]a 
q]a 

NO·7 
(ND 10046/1, PI. 16) 

Beginning lost 

GAL [ ] 

sa gls [ mu-se-zib-a-ti (?)] 



THE NIMRUD WINE LISTS 

[ q]a sa GIS .DU[ lj.MES] a 

[ q]a sa gtsdu-n[ a-ni] 
5 [I? qa] sa GIS .TAlj.K[AL] 

[2? sa]t 1 tl.rak-su [-ti] 
[ ] LlJ .DUMU.SIG.[MES ( )] 
[ q]a sa Itl.su-sa[-ni sa ] b 

[ ] LU.GAL.GES[ TIN] 

10 [ ] mdMarduk-[ ] 

Remainder fragmentary or missing 

• For the permissible determinative GIS in this term cf. PI. 30, ND 10052,6 b Partial restoration 
after PI. 24, ND 10055, 8 

No.8 
(ND 10047, PIs. 17- 18) 

Obverse 
ITI.SE UD . I.KAM [lim-]mu [mBel-riq£f'-a-ni a 

r I sut'[ qa] 
[ 

r5? qa' 
5 3 qa 

3 sat 
I sut 
3 sat I qa 
r I sut 5?' qa 

10 I sut 5 qa 
I silt 
I sut 
[I S Jut 
[ ] qa e 

[ ] qa f 

r9, qa 

[5?] qa 
X [qa] 
[3? qa] 

20 [ 
[ 
[3? qa] 
[ 
[ 
[5 qa] 
2 qa 
t qa 

] 

] 
] 

] 
] 

[gi-nu-u] b 

rLU' [.GAL SAG].MES C 

a-na X [X] X X x 
a-na G[ IS.GlJ.ZI.MES] d 

SAL.ri. 'GAL 

[LJU.GAL [SA]G 

quru-bu-[t]i {MES} 

Iilrak-su-ti LlJ . [GA]L rSAG' 

LU.GAL [GEST]IN 

Iilrsa-ni'[-u-su] 
sa [b ]iti [n-e] 
mdNabu-sar-&u- [il] ani 
LU.III.Us-[ME] S 

LU.A .SIG sa [DINGIR.ME ]s-r*ni' 
sa bit ku-din-ni 
sa bit Qjf qi' -i 
sa giSdu-na-ni 
ki-~ir dUTU 

sa qaq-qa-[r]i 
LU.A[.SIG sa gtBmu-se] -zib-a[-te] g 

Iilmu-k[il KUS.PA.MES s]a mu[-gir-a-te] h 

Ill. " [lab-ba-JSu-te t 

LU.GAL.5[ o.MEs-ni] 
Iilsa pan i .GAL 

LU.BI.LUL 

[D]UMU LU.BI.LUL 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

28a 2 qa [ LlJ.]A.ZU .MES 

28b 2 qa LlJ .ljAL.MES 

2ga 2 qa [ LlJ. MA] S.MAS.MES 

2gb 2 qa [L JU .NINDA.GAR .MES 

30a 2 qa [LlJ. X M]ES 

30b 2 qa LU. rNINDA ? ' .ME[S] 

Remainder missing 

Reverse (beginning not preserved) 
[ q]a EN GIS. [ GIGIR.MES 

x qa E[N] GIS.GIGIR.MES [ 

I qa mKu ni ja I qa [m] X [ 

I sut SAL.ERIM.i.GAL. r MES"' X [x X] k 

5 r 4 ?' qa ! [ ijar ]ran-aju SAC L 

6t qa SAL.NAR.MES kur[ ] X [ 

5t qa SAL.NAR.MES ku[rx X ] X x 

3 sat kurx [x (x) aju]u 
7! qa [ ] x X 

10 I DU[G.SAB] [ ] 

2 [KIMIN] [Itl.sa ? G ]IRII 
I rKIMIN' L[U 

[I ?] 
I 

ina [nu-bat] _r ti' 
riC -& ]a-ti 
]eurSa-me-ri-na- [a ]juru' 

kur Ma-na-r aju'u 
kurGar_ga_r mis ' -ajuu 
kurSa-ma-al-ajuu 

nap&ar 5 imer 2 sat m 5 t qa 

] j 

] j 

] 

J1 
] 
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a R eading [mEN-]rBA-fci'-a-ni as suggested in Chapter I, p . 2 b Probable restoration according 
to pattern, cf. especially PI. 19, 2 c For the restoration cf. PIs. 19, 3 and 29, 2 d Probable 
restoration modelled on PI. 19, 4 e Possibly read [9] qa after PI. 25, 7 r Possibly read [6] qa 
after PI. 25, 8, which provides authority for the end of the restoration g Restored according to 
PI. 29, 12, etc. h R estored according to PI. 29, 15 I R estored according to PI. 29, 14 J From 
parallel texts IR E .GAL and fa zi-iq-ni/ su. are to be supplied at the end of the line in one or other 
position h If space allows read perhaps r fa' [ MURUB URU] after PI. 9, i, 10 I Line supported 
initially by PIs. 26, II and 36, 4, but the fu r ther restoration after SAL is not established m So, or 
possibly rB' slit as indicated in Chapter III, note 58 

No . 9 
(ND 10048, PIs. Ig- 20) 

Obverse 
[ITITBARAG?' UD r 1 ?KAM' lim[-mi] mdNaba-Ja[r-u~u]r 

[I] sut 6 qa gi-nu-u 



5 

10 

Edge 

x qa 

[ J qa 
[3 sJat 
[I SUt?J 
[ 
[ qJa 
[I sut ?J 
[9? qaJ 
[5? qaJ 

[ 
[ 

J 

J 
J 

J 
J 

THE NIMRUD WINE LISTS 

SAL.E.GAL 

rUJ.GAL '.SAG 

I[Uquru-J bur -tiJ 
1 urakJ su-ti' 
sa biti II-e 
sa rbit' ku-[dJin-ni 
[sa biJ t r Qj-qi-i' a 

I7 lines fragmentary 

LV.SUM.NINDA.MES 

IUbar-r[ a-qu J 
Remainder again fragmentary 

LV.III-S[ u J 
LV.A.BA [ 

Reverse (beginning not preserved) 
[ J L[V 
[ J ' [V? qa LU.GI S. 

[ J qa EN GIS.GIGI[R.MES 

X b qa EN GIS.GIGIR.[MES 

5 x qa L[VJ x x [ 

15 

20 

[ J qa mdNabu-sar-[&u-ilaniJ d 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ qJa 
[ q]a 
2 qa 
3 qa 
3 qa 
6 qa 
I sut r 4' qa 

J 
J 
] 

Six lines fragmentary 

[mx] x x e dNinurta 
[mxJ X X ku ti r 
[luJmu-sar-rki'-su EN 

[LV.GJAL kal-l[a-b /pa-J rni' 
LV " KESD[AJ.BI 

LV.A.BA.MES kurAs-sur-aju 
LV " kur Mu-~u-ra-aju 
LV.A.BA.MES kurAra-ma-aju 
kur K u-sa-a-e 
kur[x xJ aju 

Remainder fragmentary 

a Q.fqi is written in the lists both with and without the male determinative, but damage to the 
pr.evious sign makes it difficult to ascertain the correct reading in the present instance " Probably 
either 2 or 3 c The same observation applies as that made in text No.8, note j d For references 
which suggest this restoration cf. in Chapter III, p . 89 e Signs resemble igi and ad which may 
indicate that some miscopying is involved r Slight help towards the reading is afforded by PI. 40, 
ND 10042/ 3, I , particularly in the light of the fact that the mufarkisu entry has the same relative 
position in each case 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

No. 10 
(ND 10057, PI. 21 ) 

Obverse (beginning not preserved) 
[ ] [ J x 
[ ] [ J MES 

[ ] [lumu-kil KJUS.PA.MES KAL 

[ J [KIMIN II ]-u 
5 [ ] [LV.III.J rus' KAL 

[ ] [KIMINJ rII '-u 
[ J [lumJu-[kil] KUS.PA.MES la-ba-su-te 
[ J [LV.N JAR.MES lab-ba-su-te 
[ J a [KIM IN] kurAs-sur-ra-aju 

10 [ ] a [KIMINJ kurKas-rs{r-aju 
[ J a [KIMINJ kurlja-ta-ilju 
[ J [Sa qaq J -qi-ri 
[ J [lilmu-sar-kJi-su EN GIS.GIGIR 

Lower edge 

Reverse 

5 

10 

[ 
[ 
[ 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[I? qa J 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[2!13 qa] 
[ 
[ 
[ 

] 
J 
] 

[mx (x) J x pi EN GIS.GI[GIR] 

[lil ?' sa GIRIT 

[LV.US k]ib-si 

] [LJU.GAL SIMUG rGUSKIN' 

] mZa-ku-ru m Tab-uJ ni ?' 
J b [E]N GIS.GIGIR.MES IR KUR 

[mJx ni x x I qa mdNabu-na-mer 
J [IJ ubar-r[ a-J qu 
J [IDdJIStar-sarrani 
J [LV·YA '.BA.MES kurAra-ma-aju 

[ki-~ ] ir sa dUTU 

J [x (x) J X MES C 

J [EN GIS.GIGIR.MJES sa SUo d 

J [ J MES 

Remainder lost 
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a A notification of ra.tion to the order of 2 qa is probably to be restored in these lines, cf. PI. 22, 7--9 
b For the probable ration cf. PI. 26, 6 (3 qa) and PI. 10, i, 25 (4 qa) C Possibly [GIS GlJ.*Z]l.MES is 
to be read d The sign is actually KAXNUN 

Reverse 
] qa 

2t qa 
It qa 

No. I I 

(ND 10049, PIs. 2 1-22) 

For the obverse, which is not well preserved, the 
copy on PI. 2 I may be consulted 

[ 
L[V 
LV[ 



5 

10 

3 qa 
I r qa, 

rt qa' 
2 qa 
r 2? qa' 
r 2? qa' C 

2 qa 
2 qa 
2 qa 
I qa 
5 [q]a 
3 q[a] 

THE NIMRUD WINE LISTS 

sa [DUlj: .MES( ?)] a 

sa [GIRII ( ?)] a 

sa [GIS.TAlj:.KAL(?)] a 

LlJ.NA[ R.MES kur Kas-sa-aju] b 

KIMIN kurJ[ s-sur / su-ra-aju] 
KIMIN kurijafta'[-aju] 
Iitkar-ka-di[ n-a-te] 
[ LlJ].ASGAB .MES 

[LlJ .TUG.BABB]AR.MES-ni d 

[ ] X X 

[ ME]S 

[ ] X 

Uninscribed space 

From this point for some 9 lines the reconstruction IS assisted by ND 10062, 

PI. 16, which is thus used as an additional source 

5 qa 
5 qa 
5 qa 
I sut 4 qa 

20 I sut 
20a I sut 
20b VI-SU 

2 DUG.SAB 

2 

[lit]S[a Pan] rE'[.GAL] e 

LU[ ] X 

LU X [ ] 

[L ]U.GAL. [GESTIN] 

mGab-bu[- ] 
[ ] r 
[ ] r 

UGU gl8kan[ -ni] 
ina nu-bat-[ti] 

I imir mi-rdu'[-tu X] DUG.SA[B.MES 

DUG.SAB kurx ba a[ju ?] 

X [q]a a-na ri-[&a-(a)-ti] 
I sut 2 qa SUR X X X X [ 

nap&ar 4 imir 2 ? sat 3 qa [ 

] 

a Restoration based partly on PI. 15, 35-37, partly on the relative position of these entries to the 
group of musicians (PI. 15, 40-42 = PI. 22, 4-6), and also on the consideration that the wine rations 
of the reconstructed lines 4 and 5 can be independently confirmed (respectively PI. 30, ND 10052, 6, 
and PI. 29, 18) b Restored from PI. 15, 40, etc. c The figure of 2 rather than perhaps 3 (cf. 
copy) is suggested in the light of the relative position of qa at this point d Restoration based on 
comparative entries in the bread lists, cf. ND 2489, ii, 16-18 (text No. 35, below) e Uncertain 
but probable restoration based on the (apparently stable) wine ration of 5 qa associated with the fa 
pan ekalli, the suitability of the traces, and the unsuitability of the traces in lines 17 and 18 which 
might otherwise claim the same restoration I Lines recorded on ND 10062 only 

No. 12 

(ND 10055, PI. 24) 

Fragment (beginning and end missing) 
[ ] LU.NAR.M[ES 

[I sii]t mMan-nu-ki[ ] 

r I sut' 
[ q]a 

5 [ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ 
[ 
[ 

10 [ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

LU.A.BA rE'[.GAL] 

L[U.lj:]AL.MES kurKas-s[a-aju] 
lt1bar-ra-qu 
LU.GAL EN[.NUN].MES 

] LU.DUMU.SI[ G sa D ]INGIR.MEs-ni 

] Iitsu-s[a]_rni'sa [ 
r mAm-rba'-&i 
] [L ]U.SU.SILA.DUs 
] [LU].GAL·50.MEs-ni 

] [LU]XXXX[ 

] [ ] X BUR 

No. 13 
(ND 10027 + 10028, Pls .• 24-26) 

Obverse (some lines missing) 

5 

10 

20 

[ ] X X [ 

[3 s]at 
3 sat 5 qa 
2 sat 4 qa 
5 qa 
9 qa 
9 qa 
6 qa 
6 qa 
I sut 
9 qa 
2 qa 
3 qa 
5 qa 
9 qa 
It qa 
rI t? qa' 
[ 
[ q]a 
X qa a 

3 qa 
2 qa 
2 qa 

] 

SAL.E.GAL 

1 itquru-[bu-ti] 
I iIrak-s [ u-ti] 
sa bit Qj-q[i-i] 
sa bit ku-[ di]n-ni 
LV.III rU5.MES' 

LU.A.S[IG.M ]ES sa DINGIR.MES-ni 

sa gISmu-se-zib-ati (MES) 

LU.GAL.SAG 

LU.NAR.MES KUR.ME S.T A. AM. , , [' ] [' ?] 
LU .A.BA.MES kur Ara-[ ma-a}u] 
ki-!ir sa dUTU 

IiIsa pan KUR 

LU.A.SIG.MES sf a ] 
sa gISdu-na-[ n]i 
LU.US kib-s[i]-ani(MEs) 
EN GIS.GIGIR.MES sa ziq[-ni] 
L[ U]. GIS. GIGIR.MES sa DU[ lj:.MES] 

LU. [lj:AL.M ]ES kur Kas-sa-aj[ u] 
LU.GAL seki-si-te 
LU.BI.LUL 

mdNabt1 s[ u ? (x) ] ku b 

One line fragmentary and 
remainder missing 

Reverse (beginning not preserved) 
[ ] [ ]x[ ] 
[ ] [m(x)]xkax[ 

L 

] 
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5 

10 

[ 
t qa 
3 qa 
3 qa 
2 sat I r qa' 
It qa 
It qa 
t qa 
3 qa 
[ ] qa I1I-SU 

[ ] qa 
[ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ 

THE NIMRUD WINE LISTS 

] rm' X sa di [ 
mKa-nun-aJu 
r GIS' .GU.ZI.MES 

EN GIS.GIGIR.MES I[R KUR / i.GAL] 

kur Ma-da-aJu kurSi-in-g[i-ir-aJu] c 

LV.~AL.MES 
LV.MAS.MAS.MES 

DUMU LV.BI.LUL 

fIjarran -aJu 
1 itpa-Iji-za-ni 
m[ X X ]-na-aJu mNa-si-lju 
sa qaq-qa-ri 
mKu-ni-Ja 
A.KIN sa LV.GAL.BI.LUL 

] m Nuri-Ja EN r[ a ? 

Two lines fragmentary and 
remainder missing 

a Probably either 3 or 6 qa is to be restored, for the latter figure cf. PI. 40, ND 10038, 5 bReading 
not resolved C Uncertain; cf. perhaps Singiira (Parpola, Toponyms, 310) which appears to be the 
only known locality which provides a suitable comparison 

Obverse 
[GESTIN.MES] a 

[ ] me j) 

[ q]a 
[ ] 

5 [ ] SUR 

[DU]G.SAB 

2 

X 

3 sat 
10 I sut 

[ 
I sut 3 q[a] 
I sut 
I sut 2 qa 

[ 
[ 
[ 

] qa 
] qa 

2t qa 
] 

No. 14 

(ND 10031, PIs. 27- 28) 

rriC-su pi4 u4-m[i?] 
r a-na' e GIS. [G]6. [ZI.MES] 

gz-nu-u 
[ina pan] rdIM?' d 

[ ] X [ 
LV [x] X [( ?)] 
a-na [ 
a-na [ 
bit [LV.GAL.S ]AG f 

bitSu [Sa x] ti g 

LV [ 
[ 
* s[ a? biti n]-e 

] 
] x 

L[ V .A.SIG.MES sa] rDINGIR.MES-ni' 

Six lines missing 

sa UGU qaq-q[i-ri] 
rsa' DU~- {ni} .MES h 

rLV'.GAL.50.MES-ni h 

L[V.U]S kib-si-a-ni 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 143 

25 
, r?, " i LU.GAL. KI .. NUN.MES 

EN GIS. GIGIR.M [ ES sJa su6-n[i] 

Reverse (only terminal lines preserved) 
[x DUG.SAB.MES] [( )] KUR X [ ] j 

One line fragmentary 

[( )] 5 sat mi-du-tu [(x)] x [ 
[( ? )] I kurSu-lja-aJ[ u] 
[ ( )] kurx (x) ni sEa aJu?] 
[napljar?] r 4' IG[I] k 9 sa[t] 3 [qa] 

a There does not appear to be sufficient space for the additional restoration of KU, as on PI. 9, i, 1 

b Reasonably clear on the tablet and perhaps to be considered an abbreviation for mfdiitu(?) 
C The following sign appears to be preceded by an erasure, possibly the beginning of an anticipa
tory GU d Uncertain restoration, cf. PI. 9, i, 6 e As was already noted at the time of copying, 
the queen's household appears not to be mentioned in the introductory lines of this text r The 
ration indicated may be thought in this instance to include" an amount for the raksiiti fa bit rab resi 
g The restoration has been partly assisted by PI. 37, ND 10061, 12, but the entry remains difficult 
11 Suggested reading i Or possibly to be read r EN '.NUN.MES with PI. 36, 14, as against the KI.NUN.MES 

of Pis. 30, 24 and 35, rev. 3 j Restoration inspired by PI. 34, '7 k For the probable explanation 
of this sign, cf. in Chapter III, p. I 16, note 60. 

No. 15 

(ND 10056, PI. 28) 

Fragment (only one side preserved) 
[ ] l[ilr sa GIRII' 
[ ] qa lUsa mu-se-[ zib-a-te] 
5 qa Hlsa pan i.GA[L] 
5 qa LV.GAL aek[i-si-te] 

5 5 qa sa bit Qj[ -qi-i] 
It qa sa gladE u-na-ni] 
6i qa LV.NAR.MES [kurlja-ta-aJu ?] a 

r It qa' b LV" ta[ b-ba-su-te] 
[ q]a LV " kurAr[a-]m[a-aju] 

10 [ q]a LV " kurKas-Sd-a[ju] 
[ q]a LV " kurAs-sur-ra-a[ju] 
[2? qa] LV.~AL.MES 
[2? q]a LV.MAS.MAS.MES 

[2? qa] LV.A.ZU.MES 

traces 
a For lines 7 to 14 cf. the parallel entries of PI. 30, 27- 34 b The likely figure of 1-!- is confirmed 

also by PI. 30, 28 

No. 16 

A = ND 10033, PIs. 29-30 

B = ND lOo50/ r, PI. 23 

Obverse (heading of tablet not preserved) 
Uninscribed space 
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5 

10 

20 

25 

[I sut X q]a 
[ 

[ q]a 
[3 s ]tit 
[I s Jut 
[ 
[ 
[I sut] 
r g, qa 

5 qa 
x qa d 

x [qa] 
[ 
[ 
[ 
3 [qa] 
Ii q[a] 
2? r qa' 
I qa 
I q[a] 
[5 qa] 
[ 
[ 
[ t qa] 
[ 
[ 
[ 
x [qa] 
[I! q[a] 
I [ + ? qa] 
[ 
[ 
[2? qa] 
[2? qa] 
[2? qa] 

] 

] 
] 

] 
] 
] 

] 
] J 

] 
] 
] 

] 
] 

THE NIMRUD WINE LIST S 

g[i-nu-u] a 

L1J .GA[ L SAG.MES] b 

Uninscribed space 

a-na rGV' .Z[LMES] 

SALE. GAL 

LV. GAL. SAG 

ltiquru-bu-t[ u] 
rIti' rakf su '-t[i] 
[Sa] biti I1-e 

sa bit ku-din-ni 
sa bit ku-tal-li c 

LV.A.SIG.MES e sa x (x) 
LV " sa glilm[u-se-]zib-a-te 
LV " sa DINGIR.MEs-ni 

LV.I1LUs.MES f 

ltimu-kil KUS .PA.MES lab-ba-su-te g 

Iti" sa mu_r gir-a-te' g 

sa glsdu-na-ni 
[Sa DU] ~ . M[ES] h 

sa GIRU 

sa TA~ .KAL 
Itisd rpan' i .GAL 
LV. [A .BA i .]G[AL] I 

LV.BLLUL 

DUMU LV .BL LUL 

sa rKI' .NUN 

sa GIs.rpA-ri' 
sa r SUs' 

LV .NAR.MES [kur.ij]a[-ta-aju] k 

LV " la [b-] b[a-su-te] 
LV " rkurAra-ma'- [aju] I 

LV " k ur As-sur-ra-aju 
LV " kurKas-sd-aju 
LV.~AL.MES 

[L ]V.MAS.MAS.MES 

[ L]V.A. [Z]U.MES 

Remainder not preserved 

a Restored according to the standard entry I> Restored with the help of PIs. 17, 3 and 19, 3 and 
in the light ofline 1 above c The closely parallel text of PI. 19, 1 I , has in this position the important 
variant [sa b]it rQj_qi_i'; the reading ofB, sa bit [ ] is actually ambiguous at this point d For 
possible restoration of the ration figures in lines 11- 13 cf. PI. 25,8,9 and IS c A omits MES r The 
entry only occurs in B g Following A; the line order is inverted in B which also has the spelling 
la-ba-s[u-te] in line 14 11 Certain restoration, cf. PI. 33, 20 i Restoration according to PI. 33, 24; 
alternatively restore LlJ .GAL GESTIN ( .MES) after PI. 16,46, which amounts to the same thing according 
to the combined mess theory proposed in Chapter II, p. 7 I J Possibly restore 2 qa after PI. 24, 
ND 10028, 4 k Fairly certain restoration, cf. also ND 10069, 3, on PI. 39 in the context of the 
preceding [sa s]u. I The stroke preceding r ma' in this word seems probably to be the remains 
of a partly erased -me 
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No. 17 
(ND 10050/ 2, PI. 23 ) 

Note : This fragment is almost certainly part of the same tablet as ND 10050 / 1. 

The text may thus be regarded as in some sense a continuation of the preceding 
text No . 16. 

[ ] [ ] kur 
[ ] [LV.A.B]A.MES [kurAra-ma-aju] a 

[2? qa] [mIStar-sar ]rani a 2 [qa mx xx] 
[ ] [LV] .SUM.NIN[ DA .MES] 

5 [ q] a Itibar-ra[ -qu] 
[ q]a sa UR.KU.ME [S] 

[ ] [md ]NabzViqiSa ?' b 

traces 

" Lines restored from PI. 21 , ND 10057, rev. 6-7 I> Interpreting the signs as [B] A-s[a] 

No. 18 
(ND 10052, PIs. 30- 32 ) 

Obverse (beginning not preserved) 

5 

6a 

8a 

ga 
10 

loa 

Ila 

I2a 

[I ? qa] 

I sut 2 qa 
I sut 2 qa 
3 qa 
3 qa 
r3, qa 
3 qa 
[I ] qa 
[I qa] 
r I , qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
r I qa' 
I qa 
[I q]a 
[I ? q]a 

traces 
[m Bel-ali] -lisir a 
sa bit ku-din-ni 
s[ a] glSmu-se-zib-a-[t]i 
LV.DUMU.MES [s]IGs sa DINGIR.MEs-ni 

s[ a G ] IS .DU~ .MES 
sa glsdu-na-ni 
G[IS.G]U.ZI. MES : 
sa qaq-qz-n 
m Mar-du-ki b [ : ] 

[m 
mxx za? [m]ur ? 
mSUmU-TUK. *TUK ? 
mISdi-[ a& H[e] c : 

mA&i-s[am-Ysi' d 

mKabx(DUGUD )-ta-a[ja] 
mSepeII [ -ila]ni ? e 

nldNa[bu ?]fapil-iddin' 
mBel-ali f 

mx [x x] X r aju' g : 

mBel-em [ur-a-n]i h 

m Tax(DA)-bi-&u 1 [:] 

mSUl-m[ u-sarri] J 

Two full lines fragmentary 
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[L]U.A.BA.M[ES 

LlJ.GAL kal-la-bi 1 
J 

[ 
[ 

20 [ 

1umu-sar-ki-su [EN.GIS.*GJIGIR.M[ESJ m 

[L]U.GIS.TA~.KAL : 

20a r 2 t?' [qaJ 
[ 
[ J 
[ J 
[ J 

25 [J 

LlJ .US kib-s[iJ 
[mx J x nu am qa n 

[DUG.SJAB .MES kur M[ a J-di-[r Ja-aju 
[" ? kUJ r Dan-ni-aju 
[" ? kurQJu-ti-[ a Jju 
[" ? urur A'-rap-ba-aj[ u J 

[ ] 
J 
J 

[ m J r d N aba' -mukinf nu-silmu ?' 0 

[ [ mJls-sa-[ me-r e' ? P 

[ [ kurAJr-pa-[daJ-aju 

Remainder fragmentary 

Reverse (six lines missing or fragmentary) 
[ J mx x [ J 
[ J mNa-a-ni ta[rJ-gu-rma'[-nuJ 

[I?qJa 
10 [I?qJa 

I qa 
I qa 
I qa 
2 qa 

IS x qa 
i qa 
i qa 
rt r qa 
2 DUG.SAB 

20 I silt 2 qa 

I [qaJ 
I q[aJ 
I qa 
I qa 

24a x q[aJ 
25 x r qa, 

[ 
26a I qa 

J 

m r La '-im-rba '-ma-la 
mil-tuklats[uJ q 

mpan-As-sur-la-mur 
mAs-sur-eriba 
mlli-iz-qup-keni( GUB-n[iJ ) 

sa luUGU bit-a-ni 
ri-ba-ti 
ri-ba-ti m Mar-du-ki 
KIMIN a-na mAs-sur-zI-na r 

a-na GUB r KES' S 

SAL.ERIM.E.GAL.MES 

DUMU.SAL mdIGI + Du-ab-iddin 

x [x xJ x 
[xxJxtii 
DUMU .SAL mSilmu-li[ b-sJ i 
flja-ni-i : 
[fljarJr[anJ-aju t 

[x J x [ J a-na E. [G JAL SUMuN-te 
[ J su? : 
rNun ra, ni 

[ J [ J x PAP 3 qa E.GAL.GIBIL 

[ UG Ju GIS.KAN 

trace 

a Restored according to PI. 10, i, 23 b Cf. also rev. 16 for this name 
PI. 8, iv, 6 d Restored from PI. 10, i, 22 e Restored from PI. 10, i, 17 

C Suggested reading after 
I Same entry on PI. 10, 
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i, 18 g For probable restoration cf. PI. 10, i, 19 or 20 h Evidently = PI. 10, i, 21 i Inter
preted according to PI. 7, iv (vertical entries), 2, where the writing is ,[a-bi-au I Restored according 
to PI. 7, iv (vertical entries) , I k 2 or 3 1 It is thought probable that no second entry is written 
on this line m For this restoration cf. particularly PI. 21, ND 10057, obv. 13, and also in Chapter 
II, p. 56 n Possibly part of a foreign name 0 Text somewhat uncertain: mukin is written after 
traces of an erasure (? first stroke of mu), and it is possible also that the last sign is NUMUN, yielding 
ziJru p Cf. PI. 8 ( = text No.2), ii, 14, and possibly the lU/-sa-am-me-e recorded in Parpola, 
Toponyms, 176 q Reading the second element of the name as GIS.TUKUL.B[I] r Interpretation 
uncertain, possibly correct to *GI.NA s No certain interpretation can be offered for these signs 
t Restored from PIs. 18, 5 and 36, 4 

No. 19 
(ND 10051, PIs. 33- 34) 

Obverse 
Note,' In the reconstruction of this side of the tablet the line numbering has 

been reduced by one since" line 2 " is now thought to have been filled, as may be 
seen especially on PI. 14, by the rule-line which follows the heading. 

5 

10 

IS 

20 

[ 

[I silt x qa J 
[3 satJ 
[I siltJ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[I siltJ 
[5 ? qJa 
[9? qJa 
[ 
r 3 qa' C 

r 5?' qa 
[ q]a 
[3 ? q]a 
[2 sat x q]a g 

[ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ q]a 
[ 
[ 
[5 qa] 
[ 

Reverse 
[2? qa] 
[ 

] 
] 
] 
] 

] 

] 
] 

] 

J 

J x x [ 

[gi]-nu-u 
[SAL.E.G]AL a 

[LlJ .GAL.SA]G a 

[ ] ME[S] 

[SAL.ERIM.E].GA[L.MES] a 

[IJ uquru-b[ u-ti] 
LlJ .DUMU[ .SIG5] 

[SJa biti [n-e] b 

[S]a bit [mQi-qi-iJ b 

[sa] bit [ku-dini] b 

[sa gl] sm[ u-se-zib-a-ti] 
[Sa giJS[ du-na-ni] d 

EN G[IS.GIGIRJ e r IR, [KUR?] f 

KIMIN quru-b [u ] -t[ i] 
ki-~ir sa dUTU 

1 urak-su-te 
sa GIRII 

sa DU~.MES 
sa GIS.TA~.KAL 
[L]U.A.BA.E.GAL 

[L ]U.BI.LUL 

[I] ('[Sd] pan E.GAL 

m[Ku]-si-i h 

[LlJ.~AL ].MES i 

[LlJ .G[ AL.50[.MEs-ni] 



5 

10 

[ 
[2 qa] 
[ 
[ 
[ q]a 
[2? q]a 
[ q]a 
[ 
[2? qa] 
[ 
[ 

[x DUG.SA]B.MES 

] 

] 
] 

] 

[ ] 

[x DUG.S]AB.MES 
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[L]6. US ki[ b-si-ani(MES)] 
lUkar-k[ a-di-na-te] 
1tibar-ra-q[ u] 
sa UR.KU.MES 

LlJ.GAL sek[i-si-te] 
LlJ .MAS.MAS. [MES] 

a-na GIS G[U]'Z[I.MES] 

[Sa] rqaq-*qi'-r[i]l 
LU.GAL A.Z[U] k 

LU.GAL ka[l-la-bi] 1 

LU.GAL [ ] 

x [ ] 
ri-ba- [ (a) -ti] 

Uninscribed space 

a-na X [ ] 

] 

Remainder fragmentary 

• Restorations in lines 3, 4 and 6 are based particularly on PI. 14, 4, 5 and 6 b Restorations and 
the order of entries in lines 9-1 I are based on PI. 14, 9- 1 I c The ration of 3 qa for the unit of this 
line is paralleled by PI. 30, ND 10052,6 d Restoration based on PI. 14, 16, etc. e If the copy is 
accurate it seems possible that MES was not written at this point I Exact restoration uncertain: 
but E.GAL seems to be contra-indicated by the shading if this is accurate g Modelled with some 
hesitation on PI. 25, 4 h Restored from PI. 14,2 1 i Probable restoration, cf. PI. 14,22 J For 
the restoration of the line which is based on its relationship with the preceding entry cf. Pis. 13, rev. 4 
and 5; 16, 49; and 30, ND 10052, 7 k For the entry in this form cf. PI. 14, 20 I Probable 
but unsupported restoration 

Obverse (beginning lost) 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[5? qa] 

5 r I suP 
r9, q[a] 
6 qa 
[IB q[a] b 
X r qa, 

10 3 qa 
x d qa 
I qa 
I qa 
I qa 

No. 20 

(ND 10053, PI. 35) 

[x(x)]x[ ] 
[qu] ru-bu- [ti] 
x a [ ] 

sa bit r (m) Qj-qi' [-i] 
r sa' biti n-[e] 
[S]a bit [ku-din-ni] 
[S]a mu-sef zib-a' [-ti] 
r sa' glsdu-na- [ ni] 
[S]a [ ] 
rLU.tIAL.MES-ni' C 

[M]IN kur[Kas-sd-aju] 
rm'Reme-ni-[ D ]INGIR [(x)] 

[f ? P] a-pa-du-du 
rmd'Nabu-u-kin-[ ( )] 
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15 I qa [mxx]xxx? 
r I' [qa] [md(x)] X reme-n[i] 
[ ] [mA-du ]n-La-bi-u-ut e 

[ ] [ LU.NI]NDA.MES-ni 

[ ] [mx X X T]I.rLA' f 

Remainder fragmentary or missing 

Reverse (detail) 
[ ] [xx]xxx g 
[ ] [Sa GI]S.PA.MES 

[ ] [Sa] KI.NUN-ri 

[ ] LU.EN GIS.rGIGIR'.MES 

Remaining entries beyond recovery 

• Difficult, but only one sign appears to be missing in this position b The figure 2 was evidently 
first written at the beginning of this line c Probable restoraliion, assisted by the line which follows 
d Uncertain: the stroke cutting into the following qa suggests that the figure is not impossibly 6, 
as on PI. 40, ND 10038, 5 e Free restoration, cf. further in Chapter II, Section 17 of the King's 
Household I Suggested text g The two final signs seem most likely to be r a-ni' 

No. 21 

(ND 10054, PI. 36) 

Reverse (beginning not preserved) 

5 

10 

[ 
L 
[ 
[ 
[xH qa d 

r6 ?'! qa e 
r I't qa 
[x] qa f 

[I S Jut 
[I sut 5 ? qa] g 

lOa I sut 
7r r qa 

I qa 
I qa 

2 SAB.MES 

[ ] 
[2 ?] i 

[ 

] [a-n]a? mx x [ ] 
] a kurElam-m[a-aju?] 
] SAL.ERIM.[E.GAL.MES ) ] b 

] flJarran-[aju ( )] c 

SAL.[NAR.ME]S rkur'x [x a]ju 
SAL " kur[Ar-Ypa-da'-aju 
sa gl'Sdu-na-ni 
LlJ .A.BA.MES kur Ara-ma-aju 
mdNabu-sar-bu-iliini 
[L ]U.GAL GEST[IN] 

LU n-u-su 
Za-( erasure ?) [mu-] r u' KI. r GA.SE ?' h 

DUMU KIN sa mdSamas-ibni 
m}l-eriba LU. r SIPA' 

LU. (erasure) NUN. [ ME]S 

1 (Imu- [ s] ar -ki-su-ute ( MES) 

piin LU.GAL.MES 

[ina] nu-bat-ti 
[ ] ki ? i 

R emainder not preserved 

a Perhaps restore 3 slit after PI. 18, 8 b For possible further restoration cf. PI. 18, 4 c The 
line possibly contained two proper names (or else a further description of Harranaju) as in the case of 
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PI. 18, 5 " Possibly restore [sH qa after PI. 18, 7 e Restoration suggested by PI. 18, 6 I Pos
sibly restore 3 qa according to PI. 20, 20 g The amount suggested is based on PI. 17, 10, with the 
~orrespondence also of the following line in each case h The suggested reading of this difficult line 
IS based on the supposedly parallel entry of PI. 5, ii, 12 I Authority fol' this figure is found in 
PI. 22, 22 

No. 22 
(ND 10061, PI. 37) 

Fragment (beginning and end missing) 

5 

10 

DU[G.SAB] ba? an x [ 
DUG. [SAB] Illmu ? iq x [ 

lutas-ii-su b 

napbar 3 imer I sut ina r E ?' [ 

LU.NUN-
r ni'[.MES] 

] 

2 DUG.SAB 

It a-na MUL [ ] c 

I sut 7 qa 
DUG.SAB 
r 2 ?' 
r 2 ?' 
r3 ?' 
r 2 ?' 
[ ] 

[g]i-nu-u 
lusd pan rt'.GAL] 

III d Ninurta-duri 
LU.GAL.S[AG] 

ltiquru-bu[ -ti] 
bit su sa [ti?] cI 

r SES'. TUR-SU [Sa LUGAL] 

trace 

a Not understood; there is no trace of a male determinative, and positioning also is against the 
probability that a proper name is involved J, Idealized spacing c The entry is paralleled by 
PI. 14, 3 d The line would seem to connect with PI. 27, 10, and appears to incorporate either a 
new term or a proper name 

No. 23 
(ND 10059, PI. 38) 

Reverse (beginning and end not preserved) 

5 

10 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[x D]UG.S[AB] 

[x DU]G.[SA]B 

[x C D]UG.[SA]B 

[x] DUG.S[AB] 

Two lines fragmentary 

[Sa u]GU [b]it-a-rni' 
[LU] .su.DILIM.Dus 
bit a ni a 

[S]a b *nu-bat-te 

kurrSu_*u'[ -ba ]-aj[ u] 
kurx X X aju 
[kur] r Ma '-na-aju 
[kurx] X X aju d 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x DUG.SA]B.MES 
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DUMU.rMES? *KA'.DINGI[R.(RA)KI] 

kur Bdr-sip-a[ju] 
ri-ba-ti 
r5 ?, *kuszi-qa-rte' [a-na BUR] e 

traces 

15 1 

a Clear on the tablet, but the entry has no parallel and the genitive case would also be difficult to 
explain; an error of some kind may be supposed b Suggested reading, not fully certain c The 
number is possibly 3 after PI. 18, 16 d Possibly restore [kurMe-l]i-[d]a-aju as given by PI. 16, 52 
in the corresponding position e Before zi-qa-te the tablet has BUR which is thought t<;l be a false 
anticipation; the correction to kus is modelled on the text of PI. 15, 44 

Fragment 
[x q]a 
[ 

Fragment of a side edge 

] 

No. 24 
(ND 10042/4, PI. 39) 

lUmu-kii [KUS.PA.MES ] 
sa giBmu-se-[ zib-a-te /MES] 

Two lines fragmentary 

No. 25 
(ND 10064, PI. 39) 

The fragment carries the words d]Ugma-si-*tu, [LU ?].NAR.MES and [l]tipa-bi-za-rni' 
in a broken context. The difficulty of the first item will be apparent, and a reference 
to " musicians" in the second is also uncertain in the absence of a further qualification. 
For the obverse of this fragment see below under text No. 28. 

Fragment 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

5 [ 
[ 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

No. 26 
(ND 10069, PI. 39) 

[Iti ?]sa GIRII 

[Sa s]us a 
[LU.NAR.]MES kurIja-ta-aju 
[LU.A/DUMU SIG.MES] sa DINGIR.MEs-ni 

[LU.A.BA.ME]S kur[Ara-]rma'-aju b 

[ D]Ulj/MU.MEs-rte' C 

a Restored from PI. 30, 26, which is supported by the correspondence of line 3 and PI. 30, 27 
b Probable restoration supported by Pis. 25, 12 and 21, ND 10057, r6V. 7, where the entry also 
occurs in an independent position c Possibly, but uncertainly, part of a proper name of the 
type DN-bel-fiimate 



[2 qa] b 

[ 
[ 

] 
] 
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No. 27 
(Unnumbered fragment, PI. 39) a 

hikar-[ ka-di-na-te] 
[I] libar-r[ a-qu] 
[Sa U]R.KU.[MES] 

& The fragment duplicates PI. 34,4-6 and PI. 23, ND 10050/ 2, 4- 6, from which the restorations 
have been made b Restored from PIs. 17,29 and 22, 10 

No. 28 

A = ND 10064, obv., PI. 39 
B = ND 10071, PI. 39 

Fragment 
Note,' The two sources mentioned have been brought together since the resulting 

entries can be individually checked from other texts in the collection. The two 
pieces may possibly have been parts of the same tablet. For the" side edge" of 
A, cf. above under text No. 25. 

5 

r3? sciP[ 
2 sat [ 
I silt 
9 q[a] 
9 q[a] 

] a [Iti]quru-bu-[ti] 
] b [I]tirak-su[-te (LV.GAL.SAG)] 

[S]a biti n-[e] 
[ ] 

, r ,[ V] C L U.III. Us .MES 

[S]a [b]i[t ku-din-ni] C 

a The varying amounts of the ration for the group in question are recorded in Chapter III, p. 120 
b Since both 2 sat alone (PI. I I, 14) and 2 sat 4 qa (PI. 25,4) are recorded for the raksilti the question 
of whether the ration included an amount of qu in the present instance must be left open ,c For 
lines 4 and 5 cf. most clearly the parallel entries of PI. 25, 6 and 7 

No. 29 
(ND 10063, PI. 39) 

Fragment (near beginning of obverse) 
[I sut ] [g]i-nu-[ u] 
[ ] [Iti*d]tl-gil MUSEN.[MES] a 

[ ] [X] X ba sa a? an/t[i ] b 

[ ] [GIS.GlJ] .ZI.MES 

5 [ ] [ina] nu-bat-ti 
[3 sat] [SAL].i.GAL C 

[I silt] ~ [UJ.]rGAL '.SAG 

'a Restored after PI. 9, i, 4, whence also the wine ration should possibly be indicated as 4 qa 
I) Not understood; a foreign name relevant to the preceding entry is perhaps involved c The 
possibility, suggested by the copy, that an additional sign occurs at this point seems doubtful in the 
light of the parallel texts 
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No. 30 
(ND 10038, PI. 40) 

Fragment (lower half of obverse) 
I r qa' [mdMAs.MAS ?]-sum-iddin a 

r 4' qa L[U.N]AR.MES [x mS]a-dNabu-[iz]zazza b 

[ ] m
r Ma '-~i-il [fJa UR.KU 

2 qa kur[QJu-ti-aj[ u] 
.5 6 qa LU.[tr]A~.MES kurKaf-sd-raju' 

I qa m$illi-d.)amas 
a Restoration suggested by PI. 9, ii, I I, but not certain ' b Written r OUB '-za 

Fragment 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

5 [ 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

No. 31 
(ND 10042 / 3, PI. .40) 

[m ] x ku r te' a 

[I l'mu-sar] -ki-su EN 

[m ] X aju LU.rEN.GIS.GIGIR?' 1) 

[LU.EN.GIS.GIGIR.]MES r IR, KUR 

[m Ku ni] 'j'a' C 

153 

& For this line cf. PI. 20, 14, and the note on text NO.9, f b The shaded portion of t~is line ,has 
been slightly underestimated on the copy c For the restoration suggested cf. PI. 18, 3 In the hght 
of the corresponding entries of the previous lines 

No. 32 
(ND 10058, PI. 43) 

Fragment (from obverse, col. i) 

5 

I DUG. [SAB] [LU?] x x [(x)] x 

at-bal b 

4? DUG.SAB 

2" 

sa uruDilr-mMan-nu a 

ltimu-sar-kis-ute(MES) C 

LU.NAR.MES ina d i.NUN 

traces 
• Idealized spacing; the village(?), menti~ned it; this, line seems n?t otherwise, to, be known 

b Evidently" I have removed ", the sIgns bemg wntten m Glossenschrift . c The mdlcate,~ form 
of the plural is suggested by the writing of PI. 36,15 d Unless rather to be mterpreted as a dash
stroke ", cf, especially p, 102, ii, 39 and the following note m (p. 104) 

'Col. i 
[GESTIN.K]U? a 

[ITI,I]ZI 

[Isfdxq]a b 

No. 33 
(ND 6213 + ? 6227, Pis. 41 - 42) 

sa pa-[ n]i nif pu-bi 
UD.22 .KAM 

Uninscribed space 



154 

I silt 
5 [ ] X [qa] 

[ q]a 
[ 
[ q]a 
rf' qa 
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luquru-bu-te 
sa biti II-e 
EN [GIS.rGIGIR' .MES IR i.GAL 
XC [XX (X)] xx d 
r sa' bit m r Qj-qi-i' 
DUMU SIG sa DINGIR.MEs-ni 

10 I qa 

U ninscribed space 

mBet-ali 

Col. ii 

5 

10 

I imir 2 sat 
2 DUG.SAB.MES 

5 qa 
I silt 

X e qa 
r I?' qa 
2 *qa f 

I qa 
I qa 
I qa 

a-na nap-te-ni 
LlJ .SAG.MES 

Uninscribed space 

1t1sa pan i.GAL 
m$illi-d mar 

Uninscribed space 

LlJ.NAR.MES kur r !fa-ta '-aju 
rm?'[ ] 

s[a 

Uninscribed space 

sa DUtr. [MES] 

LU.NINDA.MES 

1 ukar-ka-di-na-t[ e ] 

Col. iii (beginning and end not inscribed) 
DUG.SAB a-na [U]N [KUR.MES?] 

napbar 2 imir I silt 8 qa 

a Uncertain restoration IJ The restoration of I silt, as indicated for parallel texts) is suggested 
also by the relative position of [q]a C Possibly [LJU d The reconstruction supposes that the two 
texts come closely together at this point along the line of the break e A low figure, even r I', is 
to be restored [ The clearly written u at this point in the text is considered to be a scribal error 
(false anticipation ?) 

2. THE BREAD LISTS 

No. 34 
(ND 2371, Iraq 23 , PI. XII) a 

Obverse (beginning and end not preserved) b 

8 sat r8 qa' [x (x)] x tu C 

I imir 2 sat x d [qa] LU.MU.MES 

5 

8 sat 6 qa e 

I imir x [qa] 
[x sat] x qa 
I imir I silt 9 qa 
I silt 5 r qa' 
8? qa 
r6 sat' g 

TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATION 

LU.SUM.NINDA 

LU.BLLUL 

TUG.KA.Kis.MES 

LU.III.U5·MES 

sa qur-ru-ubu-tu f 

EN GIGIR.MES qur-ru- r ubu-tu' 
1 ukal-la- [bi / pa-ni] 

155 

a Collated by the writer b For the reverse which contains matter not relevant to the present 
purpose cf. the original publication c No certain restoration can be suggested (\ The number 
seems evidently to be 4, r6' or rS' e An angled stroke, resembling u, is written after this sign as 
shown in the copy r An attempt to justify the initial sa of this compound is made on p. 122 

g Written [I] SE, on which cf. J. N. Postgate, Royal Grants, 79-S0 

No. 35 
(ND 2489, Iraq 23, PI. XVI) a 

Col. i (beginning not preserved) 

10 

15 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[x sat x] qa 
r 2?' sat 
I silt 3 qa 
I silt 
I imir 5 sat 
I silt 5 qa 
I imer 
I imir 4 sat 
r 4?' qa 
x [qa] 

] [Sa bi-rti' seni(sEN)fi' b 

] [Sa bi] t ku-dini 
] [sa bit] be-el DiM C 

] mu-gu ?mes_te d 

] LlJ" sa DINGIR.MES 

ltlmu-kil KUS.PA 

LU.EN GIS.GIGIR.MES 

qur-ubu-tu 
LU.U[S] ki[b-si(MES)] 
[ ] te e 

. X X x 
LU.KAS.MES 

LU.rNINDA '.MES 

[Sa gls]du-na-ni 
[Sa GIS XTAtr.KAL ' 

Remainder of column lost 

Col. ii (beginning not preserved) 
x qa LU.GA[L ] 

6 qa ki-~ir [Sa dUTU ( ?)] r 
5 sat 6 qa A.BA.MES-ni KUR 

2 imir 5? qa LU.NAR.MES 

5 I silt SUM.NINDA KUM.A 

5 qa 

3 sat 
I s[ilt? x] qa 
[ q]a 

LU.NINDA.MES-ni IR KUR 

GAL. SAG 

rak-su-uti (MES) sa kal-laba 
A.BA.KUR 



10 

20 

x qa 
I sut 
I sui 
[ ] qa 
3 sat 6 qa 
2? sal 
8 sal 
2 sat 
I sui 
I sut 
4 sat 
[x] qa 
[ ] 
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GAL A.*ZU g 

LtJ.1j:AL.MES 

LU.MAS .MAS.MES 

1j:AL.MES DUMU KA.DINGIR 

DUMU KA.DINGIR.MES 

LU.US ANSE sa NA 

SUM.NINDA.MES 

LU.TUG.BABBAR.MES 

LU.ASGAB.MES 

LU.ZADIM.MES 

LU .NINDA.MES-ni 
lliSd GA-SU-nu 
[lli]Jd BILjbili ?-su-nu 

Remainder of column lost 

Col. iii (beginning not preserved) 
I sut 2 ? [qa] [ 
4 qa mas su [ 
6 qa MU.MES rKUM'.A 

4- 5 5 sat LU.GIGIR.MES sa SAG.MES 

I sut 2 qa [DU] MU.MES mKab-t[i-i?] 
3 qa um NUMUN 

5 qa mdNabU-zer-ibni 
6 sal LU.MU SAR4 

10 I sut llIElam-ma-aju 

IS 

I silt I qa 
8 qa 

[ 

" 
4 qa " 

U ninscribed space 

SAL KUR 

GAL SAG 

napljar 30 imer I sut sa E.GAL 

5 imer 
naplzar 

SAL KUR 

35 imer I sut x x h 

a-!u-du sa UD js [ A ] i 

Remainder of column lost J 

& Collated by J. N. Postgate (1969) from an obviously improved text b Probable if somewhat 
unexpected reading, confirmed by the comparative position of the entry in the wine lists c Initial 
restoration suggested by the corresponding fa bit mQj-qi-i entry of the wine lists d On the problem 
of this term (if correctly understood) cf. in Chapter II, p. 62 e Uncertain, and the collation in 
fact suggests -bu ( Restored uncertainly in accordance with the wine lists, PI. 14, 14, etc. g With 
the copy and collation the final sign is BA, but comparative evidence from the wine lists strongly 
favours the reading offered h Difficult; according to the collation the signs are kur af j Idealized 
spacing J Col. iv, of which only ends of lines remain, is considered too fragmentary for accurate 
presentation. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
The following simplified list excludes standard abbreviations for periodicals, 

dictionaries and other works of reference in general use. 

ABL 

ADD 
Agricultura 

AKA I 

ANET 

AOAT 
AOAT6 
APN 

ARU 
AS 

ASNo.16 
Asarhaddon 

Beamtentwn 

BWL 
Egypt and Syria 

Hausgeriite 

Hippologica 
lst.-Briif 
Landfahr zeuge 

MSL 
MSLXII 
Nim11ld 

PRT 
PRU 
PRUII 

PRUIV 
RCAE 

Royal Grants 

Royal Titles 
Sargon 
SLB 
SLB 1( 1) 
SLB 1(3) 

State Letters 

M 

R. F. Harper, As.ryrian and Babylonian Letters belonging to the Kouyunjik collection of the 
B ritish Museum. Chicago, 1892-1914.1 

C. H. W. Johns, Assyrian D eeds and Documents. Cambridge, 1898-1923. 
Armas Salonen, Agricultura Mesopotamica nach sumerisch-akkadischen QJlelien. Helsinki, 

1968. 
E. A. Wallis Budge and L. W. King, Annals of the kings of As.ryria. Vol. I (No 

second volume published), London, 1902. 
J . B. Pritchard (ed.), Ancient Near Eastern T exts relating to the Old Testament. Third 

edition with Supplement, Princeton, 1969 .• 
Alter Orient und Altes T estament. 
See under Toponyms. 
K. L. Tallqvist, Assyrian Personal Names (= Acta Soc. Scient. Fennicae, 43/1). 

Helsingfors, 1914. 
J. Kohler and A. Ungnad, As.ryrische Rechtsurkunden. Leipzig, 1913. 
Assyriological Studies, The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. Chicago, 

1931 ff. 
Studies in honor of Benno Landsberger on his Seventyjifth birthday. Chicago, 1965. 
R. Borger, Die Inschrijten Asarhaddons Konigs von Assyrien (= AfO, Beih. 9). Graz, 

1956. 
E. G. Klauber, Assyrisches Beamtentum nach B riifen aus der Sargonidenzeit (= LSS, 

V 13). Leipzig, 1910. 
W. G. Lambert, B abylonian Wisdom L iterature. Oxford, 1960. 
William Popper, Egypt and Syria under the Circassian Sultans, [382-[ 468 A.D. (= Univ. 

of Calijornia Pub. in Sem. Phil., Vols. 15 and 16) . Berkeley and Los Angeles, 
1955- 1957. 

Armas Salon en, Die Hausgeriite der alten Mesopotamier nach sumerisch-akkadischen 
QueUen. 2 Vols., Helsinki, 1965- 1966. 

Armas Salon en, Hippologica Accadica. Helsinki, 1956. 
B. Landsberger, Briif des Bischofs von Esagila an Konig Asarhaddon. Amsterdam, 1965. 
Armas Salon en, Die Landfahrzeuge des alten Mesopotamien nach sumerisch-akkadischen 

QueUen. Helsinki, 1951. 
B. Landsberger, Materialien z um sumerisclzen Lexikon. 
M . Civil (ed.) and E. Reiner, The Series lu = fa and related texts. Rome, 1969. 
M. E. L. Mallowan, Nimrud and its remains. 2 Vols. and folder of maps. London, 

1966. 
E. G. Klauber, Politisch-Religiose Texte aus der Sargonidenzeit. Leipzig, 1913. 
(Mission de Ras Shamra) Le palais royal d'Ugarit. 
Ch. Virolleaud, Textes en cuneijormes alphabitiqlles des archives est, ouest et centrales. 

Paris, 1957. 
J. Nougayrol, Textes accadiens des archives sud. Paris, 1956. 
Leroy Waterman, Royal Correspondence of the Assyrian empire. 4 Vols. , Ann Arbor, 

1930- 1936. 
J. N. Postgate, Neo-Assyrian royal grants and decrees ( = Stlldia Pohl: Series Maior, 1). 

Rome, 1969. 
W. W. Hallo, Early Mesopotamian royal titles (= AOS, 43). New Haven, 1957. 
A. G. Lie, The inscriptions of Sargon II, king of As.ryria. Part I , Paris, 1929. 
Studia ad tabulas cuneijormas coUectas ab l a F .M. Th .1 de Laigre B ohl pertinentia. 
W. F. Leemans, Ishtar of L agaba and her dress. Leiden, 1952. 
W. F . Leemans, L egal and administrative documents of the time of Hammurabi and 

Samsuiluna. Leiden, 1960. 
R. H . Pfeiffer, State letters of Assyria (= AOS 6). New Haven, 1935. 
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Stiftungen 

STTII 

Tiikultu 
TCL 
TCL IX 
TCS 
TCSI 

Tell Halaf 

Toponyms 
Turen 
UT 
VAS 
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E. Ebeling, Stiftungen und Vorschriften fur assyrische Tempel (= VIO, 23). Berlin, 
1954· 

O. R. Gurney and P. Hulin, The Sultantepe Tablets II (= Occasional publications of 
the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, NO.7). London, 1964. 

R. Frankena, Tiikultu, De sacrale M aaltijd in het assyrische Ritueel. Leiden, 1954. 
Textes cuneiformes, Musee du Louvre. 
G. Contenau, Contrats et leUres d'Assyrie et de Ba~ylonie. Paris, 1926. 
Texts from Cuneiform Sources, edited by A. Leo Oppenheim, et at. 
Edmond Sollberger, The business and administrative correspondence under the kings of Ur. 

New York, 1966. 
E. F. Weidner or A. Ungnad in J. Friedrich, et al., Die Inschriften vom Tell Halaf 

(= AfO Beih. 6). Berlin, 1940. 
S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms ( = AOAT 6). Neukirchen, 1970. 
Armas Salonen, Die Turen des alten Mesopotamien. Helsinki, 196 I. 
C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (= Analecta Orientalia, 38). Rome, 1965. 
Vorderasiatische Schriftdenkmiiler der koniglichen Musetn zu Berlin. Leipzig, 1907 ff. 2 

I To be used in conjunction with the new edition of these letters now begun with the appearance 
of S. Parpola's Letters from As.ryrian scholars to the kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. Part I, Texts 
(= AOAT 5/ 1). Neukirchen, 1970. 
2 Future work will need also to take account of the recent publication by E. Salonen, Ober das 
Erwerbslehen im alten Mesopotamien: Untersuchungen zu den akkadischen Berufsnamen I (Helsinki , 1971 ), 
which unfortunately did not appear in time to be used in the present study. 

WORD INDEX 

PN = Personal name, although the index lists only those names from the wine lists 
which are new or of uncommon formation. GN = Geographical name. Bab. 
Babylonian. References are to page numbers. 

(a)barakku, 14, 16, 35 f., 101, 105 ff., 109 f. 
abrakkiitu, 83 
Adiin-Labi'iit, PN, 65 
(w)aklu, Bab., 37 

akil uSurte, Bab., 90 
alabbinu, see labbinu 
Ambabi, PN, 90 
Andiiiju, 91 

arad ekalli, 28, 49 
Aramiiju, 9 1 

Arapbiiju, 9 I 
asu, pI. asii'e(?), 74 

rab as!, 74 f. 
iifipu, 63, 74 ff. 
afkiipu, pI. afkappiini, 3 

afkiipu Aramiiju, 3, 64 
afkiipu Libbi-al-aju, 3, 64 

aflaku, 67, 69 
atu, Bab., 12 

babanu, 46 f., 60 
bab ekalli, 62 
barakku, see (a) barakkll 
barriiqu, 29, 79, 81 

rab barriiqu(?), 73 
Barsipiiju, 9 I 
biiru, 75 

baru Kaffiiju, 75 
barn mar Babili, 75 

bel mugirri, see under mugerrll 
bclpiiJati (or paiJati) , 12 f. , 15,47,96,103 
bel !emi, 74 
billu, 86 
·bitiinu, 46, 60, 78 
bit karkadinni, 79, 107 
bit kutalli, 7 I, 73 
bit marditu, 57, 59 
bit nubatimmi, 72, 79, 107 
bitu faniu, 85 
buriifu, 107 f. 
buriimtu, pI. buriiniite, 107 f., 123 
Burziniini, PN, 90 

dagil iiiiire KumuiJiiju, 75 
dajiilu, 7, 10 f. 

dajiilu fa KaliJa, I I 

rab dajiili/u, 10 
rab dajiilu fa KaliJa, I I 

Diini sa bitiini, 91, 93 
Danniiiju, 9 I , 93 
dannu, with professions, 36, 52 

disbu, 73, 81 
rab difbi, 73 

l"DUN (= fiitiu?), 68 f. 
duniinu, 54 f. 

sa duniini, 54 f. 

ekal kutalli, 73 
Elammiiju, 9 I, 94 
l"EN.NUN, EkNUN.IGI, 39 f., 143 
crib biti, 23 f., 26 
eicru, verb, 67 

ei iru, 66 f. 

galamabbu, 26 
galdanibate, 103 
Gargamesiiju, 9 I, 93 
ginu, 17, 40, I 12 f. 

rab gine, I 1 2 

girseqqu, Bab., 58 
J"GUR.AB.BA, 101 
gurgurru, 24, 65 

iJasiblu, 15 
iJazannu, 7 ff., II f., 30 , 95 

(iJazannu) faniu, 7 
(bazannu) salsu, 7 

Hazaziiju, 91 

Ili-izqup-keni, PN, 90 
isparu, 67 

ifpar birme, 32 
ifpar ~ipriiti, 68, 70 

Jaluna, GN, I I I 

kabfarru, 24, 58, 66 
kalliibu, kalliipu, 57 f., 60 ff. 

kalliib sipirti, 58 
rab kalliibi / kalliipiini, 57, 61 

kalliu, kalliju, 57 
rab kallie, 57, 59 

kalu, 23 ff., 26, 102 
kalutu, 25 

kiimidu, 68 ff. 
kariinu (GESTIN.MES), I, 15 

kariinu aklu(?), 1 12 
kariin ~uriiri, I I 2 
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kariinu sa nis pii!;i, I I I f. 
rab kariini, I , 71 f., 73, 97, 103 
faniu sa rab kariini, 7 I 



160 WORD INDEX 

karkadinnu, pI. karkadiniite, 28 f., 72, 79, 81 f., 118 
karkadinnatu, 82, 108 
karkadinnu sa piin duganiite, 108 f. 
rab karkadinni, 73 

karmu, pI. karmiini, 1 7, 29 
rab karmiini, 17, 73 

karsu, 79, 86, 107 f. 
kartappu, Bab., 52 
Kar-TAR-ru, GN, III 

kiisu, pI. kiisiite, 11 4 f., 1 17 
k~iiru, verb, 68 

kii$iru, 68 
Tab kii$i1"i, 68 

lUKAS.MES, 79, 81 
Kassiiju, 9 1 

ka-uTraku, 66 f. 
kigallu, 19 
ki$ru, 50 f. 

rab ki$ri, 42, 50 f., 56 f. , 101 ff., 104 
rab ki$ri sa rab resi, 57, 101 ff., 104 
(sa) ki$ri sa Samas, 94 

kiskaUu, 64 
kummu (i.NUN), 77 
K umugiiju, 91 
Kusii'e, Kilsii(j )e, 9 1, 93 
Kiisi, PN, 93 
KUS.SAL (= ziqqu), 107 
kutimmu, 24, 99 

latzlJinu, pI. laoainiini, 28 f., 73, 80 f., 83 f. 
Lll-imba-miila, PN, 90 
lu-alamg!l, 66 
IU-llrrakll, 66 f. 

ma' assu, Bab. majjaltu, 89, 106 
Miidiij!I,9 1 
miikisu, I 7 f. 
Maniiju, 9 1 

Ma(n)diriiju, 9 1, 93 
Mannu-ki-DiSdis, PN, 90 
manzaz/mazzaz piin san'i, 47 
miir siiqi, 82 f. 
miir sipri, 59 

miir sipri sa rab siiqi, 35 
miir sipri sa Samas-ibni, 35 

miiru damqu, pI. miire dammaqute, 50 ff., 61 f. 
miiru damqu sa iliini, 61 f. 
miiru damqu sa musezibiite, 52, 61 f. , 123 
miiru damqu sa [ ],61 f., with note 231 
mugute(?) , as presumed abbreviated form of 

dammaqute, 61 f. 
ma$$iiru, pI. sa ma$$iiri, 40, 57, 82 

I1za$$iir bit iii, 26 
masennu, 38, 80 
maskiUll, 25 
masmassu, 63, 75; see also iiSipu 
Melidiiju, 91, 15 I 
midutu, Bab. middatu, mindatu, 114 
miksu, 18 
mugabbu, mukabM, 68 f. 

mugerru (Gls.GlGIR), pI. mugir(r)iite, 50, 52 
bel mllgirri/mugirriite, 49 f. , 56, 101 f., 104 

muhhi kanni, I 13 
mukil appiiti, 31, 50, 52 f., 101 ff., 104 

mukil appiiti dannu, 52 
mukil appiiti labSu, 53 
mukil appiiti sa Assur, 29 
mukil appiiti sa iliini, 3 I 
mukil appiiti sa mugirriite, 52 

MU KUM .A, 79 
MU$uriiju, 9 1, 93, 133 
musiikil alpe, 89 
musiikil i$$ure, 88 
musarkisu, 55 f., 123 
musezibiiti, pI., 62 

nagiiru, nan/ mgiiru, 64 f., 73, 99 
nangar mugirri, 65 

niigiru, niigir ekalli, 12, 14, 35 f., 39 
niigiru rabu / rabiu, 14 

niikisu, 29, 37, 78 f., 103, 108 
niimurtu, 36, 105 f. 
nappiitJ gurii$i, 64 

rab nappiitJ tJurii$i, 64 
najJtanu, 3, 32 f. 

naptan sarri, 33, 89 
niiru, 25, 76; see also zammclru 

nargallu, 26 
lUNINDA.MES, 78 ff., 81; see also laoainu 
nis (or niS) biti, 26 ff. 

nisu, for nis biti, 26, 59 
nis ekalli, 48, 59 f., 78 ff., 83 ff. 
nis miitiiti, 43, 90 ff. 

nis kisitti miitiiti, 92 
nis putJi, 19, 72, 1 I I f. 
nubattu, I 14 
nutJatimmu, nutJtimmu, 28 f., 78, 80 f., 102 f., 118 

nutJtimmi sarri, 80 
nutJatimmu sa sa ekalli, 108 
rab nutJ(a)timmu, 37 f., 73, 80 

nukarribu, 30 
Nurti, for Ninurta, 129 

patJiiZu, verb, 87 
PiitJizu, pI. piitJiZiini, 86 f., 133 

piin IStar, 112 
piin Marduk, I 12 
piin mufarkisi, 55 
piin rabdni, 57, 134 
Piin suqi, GN, I I I 

piin .tupSarri, 55 
Papadudu, PN, 90 
jJaqiidu, verb, 70 
jJarkullu, see purkullu 
jJetiu, pI. petiute, 7, 9, 102 f. 

rab petiute, 7 
jJiqittu, 70 f. 
pittJallu, pIs. sa pittJalli, sa pittJalliite, 48, 82, 123 

pithal (sa) qurubUti, 48 f. 
putJru, 32 
purkullu, parkullu, 24, 65 f. 
jJUssuk/qu, verb, 27 

WORD INDEX 

qabiisi iili, Bab. qabalti iili, 5 
qannu, 16 
Qpnuntu, PN, 90 
qaqqadiit iili, 8 
qatinnu, 32 
qurubiUi, sa qurubuti, 5,41,48 ff., 57,101 ff., 104, 

120 
qurubUti sa sepe, 48 
qurubUti sa pithalli, 48 

Qutiiiju, 9 1 

rab abulliite, 12 
rab iiliini, pI. rab alan(i )ate, 15 f. 
rab iili (= sa mutJtJi iili), 7, 96 
rab barriiqu(?), see under barriiqu 
rab biti, 27, 38, 59, 96 
rab dajiili/u, see under dajiilu 
rab disbi, see under disbu 
rab ekalli, 37, 46, 78, 95 f. 
rab gine, see under ginu 
rab tJal$u, 42 
rab tJafsii, pI. rab {zassiini, 50 f. 
rabiu, pI. rabdni, Bab. rabu, raMti, 13, 35, 38 ff., 

41 ff., 45, 71 
rabdni/rabuti sa miit Akkadi, 41, 80 
rabdni/rabUti sa miit Assur, 41, 80 

rab kallie, see under kalliu 
rab kariini, see under kariinu 
rab karkadinni, see under karkadinnu 
rab karmiini, see under karmu 
rab kisite, Bab. rab kissati, 72 f., 88 
rab ki$ri, see under ki$ru 
rab nappiitJ tJuTii$i, 64 
Tab nikassi, 64, 104 
rab NINDA.MES, 72 f. 
rab nutJatimmu, see under nutJatimmu 
rab raksi, see under raksu 
rab rHi, Bab. rab sa resi, 15, 35, 47, 57, 60, 96 
rab sikkiti, 110 
rab samni, 71, 73 
rab siiqi (or saqi?), see under siiqiu 
rab urati, see under urn I 
rab usurte, 5, 90 
riidi imere sa rna' assi, 89 
riidi muru sa ma' assi, 106 
riidiu, riidi (Bab. redi ) kibsi, 58, 123 

rab redi kibsi, 38 
raksu, pI. raksuti, 28, 59 f. , 120, 123 

raksu sa kalliibi, 61 
raksu sa rab resi, 48, 60 
rab raksi, 59 

R~apa, GN, 39 
rii!u, 27, 86 
redu, Bab., see riidiu 
ri!.Jiite, pI. 113 
riksu, I f., 72 
rukub sarruti, 53 

SAL.i.GAL, see sa ekalli 
SAL.ERIM i .GAL (reading uncertain), 132 

SAL.ERIM i.GAL.MES Arpadajiite, 2 

SAL.ERIM i.GAL.MES sa ekal masarti, 46 
SAL.ERIM i.GAL.MES sa qabiisi iili, 46 

Sam' aliiju, 91, 93, 1 I I 

samallu, 29 
Sameriniiju, 91 ff., I I I 

sartennu, 22 
sasinnu, 64 
sibU, 68,70 
Sing[iriiju?], 9 1, 142 
siras!l, Bab., 29, 81 
Su!.Jiiju, 9 1 

sutJurru (written GUR- nt-U) , 31 
sukallu, 14, 22, 35 IT., 97, 101 

sukallu saniu, 97 
sukalmaoau, 36 f. 

SUM.NINDA KU~1.A, 79 
susiinu, Bab. susiinu, pI. sa silsiini, 54, 95, 82 

$iib tJupsi, 58. 
$iib sarri, 57 
$iibu sa rabdni, 57 
Jurari, see kariin Juriiri 

sa akilsi-su, 86, 108 
sa billi-su, 85 f., 108 
[sa bit] bel !emi, 74 
.fa biti seni/ sene, 28, 43, 84, f. 
sa bit kudini, 5, 54 
sa bit kutalli, 73 f. 
sa bit Qiqi, 73 f. 
sa DUH.MES (= sa pattilte?), 53 
sa duniini, see under duniinu 
sa ekalli (queen), 6 
sa ga$$iite-su, 30 f. , 86 
sa GlS.TAH.KAL, 46 
Sa tJiibi-su, GN, 86 
sa {zallupti-su, 73, 86 
sa tJusini- / tJusiniite-su, 86, 108, 123 
sa tJu./iiri, 56 f., 108 
sa kalbi, 5, 87 
sa kiisiite, pI., II 3, 115 
sakintu, 44, 84 
sakkanakku, 14, 20 
saknu (man/officer-in-charge), 58 

saknu sa rna' assi, 54 
saknu sa urate, 53 f. 

saknu (governor), 3, 12 ff., 37, 45, 80, 101 ff. 
sakin miiti, 13 f. 
saknu Aramiijzl, 128 
saknu Assuraju, 128 
saknu Kaldiiju, I I7, 128 
saknu SutJaju, 128 

sa kurri-su, 86 
salluntu, 55 
JeaLSu, see under tJa zannu 
sa ma$$iiri, see m~$iint 
sa medeli-su, 86, 108 
sa mutJtJi iili, 7 ff., I I , 95 f., 98 
sa muoai bitiini, 46, 96 
sa muoai biti (sa bit iii ), 22, 27, 95 r. 
sa muoai ekalli, 78, 95 f., 98 
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sa mu!;bi kanni, 29, 113 
sa mu!;bi qalate, 103 note I I 

sa muJezibiite, see under miiru damqu 
sa mutiiqi-su, Bab., 86 
sa nakassi-su, Bab. sa nukuJSi-su, 68 f., 86 
sa nasi-su, Bab., 86 
sangama!;bu, 20 f. 
sangu, 2 Iff., 95 

sangu rabiu, 23 
sangu saniu, 22, 27 

sa niqi-su, 30 
saniu, 15 
sa piin dugiini, 109 
sa piin ekalli, 43, 63 f., 71 f., 101 
sa piin urate, see under uru I 
sa pattilte(?) , see sa nUH.MEs 
sappu, pI. sappiite, 106, 114 f. 
sa qaqqari, sa qaqqiri, I 13 f. 
siiqiu, pI. sa siiqi, 28 f., 71 f., 79, 82, 118 

rab siiqi (or saqi?), 14, 35 f., 39 
sa rii!iiti-su, profession and GN, 86 

WORD INDEX 

tamkiiru, 29, 63 
largumiinu, 94 
latUsu, 50 ff., 101 f., 104 

tatUsu dannu, 52 
tatlisu sa AHur, 29 

terdennu, turtiinu, tartiinu, 14, 35 f., 39 
titibu / titipu, 107 f. 

!iibibu, 28 f. 
!upsarru, 72 

!upsar iili, 7, 9 ff., 95 
.tupsar bitiini, 96 
.tupSar bit ili, 23, 95 
!upsar ekalli, 37, 62, 71, 95 
.tupSar piqitti, 7 I 
!upSarru sa bel pibati, 96 
!upsarru sa ekal masarti, 96 
!upsarru fa piin piqittiite, 7 I 

sa resi, Bab. pI. silt resi, 13,34, 47,49 f., 57, 101 ff., 

. tupsarru sa rab reSi, 96 
tupsarTU sa sukalli, 97 
!upsarru sa sa ekalli, 96 
!upSar sarri, 37, 62 f. 104 

sa resu sa bit sarri, 46 
sa resu sa piin biliini, 46 
sa resu saTTi, 2 I, 47 

sa siigiile-su, 86 
sa $alli-su, 86 
sa sepe, 48, 101 f., 104 
satammu, 20 f. 

salam ekurri, 47 
satam ekurriite, 14, 2 I 
salam Esagila (etc.), 2 1 

siitiu(?), 69 
sa !iibti-su, 86 
fa urate, see under uru I 
sa ziqni, 28, 49 f. 
fa zizibi-su, 85 f. 
Selap(pJiiju, 65, 98 ff. 

rab Selappiiju, 100 
selUtu, 3 I f. 
sibilti, pI., 7 f. 
luSIM x A, 29, 73,81 
luSIM x A sa billi, 108 

luSIM x NINDA, 73, 81 
lusu.nfLIM.nus, 79, 82 
sil'u base'ilte, 107 

Ubase, GN, I I I 

ummiinu, 26, 62, 64 
Urar!iiju, 9 1, 93 
uru I (horse), fern. pI. urate, 53, 123 

rab urate, 37, 42, 97 
saniu sa rab urate, 37, 97 
sa urate, sa Piin urate, 53 

uru 2 (stall for three animals), 60 f. 
(u)fandll, 3, 87 f. 

IUZADIM,64 
zabalu, 24 
Zakilru, PN, 65 
zammiiru, 76 f. 

zammartu Arpadiiju, 77 
zammiiTU AHuriiju, 76 
zammiiru Hat(t)iiju, 76 
zammiiru K atsiiju, 76 
zammiiru labSu, 76 
rab zammiiri, 38, 76 

Z amu, pI. Zamuiite, 107, 113 
ziqqu, pI. ziqiiti, 107, I 14 

SUBJECT 

Abda, Aramean leather-worker, 64, 88 
Accountants to ministries, 7 I f. 

chief accountant, 64 
Adad-nirari III, 

campaigns of, 92 ff. 
harems of, 2, 46 
his queen, 44 
rebuilds Ezida at Calah, 19 

Agents, of temple, 29 ff. 
Ahi-damiq, fowler, 88 
Alalakh, ration texts from, 4, 88 
Animals, 

of ekal masarti, 87 ff. 
of temple, 29 f. 
offered for sale by vendors at akitu festival, 30 
special issues to, 106 

Aqqulanu, and Esarhaddon, 21 
Aramean(s), 91 

governors, re-appointed, 45 
leather-workers, 64 
musicians, 77 

Aramean scribes, 62 f. 
Armourers, 73 
Arpad, 2, 92 
Arrapha,56 

men of, amongst /l iS mtittiti, 9 I 
Assyrian musicians, 76 
Assyrian scribes, 62 f. 
iiJiPilti, 63, 74 ff. 
Augurs, from Commagene, 75 

biibtinu and bitiinu, 46, 60 
administration of, 96 

Babylonian (s), 75, 9 1, 94 
diviners, 75 
musicians, 76 

Bakers, 28 f. , 78 ff., 81 
king's baker, 37, 78, 80 

Balawat,65 
Bar-hal~a, province, 16 
Beer, 81 
Beer minister, 73 
Bel-iqiSani, eponym, 2 
Bel-mir, eponym, 2 
Bird-catchers, 87 f. 
Bird-feeders, 88 
Bit akitu, 

at Assur, 22, 30 f. 
at Calah, 31 

Bit kima!;bi, at Assur, 23, 3 I, 95 
Bit kutalli, 7 I, 73, 144 note c 

personnel of, 73 f. 
in charge of bel lenzi, 74 

Bolt-maker(?) , 86 
Borsippa, men of, 91 

INDEX 

Bowmen, of the king's household, 50 f., 61 
Bread lists, 2 

transliteration of, 154 ff. 
and wine lists, 74, 79 

Bread minister, 71, 73 
Brewers, 29, 79, 8 I 
Brick-making, a task of the nff mtittiti, 92 
Bronze smith, 65, 99 
Butcher, 28, 78 r: 

Captains-of-fifty, 5, 56 
Carchemish, men of, 9 I, 93 
Carpenters, 65, 73, 99 
Carpet.omaker, 68 f . 
Chaldean officials, reappointments of, 45, 80 
Chalybes, as ironsmiths, 65, 98 ff. 
Chalybic language, 100 
Chamberlains, 46, 78 
Chancery, 62 ff. 
Chariot drivers, 50 f. 
Chariot makers and repairers, 65 
Chariot teams, 

of court eunuchs and guard of emirs, 49 f. 
of deity, 29 
of king, 52 f. 
of standing army, 50 ff. 

Cilicians, 9 I , 93 
Citadel, at Calah, 

as qabiisi iili, 5, 46 
buildings of, 37,46,62, 71, 79, 110 

Citadel-based organization, 38 
City scribe, 9 f. 
Commander-in-chief, 14, 35 f. 
Commissariat, 36, 70 ff. 
Cooks, see Bakers, Meat-cook 

cook-boys, 85 ff. 
Court herald, 35 ff. 
Courtiers, see Eunuchs 
Courts, Near Eastern, 42, 60 
Craftsmen, 24, 62 f., 64 ff., 67 ff.; see also under 

words for individual specialists 
Crown prince, 34 f. 
Cupbearers, 6, 28 f., 34, 48, 79, 82 , 107 
Cup measure, I 14 f. 

Danites, 9 I, 93 
Date-honey (disbu), 81 

Decurions, 5, 90, I 17 
Diagnosticians, see tiSiPilti 
Diviners, 75 f. 
Donkey-boys, of royal stud, 89 
Dilr-Sarruken, 36, 118; see also Khorsabad 

Egyptians, 9 I 
Egyptian scribes, 62 f. 



SUBJECT INDEX 

ekal rniifarti, 
buildings of, 5 f., 37, 46, 65, 71, 73,85, 105 
functions of, 70 f. 
offices of, 36 f., 70 ff. , 73 f., 78, 96 

Elamites, 9 1, 94 
Elders, in city administration, 7 f. 
Emirs, 

groups of, in wine lists, 45 
as governors, 13 
as military officers, 42 
in charge of ministries, 7 I ff. 
of the second class, 38, 80 
as viceroys, 39 f. 
see also Feast of emirs and Guard of emirs 

Emirs' levy, 57 
Emirs of Assyria, 4 I , 80 
Emirs of Babylonia, 41, 80 
Emir(s) of the horse, 37, 42, 53 f., 59 
Engraver, 58, 66 
Enlil, and ziggurats, 18 f. 
Equerries, see Grooms 
Esarhaddon, 

at Calah, 32 
his repairs to Calah, 9 I f. 
reinauguration of ekal rniifarti at Nineveh, 43 

Escort riders, 48, 59 f. 
on staff of post stations, 59 

Etel-pi-Marduk, scribal ancestor, 10 
Eunuch governor, see Governor 
Eunuchs, 

divisions of senior body, 46 If. 
duties of, 47 
as" high priests ",21,47 
in niS ekalli, 8 I ff. 
relationship with ghulams, 48, 60, 82 f. , 116 

Extramural staff, of temple, 29 ff. 
Ezida, at Calah, 

excavation of, 19 f. 
priests of, 22 
texts of, 19 f., 27, 29, 63, 82 
staffs of, 26 ff. , 29 ff. 

Feast of emirs, 43, 85, 105, 107 
Felt-maker, 68, 70 
Fiefs, of senior emirs, 39 f. 
Firewood-man, at festivals, 29 ff. 
Foals of royal stud, keepers of, 106 
Fodder minister, 72 f., 88 
Fort Shalmaneser, see ekal miifarti 
Fowlers, 3, 87 f. 
Fullers, 67 f. 

Gardener, 30 
Gate-keepers, I I f. 
Gates officer (rab abullate ), 12 
Ghulams, 28, 59 f., 82 f. 

in Urartu, 116 
gina-offering, 17, 40, 11 2 f. 
Goldsmiths, 64 
Governor, 12 ff., 36 f. 

concern with taxes, 15 

responsible for rations, 15 
staff officials of, 15 ff., 18,59,96 f. 
see also bel pibati and saknu in Word Index 

Governor's Palace, 
as headquarters of provincial authority, 12 
texts of, 12 f., 87 

Grain minister, or granary officer, 17, 73 
Grain tax, 15 ff. 
Grooms, or equerries, 50 ff. 

of the royal cloth, 53 
Groomsman to the gods, at festival, 30 
Guard of emirs, 48 f. 

duties of, 49 
wine ration of, 120 

Guards, individual, 
of senior emirs, 39, 57 
of temple, 26 

Gutians,91 

H arem (s), 
of Adad-nirari III, 2, 46 
of Ashurbanipal (?), 77 
edicts, 47 
under rab ekalli, 78 

Hazaza,92 
men of, 91 f. 

Herald, see Court herald 
Herdsmen, 29, 3 I 
High priest, 20 f. 
Honey and date syrup, 73, 81 

minister for, 73 
Horses, 

and kallapani, 58, 6 I 
and raksiiti, 59 
in rukub sarriiti, 53 
strengths maintained by mufarkisani, 55 f. 
third horse as outrunner in chariot teams, 6 I 

Horse-trainers, 54, 59 
Household cavalry, 48 f. 
Household chariotry, 48 
Household priests, 23 f. , 26 
Household staff, 

of palace (nis ekalli) , 59 f., 78 ff., 83 ff. 
overseer of, 78 
of temple (nis biti ) , 26 ff., 85 
overseer of, 27 

Housekeeping staff, 79, 83 f. 

Il-eriba, shepherd, 87 
ilkakati issues, 32, 106 
Indemnity (sartu), 9 
Institutions compared, 

Abbiisid, 57 
ancient Egyptian, 55 
la ter Egyptian, 38 ff. , 53, 57, 63, 78, 110 
Elamite,36 
Hittite, 47, 75 
Iraqi, 16, 25 
ancient I sraelite, 36, 74, 98 
Old Assyrian, 33, 83, 110 
Old Babylonian and Mari, 33, 58, 82 
Ottoman, 46 

SUBJECT INDEX 

Persian, 37, 45, 52, 98 
Roman, 7, 26, 57 
Seleucid, 52, 63 
Sumerian, 24 f., 45, 57, 64, 69 f., 97 f. 
Ugaritic,4 
Urartian, 116 

Interpreters, 94 
Ironsmiths, 65, 98 ff. 
Ishtar temples at Calah, 

Bit belat mati, 19 
Bit kidimuri, 18 f., 22 

Ishtar-duri, 2 
Ivory-workers, 65 

kallapani, as transport unit, 57 f., 60 ff. 
kaniinu-festival, 87 
karkadinnu, and special foods, 28, 79 

his bitu, 79, 107 
of queen's household, 82, 108 
rab karkadinni, as minister, 72 f. 

Kasappa, identified with T ell Keshaf, I I 

Keeper of dogs, 87 
Keeper of the wardrobe, 46 
Khorsabad, 

buildings of, 6, 37, 67 
reliefs, 34, 66, 82 

King's household, 1,6 f., 43 If. 
administration of, 95 
main subdivisions, 42 
numbers in personnel, 11 0, 116 ff. 

King's levy, 57 
King's Library, 63 
King's mess, 6 f., 32 ff., 89 

on Khorsabad relief, 34 
at Mari, 33 
membership of, 34 ff., 37 f., 40 

King's scribe, 37 
kiJru-unit, ~o 

commanClers of, 56 
organization of, 5 I , 56 

Kummuhi,75 
men of, 91 

Kushites, 91, 93 

Lamentation priest, 24 f. 
of Nabu at Ezida (galarnal;bu ), 26 
text categories of, 25 

Lapidaries, 64 
Leather-workers, 64 f. 
Lists of professions, 28 f. , 68 
Loan contracts, I 12 

Magistrates (baz;annate), 7 ff., 23 
Major-domo, see rab ekalli 
Malted cereals, for journeys, 108 
Maltsters, 29, 79, 81 
Ma(n)direans, 9 1, 93 
Manneans, 9 I f. 
Mannu-ki-Adad, 2, 45 
Marduk-sar-u~ur, eponym, 2 
Mari, ration texts from, 4, 33, 73 

Measures (liquid), table of; 117 
Meat-cook, 28, 78 f. 
Medes, 91 f. 
Medical services, 74 f. 
Melidia,93 

men of, 9 1, 93, 15 1 
Merchants, 

of king, under sa pan ekalli, 63 
of temple, 29 

Messengers, 59 
Messes at Calah, 5 f., 32 

combined mess of chariot drivers and military 
scribes, 56, 146 obv. 19 

combined mess of ministers and emirs under 
Palace Scribe, 71, 144 note i 

see also King's mess, Queen's mess 
Messing unit, 118 
Military scribes (rnufarkisani, musarkisiiti), 55 f. 
Milk boys~ 85 f. 
Millers, 79, 8 I 
Ministers, 70 ff., 73 

deputy ministers, 7 I f. 
Ministries, see Ministers 

organization of, 97, 105 
Mule stables, men of, 54 
Municipal administration, 7 ff., 95 
Musicians, 76 ff. 

female groups, 77 
Musallim-Marduk, weaver, 67 f., 88 

Nabu, see Ezida 
Nabu-sarhu-iHini, 89 
Nabu-sar-u~ur, eponym, 2 
Nabu-zer-idinna, a link with the OT, 80 
narnurtu, 36, 105 ff. 

payable in wine, 106 f. 
Nani, interpreter, 94 
Neo-Hittite states, 93 

musicians of, 76 f., 120 
New Year, 

annual audit and muster at, 40 
festival, 30 f. 
reappointments, 45, 88 

Nimrud, texts discovered at, I f., 12, 16, 19 f., 
63, 71, 95, 110 

Nineveh road, a horse station, 56 
Ninurta, 18 

temple, at Nimrud, 18 f., 26 
nis (kisitti) rnatati, 90 ff. 

as labour force for royal building projects, 
91 f. 

niS piibi contracts, 19, 72, I I I f. 

Officers, military, 35 ff., 54 f., 56 f. 
Oil accounts, 71, 73 
Oil minister, 73 
Omen texts, 75 
Open (?) chariots, men of the, 53 
Ox-feeders, 89 

Painters and glaziers, 66 f. 
Palace staff, 78 ff. ; see also Household staff 
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Palil-ah-iddin, daughter of, 46 
Parade of the gods, at festival, 3 I 
Persepolis, Treasury of, 105 
Physicians, 74 f. 
Pin-maker, 68 f. 
Police officers, 58 

prefect of police (?), 38 
Police posts, 57, 59 
Post stations, 57 f. 

post station commander, 57, 59 
Priests (fangu and crib biti ), 21 f. , 23 f. 
Princes, see Emirs 
Princesses, 44 
Prisoners, 9 I ff. 

release of, at beginning of new reign, 93 f. 
Proper · names, 

of craftsmen, 65 
of decurions, 90 
of senior officials, 2, 45, 89 f. 

Provinces, 13 f. 
sub-districts of, 16 

Provincial officers, 12 ff. , 96 

qu (or, uninflected, qa), 
in scale of liquid measures, I 14 
as bread ration for one man, 31, 78, 11 8 
as wine ration for ten men, 4, I 17 

Queen, 6 
of Adad-nirari III, 44 
of Shalmaneser IV, 44 

Queen's household, 44, 96 
Queen's mess, 44 
Questions to Sham ash, 75 

rab ekalli, 
of ekal miifarti, 78, 89, 96 
of palace, 78, 96 

rab rHi, 47 
in command of rab kiJri, 57 
in command of raksuti, 48, 60 
as master of the post, 57 
as senior eunuch of biibiinu, 47, 60 

rab fiiqi, 14, 35 f., 
his messenger, 35 

Ra~apa, province, 16, 39, 41 
Remani-Adad, and Ashurbanipal, 52, 54 
Residences, 

for emirs, 45 
for senior members of king's household, 5 f. 

Royal households, see King's household, Queen's 
household 

Sa-bire-su, provincial capital, 14, 86 
fa au!iiri officers, 56 f. 
fakintu princesses, 44, 84 
Samarians, 9 I ff. 
fangu priests, 2 I f. 
fa piin ekalli, and the secretariat, 63 f., 7 I 
fappu, jar and measure, 106, I 15 
Sarru-duri, governor of Calah, 13 
sartennu, independent judge, 22 

Scribes, 62 f., 95 f., 98 
scri be of the palace, 6>!, 7 I 
see also City scribe, King's scribe, Military 

scribes, Temple scribe 
Sculptor, 65 
Seal-cutter, 65 
Second house, men of, 28, 43, 84 f. 
Second priest (fangu fanill), 22, 27 
Sewer, in garment making, 68 f. 
Shamash-na~ir, 89 
Shepherd (s), 29, 31, 87 
$illi-Ishtar, 2, 45 
Sons of cupbearers, 82 f. 
Stables and personnel, 37, 53 f. , 97 
Standard-bearers, 54 f. 
Standing army, 56 
Stone-cutting, 66, 92 
Suhi, 

governors of, reappointed, 45 
men of, 91 

sukallu, sukalmaMu, as king's representative in 
law, 22, 36 f. 

Tailors, 67 f. 
tiikultu, meal and festival, 18,43 
Tax collector (miikisu), 17 f. 
Temple organization, 20 ff., 95 
Temple scribe, 23 
Textile workers, 67 ff. 
Third men, of chariots, 50 ff., 98 
Throne room, as mess, 6, 27, 79 
Top (wine) of the jar, 11 3 
Treasurer, 36, 105 ff. 

issues of, 107 ff. 
stores of, 86, 105 f. , 109 

Treasurer of privy funds, I 10 

Ubase, identified with Tell Huwaish on west 
bank of Tigris, I [ 1 

Urartu, 93 
men of, 9[, 93 f. 
royal household of, in seventh century, I [6 

Vakils, of Safavid Persia, 36 f. 
Vassal-treaties of Esarhaddon, 19, 50 
Vice-governor, [5 
Vizier, 36, 98 
Votaries, temple, 31 f. 

Warp-setter, 68 f. 
Weavers, 3, 32, 67 f. 

of ~ipirtu, 68, 70 
West Semitic names, 65, 93 
Wine, 

as daily ration to king's household, 4, [[ 7 fr. 
in Elam and Ugarit, 4 
as ginu offering, 40, I [ 2 f. 
in libations, I 12 
libated centrally for individual messes, 11 4 
niimllrtll gifts payable in, 106 f. 
ration rates, I 17 ff. 
system of measures, I [4 f. 

Wine lists, 
date of, 2 

discovery of, I 

and king's household, 1 

riksu category of, 1 f., 72 
technical terms of, 1 I I ff. 

Wine minister, 71 ff. 
Wineskins, 107, 114 
Wine texts, 1 10 f. 
Workshops, 65 

SUBJECT INDEX 

Yaluna, wine-producing district, 1 1 1 

Zamua, sometime province (Sulaimania region) 
and wine-producing district, 27 

as name of wine, 107, 113 
Ziggurats, 

at Ashur, 19 
at Nimrud, 18 f. 
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